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PREFACE

The International Library of Technology is the outgrowth

of a large and increasing demand that has arisen for the

Reference Libraries of the International Correspondence

Schools on the part of those who are not students of the

Schools. As the volumes composing this Library are all

printed from the same plates used in printing the Reference

Libraries above mentioned, a few words are necessary

regarding the scope and purpose of the instruction imparted

to the students of—and the class of students taught by

—

these Schools, in order to afford a clear understanding of

their salient and unique features.

The only requirement for admission to any of the courses

offered by the International Correspondence Schools, is that

the applicant shall be able to read the English language and

to write it sufficiently well to make his written answers to

the questions asked him intelligible. Each course is com-
plete in itself, and no textbooks are required other than

those prepared by the Schools for the particular course

selected. The students themselves are from every class,

trade, and profession and from every country; they are,

almost without exception, busily engaged in some vocation,

and can spare but little time for study, and that usually

outside of their regular working hours. The information

desired is such as can be immediately applied in practice, so

that the student may be enabled to exchange his present

vocation for a more congenial one, or to rise to a higher level

in the one he now pursues. Furthermore, he wishes to

obtain a good working knowledge of the subjects treated in

the shortest time and in the most direct manner possible.

• •

111

4



IV PREFACE

In meeting these requirements, we have produced a set of
books that in many respects, and particularly in the general
plan followed, are absolutely unique. In the majority of
subjects treated the knowledge of mathematics required is
limited to the simplest principles of arithmetic and mensu-
ration, and in no case is any greater knowledge of mathe-
matics needed than the simplest elementary principles of
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, with a thorough,
practical acquaintance with the use of the logarithmic table!
To effect this result, derivations of rules and formulas are
omitted, but thorough and complete instructions are given
regarding how, when, and under what circumstances any
particular rule, formula, or process should be applied; and
whenever possible one or more examples, such as would be
likely to arise in actual practice—together with their solu-
tions—are given to illustrate and explain its application

In preparing these textbooks, it has been our constant
endeavor to view the matter from the student's standpoint,
and to try and anticipate everything that would cause him
trouble. The utmost pains have been taken to avoid and
correct any and all ambiguous expressions—both those due
to faulty rhetoric and those due to insufficiency of statement
or explanation. As the best way to make a statement
explanation, or description clear is to give a picture or a
diagram m connection with it, illustrations have been used
almost without limit. The illustrations have in all cases
been adapted to the requirements of the text, and projec-
tions and sections or outline, partially shaded, or full-shaded
perspectives have been used, according to which will best
produce the desired results. Half-tones have been used
rather sparingly, except in those cases where the general
effect IS desired rather than the actual details.

It is obvious that books prepared along the lines men-
tioned must not only be clear and concise beyond anything
heretofore attempted, but they must also possess unequaled
value for reference purposes. They not only give the maxi-mum of information in a minimum space, but this infor-
mation is so ingeniously arranged and correlated, and the

PREFACE V

indexes are so full and complete, that it can at once be made
available to the reader. The numerous examples and explana-

tory remarks, together with the absence of long demonstra-

tions and abstruse mathematical calculations, are of great

assistance in helping one to select the proi)er fonnula, method,

or process and in teaching him how and when it should be used.

In the present volume, the commercial production of citrus

fruits, including oranges, lemons, grapefruit, limes, and cit-

rons, in all parts of the United States is treated from the

standpoint of both the beginner and the practical grower who
is already engaged in the business. This work is unique in

that it not only considers the subject of commercial citrus-

fruit production under irrigation in the citrus-fruit sections

of California and Arizona but also where irrigation is not
necessary, as in the Gulf-Coast States, which include the citrus-

fruit sections of Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Texas. The information contained in these pages has been
compiled from the experiences of a large number of practical

citrus-fruit growers and nurserymen and from the results of

experiments and investigations of the state agricultural experi-

ment stations in the citrus-fruit states and of the United States
Department of Agriculture. All the phases of commercial
citrus-fruit culture are concisely and completely covered. The
varieties of each of the citrus fruits grown in each section of the
country are described and their characteristics noted. The
selection of nursery stock, the many important details connected
with the selection of a location for and the planting of a citrus-
fruit grove, and the tillage, irrigation, pruning, handling of
cover crops, fertilization, protection of citrus-fruit trees from
their many pests by means of spraying, fumigation, etc., the
budding over of trees, the picking, grading, sorting, and packing
of the fruit, and a full descri])tion of the citms-fruit injuries
and pests and their methods of control are considered in detail.
Special attention is paid to the most modern methods of
protecting citrus fruits from frost injury.

The method of numbering the pages, cuts, articles, etc. is
such that each subject or part, when the subject is divided
into two or more parts, is complete in itself; hence, in order
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to make the index intelligible, it was necessary to give each
subject or part a nufnber. This number is placed at the top
of each page, on the headline, opposite the page number;
and to distinguish it from the page number it is preceded by
the printer's section mark (§). Consequently, a reference
such as § 16, page 26, will be readily found by looking along
the inside edges of the headlines until § 16 is found, and then
through § 16 until page 26 is found.
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CITRUS FRUri'S UNDER
IRRIGATION

(PART 1)

INTRODUCTION
!• By the term irrigation, as used in the Sections treat-

ing of citrus fruits under irrigation, is meant the artificial

watering of land in regions where the annual rainfall is light,

and not the watering of soil in humid regions where water is

sometimes applied artificially for the purpose of supi}lying

moisture during an occasional drought. In the United States
the growing of citrus fruits under irrigation has reached its

greatest development in the southern part of California,

south of the Tehachapi Range of the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, comprising the counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura,
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and San
Diego. In recent years citrus growing on a commercial scale
has become important in Tulare, Kern, and Fresno counties
in the San Joaquin Valley, and in Butte, Glenn, and Sacramento
counties in the northern part of the state. The first mentioned
of these smaller districts is often spoken of as the Central
California citrus section, and the second one as the Northern
California citrus section. In addition to these areas in Cali-
fornia, citrus culture under irrigation is practiced in two dis-
tricts in Arizona. These are the Salt River Valley and the
Yuma Mesa districts. The former comprises the larger acreage,
and it is rapidly becoming of considerable importance com-
mercially.

COPYR.GHTED BY INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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CITRUS FRUITS UNDER
IRRIGATION

(PART 1)

INTRODUCTION
1. By the term irrigation, as used in the Sections treat-

ing of citrus fruits under irrigation, is meant the artificial

watering of land in regions where the annual rainfall is light,

and not the watering of soil in himiid regions where water is

sometimes applied artificially for the purpose of supplying
moisture during an occasional drought. In the United States
the growing of citrus fruits under irrigation has reached its

greatest development in the southern part of California,

south of the Tehachapi Range of the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, comprising the counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura,
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and San
Diego. In recent years citrus growing on a commercial scale
has become important in Tulare, Kern, and Fresno counties
in the San Joaquin Valley, and in Butte, Glenn, and Sacramento
counties in the northern part of the state. The first mentioned
of these smaller districts is often spoken of as the Central
California citrus section, and the second one as the Northern
California citrus section. In addition to these areas in Cali-
fornia, citrus culture under irrigation is practiced in two dis-
tricts in Arizona. These are the Salt River Valley and the
Yuma Mesa districts. The former comprises the larger acreage,
and it is rapidly becoming of considerable importance com-
mercially.
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CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATFON & 9A

2. The citrus fruits grown in California are the orange, the
lemon, the pomelo, or grapefruit, the lime, and the citron.

The orange ranks first in importance, the lemon second. The
growing of lemons is increasing rapidly, however, especially

where climatic conditions ate favorable. Pomelos are grown to

a limited extent only; few plantings of limes and citrons are

to be found. In Arizona oranges are the principal citrus fruit

produced, although small quantities of the other kinds are
grown for home use.

3. Much of the citrus fruit of the West is handled by
cooperative associations that are organized primarily for the
business of packing and distributing the product of the groves.
An association is composed of a number of growers who are
incorporated, and the business is managed by a board of direc-

tors and officers. Usually the association owns or leases a
packing house, where the fruit is prepared for shipment. The
association, in a general way, controls the time of delivery of
the fruit by the owners at the packing house, and also the
quantity that each member shall deliver at one time. In this
way the gross quantity of fruit received at one time is regulated,
and an overstocking is prevented. In addition to packing and
distributing the fruit, professional pickers hired by the associa-
tions will, if the growers desire, pick the fruit and deliver it to
the packing houses.

Besides the citrus fruit handled by associations, a considerable
quantity is marketed by the growers themselves. There are
also firms that pack, distribute, and sell the fruit on commission,
and some firms buy fruit from growers by the pound, or they
pay a lump sum for the fruit of a grove on the trees.

4. In recent years citrus-fruit growing has been very profit-
able, and there is good reason to believe that it will continue
to be^ so. At times the different sections have been visited
by injurious frosts, but these occur only occasionally, and as
better methods of fighting frosts are being perfected each year,
the damage from this source is likely to decrease in the future!
Many groves have in the past been planted on sites not well
adapted for citrus growing, and some have not received the

R 01 riTPTTQ FPTTTTc; TTMnFP TPPTnATTOTVr

proper care and attention. Such groves, of course, never yield

profitable crops. But those groves that are in desirable loca-

tions in respect to frost, soil, water, and other such conditions,

and that receive the proper scientific culture, are almost sure

to remain a source of income to their owners.

5. Citrus groves in the West are variable in size. The
10-acre unit is the most common, although there are many
5-acre units; numerous groves of 15, 20, or 25 acres are found;

a few growers have from 100 to 200 acres; and a few corpora-

tions have from 250 to 3,000 acres. A 10-acre unit is a desirable

size for one man and a team to care for ; with another horse and
the help of a hired man occasionally a man can care for 15 or

20 acres, and not hav^e much more money invested in such

equipment as harrows, plows, wagons, etc., than if he had a
10-acre unit, but as citrus groves either in full bearing or even
young groves coming into bearing are expensive to purchase,

fewer 1 5-acre and 20-acre units are found than those of 10 acres.

ORANGE CULTURE

VARIETIES OF ORANGES

6. Several varieties of oranges are grown in California
and Arizona, but only two, the Bahia, or Washington Navel,
and the Valencia Late are of much commercial importance.
Certain other varieties, however, are worthy of trial, in a small
way commercially. In home groves it is well to plant several
varieties in order that a succession of fruit may be had during
a large part of the year. In the subsequent pages, both the
commercial and the home varieties are described.

7. The most important commercial orange of California is

the Bahla, more familiarly known as the Washington Navel,
and also as the Riverside Navel, In 1870 the late William
Sanders, of the United States Department of Agriculture,
received an importation of navel oranges from Bahia, Brazil'.
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Soon after, two trees propagated from the original trees l)y

Mr. Sanders were sent to Riverside, California. After coming

into bearing they attracted much attention from growers,

because the fruit seemed to be especially adapted to California

conditions. The variety soon became very popular, and at the

present time it is the most extensively planted and most popular

variety of its season both in California and in Arizona. Sta-

tistics show that about three-quarters of the oranges produced

in California are of the Bahia variety.

The Bahia trees make a moderate growth; the heads become
well rounded; the foliage is dark, glossy green, and small thorns

are present on the branches. Under irrigation the variety is a

heavy and a regular bearer and fruit can be expected the third

year from planting, often the second year. The fruit is of

large to very large size, rounded in form, and somewhat talter-

ing toward the apex. The rind is smooth, tough, and leathery,

and from | to | inch in thickness. The color is orange or orange

yellow and the fruits are marked at the apex with an umbilicus

of greater or less extent. This is a small, irregular secondary

orange imbedded within and sometimes slightly protruding

from the segments of the fruit.

The Bahia is a seedless variety; the oranges have a rich,

vinous flavor and a well-blended acidity and sweetness. The
fruit ships well and commands a good price on the market. In

Arizona and in Central and Northern California the season

is from about November 20 to January 15; in Southern Cali-

fornia the season is from about January 1 to May 1. The
shortness of the season in the early-producing districts is

accounted for largely by the desire of the shippers to get their

fruit out of the way before the Southern California crop is

ready.

A group of oranges of the Bahia variety is shown in Fig. 1.

The navel marking and seedless character are very apparent in

the illustration.

The Bahia orange often produces branches which are sports.

The fruit of some of these branches is better than that of the

regular Bahia, but often it has much poorer qualities. At
various times sports of the Bahia have been propagated and

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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offered tor sale. At present there are four, the Golden Buckeye,

the Golden Nugget, the Navelencia, and the Thomson, listed

in nursery catalogs.

The Thomson is considered to be the best of these new
varieties. It was first distributed by A. C. Thomson, of

Duarte, California. The tree is siimlar to its parent. The
fruit is of meditmi size, with a thin, smooth, fine-textured rind,

the rind often being spoken of as having a texture like that of a
kid glove. The navel markings and seedless property are
similar to those of the Washington Navel. The pulp is juicy
and sweet; the oranges are solid and good keepers and good
shippers. Its season is early, in most sections being somewhat
earlier than that of the Washington Navel. This makes the
Thomson a desirable Christmas orange.

8. The Valencia, or Valencia Late, as stated previously,
is another important commercial variety of orange grown in
California. Aside from its good qualities, its real commercial
value is due to its season, the fruit being ready for market after
the main crop of navels has been sold, and the supply continues
until late in the fall. It is on the market at a time when there
is scarcely any competition from other orange-producing
sections.

The trees show a fine and vigorous growth, and are slightly
more rampant than those of the Washington Navel. They
come into bearing early and are notably prolific. The fruit
is of medium size, and is solid and heavy. The shape is slightly
oval; the skin is rather thin and of strong texture; and the
flesh is firm, crisp, and of fine grain; the fruit has abundant
juice, an excellent flavor, and but few seeds. In Northern and
Central California the season is from March 1 to July 1, and
in Southern California the season is from June 1 to as late as
December 1 in some years. The fruit is a good shipper and
is in season during the summer and autumn months.

Fig. 2 shows a group of California-grown Valencias. Many
of the characters described are apparent in the illustration.

In the hot interior valleys the Valencia is likely to turn
green again in the summer. In Orange County, and other cool

districts near the coast, this does not occur, and consequently

the Valencia is somewhat better suited to these districts than

to the interior valleys.

9. The Ruby is a variety of blood orange that is grown to

a limited extent in California. The trees are vigorous, nearly

thornlcss, and bear with marked regularity. The fruit is

Fn.. 3

medium size, round in sha]3e, and of a deep orange color, which
becomes reddish when the fruit is mature. The flesh is fine-

grained, yellow or orange early in the season, becoming streaked
with red in midseason, and when fully mature the pulp becomes
a ruby red. The flavor is said by some to be like that of a
strawberry. This variety is one of the best blood oranges for

culture in California. Fig. 3 shows a group of oranges of this

variety.

1
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10. The Malta Blood is a variety grown in a small way in

California. The tree is a slow grower, a heavy bearer, and the

fruit is inclined to be borne in clusters on terminal shoots.

A cluster of Malta Blood oranges is illustrated in Fig. 4. The

fruit is small, slightly oval, and generally seedless. The pulp

is splashed with red and, if the orange is grown in the sun, may
be entirely red. The

fruit of this variety is

ripe just about the time

the picking of navel

oranges is finished.

11. The Mediter-
ranean, or Mediter-

ranean Sweet, is not

largely planted in Cali-

fornia, although the va-

riety does well in the

state. The tree is low,

spreading, and thornless.

The fruit is medium in

size, oval in shape, and

has a slightly thickened

skin. The quality, as the

name indicates, is good.

The season is about the

A group of Mediterranean

Fig. 4

same as that of the Valencia,

oranges is shown in Fig. 5.

12. The Paper Rind, or the Saint Michael Paper Rind,
is an orange that is grown in many home orchards and to a
slight extent in commercial orchards in California. The
tree is vigorous, of dwarfish habit, and has light thorns. The
fruit is small, roundish to oval, heavy, and soHd. The skin
is smooth and very thin, sometimes pitted and of a pale orange
color. The pulp is fine grained, juicy, and of excellent flavor.

The season is slightly earlier than that of the Mediterranean
Sweet. The quality is of the best. A cluster of the fruit

is shown in Fig. 6.

S21
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13. The Satsuma, an orange of the Mandarin group, is

well adapted to California conditions, but it is not grown exten-

sively in the state for the reason that there are better marketable

varieties that can be grown. The tree is very dwarf and nearly

thornless; it comes into bearing early and is very hardy, being

the most resistant to cold of any of the edible oranges. The

fruit is oblate, or flattened, in shape and medium in size; the

u. --

Fig. 5

rind is about | inch in thickness and is inclined to be roughened.
The rind and segments part freely, and the pulp is juicy and
sweet. The pith is open, and the sections are frequently
separated at the inner edges. The fruit is generally seedless,

although occasionally a few seeds are present. In Central
California the oranges are ripe by October or November. This
variety is well adapted to the colder parts of the southeastern
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citrus-producing section of the United States; in fact, it is

the only commercial orange in certain sections of that region.

14. The Dancy, or Dancy Tangerine, an orange of the

Mandarin group, is grown to a limited extent in California both
for local trade and for shipment to Eastern markets. Although

Fig. 6

much of this fruit is shipped out of the state, it is generally sent

East in combination car lots with other varieties. The tree

is compactly headed and rather upright. The leaves are much
smaller than those on the Navels and Valencias. The fruit

is flattened and small. The color is a deep orange-red, almost
tomato red; the skin is shiny, free from flesh, and separates

readily from the pulp segments, and, like all oranges of this

class, the segments part freely. The fruit carries from seven

to twenty small seeds. The pulp is juicy, aromatic, and of

a rich flavor. The oranges ripen in January, or later, and are

much in demand for Chinese holiday trade.

15. The Willow-Leaved Mandarin orange is grown in a

limited way in California, often in dooryards for ornamental

purposes. The tree is a compact grower and forms a dense

shade; this and the golden color of the fruit make the variety

especially desirable for ornamental planting. The fruit is

Fig. 7

flattened, small, of a deep yellow color, and has a thin skin

that can be removed easily from the pulp. The segments are

loosely adherent; the flesh is a dark orange-yellow color and

has a spicy and aromatic flavor. A group of this variety is

shown in Fig. 7. The loose character of the segments and the

thickness of the skin are easily seen in the illustration.

16. The King is a variety of the Mandarin group that has

been planted in a limited way in California. The tree is

upright, is a strong grower, and has dark-green foliage. The
fruit is large and oblate in form. The color is orange-red, and
the skin is somewhat roughened ; nevertheless the appearance of
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the fruit is very good. The pulp is juicy, meaty, of excellent

flavor, and, as in the other varieties of this group, the skin

separates readily from the pulp. The season in California is

from June until August, or sometimes even later.

1l7. The kuniquat group of oranges contains two principal

varieties: the Nagami, or oblong, and the Marumi, or round.

The kumquat is native to

China, where it is known as

Kin-Kan, which means gold

orange. The name kum-
quat is from the Chinese.

The Nagami is usually

from 2 to 6 feet high, and,

no matter how small it may
be, is always shaped as a

tree and never as a bush.

The leaves are dark green,

glossy, and lanceolate; the

fruit is small in size, being

on an average about
1| inches through the a])ex

and about 1 inch in trans-

verse diameter; the color is

golden yellow; the rind is

smooth, aromatic, and
spicy; the juice is acid and
rather sparse. The fruit

has from two to five seeds.

The season is from January
to August in California.

The whole fruit, rind and
pulp, is generally eaten raw. A cluster of the Nagami variety
is shown in Fig. 8.

The tree of the Marumi variety is similar to that of the
Nagami, but it is slightly more thorny and the leaves are some-
what smaller and rounder at the apex. The fruit is spherical,
averaging about 1| inches in diameter. The rind is thin and
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spicy and there is a sparse amount of pulp, as in the oblong

variety. The season is from January until midsummer.

The kumquats of both varieties are extremely resistant to

the effects of cold. In most instances they are grown in cubs

and are moved about on porches and in formal gardens. As

ornamentals they are much prized, and in the West are usually

grown as such.

SELECTION OF LOCALITY AND SITE

SELECTION OF LOCALITY

18. One of the first factors to consider in selecting a locality

for citrus culture under irrigation is whether or not water for

irrigation purfooses has already been developed, and, if not,

whether there is a supply available for development. Without

sufficient water for irrigating the groves, citrus growing in

California and Arizona is impossible.

Freedom from an excessive amount of frost is a climatic factor

that should receive due consideration. All the citrus-growing

sections of the West are more or less troubled with frost, but

some seem to have fewer killing frosts than others. As the

frosting of fruits and trees is one of the conditions that orange

growers must contend with, it is well to find a locality, if possi-

ble, where there has seldom been much loss by reason of frost.

The price of land planted to citrus fruits or suited to the
growing of them should naturally receive consideration. In the
older established sections, especially if the land is near growing
towns or cities, the price for planted groves will naturally be
much higher than the price for planted groves in newer sections;

also, unplanted land in the older sections is higher priced than
in the newer sections, because there is a greater demand by
growers to locate in a well-established citrus-fruit section.

Factors in addition to those mentioned, such as the chance
of development, the amount of capital to be invested, the
shipping facilities, and the kind of roads to the shipping station,
should naturally receive attention when deciding on a locality.
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SELECTION OF SITE

19. After the locality has been decided on, the selection of

the site becomes important. Numerous factors will have an

influence, and all should receive very careful consideration

before the site is definitely decided on; a mistake in choosing

the place to plant a grove will often doom the success of the

enterprise before a fair start has been made. Among the fac-

tors that must receive attention may be mentioned the supply

of water for irrigation, the type and condition of the soil, the

liability of the site to frost, the prevalence of pests, the exposure

of the grove, the distance of the grove from the packing house,

and the kind of roads over which the fruit must be hauled.

20. Water for Irrigation.—When choosing a site for

a new grove or when purchasing an established one, the water

conditions should be examined very carefully. The quantity

of water needed for irrigating will vary according to the size

of the trees, the type of soil, the climatic conditions, and the

amount of rainfall.

In California and Arizona there is in vogue the custom of

using the miner's inch as the basis of measurement for irrigation

water. A miner's incli is the quantity of water flowing in

a certain time through an orifice of specified dimension under

a specified head. Unfortunately, the miner's inch has not a

fixed value, since both the size of the orifice and the head vary

in different localities. It is thus necessary to qualify this term,

in order that it may not be misleading. In case the orifice is

taken as 1 inch square and the head as 4 inches, the discharge,

or miner's inch, will be approximately .025 cubic foot per second,

or 1 .5 cubic feet per minute. This would be equivalent to about

16,160 gallons in 24 hours.

Since the early mining days of California the miner's inch

has been the unit of measure, but there has been much con-

fusion because this unit had no fixed value in the state. On
March 23, 1901, the legislature of California passed a law which

made the miner's inch equivalent to -At of a cubic foot of water

per second. This would represent a flow of 11.22 gallons per
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minute. Many water users in California, however, still adhere

to the value of the old miner's inch, which is equivalent to

-517 of a cubic foot per second, or 8.98 gallons per minute.

Near the coast each 10 acres of citrus trees in full bearing

should be provided with about IJ miner's inches a day; in hot,

interior valleys, and especially on gravelly soils, 10 acres should

have not less than 3 miner's inches a day. In a month each

10-acre grove should have from 40 to 90 miner's inches,

depending on where it is located. These requirements are

based on the miner's inch as fixed by the legislature of

California. As it is impossible to irrigate groves daily with

so small a stream as that furnished by from 1| to 3 miner's

inches, the accumulation of water is practiced, and instead

of getting the quantity of water required every day for a

month, the grower gets the accumulated number of inches

for the month in one day. In case there is a shortage of water,

the individual grower receives a ]3roportionate share of tho.

water from the company.

The rainfall in the California citrus-producing districts varies

from 7 to 30 acre inches annually, and, of course, the amount
in any section influences the quantity of water needed for irri-

gation. The rain comes in winter only, and hence it is always
necessary to irrigate during the other seasons.

21. In irrigated districts, land is generally sold with a given
number of shares of water stock, but, unfortunately, a share of
water stock does not mean the same quantity of water in all

sections, nor even in the same section when supplied by differ-

ent companies. With most companies, however, a share of
water stock represents the water right for 1 acre of ground,
but it does not always mean the same quantity of water. For
example, suppose a water company is organized consisting of
different men who own a total of 5,000 acres of land. They
agree that the basis of the distribution shall be at the rate of
1 miner's inch of water per day for 30 days, or its equivalent, 30
inches for 1 day, to each 5 acres of land. They would require,
therefore, 1 ,000 inches of water. The company is formed with a
stock of 5,000 shares, one share to each acre; the stock is sold
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to the members of the company according to the niimbcr of

acres each owns. Suppose, further, that they proceed to

develop their water system, and that after the company has

developed its water resources, it is found that the water measures

only 800 instead of 1,000 inches. Obviously, each 5 acres then

must receive its proportionate share of the 800 inches, which, in

this case, is f of an inch a day, or 24 inches a month.

Suppose, again, that an association is formed for the develop-

ment of irrigation water; that it has, say, 10,000 acres of land,

and that it has found that by tapping a stream it can deliver

3,000 miner's inches of water. If, in the 10,000 acres, there are

2,000 5-acre tracts, each will receive its proportionate share of

the 3,000 inches of water, which is 1| inches a day, or 45 inches

for 30 days.

22. From the two examples, it is plain to be seen that a

share of water stock in one place or from one company is not

necessarily the same as in another place or from a different

company. The prospective purchaser should be sure that the

quantity of water available for a given area of land is ample

for citrus-grove irrigation. It is well for him to spend consider-

able time in the locality where he thinks he may purchase and

study local water conditions there carefully. By talking with

growers living in the immediate neighborhood he will learn

many facts that may contribute much toward the future welfare

of his grove. It can safely be said that if a plentiful supply of

water is not available, it is unwise to locate in the region, no

matter how desirable it is from other standpoints. When
buying a grove it is well to examine the irrigation system on

which it depends for water. These systems are kept up by
assessments on the water stock, and cases have been known of

persons offering groves for sale just previous to a heavy assess-

ment that is issued to raise money for such improvement as

relaying a pipe line or mending a drain, without mentioning

the assessment to the would-be purchaser.

23. Type and Condition of Soil .—In California, oranges

are found growing on about every type of soil in the state.

This does not mean, however, that all types of soil are suited

to orange culture. Undoubtedly, the best soil is a deep, rich,

easily worked loam. Such soil, with the right care and culture,

will maintain a tree in good condition while it is developing and

after it is mature. A deep, rich, loam means not only a large

storehouse of fertility, but a soil that will take and retain large

quantities of water. These conditions are necessary for the

best growth of trees and the production of fruit. Shallow soils

should be avoided ; they mean a smaller zone for the tree roots,

and when amply irrigated they are often the cause of a wet,

sour, soggy condition a few feet below the base of the tree. In

fact, where orange trees have been planted on soils underlaid

near the surface with a hardpan impervious to water, trees have

been dug up only to find their roots imbedded in mud.

Another type of soil to avoid is one that is apparently good

on top, but is underlaid with a stratum of sand or open gravel.

Such soils allow water to pass through them quickly, and hence

there is a waste of water. Trees on soils underlaid with such

porous strata are never satisfactorily productive. A buyer

should always dig down into the soil to a depth of 6 or 8 feet,

and examine all exposed depths critically, and, as soils are

extremely variable, this should be done at five or six places on

a 10-acre block.

A free, easily worked loam is undoubtedly the best type of

soil for oranges, but they can be made to succeed on light or

heavy soils. Still, when planted on either of the two latter

types of soil, very careful irrigating and other cultural methods
are necessary. For example, on light soils, especially if the

subsoil is light also, more water for irrigation and more organic

matter for himius will be necessary than on a deep, loamy soil,

and on heavy soils greater care must be exercised as to the time
cultivating can be done; if a heavy soil is cultivated too soon
after having been irrigated, lumps will be formed and the
texture is likely to be spoiled for a whole season.

Although in irrigated regions the soil is naturally dry and
water must be supplied in order to produce plant growth, soil

drainage is sometimes necessary. In the case of a soil that has
been too plentifully supplied with water by irrigation, especially

if underlaid near the surface with hardpan impervious to water,
275—3
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a drain to carry off the surplus water will often prove beneficial.

In addition, leakage from irrigation ditches, if allowed to con-

tinue for a long time, is likely to wet the near-by soil to such

an extent that drainage may become necessary.

Soils carrying considerable alkaH should be avoided for citrus

trees. Alkali is rarely met with in typical citrus districts,

however, for the reason that low-lying flat lands, the type most
subject to alkali, are nearly always subject to too much frost to

permit of profitable citrus culture.

24. Prevalence of Frost.—The orange, being a tropical,

or, at least, a semitropical plant, cannot stand much frost without
injury to the fruit and the trees. A temperature of about 24° F.,

if long continued, is very likely to do some damage; hence,

in trying to find a site for a grove, it is well to ascertain, if

possible, whether or not this or a lower temperature has been
reached in past seasons on the piece of land in question. Even
in the same locality, certain spots seem to be more sheltered

than others. They may be protected by ranges of hills from
prevailing cold winds, or they may be on slight elevations

where air-drainage conditions are especially good, or they
may be in coves surrounded on two or possibly three sides by
hills where all conditions seem to operate to make them warm.
Such sheltered spots are naturally very desirable for citrus

fruits. It is impossible, however, to tell, even in the most
sheltered spots, just how low a temperature may be experienced,

but it is well when selecting a site to find one that in the past
has been comparatively free from damaging frosts.

25. Prevalence of Pests.—An orange grower will learn
that there are many pests to combat, among them insects,

fungi, squirrels, gophers, etc., but he will learn also that some
sites are freer from pests than others, and, therefore, that a big
item of expense can be avoided by selecting a site as free as
possible from pests. For example, a grove free from scale of
any kind will mean no fumigation, but one badly infested with
scale or one on the windward side of a badly infested grove
is likely soon to become infested, and this means an expense
of from $25 to $40 per acre annually for fumigation.

A grove near virgin land or near some grain field is more

likely to be troubled with rodents than one that is in the central

part of a large area planted to citrus trees. Although most of

the pests that trouble orange trees can be combated successfully

by employing modem scientific methods, it is well for a prospec-

tive grower to get a place where pests are few.

26. Exposure of Grove.—The exposure of a grove should

come in for some attention. Side-hill land usually has better

air drainage and therefore is likely to be more nearly frostless

than land that is flat or in pockets. The grove should not,

however, be too high on a side hill, for cultivation will then

become expensive, and, in addition, if water for irrigating is

pumped by the owner of the land, which is sometimes the case,

the irrigating expense must be considered.

Just which slope is the best for citrus culture is a question

on which growers do not agree. Many advocate a south slope

on accoimt of its being warmer. This is likely to be true if

hills or mountains rise to the north and keep off prevailing cold

north winds. Others advocate a north or northwest slope,

claiming that as the sun does not strike such an exposure

so early in the morning as it does a south or a southeast one,

the trees and fruit, in case there had been a slight frost, would
thaw out slowly and probably be damaged less.

Although side-hill land may have some advantages, gently

sloping or even level land often makes an excellent site for

an orange grove. If such land is protected from cold winds by
near-by hills it may be as desirable as hilly land on account of

lessened expense for irrigation and cultivation.

In selecting a site, whether on a side hill or on level ground, the
effects of excessive winds must be considered. Not only are they
often harmful on account of the cold air they carry, but they do
much damage to the fruit and trees. If a tree loaded with fruit

is subjected to a strong wind much of the fruit will be scarred and
must then be sold at a low price or discarded altogether. In addi-
tion, heavy winds cause much damage to foliage and branches.

27. Distance From Packing House.—As the fruit from
the different groves must be hauled to a packing house, it is
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well, when selecting a site, to get as near as possible to the pack-

ing house, providing, of course, the other influencing factors are

desirable. A long haul with the oranges loose in boxes means,

besides the expense for transportation, some bruised fruit,

which in turn means decay of the fruit in transit. The con-

dition of the roads over which the fruit must be hauled is

obviously a factor of importance. A poor road between the

grove and the packing house adds to the expense of transporta-

tion, and, in addition, means much bruised fruit.

SELECTION OF NURSERY STOCK

PROPAGATION OF ORANGES

28. Citrus fruits may be propagated by budding, by
seeds, by grafting, or by cuttings. Budding is by far the

most common method in citrus districts. Seeds arc sown for

stocks, and buds of the desired varieties are then worked
on these stocks. The propagation of the trees from seed is

not resorted to as much as formerly, although in the past

many groves were planted in this way. Grafts or cuttings are

never used for propagation in a commercial nursery.

A seedling of any citrus variety will serve as a stock on
which to bud any variety of citrus fruit desired, but nursery-

men in the West, as a rule, make use of only three citrus varieties

as nursery stock. These are the common sweet orange of

Florida, the sour orange of Florida, and the pomelo, or grapefruit.

These are known among nurserymen and growers as sweet stock,

sour stock, and pomelo stock. In California, most of the early

plantings of budded trees are on sweet stock. Such trees make
a greater growth than those on any other stock, and do well,

as a rule, except when planted on soils where gum disease, which
is described in another Section, is likely to occur. Trees budded
on sour stock seem to be more resistant to gum disease than those

on sweet stock ; this is especially true when the trees are planted on
rather heavy soil, and for this reason the sour stock is pre-

ferred in localities where the disease is prevalent. Nurser^onen
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of California have of recent years budded on sour stock about

75 per cent, of the trees sold. The pomelo is beginning to be

used to some extent in California and is promising as a stock

for lemons on gravelly or granitic soils.

Citrus trifoliata, a deciduous orange, is used as a stock in

California for dwarf, or potted, citrus trees. This stock is

used very largely in the Gulf-coast citrus region, but for grove

use it is not recommended for California and Arizona.

29. The general method in use for securing the seed for

stocks is to allow the fruit to rot, pulp it in a barrel, and, after

washing out the juice and what pulp will flow away with the

water, pass the mass of material through a sieve with a mesh
fine enough to hold the seeds. The seeds are then thoroughly
washed and any adhering pulp removed. When washing the

seed, it is a good plan to remove any that do not sink ; the small,

imperfect seeds are likely to float on the surface of the water
and the plump, desirable seeds to sink.

The seeds of the sweet orange or of the pomelo should be
kept moist until planted. This can be accomplished by placing
them in moist sand at a temperature too low for germination, or
in water; the water should be changed frequently to avoid
souring. Seeds of the sour orange are not injured by moderate
drying. Usually they are dry when received in California from
Florida dealers.

When only a small number of seedlings is desired they are
usually grown in flats. These flats can be made any size, but
if they are over 6 or 7 inches deep and 2 feet square they become
heavy and hard to handle when filled with soil. The ends are
made of f-inch stuff; the sides and ()ottom are f-inch material.
Cracks i inch wide are left in the bottom to provide for proper
drainage. The flats are filled with a good loamy soil to a depth
of 5 or 6 inches and the seeds are sown rather thickly on top
of the soil in rows 3 inches apart, and about ^ inch of coarse
soil or sand is placed over the seed and moistened. After the
seedlings

^
arc above the ground they arc thinned to stand

2§ or 3 inches apart in the rows. In case a good loam soil
cannot be had, a good substitute can be made by mixing sand
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with soil until a good loamy texture is secured. The flats may
be kept in the house, or, if the weather is warm enough, may
be placed outdoors. In the latter case, some protection from
the cold at night and the direct sunshine during the day must
be provided. Cotton cloth suspended on stakes about a foot

above the plants or a lath house that provides half shade can

be used to protect the growing seeds and plants. When the

seedlings are about 6 or 8 inches high they are transplanted

to the nursery row.

30. Large quantities of seedlings cannot be economically

grown in flats, and, therefore, when seedlings are wanted in

quantities, they are planted directly in the ground, usually

under lath shelters, although where the nursery is in a warm,
sheltered spot they are sometimes planted in the open with no
protection. Seed is planted in the ground in the spring after the

soil has become thoroughly warmed. The seeds require a
liberal amount of moisture for germination and abundant
plant-food for growth. For these reasons great care should be
taken to make a good, deep friable seed-bed. The soil should
be a free-working loam and it should be spaded to a depth of at

least 12 inches and made smooth and fine at the surface.

There are two methods of arranging seed-beds. One is in

blocks separated by walks of suflicient width to allow a man to

pass around the blocks with a garden hose for the purpose of

watering the plants, which is done by sprinkling. The second
method is to plant them in beds about 12 inches wide that are

separated by 8-inch irrigation furrows. These narrow beds
are elevated about 2 inches above the irrigation furrows.

These furrows should be made so that the water will flow through
them slowly in order to soak under the beds.

The seeds in the blocks are usually sown broadcast; in the
narrow beds they may be sown broadcast or planted in rows.
Whether sown in blocks or in the narrow beds, the seeds should
be placed rather close together, and after the seedlings appear if

they become too spindling some should be thinned out.

The seeds are placed on top of the soil and then covered first

with about their own thickness of soil and then with about ^ inch
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of sifted sand. The seeds require suflicient water to start

germination and to keep them growing steadily, but not an

excessive quantity; too much water will cause them to decay

in the ground. The exact number of irrigations will depend,

of course, on local conditions. Many nurserymen irrigate

every two weeks for two or three times after planting and then

every month during the summer. Irrigation should not be

continued too late in the fall, for the young trees must harden

their wood before cold weather,

and this they will not do if kept

too moist.

31. For protecting the

plants from cold and excessive

sunshine, when protection is

deemed necessary, most nursery-

men use what is known as a lath

house. A house of this kind

used as a packing and storing

shed is shown later in Fig. 13.

Lath houses for packing and
storing purposes are similar in

construction to seed-bed houses,

the difference being that the lat-

ter always have flat roofs. The
houses are made of plaster lath with the space of a lath between
laths. The ground is thus half shaded. Cheaper shade can be
made by driving rows of stakes in the ground and stretching

wires from one to another of these stakes, and then stretching

muslin or burlap from wire to wire to form a sort of tent.

Most of the seedlings will appear in about 3 weeks from plant-

ing, but some may not appear for 4 or 5 weeks. With good care
in the matter of weeding and irrigating, the plants should be
about 1 foot high the following spring, a year from planting.
Fig. 9 shows a lot of 1-year old seed-bed plants. When the
plants are about 1 foot high they may be transplanted to the
nursery row, or, if thought desirable, left to grow for another
year in the seed-bed. If the young plants vary much in size

Fig. 9
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the first year, the larger ones should be transplanted and the

smaller ones left to grow for another year. These smaller

plants, after the thinning out of the larger ones, will have a good

opportunity for growth during the second summer, and will

therefore be likely to make strong, stocky plants when ready

Fig. 10

for transplanting. Fig. 10 shows a lot of 2-year-old seed-bed
plants. The greater stockiness and better root development
of these over the 1-year-old plants will be very apparent by
a comparison of Figs. 9 and 10.

32. Some of the roots will be injured in the transplanting
process. In order to preserve the proper balance between the
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tops and the roots it is necessary that the top and branches be

cut back in proportion. Nurserymen do this top pruning before

digging the plant; a pair of hedge shears is used for this purpose.

From 25 to 50 per cent, of the top is removed, the exact

amount depending on conditions. If the transplanting is done

early, when there is plenty of moisture in the air, it is not

necessary to remove more than 25 per cent, of the top, but if

it is done late, from June to August, when evaporation is

greater, 50 per cent, should be removed.

33. Just before young seedlings are transplanted to the

nursery row, the ground in which they are growing should be

thoroughly sprinkled, in order that as few roots as possible will

be broken off in taking out the seedlings. The bed is then

spaded to loosen the roots, and the seedlings are carefully pulled

out with the hands. If all the seedlings are not removed from

the bed, the ground around those that remain is sprinkled

again, so that they will settle back to place.

After being taken up, the seedlings are sorted into two lots,

according to size, and the ends of the tap roots are cut off, so

that they will not double up in the hole when the seedlings

are planted. The tops are also trimmed back to correspond

with the roots. The trimming is done with a hatchet, a bunch

of from twenty-five to fifty seedlings being trimmed at one

time. The seedlings are then packed in damp moss and

placed in boxes to be hauled to the nursery row.

All plants showing gumming and those with bench roots

should be discarded. A bench-rooted tree is one which has an

S-shaped bend or crook in the main tap root a few inches below

the surface of the ground. These crooks often take the shape of

very acute angles and the sap flows around them with consid-

erable difficulty. The cause of bench roots has not yet been dis-

covered, athough a good deal of experimenting has been done.

It is probably due to the position of the embryo within the seed.

There are always a certain number of bench roots in any given

lot of seed-bed stock, and, as stated, these should not be planted.

The ground for the nursery should be well chosen. A mellow,

easily worked surface soil and a heavier subsoil furnish ideal
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conditions for the growth of nursery stock. In case the

surface soil is made up of a large percentage of clay and is

inclined to bake, the texture can be improved by growing some

legume, such as alfalfa, the year before the young seedlings are

set. This cover crop can then be plowed under, which will tend

to improve the texture of the soil and at the same time supply

a certain quantity of plant-food. Ground used for a permanent

nursery bed should always have some kind of a leguminous

cover crop sown just as soon as trees have been removed from

a block.

34. Ground must be thoroughly plowed, leveled, and

smoothed before seedlings are planted. The soil should be as

uniform in texture as possible throughout its entire depth, and

the ground should be staked off in rows at least 4 feet apart.

This distance is necessary, in order to allow ample room for

horse cultivation without breaking off the buds and branches.

The seedlings are placed from 12 to 18 inches apart in the rows.

Closer planting is likely to make the trees too small in size,

and it does not leave enough space to cut out a ball of earth with

the trees when they are sold. The method of balHng the trees

is described later.

In order to space the trees at uniform distances use is made

of a length of wire and a marker. The marker consists of a

wheel to which crosspieces of wood or iron are fastened at

regular intervals around the rim. The wire is fastened to the

posts at both ends of the row and the wheel is pulled or pushed

along the wire. The crosspieces on the rim make marks on the

soil at regular intervals where the trees are to be planted.

A dibble or other sharp tool is used to make a hole where the

tree is to be planted ; the tree is set in place, and the earth x^ressed

firmly about the roots. The soil at the time of planting should

be fairly moist—neither too wet nor too dry.

The tree should be placed in the ground about | inch above

the height it stood in the seed-bed. This J inch allows for

settling, after which the tree will stand at the heighth it stood

in the seed-bed. The irrigation water should follow down the

rows as they are being planted, in order that the plants will get

a start immediately. Soon after the rows are planted they

should be gone over and all plants which, on account of their

small size were not cut back by the trimming hatchet when they

were removed from the ground, should be cut back in propor-

tion to the others. If this is not done these small plants are

likely to die.

35. During the summer and fall following planting, the

plants should be cultivated and irrigated frequently enough to

keep them in good condition. Cultivation must be clean and

thorough and should follow directly after the nursery has been

irrigated. Cultivation must cease early enough in the fall so

that the wood may ripen and be in a hardened condition before

cold weather sets in.

The sprouts that form up to about 5 or 6 inches above the

ground during the summer should be pinched back. The tops

will need practically no pruning, except for the removal of a

broken branch occasionally.

36. If the seedlings have made a good growth they should

be ready for budding the fall or the spring following transplant-

ing. If they have not made a good growth, it will be necessary

to allow them to grow until the next fall or spring before bud-

ding. If spring budding is practiced, it should be done early,

just as soon as the bark will slip sufBciently to allow the inser-

tion of the bud. This will be sometime in March or April.

Spring budding is sometimes done as late as June, but conditions

must be favorable to get good results from such late bud-

ding. For California conditions, fall budding is preferable to

spring budding, because, if the trees have been budded success-

fully, the buds will start growth with the first flow of sap in the

spring, and, as a rule, they will have one or two more growths

than a spring-budded tree. Most stock in California is budded

in the fall for these reasons. The time for fall budding varies

with the variety, the condition of the weather, and the growth

of the plants. It ranges from September to December. Citrus

trifoliate stock is budded early in September. Sweet stock,

pomelo stock, and sour stock is usually budded later, but all bud-

ding must be done before the bark becomes tight on the stock.
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Wood from which buds arc taken is known as budwood.

Rigid care should be taken that no mistake is made in the

identity of the tree from which the budwood is taken. If bud-

wood is to be taken from several different trees, that from each

tree should be tied with waxed string in little bundles and care-

fully labeled. Soft-wood labels are preferable, since the

indentation will remain in the wood if the label is written with

a hard pencil. Ink should not be used for labeling, since it

blurs when wet and the writing is often hard to distinguish.

Budwood should be taken from well matured wood of not more

than one season's growth. It is usually best to select wood

from the last one or two growths matured just before the time

of cutting. Almost any bud, small, immature, or growing

may be used and made to grow if it has the proper care. For

propagation work, however, any buds that require nursing

should be avoided and for this reason only the stronger, well-

matured buds should be used. Buds from diseased, unthrifty

and unproductive trees should be avoided.

37. The so-called T or shield budding is practiced for

citrus trees. In the West, the transverse incision is made at

the top of the longitudinal incision; in Florida, it is made at the

bottom. Waxed strips of cloth or string are used for tying

the buds. Some budders cover the bud entirely with the waxed

cloth or string; others cover it only in part, as in deciduous

budding. Practically no difference is noticed in results. The

height that buds are inserted varies considerably in practice.

Some budders prefer to bud 9 or 10 inches high; others, par-

ticularly on small stocks, crowd the buds close to the ground.

High budding is, however, considered to be best, as high budded

trees are said to be less subject to gum disease than are low

budded trees.

Detailed instructions for the budding of citrus nursery stock

are given for Florida conditions in a subsequent Section, and

as they are similar for California and Arizona conditions, they

need not be described here.

About two weeks after the buds have been placed all the

plants should be examined closely to ascertain whether the

buds have united with the stock. If at that time the buds arc

still green and a line of new tissue has formed around the incis-

ions, it may be safely concluded that a union has taken place

and that the bud will grow. The wrapping about the bud is

then cut away. If, on the other hand, the buds in some stocks

have shriveled and turned brown it is a sure sign that those

buds have not united with the stock. Such stocks should be

rebudded. If the trees have been budded in the spring, the

tops are cut off 4 to 6 inches above the inserted buds a few days

after they have united with the stocks. It is necessary to

remove the top of a seedling tree above the inserted bud, in

order that the sap of the tree may be forced into the bud and

thus cause it to make rapid growth. If the trees have been

budded in the fall, the tops are not cut off until the following

spring. It is desirable to have the buds remain dormant

throughout the winter. Sometimes during a warm spell in

winter they start growth, or a certain proportion of them do,

even if the top has not been removed. Such a condition is not

desirable, because these young shoots are very tender and are

very easily injured by frost.

Buds that have been inserted in late spring when there is a

full flow of sap in the tree must be treated in a different way.

It is unwise to cut off the top entirely, directly after the buds

have united with the stock, for the buds are not strong enough

to carry the full flow of sap at this late season. The practice

in this case is to cut about half way through the stock at a dis-

tance of about 3 inches above the bud on the same side as the

bud, then bend the top over, being careful that the stock does

not split downwards and throw out the bud. The tops in a

pair of rows should be turned in the space between them, leav-

ing the other alternate rows open for cultivation. The tops

can be pegged down with forked sticks. This is known as

lopping the to])s. This practice enables the bud to adjust

itself to its new condition gradually before receiving the full

flow of sap from the stock. The top still receives a certain

amount of sap, while the bud receives sufficient to force growth
and yet not injure it. After the buds have grown to be about
a foot or so in length, the bent-over tops are removed. Lopping
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the tops is rare in the West, however, because most budding
is done in the fall.

38. After the cutting or the lopping of the tops and until

the tree is of sufficient height to head, many sprouts will be
forced out along the lower part of the stem. These should be
pinched back. To insure a straight tree it is necessary to stake
the shoot before the bud begins to bend over of its own weight.

Fig. 11

Raffia is suitable for this purpose, as it is cheap and easily
handled. After the budded trees are about 18 inches tall, if

they are hardy and strong, the stub of the stock above the bud
is cut off and the wound painted or covered with some wound
dressing. The cut should be made close to the stem.

Fig. 11 shows nursery rows of young budded trees growing in
California. Note the straightness and stockiness of the trees.
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The budded trees grow until they are about 40 inches or so
in height, when the top is cut off. This forces out shoots from
which the head is formed. Of late years, the tops are usually
taken off about 33 inches from the ground and the heads allowed
to form down 9 inches, making the bottom of the head 24 inches

Fig. 12

above the ground. This makes what in the West is known asa low-headed tree. An advantage of such trees is that they
shade the trunk when it is young and tender and might easily
be damaged by the sun. Also, low-headed trees are less likely
than high-headed trees to be injured by winds, and the fruit
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can be harvested more readily and cheaply. The advantage
of letting the tree grow until it is over 33 inches in height and
then cutting it back rather than pinching it back as soon as

the height of 33 inches is reached, is that the wood from which
the main limbs are formed will be larger and stronger and
thus will make a better head for the tree.

Nursery trees ready for heading are shown in Fig. 12. This
illustration is from a photograph taken in a citrus nursery in

Southern California, and shows straight, stocky, well developed
trees, the kind desired for citrus plantings.

39. Citrus trees in the West are usually sold either as
1-year-old or as 2-year-old buds, the age being reckoned from
the time of budding. They are graded according to caliper,

the measurements being made one inch above the bud.
The grades are usually as follows:

One-year-old buds: Grade 1—caliper, f inch and up; grade
2—caliper, J to | inch; grade 3—caliper, f to ^ inch.

Two-year-old buds: Grade 1—caliper, f inch and up; grade
2—caliper, f to f inch.

TRANSPLANTINO NURSERY STOCK
40. In case the soil is a good sandy loam, the ground

should be irrigated about 24 hours before budded trees are
removed from the nursery row for transplanting. If the trees
are in a heavy soil, it is necessary to irrigate a day or so sooner.
The tops of trees that are to be taken up should be pruned to
compensate for the loss of roots that will occur. In practice,
this usually consists in removing about one-half of the top'.

This removal of the tops is generally done while the trees are
still standing in the nursery.

41. In the West, two methods are employed for preparing
nursery stock for transplanting—the open-root method and the
bailing method. In the open-root method the trees are dug
and the earth removed from the roots by the method employed
for deciduous trees. This method is used when the trees are
to be planted in the near vicinity. The balling method
consists of digging up a ball of earth with the roots and wrapping

275—4
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this earth with burlap or other heavy cloth, thus retaining the

earth about the roots. The balling method is more practical

than the open-root method for trees that are to be shipped.

The ball of earth weighs from 40 to 60 pounds, and, of course,

very materially increases freight expense,

but balled trees, on account of the

roots remaining in earth, seldom wilt

or lose their foliage even when shipped

for long distances, and this is a reason

for their use.

42. If the open-root method is fol-

lowed the soil is irrigated and made soft

and a trench from 1^ to 2 feet deep is dug
along the side of the tree row. The tap

root is cut off with a spade, and then the

spade is forced down on the opposite

side of the tree and the tree pushed into

the trench. After the earth has been
shaken off from the roots they are cov-

ered with wet cloth to protect them from
the sun and the trees are carried to the
end of the row. It is a good plan, soon
after digging the tree, to dip the roots in

mud of about the consistency of paint;

this adheres to the roots and prevents
them from becoming dry. If the trees

are to be planted in the immediate
neighborhood, they should be taken to

their destination at once, the roots being
first packed in wet straw and the tops
covered with canvas to shield them from

sun and wind. If they are to be shipped, the roots should be
packed in damp moss and the trees boxed at once.

In Fig. 13 is shown a lath house in which young citrus trees are
being packed in moss. In California such half-shade structures
are much used as packing and storage places, as they shield the
trees from the direct sunlight and also allow the circulation of air.

Fig. 14
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43. When the trees are to be balled a trench from 12 to 15
inches deep is dug about 5 to 6 inches from the trees, along
the row, and the tap roots cut as for open-root planting. ' With
a sharp spade, the one doing the balling cuts around the other
sides of the tree, leaving the earth adhering to the roots. The
distance he cuts from the tree will depend on the size of the ball
of earth desired to be taken up with the plant; as a rule, it is
about 4 or 5 inches. After the ball is free, it is lifted out of
the hole and the tap root, if it sticks below the dirt, is cut off
with a pair of pruning shears. This leaves the tap root from
12 to 15 inches in length. The ball is then placed in the
center of a piece of burlap, which is brought up over the sides
and top of the ball and wrapped and tied as shown in Fig. 14.

SECURINO NURSERY STOCK
44. Whether to purchase citrus nursery trees from nursery-

men or to propagate them at home is a problem that confronts
the orange grower. There are, of course, arguments in favor of
both plans. As may be inferred from the preceding paragraphs
the growmg of a citrus tree ready for planting requires a long
time, the nght soil and climatic conditions, careful attention
to details, and considerable knowledge of tree growth Most
growers do not have land available for a nursery, and hence
must depend on the nurserymen; and those planting new
orchards, unless they are adding to orchards already estab-
lished, will not care to wait the three or four years necessary
to produce the trees. When buying from a nurseryman, it
IS well to deal with one having a reputation for selling good
trees. While chances of getting trees that are not true to name
are not as great as in former years, yet it is desirable to secure
trees from a nursery where every care is exercised to growthe trees properly. Well-established nurserymen may chargea few cents more for trees, but the few cents difference in price

Js S"^ " "'' ^'^ '" ^'""""^^^^ ^y ^^y^-^ -heaptrees. Most dealers give a guarantee to replace any trees thatdo not come true, but when a grower has waited 3 orTyear
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for a tree to produce fruit and then finds the fruit not of the
type or variety he purchased, he has lost much more than the
price of the tree, and replacing it is not much of a financial

advantage. True, such trees can be budded over to some
desired variety, as explained later, but even this means a loss

of profit over what would have been made had the trees been
true to name.

A nurseryman who is experienced in this particular line of
work can often produce better trees than a grower, and his

workmen will be more adept in removing the tops and roots,

in digging and balling the trees, and, in fact, in all the details of
tree production. These facts, coupled with those discussed
in the previous paragraph, often make it advantageous for the
grower to purchase his trees ready for planting in the grove.

In case, however, a grower is well estabHshed and has land
available for the purpose and possesses a knowledge of nursery
work, he will often find it advisable to grow his own trees. He
can usually produce the trees more cheaply than he can buy
them, but the principal advantage he gams is that the buds can
be selected from the best type of tree of the variety it is desired
to propagate. A bud from a good-producing, healthy tree is very
likely to be a better bud for propagation than one from a tree
that habitually produces meager crops of poor fruit. This is

a very important point for a grower to consider. He should,
therefore, exercise every care possible in the selection of buds
for propagation. The nurseryman who buds thousands of
trees cannot, as a rule, give as much attention to bud selection
as the grower who buds comparatively few trees. In case a
grower does not care to grow trees he can, at least, select his
buds and carry them to the nurseryman and have him bud and
grow the trees under contract. As the nurseryman has stocks
ready for budding, the grower will not have to wait more than
one or at least two years for his trees, which is less, of course,
than were he to grow the stocks himself. This procedure is

ofton much better than letting the nurseryman select buds, and
it has been successfully resorted to by many growers.
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PLANTING OF GROVE
45. Selection of Varieties.-—In selecting varieties of

oranges for commercial planting in the West, it should be
remembered that the Washington Navel and the Valencia
have proved to be the best varieties for commercial planting.
The planting should, therefore, be mainly one or both of these
varieties, with perhaps a few others for experiment. Whether
to plant one variety or both will depend on conditions. Experi-
ence proves that often one of the varieties is better adapted to a
certain locality than to another. Therefore, the grower should
select the one adapted to his particular locality. A good way
to find out about the adaptation of a particular variety to a
given locality is to get information from the leading growers of
the vicinity. If it is learned that both Washington Navels and
Valencias do well in the locality, it is a good plan to ascertain
which variety brings in the greater returns, and make the plant-
ing accordingly.

46. Time for Planting Trees.—In the irrigated regions
of the West, orange trees can be planted at practically 'any
season except winter, but experience shows that spring planting
IS the best. The soil should be warm in order that conditions
for growth may be favorable. Just which month in spring
the trees should be set out depends somewhat on the location.
At Fullerton, in the southern section of California, C C
Chapman, one of the most successful growers in the state'
regards March as the best time. He states that the trees when
set at this tmie soon start to grow, and that they are able tomake a good growth before the winter season. In the Riverside
and Redlands sections, the majority of plantings are made inMay or June. In the central California section, April Mayand June are considered to be the months for planting most
growers m that section desiring to get them in as eariy as the
weather will pennit. In Arizona, April and May are considered

although If the season is warm the latter part of March is agood tune for planting.
.

4
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47. Arrangement
of Trees In CJrove.

In the West, most groves

of recent planting are set

according to the square

system; that is, the dis-

tance between the trees

in a row is the same as

the distance between the

rows. In the past, sev-

eral different systems
were used to some extent,

but they met with little

favor from citrus grow-
ers. The square system
is considered to be the

best, because there is less

difficulty in cultivating

between the trees, a prac-

tice necessary for the suc-

cess of a citrus grove.

Fig. 15 shows a young
grove planted according

to the square system.

The regular spacing of

the trees is ai^parent from
the picture.

If a grove is to be
planted on a hillside, it

will probably be neces-

sary to run the rows
along the contour of the

hill. In this respect no
set system of arrange-

ment can be adopted.

48. Planting Va-
rieties in Blocks.—If
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more than one variety of citrus fruits are grown, it is well to
plant the different varieties in blocks by themselves on account
of the ease of handling the fruit; that is, the Washington
Navels are planted by themselves, the Valencias by themselves,
and so on throughout the grove. If Washington Navels and
Valencias, for example, are mixed throughout the grove, it will

benecessar>^ to traverse the area twice in the season when
gathering the fruit, since the fruit matures at entirely differ-

ent seasons.

49. Distances for Planting.—Formeriy Washington
Navel and Valencia trees were placed as close as 20 feet apart
each way, but of late years 24 feet apart is considered about right,
although some progressive growers say 25 or 26 feet would be
better. Too close planting is not advisable. The chief reason
for wide planting is that considerable room is required to
handle the tents used in fumigating the trees for combating
insect pests. Another reason is that the trees are vigorous
feeders and require considerable space for their roots; and, as
they have the spreading habit, they will soon grow so near
together that the branches will interfere with cultivation,
especially if the cultivating implements are run diagonally
across the field, as is often a practice. At 20 feet apart each
way, there are 108 trees to the acre; at 24 feet, 70 trees; at 25
feet, 70 trees; and at 26 feet, 64 trees.

50. Grading the Land Before Planting.—The land
should be smoothed and prepared before the trees are set, so
that regulariy graded even furrows or basins can be had for
irrigation purposes. Uneven furrows or basins cause the water
to run fast in one place and slow in another, and, consequently.
It percolates to different depths, thus causing some trees to get
too much water while others may not get enough. Once the
trees are planted, this condition cannot be remedied. Hence, the
great importance of a careful grading of the land before planting.
This grading, or, as it is often termed, leveling, is accomplished
by filling in the low places and removing the high places. The
land is plowed and then a scraper is used to transfer the dirt
trom the higher to the lower places. Fig. 16 illustrates a type of
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scraper^ often used for smoothing land. This implement is
known in all Western citrus-producing regions as a Fresno.
The irrigating plan must be very carefully worked out for

hilly land and the ground graded accordingly. If a very hilly
site is to be used for a grove, benches or terraces are made on
which the trees will be planted and along which irrigating
furrows will run. If the land is only moderately sloping, the tree
rows can be run along the contour of the hill, and the furrows
likewise. The furrows must not follow the slope, or there will
be much washing of the soil when irrigating.

51, Adding of Humus to Soil Before Planting.
Before the advent of water for irrigation in the West, vegetation
was very sparse, and, in many cases, lacking. It is only natural,
therefore, that the soHs of that region are deficient in humus

Fig. 16

and consequently in nitrogen. These soils are, as a rule, fairly
rich m phosphoric acid and potash, and hence, if vegetablemat er is added to them, they become fairiy well balanced in
fertility. In view of this condition, it is a good plan, before
P anting an orange grove in the irrigated regions of the United
States, to improve the condition of the soil by the addition ofhumus-makmg material, especially that which will add nitrogen
to the soil. This may be accomplished by growing vetch orsome other legume on the land before the trees are planted
and turning a part or all of each crop under as green manure.
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Rye or some other grain crop can be grown and turned under
to form humus, but as grain crops are not legumes, they bring
no nitrogen from the air to the soil, as in the case of vetch or
some other legume.

Turning under a good application of stable manure is also a
desirable method of incorporating organic matter in a soil
previous to planting. The manure wHl rot quickly, and thus
humus and nitrogen will soon be available. Where stable
manure can be obtained at a reasonable price, this plan is an
economical one to follow, as the land can generally be gotten
ready more quickly than by green manuring.
A combination of both green manuring and stable manuring

is often advisable. By this plan the land may be made fairiy
rich in humus in one year. It is best that the soil improvement
be made after the land has been smoothed and graded for
irrigating, for then the humus that is formed will remain near
the surface; whereas, if the work were done after the addition
of the vegetable matter, the humus would be scraped into the
low places, thus leaving many spots lacking this material.

52. Tillage Before Planting.—Just before the trees are
set out, the land should be plowed and harrowed and made of
as good tilth as possible. The plowing should be deep and the
harrowing thorough, so as to leave the ground smooth and fine
at the surface. Thorough tillage means an improved condition
of the soil structure and texture. The trees, when planted in
such soil, will start into growth rapidly and from the start will
make stronger and more thrifty trees than if the preparation
of the land is not thoroughly done. The need of the right
preparation of the soil before planting citrus trees cannot be
too strongly emphasized.

53. Locating Trees In Straight Rows.-The boundaries
of the ground to be planted should be laid off and the placeswhere the trees will stand staked, before the holes to receive

tr2hr
^''^' ^^' ."''"''' ^"'^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ absolutely

straight rows m an orchard is to have a surveyor locate the siteo every tree with a transit, and this is often done when the
question of appearance is of sufficient importance to justify
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such an expensive method. In many cases, however, the

expense of this method is prohibitive. One of the most con-

venient methods of securing straight rows in a square planting,

without surveying the grove, is to locate the outside rows

around the field carefully, and then set a row of stakes with one

stake where each tree is to be located, in these rows around the

field. If the lines of the field are definitely known, a man's
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Pig. 17

judgment will suggest a way to get these stakes in the right

place. Then through the center of the field, in each direction,

another row of stakes is set as shown in Fig. 17.

With a field laid out in this way, there are always two stakes

available in two directions for determining the proper location

for each tree to be planted. For example, the proper location

for a tree may be determined by sighting across stakes as

indicated by the lines in Fig. 17. The usual method is to set a

peg at the point where each tree should go, as determined by

S. 01 r^TT^OTTO
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sighting; but, since the stake must be removed when the hole
for the tree is dug, a planting board is often used to get
each tree m its proper place. In Fig. 18 is shown a planting
board by means of which a tree can be planted exactly where
the stake stood originally. The dimensions are marked for

• b
•ft

W

*d

d c

Fig. 18

the convenience of those wishing to saw out such a board In
Fig. 19 is shown the method of using the planting board In
this illustration, for the sake of clearness, the planting board is
shown out of proportion to the width of furrow and the distance
between trees. In (a)

the letters indicate as

follows: a is the irri-

gating head-furrow,

or water supply, at

the edge of the field;

b, b, b are the stakes

locating the places

where trees are to -—

^

stand
; c is the plant-

ing board with the
square notch at the
center in place at
the position of one of
the stakes b; d,d are
two stakes that are
placed in the end
notches of the board.

planting board ,s placed m turn over each stake where a tree is

ilhiSr. 'I u"
'^ "-'^ P^^"^'^ '" P°^^tion as shown in thetotion, and the stake b removed. This leaves a row oi

SinTf "^^ °' ""'^^^ *'- *'•- -- -•! «tand. An•mgatmg furrow . ,s then plowed out from the head-ditch

•d ^
j3

/

«-

(0
Fig. 19

e
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between the rows of stakes d, as shown in view (b). This
furrow is to be used for irrigating the trees as soon as they are
in place. Following the making of the irrigating furrow e.

holes / are dug between the stakes d, as shown in view (c) . The
planting board is then placed over each set of stakes, and the
tree planted so that the trunk occupies the same position on
the board as the stake b did when the board was placed in
position previous to the making of the irrigating furrow and
the holes for the trees.

54. Planting the Trees.—The holes for the trees should
be made about 3 feet deep, and wide enough to leave room for
the spreading of the roots. The holes may be dug with a
shovel or blasted out with the aid of dynamite. If the land
IS inclined to have a hard subsoil it is usually a good plan to
use a stick of dynamite in digging each hole. Special tree
plantmg dynamite of 20 per cent, strength can be procured
from most concerns manufacturing explosives. The equipment
necessary for blowing holes consists of cartridges, or dynamite
sticks, caps, cap crimpers, fuse, and a soil auger, or a crowbarA hole about If inches in diameter is bored in the ground with
a soU auger or punched with a crowbar to a depth of 30 to 36
mches. A fuse 2 to 21 feet long is cut from the roll, squarely
across, not diagonally, and inserted carefully well down toward
the explosive charge in the cap. When inserting the fuse in the
cap It must not be twisted, because the cap may explode After
the fuse is fastened in the charge, the cap is finnly crimped to the
fuse by the cap crimper. The paper wrapper at one end of the
cartridge is then unfolded and a hole H inches deep is punched
in It with a round-pointed wooden punch. Into this is inserted
the cap with the fuse, and the wrapper is drawn over the top
around the fuse, and tied with a piece of twine. The cart-
ndge IS then mserted in the hole and forced to the entire depth
With a wooden stick. A broom handle serves the purpose.
After the charge is pressed home, 2 or 3 inches of fine dirt or
sand IS put on top and tamped very gently with a wooden stick.The hole IS then filled with 2 or 3 inches more of soil and this
is packed a little more firmly. After the charge is covered to
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a depth of 5 or 6 inches the soU may be pressed finnly in place
without danger of a premature explosion. The hole is filled
even with the surface of the soil. The fuse can then be lighted
with a match or any kind of lighter. The fuse bums at the
rate of 2 feet per minute, and thus the length used gives ample
time for the operator to step back out of danger. The soil will
be loosened for a radius of from 2| to 3 feet and a depression of
from 4 to 6 mches made in the center. A hole can be readily
scooped out from the soil thus loosened and the tree quickly
set in place. The charge can also be exploded by electricity
which is the most practical method if a great number of holes
are to be blown. Further details along this line can be secured
from companies manufacturing explosives. Great care and
caution must be exercised in the use of dynamite, and for this
reason it is well for beginners to secure all the infonnation
possible about Its use from the company manufacturing theproduct and to follow the rules carefuUy. Practically all

vZh^ T""^^"''''^^
^^''^'*^ ^"PP'y ^ h^-^dbook Jvingvaluable information concerning the use of explosives. The

ovTZ, I 'Tr'^ ^^"^'*'^ ^^' ««^-^l advantagesover the digging of the holes with a shovel: first, the soU ispulv^-ized for a considerable distance all around and the hard!

Zftn '^t^^J'^i
^* '^'^ '°" '^'°'^' ^^t°^' ^hich enables the

SolvS 5°"
l'°

"" "^"-^ ^'^^^^y' ^--d, less labor
IS involved m setting the trees. It is a fact that trees plantedm dynamited soil wUl show a greater and stronger ^otth at heend of a season than trees planted in holes dug wTth a shovel

55. About 4 or 5 inches of weU-rotted manure is olaced in

th:tr. abf '.f
'°^ *^ '"^'^ °^ ^'^^--^ <^-p-'4

face so? Vf. T"""^'
'' '^''^'^ ^^""^ 6 inches of sur
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f^''^
'" '^' ^°'^' ^"d «"rf^-e soil
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'""""''^ ""^ ^^'^ "^«°d' i« pressed

them ifl f '''*'' °' ^''°"* ^'^^ ™°ts of the tree and under

o tw af^ TJ'
*°° ^°"P ^" *^ ^'>^'- The tree should be set

an?at J rout th"
""'1' ^uf ""' ""' ^^^^ * '-l^' >* ^^

hei^hth K ^ '^^ ^^'^^^^ '^ ^t°«d in the nursery whichheighth can be seen by the difference in the color of tLIa^k!
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If planted so that it stands lower, the bark, which contains
chlorophyl and lenticular clusters of stomates, will be so near
the ground that the winter rains are likely to splash spores of the
brown-rot fungus on the bark. As a result, the tree may become
affected with what is known as the brown-rot form of gum disease.
Another effect of too low planting is that the trees do not start
.mto growth quickly, but become stunted. Often it is necessary
to raise such trees to a higher level in order to promote proper
growth, which adds considerable expense to the cost of the grove.
A citrus tree planted higher than it stood in the nursery row
will usuaUy start into growth quickly, and will in time develop
a satisfactory root system; nesrerthelcss, the appearance of the
tree with the surface roots above the ground is not desirable,
and in addition, the tree is in somewhat greater danger of dry-
ing out in case there is a shortage of water than is a tree planted
at the proper height.

In case baUed trees are to be set, the cloth is not removed
from the roots. Most growers simply cut the string near the
top of the ball and push the cloth into the hole; there are cases
when the string is not even cut. The cloth wHl soon decay
after it is covered with soil, and as the roots are plentiful and
near the surface of the ball of earth, the tree will soon start to
grow if sufficient moisture is present.

After the tree is in place, soil is fiUed into the hole to
withm 4 or 5 inches of the surface. This leaves a basin in
which water collects at the first irrigation. As soon as possible
after the trees are set, water is turned into the irrigating furrow
shown m e. Fig. 19. Besides supplying water to the trees
imgation settles the dirt in the holes. After the soil becomes
dry, the basm about the tree is filled with earth, and any trees
that are leaning out of line are straightened and the rows lined
up, after which the stakes used to indicate the position of the
trees are removed.
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TILLAGE OF GROVES
56. Tillage is an important factor in the maintenance of

fortuity and moisture in the soils of western citrus groves Apnnc^,al benefit of tillage is that it supplies and maintains anabundant quantity of air in the soil. Plant roots require a^for their proper development; also, air is necessary fo7the lifeof he sou bacteria. Tillage operations, in addition, make pos!
sible he turning under of organic matter that wUl form humus-they keep down weeds, increase the reservoir space forsoU
moisture, and prevent the evaporation of an excessive quantityof moisture from the surface of the soU.

quantity

. 57. Plowing the Groves.-Western citrus groves should

the depth an inch ea'ch year^.l^oifof t ll^sTShZZfonn pl^sole is plowing to the same depth each year Plow

Sn t^ '? .
'^'"'^ '''°^^ ^'^Pt^- This condition is often
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suiace wm ^^^^^^^^^ T"" T'
'' ^""^^ ^'^^"^ ''^low theWUl support plant growth practically as well as the
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surface soil and will not require weathering for a year or so,
as is the case with many soils in humid regions, and thus there
is little danger of plowing too deep as far as bringing up
subsoil is concerned. However, plowing should not be deep
enough to injure many of the tree roots.

Groves are plowed in the spring, usually about March,
although if no cover crop is growing on the soil they may be
plowed soon after the winter rains are over, which, as a rule,
is about the last part of January or the first part of February!
Winter cover cropping is practiced to a large extent in the groves
of the West, and the cover crop is plowed under during the
spring plowing of the grove. If the soH is very heavy, an
additional plowing is sometimes made in the summer or the
eariy fall. On most soHs, however, spring plowing is sufficient.

58. Both moldboard and disk plows are used in the West
for plowing citrus groves, some growers preferring the one

-^vu—V^---.

Fig. 20

type and some the other. A 10-inch or 12-inch moldboard
plow is a very efficient implement for plowing most of the space
between the trees. However, it is usually necessary to make one,
and sometmies two, furrows near the trees with a 6-inch or an
8-mch moldboard plow drawn by one animal In Fig 20
is shown one of the Oliver G series of moldboard plows, a plow
recommended by many of the growers of Southern California
The clauns of the manufacturers for this plow are- first the
plows are light in weight, which makes work easy for the oper-
ator; second, the plow is built on a steel frog, or frame, thus
giving the,necessary strength without the usual heavy weight
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construction; third, both steel and chilled shares are provided
which makes the plows serviceable in both sticky and sandy
land; fourth, the plow is provided with a landside equipped with
a removable heel, which lengthens the life of the landside
These plows are made with either an iron beam or a wooden
beam. The iron-beam plow is largely used but many growers
prefer the wooden-beam plow. If the plow strikes a stone and
the beam is broken a wooden beam can be replaced more easily
and cheaply than an iron one. Most frequently, also, in

Fk;. 21

the wooden-beam plow, the bolts will be simply drawn out
ot place If the plow strikes a stone and can easily be drawn back
in place.

For turning under a cover crop, a moldboard plow supplied
with a roller colter is very efficient. This point is explained
more m detail m a subsequent Section that treats of cover
crops in the groves.

In plowing, and also in all subsequent tillage operations inc trus groves, short doubletrees and singletrees should be used

Z.- ^?. '' "''^'^ ^^ "^"""^ low-hanging branches than are

nroLr^ .^"^ doubletrees. The placing of leather
protectors over the clips is also a wise precaution. Also, forthe same reason, all the tillage implements used in a grove

275—
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should be provided with tin shields that will lessen injury to

low-hanging branches.

An orchard plow of the disk type known as the Newell-Mathews

orchard disk plow is shown in Fig. 21. Plows of this kind are

made with the wheels set close to the frame, the front furrow

wheel is pivoted in order that it can be turned to or from the

trees as desired, and the levers used to operate the disk and

wheels are placed in the central line of the implement. These

parts are so designed for the purpose of avoiding damage to

the trees when plowing close to them.

59. Surface Tillage in Groves.—Frequent surface till-

age is necessary in irrigated citrus groves from the time the

ground is plowed in the spring until a cover crop is sown in the

Fig. 22

Fall, if one is sown, or until the rains of winter, if one is not sown.

Cultivating the grove once every 2 weeks is none too frequent.

In fact, except on fine silt soils, it is almost impossible to till

irrigated groves too often. Careful experiments have shown
that cultivation to a depth of 5 inches is best for California

soils. Harrows and so-called orchard cultivators are the imple-

ments used for surface tillage of groves in the West.

60. Harrows of many different types are employed, the

exact type to be found in any particular grove depending largely

on the personal preference of the owner, on the type of soil in

the grove, and on the nature of the work to be done. In Fig.

22 is shown a spike-tooth harrow, which is a type often useful
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in fruit-tree cultivation. Spike-tooth harrows may be had
with either an iron or a wooden frame, and in one, two. or three

sections. The teeth are of iron and do not run to any great

depth in the soil. By means of a lever with which each section

is provided, any desired slant can be given to the teeth, which
arrangement makes it possible to regulate the depth of harrow-
ing. Specially adapted spike-tooth harrows can be purchased
for orchard cultivation. These are made in sections that are

attached to extension frames and can, therefore, be extended
so that the harrow can work close to the tree. The spike-tooth

harrow is very efficient for following a plow on cloddy fields

and for dragging over irrigation furrows in advance of cultiva-

FiG. 23

tion. They arc excellent for scarifying the surface of the soil

after a crust has formed on the surface.

In Fig. 23 is illustrated a spring-tooth harrow, a type favored
in stony soils and in any soils where it is desired to loosen u\)

ground that has become packed. The teeth a are flat, narrow
strips of steel bent circular. They have tapering points and
are bolted to cross-bars b fitted into a frame c. The teeth are
so arranged that no tooth follows in the track of another.
Those harrows are made in two and sometimes three sections,
each being detachable and thus available for use with one
horse. Short rods e are bolted to each frame and carry a bar
to which the hitch is made. By regulating the levers d the
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harrow can be made to run to any depth desired from 2 to 5
inches. In some cases small iron wheels are placed on the front
or at the sides to help regulate the depth.

In Fig. 24 a disk harrow is shown. Harrows of this type are
very useful on ground covered with litter of any sort and on
ground where a green manure crop has recently been plowed
under. At times they are used instead of a plow for turning
under a green manure crop. Disk harrows consist of a series of
sharp disks mounted in such a manner that they may be
adjusted to cut straight ahead or at an angle. The style

Fig. 24

pictured in Fig. 24 is a single-row disk harrow, as it has but a
single row of disks. The levers shown are for regulating the
cutting depth of the implement. Fig, 25 shows a double-row
disk harrow. The principle of this is the same as that of the
single-row disk. The rear row of disks is set to cut between
the cuts of the first row. and the implement will do more and
better work in a given time than the single-row disk harrow,
in l<ig 26 is shown a cutaway disk harrow. This implement
differs from other disk harrows only in the cutting edges of the
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disks. Disks of this shape cut the soil more deeply than the
other. The exact cutting depth can, however, be regulated by
the levers.

Fig. 25

A disk harrow can be set to work soil to any depth up to
4 or 5 inches. If the disks arc sharp, it is very effective on

Fig. 2r.

Pbwcd sod lands. An advantage of the disk harrow over some
other types is that it pulls up no manure, straw, or sod that has
been turned under by the plow. Many of the disk harrows used
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in citrus groves are provided with extension frames likethat on the cultivator shown in Fig. 30, so that when
desu-ed the ground beneath the branches of the trees canbe worked.

61. A cultivator of the type shown in Figs. 27 and 28 isin very general use where deep cultivation is desired in orchards

t?pe wl^rr:- 'f
'"" ^^^ "^^^'^•^^ -« --p^- -^ thistype. When cultivating at some distance from the trees theseat IS attached as shown in Fig. 27, and when cultivating doseto the tree trunks the seat is shifted to the position shownl
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Fig. 27

uJfth^'soiHnfT °^ '^" *^'" """' ^^"^ ''^'^'^' f°'- '°°«eningup the soil in a citrus grove. By means of the levers the teethcan be set to dig at different depths. At the right of
"^

nriplement shown can be seen a guard that is for the p^ posof preventing injury to low-hanging fruit when the implem^IS dnven underneath a tree. The fruit, instead rf hTt

W

Segld wi"h t
'- ^"'"

T
°' '""^ ^"'^^^^^-' -" «"de -

s onthe t .r -"'T- '* " " ^°°*^ P'^"^' '^ "° ^"* dewce>s on the tillage implement in use, to wire a sheet of tin

over the projecting parts that might cause injury to low-
hanging fruit.

A type of cultivator known as the Monarch, which is much
used in California groves when deep cultivation is wanted, is

illustrated in Fig. 29. This cultivator is designed for heavy
work and is especially useful in the heavy types of soil. By
arrangement of the different levers it can be carried level or
deeper on one side than on the other.

wSpading harrows like the one illustrated in Fig. 30 which is

known as the Roderick Lean, are used by many California

growers for cultivating citrus groves. These implements are
supplied with extension frames, as shown in the illustration,

Fig. 28

or they may be used with the parts near together. The depth
of cutting is regulated by foot levers, which can be seen in the
illustration. The revolving disk-like curved parts of the culti-
vator are very efficient in stirring and turning over a layer of
the surface soil.

In Fig. 31 is shown the Killifer cultivator, an implement that
has been used for a long time in California groves. It is
designed to loosen and aerate the soil without turning it over.
The curved teeth of the implement simply gouge out small
furrows in the soil but they do not bring soil from lower depths
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to the surface. This is an advantage where soil moisture must
be conserved.

62. Tractors that haul the different implements of tillage

Fig. 29

are found in some groves in the irrigated citrus-producing
regions. Where the area to be cultivated is large enough to

Pig. 30

pay returns on the investment in such machines, they are often
found to be more economical for tillage power than horses or
mules. Agents for the manufacturers of tractors especially
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designed for citrus-grove tillage are to be found in California
and Anzona, and often it will pay growers to confer with these

Fig. 31

agents and compare prices of tractors and implements with
those of horses and horse-drawn implements.



CITRUS FRUITS UNDER
IRRIGATION

(PART 2)

ORANGE CULTURE-(Contlnued)

IRUIOATION OF GROVES

1. Distrll)ution of Water.—High efficiency has been
attained in the distribution of water for irrigation purposes in
citrus groves in the West. In the cariicst irrigating systems
the water was conveyed through the groves in ditches, later
wooden flumes were used, and following these, were concrete
flumes. In recent years concrete tile or iron pipe laid under-
ground is generally employed for distributing the water.
When the head is not over 8 or 10 feet, concrete pipe, if well

made of 1 part of cement to 4 parts of clean, sharp sand, is
proving highly satisfactory; when the head is greater than this
iron pipe should be used. The sections of concrete tile are made
with a taper at one end and a bevel at the other, and the joints
are cemented so that roots cannot grow between them and pry
the tiles apart. Tile 12 inches in diameter costs about 35 cents
a foot, laid down. The tile is usually laid about 15 inches below
the surface of the ground.
The water in the horizontal i)ipe line is controlled by means

of gates placed in large concrete standpipes. In Fig. 1 is shown
a section of ])ipe line with the sides of the standpipes broken
away to show the method of controlling the water. In the
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large standpipe shown at the left is a gate for controlling the
flow between two sections of the pipe line. These large stand-
pipes are known as gate stands. The handle a operates the
gear b to control the flow through section c. In Fig. 2 is

shown a cross-section of a gate valve; a is the stem that turns
the bevel gears 6 and c; the gear c has threads d that operate
the screw e. When the valve is opened the head / is pulled
away from the stationary part g and water flows past the
opening h and a corresponding opening at the top of the head.
The large standpipe at the left of

Fig. 1 is also used to carry water over an
"^^^

elevation. In that case the section c is

connected to the standpipe near the top
and the water is allowed to rise to the
necessary level to flow out through c.

The standpipes shown at the right of

Fig. 1 are for the purpose of distributing

water to the soil and are placed at inter-

vals along the pipe line. Usually there
is one of these distributing standpipes at

the end of each row of trees. In the mid-
dle standpipe, ci is a valve that, when open,
allows water to flow out through openings
in the standpipe. The water leaves the
standpipe through gates, or jets, e, of
which there are usually four. In the
standpipe at the right, / is a valve closed.

A view of an orange grove at Pomona, California, is shown
in Fig. 3. This illustration was made from a photograph fur-
nished by the United States Department of Agriculture, and
shows the water coming from the gates, or jets, of the distrib-
uting standpipes at the ends of the rows of trees. The water
IS flowing into furrows that pass down between the rows of trees.
A discussion of the methods employed for conducting the water
through the grove is given in later paragraphs.

2. When open distributing stands, such as those just
described, are used, gate stands are necessary for every 2 feet

Fig. 2
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of nse or fall along the line. In some groves closed distributingstands such as shown in Fig. 4 are used, in which case no somany gate stands are necessary. The closed tops pTevent thewa er rom overflo.^dng, and the water can be carried over sveSs
5 or 6 feet high. The photograph from which Fig. 4 was made

Pig. 3

is of a young California lemon grove taken shnrtK, .f, .u
fre^e of 1912-13. Note how the trees we e^bak^^'

P.pes with gate valves such as ttat showf^t ^he^Sf plg" l'

§2:^ UllKUvS FRUlTvS UNDER IRRIGATION 5

occur at intervals along the line. The flow of water from the
closed stands is controlled by the use of Campbell gates, or
jets, one of which is shown in Fig. 5. These are of galvanized
metal and are set in the standpijje flush with the outside wall.
Fig. 4 gives a good idea of the way the gates are placed in the

Fig. 4

standpipe. The size of the opening can be regulated by sliding
the flat metal piece up or down. The gate shown in Fig 5
IS the largest size. The water passes through an oval opening
-U inches through its longest diameter and 1 inch in width.
Ihc other dimensions are shown in the illustration. Campbell
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gates come also in 1-inch and Ifinch length of openings The
gates sell for from 12^ to 17^ cents, according to size.

3. Groves are divided into sections, and head lines of con-
crete pipe with stands are run across the orchard from 200 to
800 feet apart. The distance between these rows of stands is
known as a run. The length of a run is governed bv the size
of the orchard, the kind of soil, and the grade between runs
V\ hen the soil is open and water sinks readily through it runs
of from 200 to 400 feet should be used. If longer runs are usedm such soils much water is lost in deep percolation on the upper
part of^ tract. For heavier soils with a slight grade, runs of

^ from 400 to 500 feet are used, while if the
grade is steep the runs may be from 600
to 800 feet in length. The grade between
runs varies from about 1 per cent, to
15 per cent. The average is about 3 or
4 per cent. On a steep grade the soil is

washed more than on slight grade, and
consequently a smaller stream of water
is used for irrigating.

4. There are three different methods
of supplying water to the trees: (1)
Furrow irrigation, (2) hasin irrigation,

and (3) overhead irrigation. Furrow irri-

.

gation is usually employed on soils of
the heavier kinds, such as clays, adobes, and loams. Basin
imgation is the method usually employed for sandy or gravelly
soils. Overhead irrigation can be used on any type of soil.

5. Furrow Irrigation.—In a large proportion of the
groves m the West the water is distributed in furrows. These
furrows may be approximately straight and parallel throughout
the length of the run, some may zigzag throughout the distance
to be imgated, or some may wind in and out among the trees
These different methods of furrovving a grove are known as the
straight-furrow method, the zigzag-furrow method, and the wind-
ing-furrow method.

Tig. 5

5 — r^TT^PTTC TMDTTT'T^O

6. In the straight-furrow method, several approximately
straight furrows are run between the tree rows and the water
from the standpipes is allowed to flow into these furrows. Fig. 6
shows approximately straight furrows between two rows of

4

Fig. 6

mature orange trees, and Fig. 7 shows furrows running the
whole length of the grove.

^f^ ^A^r
^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ diagram of the straight-furrow

method for young trees; a is the head furrow from which the
275—6
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water passes to the furrow c between the tree rows; the crosses b
are young trees. Following the planting, as soon as the ground
IS sufficiently dry to avoid being baked by the heat of the sun,
a furrow c is plowed with a right-hand 12-inch moldboard plow

Fig. 7

along each side of the tree row and water is allowed to flow into
this furrow whenever irrigation is necessary. One furrow on
each side of a row is all that is generally necessary up to the
second year after the trees are planted, but as they grow older

CITRUS 1-kUITS under IRRIGATION 9
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
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J
b a

ai
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V
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a

and more water is re-

quired, more furrows
arc used. In the sec-

ond or the third year,

and in some cases

longer, a second fur-

row is made on each
side, as shown in (b).

After the fifth or the
sixth year, two more
furrows may be made
between each two
rows, making four in

all, as shown in (c).

However, many grow-
ers claim that there

is a better distribu-

tion of water by ma-
king five or six fur-

rows, as shown in (d)

and (e).

7. The stirring
plow is the implement
generally used for ma-
king one, two, or five

furrows. The culti-

vator shown in Fig. 9,

with the teethremoved
and shovels known
as furrow openers at-

tached, is used for ma-
king four or six fur-

rows. Either two or

three shovels may be
attached. When four

furrows are required

two shovels are at-
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tached and the four furrows arc made by one trip down the row
and another back, the trip in each direction covering half the
width of the strip to be furrowed. When six furrows are to
be made three shovels are attached to the cultivator and the
trip up and down the rows made.
Hand shovels are used to make the connecting head furrows

from the standpipes to the furrows between the trees. These
connecting furrows are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 9

8. The straight-furrow method is the one generally used
when the trees are small. When they get large, it becomes
difficult to get near the trees in making the furrows, and the
zigzag-furrow or the winding-furrow method is then used by
many growers. Some prefer, however, to use the straight-
furrow method, even in mature groves.

§22 CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 11

A grove at Pomona, California, watered by the zigzag-furrow
method is shown in Fig. 10. The photograph from which this
illustration was made was furnished by the United States
Department of Agriculture, and gives a good idea of the appear-
ance of a grove being irrigated by this method.

Fig. 11 is a diagram of a grove watered by the zigzag-furrow
method. The head furrow a is shown at the right, and the

Fig. 10

trees are designated by crosses b) the dotted lines c represent
cross-furrows parallel with a and are made before the main
turrows d. The short, zigzag furrows are then formed by bank-
ing the cross-furrows and main furrows and making connecting
turrows e as shown by heavy lines in the illustration The
implement shown in Fig. 9 is used for making both the cross-
turrows c and the main furrows d.
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Fig. 11

9. Other forms of zigzag furrows arc shown in Figs. 12, 13
and 14. In each of these illustrations a is the head-furrow,' the

crosses b are the rows
of trees, c the cross-fur-

rows, and d themain ir-

rigating furrows. The

^ furrows are made the

same way as those

shown in Fig. 11, but
the short furrows e in

Figs. 12 and 13 are

made by hand. It will

be seen that more hand
labor is required for

both of these systems

than for those illus-

trated in Figs. 11

and 14.

10. Diagrams of groves watered by the winding-furrow
method are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. In both illustrations, a
is the head-furrow and
the crosses b the rows

"''"'
'' M IX 1

of trees. In Fig. 15, c

is a winding furrow

made from one side

of the tree to the

opposite side of the

next, and is made be-

fore the main furrows
d. An advantage of

this method is that no
hand work is neces-

sary. In Fig. 16 there

are two winding fur-

rows c and d; e, e are

short connecting fur-

rows about 4 feet apart and are made by hand ; the main fur-
rows are shown at /.

§ 22 UlrRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 13

11. The procedure in irrigating by the furrow method is
about as follows

:
The irrigator walks along the line of standpipes

and opens all the jets,

one into each furrow.

He then proceeds to

the other end of the

furrows and notes the

flow of water through

them. If the water

does not reach the

ends of all the furrows

at nearly the same
time, he notes on paper
the numbers of the

furrows in which the

water has not reached

the end, and then re-

turns to the head end Fig. 13

and cuts down the flow in the furrows in which the water has
reached the end and increases the flow in the others. This

procedure is repeated

until just enough
water is admitted to

each furrow so that it

will run through, but
none will be wasted at

the end. Gopher and
mole holes should then
be looked for, and if

any are found thev
should be stopped
up. Watch should

also be kept for ac-

cumulations of leaves,

which may dam up
. ,

the water and cause it
10 break over from one furrow to another, thus causing serious
trouble. After the flow of water has been well regulated, not

Fig. 14
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Fig. 15

much attention is required, although a constant watch should be
kept for breaks in the furrows. As the flow of water is kept up

J
day and night until

the grove is irrigated,

about half the work

^ is done at night, and
there is a constant
temptation for a work-
man to take a nap.

This should not be
permitted, as a break
may occur at any
time.

12. In all systems
of furrow irrigation,

^ ' the water in the fur-

rows should run slow-
ly, for if It runs rapidly excessive washing of the surface soil is
sure to occur. The furrows should be at least 6 inches deep.
Water percolates more
deeply into the soil in

deep furrows, and
there is less drying out

than in shallow fur-

rows. Exhaustive ex-

periments performed
by the California Ex-
periment Station, re-

ported in a United
States Department of

Agriculture bulletin,

prove that deep fur-

rows are much to be
preferred to shallow
ones for citrus-grove Fig. 1G

irrigation. The soil should be as nearly of the same wetness
at both ends of the furrow as it is possible to get it, because

§ 22 CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 15

an excessive quantity of water at any point is detrimental.
Too often an excessive quantity collects at the ends of the
furrows and in such instance the trees show the effects of
improper treatment; they are stunted, sickly, and yellow of
leaf. Too much water is as bad as too Httle, as it crowds out
the air and packs the soil. A tree cannot be expected to live
in a water-logged soil.

13. Basin Irrigation.—In some cases groves are irrigated
by forming basins about the trees. To form the basins, ridges
of earth are thrown up midway between the trees in two direc-
tions at right angles to each other. This divides the area into

''
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Fig. 17

squares, with a tree

in the center of each,

as illustrated diagram- ||

matically in Fig. 17. fe

This figure is explained p
in detail in Art. 15.
A view of a grove irri-

gated by the basin

system is shown in ^
Fig. 18, which was
made from a photo-

f^^^^j^^,^
graph furnished by ^- "" '"'^

the United States
Department of Agriculture. The ridges are made with an
implement known as a rtdger, a common type of which is
shown in Fig. 19. This implement, which can be made
on the farm, consists of two runners a 18 inches high
2 mches thick, and 8 feet long. They are shod with sheet
steel 6, which extends over the bottom and up the inner side
Ihese runners are 5 feet apart at the front end of the imple-
ment and 2 feet apart at the back end. Near the front end
they are held in place by a 6-inch crosspiece c bolted through
a strap iron d and angle braces e; near the back end they are
fastened by means of bolts that pass through a strap iron/
angle braces g, and the top boards h of the implement The
hitch is made to irons t on the front of the runners. The ridger
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when piilled through soft ground, throws up a ridge of earth,
as shown in Fig. 20, which shows a ridger of sHghtly different
construction than that shown in Fig. 19. If the ground is hard,
a plow is run through it before the ridger is used. The water
in the basin during irrigation will i^e from 4 to 9 inches deep,
depending on conditions, and the ridge should be several inches

Fig. is

above the level of the water. A double ridge is necessary to
make the furrows to convey the water to the basins.

14. In making the cross-ridges to complete the l^asin
around a tree, a break is made at the intersection of the ridges,
and this must be closed up before the water is turned into the
furrows. What is known as a jump scraper, or horse shovel,
IS used for this purpose. This implement, which is illustrated

§ 22 CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 17

in Fig. 21, can be made by a local blacksmith. The beams a are
made of I'^Xl^' iron and are 30 inches long from the hook b

to thedownward bend

at the rear. The
beam extends down
the back of the shovel

c so as to make the

bottom edge extend

6 inches in advance

of the top edge. The
shovel is made of

No. 16 sheet iron and Fig. 19

is 18 inches wide and 24 inches long. The braces d are of

f-inch round iron. The handles e are a pair from a discarded

cultivator.

15. Fig. 17 illustrates a practical method of irrigating a
citrus grove by the basin method. In the figure, a represents

the trees, h the ridges, c the basins, and d the water supply at

the edge of the grove. The wide farrows e are run from the

head-furrow between every two rows of trees to the lower
basins of the area, and the ridges are opened in pairs as shown
at/. After the lower pairs have been watered, the openings are

closed, and the next pair above are o]:)cned and watered, and
this is continued until all the basins have been irrigated. In
Fig. 18, two basins are opened on the same side of the irri-

gating furrow instead

of on opposite sides

as shown in Fig. 17.

16, Basin irriga-

tion is used more often

on sandy or gravelly

soils than on other

kinds. The furrow
between the basins is

wide so that the water can be allowed to flow in large volume to
the lower basins. Since the lower ])asins are irrigated first,

the upper basins receive no more water than the lower, except

Fig. 20
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what is gained by percolation through the soil, from the head-
furrow. In furrow irrigation the flow of water is much slower,
in order that the soil may be uniformly moistened throughout
the entire length of the furrow. This necessitates a smaller

Fig. 21

flow of water, which, in the case of furrow irrigation on loose
or gravelly soils, would be nearly all absorbed by the soil near
the head-furrow and would percolate to depths below the tree
roots by the time the soil at the lower end of the area has
received sufficient water. Fig. 22 illustrates in diagram a
hypothetical section of sandy or gravelly soil along an irriga-

'^--^

^ctrcfK^n'^

Fig. 22

ting furrow and shows how the water will be wasted if furrow
irrigation is practiced. This soil is supposed to be underlaid
at a distance of 12 feet with hardpan. In practice, the soil
should be wet to a depth of about G feet. All water that soaks

s oo (nXT^DTTO
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below this depth is of no benefit to the trees. In the figure, the
6-foot depth is marked a. Suppose water is turned into the
furrow from the standpipe shown at the top of the section.
Obviously, if the soil is sandy or gravelly, water will percolate
rapidly and much of it will get below the line a. The lines from
the standpipe at the top and left of the illustration show about
the portion of the soil that will be moistened on the first, second,

Fig. 23

third, and fourth days. When the water reaches the hardpan
It will stop percolating and run off latterly.

17. Overhead Irrigation.—The Skinner system of over-
head irrigation has been installed in some citrus groves in
California. This system consists essentially of parallel lines
of elevated pipe in which are inserted at intervals specially
devised nozzles from which the water passes in a fine spray as
illustrated in Fig. 23.
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In the grove shown in Fi^. 23, the water is from a well 147
feet deep, and it is raised by a deep-well pump run by a 40-horse-
power gas engine. A centrifugal pump keeps the pressure on
the Ime at about 40 pounds to the square inch. The supply
pipes run down the center of the orchard, and from them branch
off the delivery pipes, one over every other row space between
the trees. These pipes are at an elevation of 16 feet above the
ground. The nozzles are 4 feet apart, and the streams of water
are thrown laterally about 15 feet. The delivery pipes can be
rotated so that they will throw the water in the opposite direc-
tion. This is done by means of a turning machine in the pump
house. Thus, an area 30 feet wide can be watered from each
line of pipe. In this grove the equivalent of 1 inch of rain is
applied to the ground in about 12 hours.

The manufacturers of the appliances for the Skinner system
of imgation have for sale all equipment needed for the installa-
tion of a complete outfit for a grove of any size, and they should
be consulted by those interested in this method of irrigation.
The installation of equipment in any particular grove is a
problem that the grower and manufacturers should work out
together.

1 8. Quantity of Moisture for Grove.—It is very impor-
tant that the leaves of citrus trees do not cud for want of water-
if they do, it will take months to repair the damage. The needs
of the trees should, therefore, be anticipated and damage due
to the want of water prevented. The percentage of moisture
in the soil should never get below 3 to 4 per cent. ; the percentage
can be determined by obtaining samples of soil with a shovel or
a King soil sampler and testing them for moisture content.
I he samples should be taken from several places in the grove
and from a de]3th up to 4 or 5 feet.

The King soil sampler illustrated in Fig. 24 consists of a
graduated 5-foot brass tube with a cutting head of steel a
Graduations are marked on the tube every 6 inches. This tube
is pounded into the soil to whatever depth desired up to 5 feet.
In the illustration it is shown to be neariy 3 feet in the soilA steel collar b is at the top of the tube to receive blows of a
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hammer c. This hammer, which is of cast iron and weighs
8 pounds, is fastened to a tube that fits down into the collar b
and the tube. The tube is driven into the ground by rais-
ing the hammer and forcing it down against the collar A
column of soil is thus forced into the tube, and when the tube
is withdrawn the column of soil comes with it. The soil can
be removed easily and is the sample to be tested for moisture
The parts lettered d, e, and/ are the tube hoist; d is the frame
e IS a circular piece of metal that rests on the surface of the
ground, and /is a pair

of handles. By ]3ull-

.ing upwards on these

handles the tube of

soil is pulled from the

ground. The samj^ler

can be had without

the tube hoist if de-

sired, and in many
soils it is possible to

obtain the samples
without the use of the
lifting device.

19. All the appa-
ratus required to make
the moisture deter-

mination of a sample
of soil is a pair of

small, fairly accurate f^^. 24

balances. The work can be done in the grove with a sufficient
degree of accuracy on a hot sunny day. A piece of glass is
placed on one of the pans, the scales balanced, and a sample
ot soil weighing a ]jound or two spread out on the glass and left
in the hot sun to dry for the better part of the day. The weight
of the soil is again determined and the percentage lost com-
puted on the basis of the weight of the dry soil. The percentage
ot moisture lost is capillary moisture. There still remains in the
sou a certain percentage of hygroscopic moisture that can be
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removed only by means of a high temperature. It is not
necessary, however, for the grower to know the percentage of
hygroscopic moisture in soil, for it is the capillary moisture that
plants use.

Frequently it is desirable to weigh the soil samples in the
house or in some shed and thus avoid carrying the balances to
the field. As a protection against the drying of the soil samples
by the sun while they are being transferred from one place to
another, they are placed in small tin dishes with air-tight
covers. In case it is desired to make a moisture determination
on a foggy day, the sample should be brought into the house,
weighed, spread on the glass, placed in a moderately hot oven
for 2 or 3 hours, weighed again, and the percentage of moisture
computed. The heat of the oven must not be too great,
as it will oxidize some of the humus and drive off a certain
amount of hygroscopic moisture, and, as a result, the percentage
computed will not be the percentage of capillary moisture and
the results will not be in accord with field conditions.
Some growers are likely to feel that the making of moisture

determinations as here outlined are unnecessary and somewhat
out of their Hne. There are, however, growers in the West
who have gotten into the habit of doing such work and find it
no more troublesome than any other farm operation.

After a grower has had some experience in examining soil for
moisture, he will learn to tell by its feding and appearance
whether it is in need of irrigation or not. A grower should
exercise extreme care that at all times there is sufficient moisture
for the needs of the grove.

After an irrigation, the soil should be moist to a depth of 5 or
6 feet. In a loam soil, the top 5 feet should show 12 per cent,
moisture. In sand, the moisture may be slightly less and in
adobe slightly more, say, a difference of 1 or 2 per cent, in both
cases. In many soils, due to a plow sole, it is difficult to get the
water to penetrate below 18 inches. Under such conditions
a subsoil plow run once down each middle and once down each
cross row, regardless of roots broken, is good practice. Water
must be gotten down to a depth of 5 or 6 feet or the grove will
certainly decline.

8^^ \^1 1 ivuo rr^uii;:^ ulNUliK IRRIGATION 23

20. Frequency of Irrigation.—It is impossible to specify
how often a citrus grove should be irrigated during a season,
as all soils are not the same in water-holding capacity; also,'

growers who own stock in water systems must take their turns
in securing water. Usually this is arranged for every 30 days.
A grower can generally order a few more or a few less inches
than the usual quantity. If a grower gets his irrigating water
from a well he has more choice in the matter, and, naturally,
can apply the water more in accordance with the soil needs than
can the man getting water from a company. However, this
does not mean that the man getting water from a company
should not test his soil for moisture. If the tests show that he
has not been getting enough water in the past and if he cannot
arrange to get more water from the company, he should drill
a well or devise some other means of getting an additional
supply.

PRUNING ORANGE TREES
21. The idea once prevalent that orange trees do not require

pruning is rapidly disappearing. The experience of growers
in their efforts to rejuvenate old trees that have never been
pruned, or to train young trees that have been allowed to shape
themselves, has been convincing evidence in favor of careful
pruning of all citrus trees. As with deciduous trees, proper
training of citrus trees during the first few seasons of their
growth will make future pruning less difficult and expensive.
After orange trees have become well established and are bearing,
heavy pruning is seldom necessary, but, nevertheless, a certain
amount of systematic annual pruning is advisable.

22. Pruning Young Trees.—The first pruning a young
orange tree receives is in the nursery when the head is formed.
Young trees are headed from 28 to 36 inches, usually about
33 inches. Trees headed thus are, when mature, of a height
that permits of tillage implements being used close to the trees.
One of the most important requirements for a young tree is

the proper spacing of the four or five main branches that are
to be the framework of the mature tree. These branches should

275—7
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be as well distributed around the trunk as possible and in a
vertical direction should be spaced preferably about 6 inches
apart. When the nursery trees are ready to be set in the grove,
the main branches should be cut back to over half their length,'

preferably to a secondary branch growing outward; in case no
branch is thus situated, the cut should be made just above an
outside bud. After the tree is planted in the orchard, no head-
nig back of the main branches need be practiced for the first

2 or 3 years. The suckers that appear on the upper part of
the trunk should be rubbed off; sprouts that start on the main
limbs and grow toward the center should also be removed.
wSome of the more vigorous shoots from near the center may be
left. Such treatment during the eariy period of the tree's life

in the grove allows the root system to get well established and
has a tendency to form an open tree that will bear fruit on the
inside. If the growth on the main branches is headed back
eariy, numerous smaller branches start out and fill the tree with
brush and a mass of foliage. By heading in the main leaders
later, the strong upright growth continues and buds lower down
push out fruit wood.

The mistaken idea that the branches of the Bahia orange tree
naturally tend to grow downwards arises from the fact that the
branches are pulled down by their own weight. If sagging
branches are cut back to an upper bud, the resulting growth will
tend upwards; branches more neariy vertical may be cut back
to a bud, which will spread the growth outwards. Although
some growers may contend that it is better to let the lower
branches come to the ground, even if considerable fruit rests on
it, the tendency at the present time to is keep the hanging
branches pruned away, as the fruit produced on such branches
usually grades into more culls than does the fruit produced
higher up and closer to the main branches.

2e3. Pruning Old Trees.—Any one who has had experi-
ence with unpruned bearing trees realizes the great difficulty
of getting into the inside of such trees and removing the dead
wood and weaker branches. Such trees may be producing fair
crops and a good quality of fruit, but in most cases they are

§22
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undoubtedly falling far short of their maximum capabilities.
Many of the central branches and outer twigs have died not
because they have fulfilled their mission but because they
were crowded so close together that they did not have room
for development, and a large number of them have never had the
opportunity to become useful. If Hght and air is admitted into
the interior by judiciously thinning out the central branches,
the results will soon justify the expense. The pruning out of
some of the central branches to admit light to the interior part
of the tree is known as the open-center method of pruning. In
this method, the light is not admitted in one large opening,
such as is sometimes made in topping, but the foliage is
thmned out to admit light in small openings all around the
tree. The main limbs will then send out an abundant growth
of good fruit wood, and the result will be a crop of fine oranges
on the interior as well as on the outer branches of the tree.
Suckers that appear should be removed. They may generally
be distinguished from the fruit wood by their more angular
stems, the presence of thorns, and larger leaves, and the tend-
ency to grow toward the top of the tree in a direct line and as
rapidly as possible. If sucker growth continues, it dominates
the tree and changes it to a wood-forming, or timber, tree
instead of a desirable fruit-bearing tree.

The advantages of the open-center method of pruning are
that the results are more lasting and the annual pruning
required later is less expensive. Easy access is also gained to
the center of the tree for performing necessary pruning and
harvesting operations.

The fact that fruit on young trees is more firm on an average
and of better quaHty than that on old trees, leads some growers
to endeavor to prune in such a manner as to renew the whole
top of each tree about every 7 years. This is done gradually
by taking out a good-sized branch each year. This gradual
renewing of the top is to be commended, as results justify the
practice. It is a good plan, also, to prune each main branch
separately and systematically, taking into account, of course
Its relation to the tree as a whole. Pruning on the outer
branches should be light. If any cutting on outer branches
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needs to be done at all, it is usually better to cut the branch
off entirely where it unites with the mother limb ; if the branch
is lopped off part way down, a dense growth of brush results
and more pruning will be necessary later.

24. Varietal Differences in Pruning.—The Washing-
ton Navel orange tree that has been grown from buds gathered
promiscuously, has a tendency to send out vigorous, upright
branches, which, if they are allowed to remain, rob the sap from
near-by branches and develop so rapidly that they soon overtop
the rest of the tree and form what is commonly known as the
Australian type of navel. The Washington Navel orange tree
grown from a bud selected from a good standard tree has very
little of this tendency. Such growth should be vigorously sup-
pressed. It may be discouraged by proper open-center pruning.

25. Season for Pruning.—Orange-tree pruning should
follow the removal of the crop. The tree should be brought
into good condition by blossoming time and then left severely
alone until the fruit sets, with the exception that sprouts on the
trunk, and stray branches should be removed whenever found.

26. Root Pruning.—Root pruning, as such, is never
advisable for citrus trees. Roots are often cut or torn out dur-
ing the process of subsoiling or of breaking up plow sole; such
injury, however, is seldom serious enough to warrant the dis-

continuance of such operations, if the deep plowing is done only
along the middle of the rows.

27. Pruning Frosted Trees.—The pruning of frosted
trees should be deferred until it is plain just how far back the
wood has been killed. Young trees that have been only partly
frozen usually show more injury in the rapidly growing upright
shoots than in the fine fruiting wood. Such injured shoots had
better be removed entirely, as a simple cutting back will result
in a dense brush-like growth.

Badly frozen trees are out of balance. The uninjured roots
continue to supply moisture and plant-food to the top, with
the result that a very dense growth of new shoots appears all

over the trunk and branches. Where sufficient labor is avail-
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able,^ such growth may be thinned out, leaving the strongest
fruitmg wood to renew the top. In case of a shortage of labor,

Fig. 25

ber of'brSf "' '"" '^ ""°""^ "^^'"'^ ^ ^^'•'^•" -^
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28. Pruning Outfit.—A pruning outfit consists of a
light ladder, a pruning knife, hand shears, long-handled shears,

saws, gloves, a brush, and a
supply of wound dressing.

Three-legged fruit ladders,

several styles of which are

shown in Fig. 25, are conve-

nient for pruning work. By
raising the third leg and drop-

ping it through the foliage to

the ground under the branches,

the top of the ladder is brought

near the top of the tree with-

out injuring the small outer

branches. Another good style

of ladder is shown in Fig. 26.

An advantage of this ladder is

that the operator can get to

the branches of the tree with-

out pushing the ladder through

the foliage.

A strong pruning knife may
be used efficiently on young trees. For work on older trees, a
pair of hand shears is necessary for removing small branches
close at hand. The type with one blade and a guard like

the pair shown in Fig. 27, is more satisfactory than those
with two cutting edges, because they will make a smoother
cut. When shears with two cutting edges are used, both

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

edges cut into the limb and leave a ragged edge at the

center where they meet, but with only one cutting edge,
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this difficulty is obviated. Long-handled shears are used to
remove branches not easily reached from the ground or the
ladder. They are especially useful for pruning the interior
branches of the tree. In Fig. 28 is shown the Malaga shears,
a style much used in California.

A saw is necessary for removing large branches. In Fig. 29

Fig. 28

is shown an inexpensive saw much used in California. It is
fitted with a swivel blade, which makes it possible to have the
frame at a different angle from the blade when sawing, which
is often an advantage. The point of the saw is narrow and
enables the pruner to remove limbs that are close to others.

Fig. 29

Many types of saws are on the market and the grower has no
difficulty in choosing the type that suits his fancy. A type to
avoid, however, is one with teeth on both edges, as wounds
and cuts in the bark of near-by limbs are sure to be made with
such an implement.
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29. Disposition of Prunlngs.—The practice of burning
the branches removed from citrus trees should be discouraged
except m groves where fungous diseases of the trees occur In
healthy groves the prunings had better be cut into pieces and
cultivated mto the soil where they will decay and add humus
While the prunings lie on the ground, boys may be employed
to cut them into pieces with long-handled shears. In large
orchards, brush cutters run by gas engines are often employed
In one large California orchard, a trench is dug between each
two trees in a row; this trench is then filled with the prunings
manure and available refuse and covered over with the soil
which was removed.

30. Precautions in Pruning.—The pruning tools should
be sharp m order that clean wounds can be made. The wound
should be parallel to the direction of the branch on which it
is located. Branches should be removed as close as possible
without cuttmg into the surface of the branch from which they
spnng. Shoulders and stubs should not be allowed to remain
They cannot heal over and as they decay, they afford a place of
entrance for rot-producing fungi to the body of the tree, thus
shortemng the life of the tree and weakening its resistance to
winds and stomis. In removing branches of considerable
size with the saw, the cut should be started on the under side
and fimshed from above; the branch will then fall without split-
ting or tearing a strip of bark from the wound. Wounds over
f inch in diameter should be painted or waxed over to prevent
decay and checking in growth.

31. Dressings for Wounds.—A good wax for dressing
wounds may be prepared by melting together 6 pounds of resin,
1 pound of beeswax, and 1 pint of hnseed oil. This preparation
hardens when cold and must be kept melted over a fire while
being used. It is applied to the wound with a brush. By add-
ing more linseed oil and a little alcohol and turpentine and at
the same time decreasing the amount of resin, the wax will
not harden and can be used cold. If too much beeswax is

used, the mixture may melt in hot weather and run down over
the bark.
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White lead and other similar paints are often used for covering
wounds, but recent experiments in California have demonstrated
the supenonty of asphaltum paint for this purpose. Its cheap-
ness and ease of application make it practicable, and the indica-
tions are that the healing of the tissues takes place more rapidly
than when almost any other dressing is used.

COVER CROPS IN GROVES
32. In many localities the soil in citrus groves is deficient

in humus, or organic matter. Humus can be supplied by barn-
yard manure, but this is impractical in large groves, and what
IS known as cover cropping is resorted to. The cover crop is
not harvested but is turned under to improve the physical
condition of the soil. By this means heavy soils that are
inchned to bake and form a crust at the surface are made more
porous and open, and light, sandy soils are made more retentive
of moisture. If a legume is used as a cover crop, nitrogen in
an available form is added to the soil. This improved physical
condition of the soil results in more thrifty trees and in an
increased yield and a better quality of fruit. Cover crops also
prevent excessive washing of the soil on rough land by the heavy
rains of winter.

33. It would seem from the foregoing statements that the
use of cover crops would always be advisable in groves in which
the soil is deficient in humus and nitrogen. This is not the case
Cover crops consume considerable water, and if water for irriga-
tion is scarce, the trees would suffer through lack of sufficient
water to supply their needs. In the citrus districts of Southern
California, the climatic conditions are such that cover crops can
be used to advantage, and they have been used in those districts
tonger than in other districts of California and in Arizona
lixpenments in the last sections named, however, show that
under some conditions, cover crops can be profitably grown.'
In groves where the growing of cover crops is not advisable
stable manure is often used to advantage.

34. In most instances, the cover crops arc planted in the
tall from late August to the first of October, the exact time
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depending on the crop sown and on the region where it is

planted. The crop should be turned under before the trees

start growth in the spring. For vSouthern California, this means
not later than the last of February, and usually it is done about
the first of February. In other California districts, the time
for plowing under is a Httle later, on account of the wet con-

dition of the soil. In Arizona, cover crops are plowed under
early in April. These fall-planted crops are known as winter
cover crops.

Winter cover crops should be able to withstand considerable

trampling from teams and pickers without much injury, as

the crop is on the ground when the fruit is being harvested.

Some of the best growers in CaHfomia practice summer cover
cropping. Where there is an abundance of water, this may be a
wise practice if the soil is much in need of htmius and the

owner desires to build it up rapidly. In most cases, however,
especially in old groves, the practice is somewhat questionable,

because, as the summer season is dry, the cover-crop plants are

likely to use water that is needed for the trees.

35. Plants suitable for winter cover crops in California are

common, or spring, vetch, barley and vetch together, Canada
field peas, bur clover, and fenugreek. Plants suitable for

summer cover crops are cowpeas and buckwheat.
In Arizona, cover crops are planted only in the fall. Meli-

lotus indica, known locally as sour clover, is the principal plant

recommended as a cover crop in this section. Yellow sweet

clover and bitter melilot are common names for the plant else-

where. Alfalfa is also sometimes used as a cover crop in citrus

groves in Arizona.

When determining on the kind of cover crop to plant, the

locality, the soil, and the price of seed should be carefully con-

sidered. In general, it may be said that leguminous cover

crops give the best results, because available nitrogen is increased

in the soil. Often, however, barley, a non-legume, is planted

with legumes that have a tendency to lie flat on the ground as

the legume can climb on the stiff stems of the barley, and thus

be held off from the ground.
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36. Common, or spring, vetch is the plant most used for
a winter cover crop in the citrus regions of California. It is

Fig. 30

adapted to variable conditions and succeeds well under most
climatic and soil conditions. The plant makes a vine-like
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growth that is able to withstand trampling without much
mjury, and the root system is extensive and is usually well

Fig. 31

covered with nodules, thus insuring added nitrogen to the soil.

In Fig. 30 is shown a Southern California grove with a luxuriant
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cover crop of common vetch. Note the excellent stand of the
plants and how completely the ground is covered by the crop
To secure the best results in Southern CaHfomia, vetch seed

should be planted the latter part of August or the first part of
September. When planted eariy in the season, vetch makes
a good growth before cold weather and continues growing dur-
ing the winter. Plantings in October are sometimes made
but, as a rule, they are not satisfactory on account of the small
growth made before cold weather. In the northern sections
common vetch may be sown about October 1 . This late plant-
ing IS possible on account of the heavy winter rainfalls that
occur m this section, which does not permit the turning under
of the crop as early as in the southern section.
The rate of seeding varies from 40 to 60 pounds per acre In

a grove where the trees are 12 years old or older, from 40 to 50
pounds of seed is required per acre. For younger trees, from
50 to 60 pounds per acre is sown. The seed of common vetch
usually vanes in cost from 3^ to 5 cents per pound. At the
rate of 60 pounds to the acre, the cost for seed is, therefore, from
$2.10 to $3 per acre.

When bariey is seeded with vetch, the average rate of seeding
is 30 pounds of vetch and 30 pounds of bariey. A planting
of bariey and vetch is illustrated in Fig. 31. Note the large
quantity of foliage.

37. The Canada field pea was the first crop to be used
extensively for winter cropping in citrus groves of the West
and it IS still used in many of the groves. Although it has many
desirable characteristics, the field pea has others that make it
less desirable for citrus groves than the common vetch. The
crop IS adapted to varied conditions and usually grows under
most soil and climatic conditions of the citrus-producing
regions of the West. It makes a luxuriant growth during cool
weather, and, as the roots extend deep into the soil, the plants
arc desirable for breaking up plow sole in groves where this
trouble occurs. Another favorable characterisric of the field
pea IS that the crop can be planted late in the fall and will pro-
duce a good growth for turning under in the late winter. This
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is especially valuable when, for any reason, earlier plantings of
other cover crops have not been made. There are several
objections to the use of field peas as a cover crop: (1) The
vines are succulent and tender, and for this reason will not stand
much trampling without injury; (2) on account of the field peas
growing so well during cool weather, they are likely to be soft
and succulent in winter, and hence are easily injured by frost;

(3) as the plants approach maturity the stems near the base
become dry, and this makes the turning under of the crop
rather difficult; (4) the plants are subject to attacks from plant
lice, and often these insects cause considerable damage to a
cover crop of peas; (5) near the coast the peas are somewhat
subject to mildew, but inland this trouble is not so apparent.
The time of planting in Southern California varies from the

middle of September to the last of November, but the best
results are obtained when the seed is planted early. In the
northern sections, the middle of October is the best time for
planting. If planted too early, the plants are likely to be
injured by winter frosts. At least 80 pounds of seed per acre
should be sown, and unless conditions of growth are very favor-
able the quantity can well be increased to 90 pounds. The
cost of seed per pound is about the same as for common vetch.
At the rate of 80 pounds per acre the cost per acre will be from
about $2.80 to $4.

38. Bur clover is grown to a limited extent for winter crops
in the citrus regions of California. Two varieties, the toothed
bur clover, which is the most common, and the spotted bur
clover, are seen in California. These plants mat close to the
ground, and the stems are small and succulent when young,
but,^ nevertheless, the crop stands considerable trampling with-
out injury. The roots are shallow, but are abundant and usually
are well supplied with nodules. The plants do not make an
early winter growth, and largely for this reason the use of bur
clover as a cover crop will always be limited. The crop is sown
at the same time as vetch, early seeding being advisable. The
quantity of hulled seed to sow per acre is 20 pounds; it should
be planted shallow, as deep-planted seed will not come up until
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another year. The seed is usually sold at from 25 to 30 cents
a pound. At the rate of 20 pounds per acre the cost of seed for

each acre sown is from $5 to $

39. Fenugreek is a plant that has come into use only com-
paratively recently as a winter cover crop in California. In
1902 seed was distributed by the California Experiment Station,
and since that time its use has gradually increased. Orange and
Ventura counties in CaHfomia seem well adapted for this crop.
It will make fair growth in the interior sections, but there the
crop seems more exacting as to time of planting and other
cultural conditions. The plants are upright in growth, which
makes them easy to turn under; the roots have many nodules,
and they extend deep into the soil, Hke those of the field pea!.
The crop does not seem to harbor any insect pests, which is an
advantage over many other cover crops.

In Southern CaHfomia, sowing early in September is advised.
Near the coast, later plantings may often be made with good
results, but earlier plantings are considered to be better. In
the northern sections, the first part of October is the time for
seeding. The quantity of seed sown per acre is usually 30
pounds, this quantity being sufficient to give a good stand for
a cover crop. The cost of seed is 5 to 6 cents per pound. The
cost per acre at the rate of seeding advised is therefore $1.50 to
$1.80.

40. The Whippoorwill variety of cowpea has been found to
be a good legume for summer cover cropping in California
citrus groves where summer cover cropping is advisable. The
seed is sown in the spring after danger of frost is over, and
the plants have possession of the ground between irrigations.
If the period between irrigations is 60 days, a large quantity
of green manure will be provided. Since a cover crop requires
liberal amounts of water for growth, a summer green manure
crop should not be planted if there is likely to be a deficiency
of water. Cowpeas are sown at the rate of 4 to 5 pecks per
acre. The price per bushel varies from $2.50 to $4, depend-
ing on the season. This makes the cost of seed per acre from
$2.50 to $5.
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41. Buckwheat is used by a few growers in California as

a summer cover crop. At the Leffingwell Rancho, near Whittier,

it has been used and it is claimed to have given good results.

The seed is sown in the spring as soon as danger from frost

is over. In most seasons, this will be about March. About
80 pounds of seed per acre is the usual rate of seeding. The
cost of seed averages about 3§ cents a pound. In case the
season is favorable, the plants will mature in 7 or 8 weeks. If

the ground is irrigated about every 60 days, which is a practice

with many growers who pump their own irrigation water, the
plants can mature and be plowed under just before an irriga-

tion. The crop will then reseed itself and a volunteer crop
come up and be ready for plowing under at the next irrigation.

The manager of the Leffingwell Rancho states that buckwheat
has done wonders in getting the soil of their groves, which is a
rather heavy adobe, into a better mechanical condition.

42. The Agricultural Experiment Station of Arizona has
the following to say about the use of Melilotus tndtca, or yellow
sweet clover, and alfalfa as green cover crops for groves:

Yellow sweet-clover (sour clover) grows naturally throughout the
Southwest, being commonly considered a weed. In Southern Arizona
plants are quite common in grain fields, these being the source of the
seed used for sowing in orchards. Seed can be obtained where grain
has been threshed, or at grist and rolling mills, the cost being slight.

The seed will germinate only during the cool weather from September
to April. The earlier it is sown in the fall, the more growth will be secured
for turning under in the spring. If sown the latter part of September or
the early part of October, it will ordinarily attain a height of 3 to 6 inches
before being checked by the cool weather of December and January.
It may be sown as late as December, but will not give as heavy a yield as
if sown earlier. About 50 pounds of seed should be sown per acre.

The method of seeding found to be the best is to level the ground
well, sow broadcast, furrow with a three-shovel furrower, roll, and irrigate
by running the water in the furrows, which should be 2 or 3 feet apart.
Irrigating it frequently during the winter will not only increase the yield,
but will benefit the orchard.

It should be plowed under when beginning to blossom, which will
ordinarily be early in April. At this stage the yield proved to be 15 to
18 tons of green matter or 3 to 4 tons of dry matter per acre. If per-
mitted to grow longer it becomes more woody, does not turn under so
well, and decays less rapidly * * *

^
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The alfalfa may be sown earlier than the clover, as the seed will germi-
nate during warmer weather. It does best if sown in the same manner as
described for clover. As it does not grow as rapidly during the winter,
it will usually not be ready to plow under as early. Thirty pounds of seed
per acre will be sufficient.

43. The land to be seeded to a cover crop is generally
plowed or disked after an irrigation and then harrowed until a
good surface tilth has been secured. The seed is then either
drilled or broadcasted, and is harrowed in. Following the seed-
ing and before the seed germinates, furrows or basins are pre-
pared for irrigation purposes during the time the ground is

covered with the crop. With the exception of irrigations
when necessary, during the fall and winter, nothing more is

done to the cover crop until it is time to turn it under. Mold-
board plows are generally employed for this purpose.

^^^^:;i^ri^'^-

Fig. 32

When turning under standing vegetation for green manure,
it is important that all of the plants be completely covered by
the furrow sHce. There is no better way to get all the growth
covered than by the use of a moderately heavy chain attached
to the plow. This chain should be looped from the plow beam
to the doubletree and allowed to drag on the ground at the
side of the plow. The weight of the chain will push all the
green material under the furrow slice as it turns over. The
chain is placed on the plow by slipping the ring end as a noose
around the plow beam, as shown at a, Fig. 32, and then looping
the hook end around the end attachment of the doubletree on
the furrow side of the plow, inserting the hook in one of the
links of the chain, as shown at b. Just enough slack should be
left in the chain so that when the plow is moved the chain will

275—8
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drag on the ground as shown at c. The dragging chain pushes
the crop under the furrow slice. The length is readily regulated

Fig. 33

to suit conditions by inserting the hook in different links.
On light soils a disk harrow is often used successfully for

working the cover crop into the ground. Four diskings are
usually necessary to get the growth turned under, and, obvi-

FiG. 34

ously, each disking after the first one should be made at an
angle with the previous one.
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Some growers plant the cover crop on only a part of the area
between the rows and keep the ground near the trees culti-
vated. An advantage of this method is that there may be less
fungous troubles in the grove, as explained in a subsequent
Section. A cover crop of buckwheat and one of vetch, planted
in this manner, are shown in Fig. 33 and Fig. 34, respectively.
A disadvantage of the method is that less humus and nitrogen
are placed in the soil.

FERTILIZING THE GROVES

44. Need of Plant-Food.—Information on the proper
quantities and kinds of fertilizer to use for citrus trees is very
meager. Most orange growers use fertilizers, yet the informa-
tion from their experience is very scant and contradictory.
It is true that much valuable information regarding fertilizers
can be obtained from the most successful orange growers, but
what fertilizers may apply to their conditions will not apply
for all conditions. Inquiry among orange growers shows that
there is little agreement in the practice of applying fertilizers to
the trees. In fact, most growers rely mainly on their own
judgment. It is, therefore, impossible to give a definite system
of fertilizing for oranges adapted to all kinds of soils tilled by all
kinds of growers. Only a few most general principles can be
given. Some of these, however, are worth consideration.

Fertility can be increased in the soil by the addition of
manures, commercial fertiHzers, or a combination of both.
Manures are two kinds, green manures, which are cover crops
that have been plowed under; and stable manures, which may
include the manure derived from all animals. The plant-foods
applied to the soil in the form of commercial fertilizers are
nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid. Oranges require many
other plant-foods for growth, but they are usually present \n
the soil in sufficient quantity.

The trees should be very carefully studied before fertilizers
are added to the soil, and as far as possible the fertilizer should
be adapted to the needs of the trees. When the leaves and
twigs of the trees are stunted in growth and the foliage looks

I
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yellow instead of dark flossy green, the indications arc that

nitrogen is needed in the soil. On the other hand, when the

fruits are late in maturing and develop thick, pufify rinds and
the tree makes undue wood growth, it is a sure sign that there

is excessive nitrogen in the soil and further appHcations are not

necessary.

Lack of phosphoric acid in the soil is indicated by the fruits

not developing properly and being tardy in maturing. Citrus

fruits grown on soils deficient in potash have thick skins, the

same as if nitrogen is too plentiful. The proper supply of

potash seems to have a beneficial effect on the keeping quality

of the fruit.

If these conditions are kept in mind and the trees carefully

watched, a grower can usually keep the soil in good condition

for fruit production.

45. Cireen Manures for Groves.—Leguminous cover

crops will supply the soil with nearly all the nitrogen the trees

will need, and there will be no expense except for the seed of the

cover crop. The cover crop can be supplemented with applica-

tions of phosphoric acid and potash. As a general rule, about
25 pounds of acid phosphate or ground bone and 5 or 6 pounds
of sulphate of potash per tree in a mature grove added during

the summer will supplement a leguminous cover crop. How-
ever, in case the trees are lacking in wood growth, a slight

application of nitrate of soda or of sheep manure might also

be added to good advantage.

46. stable Manure for Citrus Groves.—The use of a

judicious amount of stable manure is often advisable in citrus

groves in the West. The average application is about 12 cubic

feet per tree per year. Some growers apply only 10 cubic

feet; others apply 14 cubic feet and do not find the quantity

excessive. It is claimed by horticulturists that under some
conditions the excessive use of stable manure for citrus trees

will cause the production of coarse fruit with thick, puffy rinds.

But this effect is not likely to occur in the West. In fact,

stable manure is so scarce there that there is little danger of

using too much of it. Manure is shipped annually from Los
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Angeles and other cities to the groves of California. One
grower at Riverside has a standing order with a livery stable
owner in Los Angeles for a given number of cars a year. Unless
some such arrangement is made, the average grower will have
difficulty in securing much of a supply. The price of manure
from the cities depends largely on the freight charges.
Sheep manure is used by many growers as a nitrogenous

fertilizer for citrus trees. It is rich in nitrogen as well as in
organic matter, and is, therefore, especially desirable when
a highly nitrogenous organic fertilizer is required. The usual
application is 10 to 15 pounds per tree per year, although as
much as 50 pounds per tree, if it is worked well into the soil,

could be used if the tree seemed particularly in need of this
kind of fertilizer. When purchasing sheep manure, the grower
should be sure he is getting manure of good quality, for there is

much on the market that is inferior.

47. Commercial Fertilizer for Groves.—Many growers
resort to the use of commercial fertilizers as a source of plant-
food, thousands of tons being used by growers annually.
The best fertilizer experiments in California are those now

being conducted at the Riverside Experiment Station, by the
University of California. There are twenty-two different plots
of considerable size on typical soil of the Riverside-Rcdlands
section. Up to the time the trees were 6 years old and bore
considerable fruit, it was absolutely impossible to see any
difference between the trees on these twenty-two plots, when
yields of fruit were compared. The seventh year the trees on
the plots that had received no fertilizer were apparently a
little lighter green and the fruit somewhat smaller, although
of good quality, than on the fertilized plots. A desirable
physical condition and high humus condition was maintained
on the experimental plots. No plow sole had ever been allowed
to form. Several of the trees have been dug up, and their root
systems found as nearly ]:)erfect as could be desired.

^

From the results of this experiment it would seem that there
IS little need of fertilizing young orange trees with commercial
fertilizer when they are grown on ordinarily rich California
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soils. After the trees are 5 or 6 years old fertilizer can be used

if the soil and trees seem to demand it. No general fertilizer

formula can be given that will apply to all conditions, but as a

guide it can be said that a mixed fertilizer containing 4 per cent,

of nitrogen, 12 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and 5 per cent,

of potash will generally give good results. Starting with 4 or

5 pounds per tree per year for 4-year-old or 5-year-old trees and
increasing the quantity 1 pound per tree each year will usually be

sufficient. For mature trees, 20 to 25 years old, 20 pounds

per tree is the usual application made by growers. The quan-

tities given are merely guides and should be varied to suit the

condition of the trees. Many growers make two applications

of fertiHzer a year, one in the spring and the other in the summer,
some time from May to August, the exact time depending largely

on the condition of the trees. The fertilizer applied in the

spring can be broadcasted just before the cover crop is turned

under, and thus it will be placed underneath the furrow slice.

The summer application can be broadcasted before a cultiva-

tion of the grove and it will then be worked into the soil by the

tillage implement. Other growers make but one application a

year, the fertilizer being put on just before the cover crop is

turned under. Many growers contend that nitrogen assists

the tree in setting a large crop of fruit, and it is a custom to

apply 2 or 3 pounds of nitrate of soda to mature trees just

before they come into bloom.

Many growers, instead of buying ready-mixed fertilizer, get

the fertiHzer ingredients and either mix them or apply them
without mixing. Mr. C. C. Chapman, of Fullcrton, California,

uses the following method for a grove of 21-year-old trees on
soil that is kept well suppHed with humus: In February or

March he drills into the soil from 20 to 25 pounds of 9 per cent,

tankage per tree; at the blossoming time of the oranges he

spreads on the ground from 4 to 6 pounds of nitrate of soda
per tree; during July, August, or September, depending on the

condition of the trees, he drills in from 15 to 20 pounds of ground
bone and 5 pounds of sulphate of potash. The humus content

of the soil in his groves is kept up by the use of stable manure
and leguminous cover crops.
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48. Combinations of Fertilizers.—Most successful
growers use combinations of the different fertilizing materials.
Many use stable manure and commercial fertiHzer, and grow
some leguminous cover crop. One successful grower uses com-
mercial fertiHzer rather freely each year, grows a leguminous
cover crop m the winter, and appHcs stable manure or sheep
manure whenever he thinks his grove is in need of such a
fertiHzer. Another grower uses stable manure one year and
commercial fertilizer the next year.

It is interesting to note the following paragraph on the
fertilizing of a grove, from a report published by the Riverside
Horticultural Club, CaHfomia:

What kind of fertilizers are the best, and how and when they should be
put on are questions often asked, but never as yet answered to the satis-
faction of all It is known that the different ready-mixed commercial
fertilizers on the market are good, and when freely applied they gcnerallv
give satisfactory reults. But growers believe that they are too expensive
and that buying the chemicals and doing their own mixing, or by apply-
ing the chemicals in suitable quantity to the soil without mixing thevmay reduce the expense about one-half. There is a growing conv'ictio^among orchardists that stable manure is one the most valuable fertilizerswhen It can be secured at reasonable figures. One small navel orchard in
Riverside 15 years old, a part of which has been fertilized exclusively
with stable manure, has borne regularly, and the fruit has been fully upto the average standard of quality.

COMBATING PESTS IN GROVES
49. Spraying Trees.—Orange growing, like the growing

of an fruits, is beset with difHculties occasioned by insects and
tungi. However, under irrigation, the need for spraying to
combat the pests is less pronounced than with most other fruits
As will be learned by studying the methods for controlHng the
pests given m a subsequent Section, the red spiders, mealy bugs
thnps, and a few fungous troubles are, as a rule, the only ones
that require the use of a spray. Descriptions of the pests, the
time of year for the spraying, and the methods in use are given
in that Section.
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50. Fumigating Trees.—A detail of management that is

not generally employed in fruit growing, except for citrus fruits

in the West, is the fumigation of the trees with hydrocyanic
gas for controlling scale insects. Where these pests are trouble-
some in California and Arizona, the trees should be fumigated
at least every other year, and occasionally oftener. The details

of fumigation are described in a subsequent Section.

51. Combating Rodents.—In the citrus regions of the
West squirrels and gophers are sometimes pests that must
be combated. Especially are they troublesome in newly
planted regions. The details of combating rodents is also given
in a subsequent Section.

BUDDING OVER TREES

52. Mature citrus trees can be budded over from one citrus
variety to any other citrus variety. For example, a certain
variety of orange can be budded over to another variety of
orange, or the orange can be budded to the lemon; the lemon
to the grapefruit; the orange to the lime, citron, etc. In
Fig. 35 is shown 40-year-old seedling orange trees budded over
to Valencias, and in Fig. 36 is shown a mature Valencia tree
budded over to lemons. A grower near San Dimis, California,
has budded a tree to twenty-two varieties of citrus fruits,

including different varieties of oranges, lemons, pomelos, limes,'

citrons, etc. Such a tree, although it has little commercial
value, shows how any citrus variety can be budded on any
citrus stock.

The fact that citrus trees can be so readily budded over is
often of much commercial advantage to a grower. For example,
if he has a number of old seedling trees he can bud them over
to Bahias, Valencias, or lemons, which are more profitable
to grow. The buds can be inserted into the bark of old
branches or into the bark of twigs. The former method is most
commonly practiced, as it is the quicker way to secure a new
tree. When working on old wood, the bud is generally inserted
in large limbs near the crotch. The work of budding over trees
can be done in the fall and the buds allowed to lie dormant
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until the flow of sap in the spring, or it can be done in the

spring when the sap flow is strong.

53. The method of inserting the bud and wrapping the stem

is similar to that followed when budding seedlings in the

nursery. If the budding is to be done in old bark, an older bud

with a larger, thicker shield is taken than when budding a twig.

Fig. 36

The bud sticks are cut and placed in a damp cloth. In the

bark of the limb to be budded is made the T-shaped incision as

when budding nursery stock ; the bud is cut from the bud stick

and slipped into place. Waxed cloth f inch in width is then

wrapped about the branch in a manner to hold the bark firmly

over the bud. Usually in from 10 days to 2 weeks the branch
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above the bud is either cut off or girdled. Some persons cut
the branch off just above the bud; others cut it off at a distance
above the bud and then after the bud has started growth they
remove it just above the bud ; still others girdle the branch above
the bud—that is, cut out a ring of bark around the branch.

Fig. 37

If the bud is inserted in the fall, the top is not usually cut back
until the fruit that is on the tree above the bud has been gath-
ered. The wounds caused by removing the branches should
be protected by covering them with a wound dressing of hot
grafting wax applied with a brush, or some kind of paint.
Fig. 37 shows a Bahia tree budded over to lemons, 18 months
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from budding. Fig. 38 is a nearer view of a tree in the same

grove. At a can be seen where the bark on the limb was split

when the bud was inserted; at b is shown a bud that did not

take ; the stubs c should be sawed off.

After the bud has been inserted, the trunk of the tree and the

bud itself should be whitewashed to prevent sun scald. If the

branch above the bud is removed at once the whitewash should

cover the whole part of the tree below the wound. In Figs.

35, 36, 37, and 38 the

whitewashed trunks can

be seen. The most satis-

factory whitewash is a Bor-

deaux mixture made of

1 pound of copper sulphate

and 2 pounds of unslaked

lime, with water sufficient

to make a thick mixture

that can be applied with a

brush.

In from 10 days to 2

weeks after the white-

washing the muslin tape

should be removed from

the bud. Suckers that

form below the bud should

be removed and the growth

from the bud itself should

be pinched back, if neces-

sary, to induce low

branching.

In twig budding, the

bud is removed from the bud stick with a large amount of

bark and the wood beneath the bark carefully removed,

leaving the tissue around the bud nearly all bark. A
T-cut is then made in the twig to be budded and the bud is

•inserted and tied as when seedlings arc budded in the nursery.

At the end of about 2 or 3 weeks if the bud takes, the tape is

removed and a part of the stock above the bud cut off to

Fig. 38
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induce a flow of sap into the bud. As the growth from the
bud develops, more and more of the stock is removed until
the budded part is able to use the entire flow of sap, when
the stock is cut off smooth and close to the bud. This is

necessary, in order that the wound will heal quickly.

MECHANICAL PROTECTION OF TREES

54. Protecting Tree Truiilvs.—The trunks of young
citrus trees should be protected from the sun and from the
formation of suckers by some mechanical form of tree protector.

Fig. 39

A Simple and efficient protector can be made from old fertilizer
or barley sacks tied loosely but securely around the trunks up
to the desired height. Fig. 39 illustrates a young citrus tree
wrapped in this manner. Thin sheets of yucca wrapped around
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Fig. 44
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the tree and fastened as shown in Fig. 40 is also a good means of
protection. These yucca tree protectors can be had with wires
attached for use. Several other styles of tree protectors are
on the market, and can be purchased from dealers in fruit
growers' supplies.

55. Protecting Loaded Trees.—Citrus trees when loaded
with fruit often require protection to prevent the breaking of
branches, although, if they are properly pruned and headed low,
less protection is necessary than when these precautions are
not taken. One of the best means of protecting loaded trees
are hooks like that shown in Fig. 41. hooked into the branches
and connected by wire, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 42.
The limbs are then held in place and there is very little

abrading of the bark of the branches.

Props extending from the ground to the limbs, as shown in
Fig. 43, are used by some growers. Near the top of the piece
of wood is clamped a hook, as shown in Fig. 44; this hook is

placed under the branch to be held up. Disadvantages of
props are, that they interfere with cultivation and cause con-
siderable abrading of the bark of limbs.

Fig. 43 52
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(PART 3)

LEMON CULTURE
1. The growing of lemons on a commercial scale is of much

importance in certain sections of California. According to a
statement made by G. Harold Powell, general manager of the
California Fruit Growers' Exchange, the lemon comprises from
10 to 15 per cent, of the citrus crop. The lemon is more
easily injured by frost than the orange or the grapefruit, and
as the tree is in blossom and fruit practically the entire year,
It requires about one-third more water in the soil than is neces-
sary for the other kinds of citrus fruits. Thus, it is obvious
that not all locations adapted to citrus culture are adapted
to lemon culture. For this reason the industry is very largely
localized.

The profit from an acre in lemons is said to be greater than
the profit from a like area planted to oranges, and as the fruit
IS picked every month or six weeks during the year, the labor
problem is more easily solved than for oranges, which are
picked only during a certain season. For these reasons lemon
culture, where conditions are favorable, is often more desir-
able than the culture of oranges.

2. Varieties of Lemons.—The commercial varieties of
lemons grown in California are the Eureka, the Villafranca
and the Lisbon. The Eureka variety is the most largely
planted, although many commercial groves contain trees of
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the other two varieties. The Ponderosa variety, which asthe name indicates, produces fruit of large size, is grown o aWed extent in home plantings, but is not rated as anTmpor^
tant commercial variety.

^

planted by C. R. Workman m Los Angeles. All the stock

Fig 2

plants were later bought by Thomas A. Garcy, a nurservman

andare vil
°^ *'' """^'^ "''^ "^'^ ^^^^^ ^^"^ thornsand are vigorous growers and heavy bearers, but they are not

well in Fig. 1, which is from a photograph of a bearing Eureka
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tree. The fruit of the Eureka is of medium size, somewhat
elongated in form, has a sweet rind, a good flavor, abundant
juice, and but little of the fibrous material called rag throughout

the pulp. It shows few seeds, and keeps and ships well. In

Fig. 2 is shown a branch of five lemons of this variety. The
elongated form is very apparent in the illustration.

4. The Villafranca, a variety imported from Europe,

is grown to some extent in California. The tree is thornless

and has spreading, somewhat drooping, branches, and abun-

dant foliage. The fruit is medium in size and somewhat pointed

at the blossom end. The shape and pointed feature can be

Fig. 3

seen in Fig. 3, which shows lemons of this variety. The fruit

is juicy, nearly seedless and of good flavor; the rind is thin

and not bitter.

5. The Lisbon is a variety that was imported from Por-

tugal and first grown in the Riverside district of California.

The tree is a strong grower, has a dense foliage, and is thorny;

it comes into bearing somewhat later than the other varieties

described, but when mature is very prolific. The fruit is of

medium size, somewhat oblong in form, has few seeds, abun-

dant acid, and a thin, sweet rind. The variety is more popular
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near the seacoast than inland. A vigorous 3-year-old Lisbon

tree is shown in Fig. 4. The rather heavy, dense character of

the foliage can be seen in the illustration. A lemon of the

Lisbon variety is shown in Fig. 5.

6. Selection of Locality and Site.—The lemon will not

stand as low a temperature as the orange, hence its planting

for commercial purposes must be restricted to localities where
the temperature during the winter months is not likely to go

lower than 28° F. They thrive best where the temperature

is fairly equable—not too cold in winter and not too hot in

summer. Such locations can be found in certain sections of

Fig. 5

Southern California both near the coast and inland, and, also,

in some of the interior valleys of Central California where the

topographical features modify extreme climatic conditions to a

certain extent.

In selecting a site for lemon growing it is well to spend much
time in studying the local conditions of the district. The
most important factors to consider are the elevation of the site,

the presence or absence of cold air-currents from the foot-

hills, the quantity of water available for irrigation, the type of

soil, the prevalence of pests, the exposure to excessive prevail-

ing winds, the distance to the packing house, and the character

of the roads. All of these have been discussed for oranges,
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and as they apply equally well for lemons, it is not necessary
to repeat what has been said.

7. Propagation of Lemons.—The method of prdpa-
gatmg lemons is the same as described for oranges in a pre-
vious Section. When nursery stock is budded, the bud should
be placed high on the stock in order that the bud union will be
high above the ground when the tree is planted. This as is
explained in a subsequent Section, is a preventive measure
used against gum disease. Growers will often find that nursery
men object to placing the bud high, since greater pains must be
taken to have the trunk of the tree straight; the practice should
nevertheless, be insisted upon.

8. Planting the Trees.—Lemon trees should be planted
at least 24 feet apart, and many growers, on account of the
spreading habit of the trees, prefer them to be 30 feet apart
The time for planting, the arrangement of the trees in the
groves, the preparation of the soil for planting, and the methods
of placing the trees in the ground are the same for lemons as
for oranges.

9. Cultural Practices.—The practices in tillage, fer-
tihzation, use of cover crops in the groves, and budding mature
trees is practically the same for lemons as for oranges. Irriga-
tion methods for lemons and oranges are similar, but lemon
trees, on account of bearing fruit all the year, require slightly
more water. In the matter of pest control, practices for oranges
and lemons are very similar; however, a few pests are more
serious on lemons than on oranges, gum disease, for example
Descnptions of the pests and methods for their control are
given in a subsequent Section.

10. Pruning of Lemon Trees.—The subject of pruning
IS a matter of great discussion among fruit growers. From
the individual who regards pruning as a violent unnatural
process, to the most ardent advocate of severe pruning all
shades of opinion are represented. No two trees present quite
the same problem; no two pruners have quite the same ideal
ot what a perfect tree ought to be, and too frequently no clear
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and well-defined ideal of any kind is present in the mind of the
pruner. Pruning may be done for a number of different pur-
poses. Hence, it is not to be wondered at that opinions con-
cerning this important operation are many and at times
contradictory.

Some of the different pruning problems of the lemon are dis-

cussed in the following pages. It will easily be seen how impos-
sible it is to lay down a definite rule and to state that the lemon
or, in fact, any tree should or should not be pruned a certain way.
It is the purpose of the examples of pruning for the lemon cited

in this Section to present the matter in such a way as to make
suggestions and to formulate such principles as will enable the
commercial lemon grower to interpret correctly his own prun-
ing problems and solve them with a clear understanding of

the needs of each tree involved and the results to be attained.

11. The first pruning the young lemon tree receives is,

strictly speaking, that given in the ntirsery when the head of

the tree is formed. This consists in cutting off the top of the
tree when the desired height is attained, as explained in a pre-

vious Section. On these young trees the main branches should
be distributed around the upper part of the trunk as much
as possible, at intervals of about 6 inches between each branch
in a vertical direction. It is important to space the main
branches properly, with no two starting at the same height.

Experience with old trees that have the main branches start-

ing from about the same height shows that splitting is almost
sure to occur sooner or later and that bolting is necessary to

hold the tree together. Such main branches should have a
firm grip upon the trunk ; there is then less danger, when they
come into bearing, of breaking down under a load of fruit.

There are many arguments both for and against low-headed
trees. An argument against them is the difficulty of doing the
necessary hand work under the branches, such as treating gum
disease, and cultivating near the trees. Where brown rot and
other fungi infest the soil and attack both the fruit and the
trunk, the lower branches will necessarily have to be pruned
away and the ground underneath sprayed in order to prevent
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infection The principal arguments, on the other hand infavor of low-headed trees are that the trees are easier to pmneand fumigate or spray; fruit is harvested more readily; the fruit
IS not so liable to be whipped about by winds and bruisedhmbs are not so liable to break and the trunks of the young
trees are less liable to sun scald. Heading of trees is a matter
that the individual grower must settle for himself according
to his own judgment. However, regardless of the height trees
are headed, the principles of forming the top of the tree are

tLT"^ ^M " '"'' '^""^^ ^^ P^"^^ ^^ ^h-t the main
branches will be as strong as possible.

to I!; ff^KT'' 'T "''^'^''' ^^^^^^^^ P^^"^"^' ^^^ in ordero get the best results, the tree should be pruned regulariyfrom the first year after planting. The nature of the tree if omake a strong, upright growth and the fruit has a tendency togrow on the ends of that growth, so that the fruit, if allowed
to develop there, is bruised by the wind and the limbs arebroken under the load. The checking of this heavy growthby pruning causes the development of numerous lateraf fruit-beanng branches. The fruit is set in close to the center of ^he

^u^S as >
^'

'^ifr.f ''' '^^^-^^^ -^-^^ -^ whippedaround as it would be if on long, spindling branches Aprominent lemon grower has suggested the following practice

more, while undesirable shoots should be removed entirelvleaving only such branches on the trees as will formTs^'me ncal head. The new growth had better be letTone ZilIt has stopped growing and hardened up. Youn^^ tendergrowth, however, may be checked and maSe more stockv bvPmching it back at the tip.
^^ ^^

The pruning of lemon trees should be done with the obiecfcof preventing any of the trees from growing too dense ehheon the sides or at the top, so that the light from above can

gCrsufhTf dr '"^r
^^' ^''^'^ ^^^^^^^^^^ t

Cide Bv ' '' '"' '"^ '^^ ''''^^ ^' '^' -n themside. By encouraging a certain amount of healthv fruitwood on the top of a tree, the grower can discourage the ra^d
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growth that is so commonly seen on trees pruned with a wide

open center and flat top.

In Fig. 6 a well-pruned lemon tree of the Eureka variety

is shown. The branches are well distributed on the trunk of

the tree. Notice how the Hght shines through branches and

appears as patches on the ground.

13. The tools, ladders, wound dressings, etc. used in the

pruning of orange trees are obviously the kind employed for

lemon pruning. The best time for pruning lemons is in the

Fig. 6

late spring and early summer when there is the least fruit on

the tree. The heaviest pruning should be done when the least

sap is flowing or when the tree is most dormant. The method

of procedure in pruning lemon trees is for the pruners to go

under the tree first, take out the dead wood and thin out the

dense branches that cross or interfere with others. Then the

top is cut back with long-handled shears; some branches are

merely shortened; others are cut back to the point from which

they originate. Ladders arc, of course, necessary for the

pruning of the top branches of most trees. In addition to

this regular pruning, suckers must be removed whenever

necessary.
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Systematic pruning of the lemon not only brings the tree
close to the ground, thus materially reducing the cost of pick-
ing, but also tends to cause the tree to be more prolific and
produce a better quality of fruit.

The practices in pruning suggested by a prominent lemon
grower, mentioned in a previous paragraph, are most used at
present in California. There are several well-defined systems
of pruning which have been used in the past. It will be well
to consider a few of these systems briefly, because many of them
have a certain degree of merit. They also illustrate the many
ways that lemon trees can be pruned.

14. What is known as the Baronio system of lemon
pruning was introduced into San Diego County, California,
by A. C. Baronio, an Italian, who considered it especially
adapted to the lemon as grown in the southern part of the
state. He aimed to produce a broad, low, upen tree, every
part of which could be reached by a person standing on the
ground. The main limbs spread horizontally and were con-
sidered to be strong enough to bear a great weight of fruit and
the force of considerable wind without breaking. The system
was based on certain physiological principles, some of which
are: (1) A lateral branch is more fruitful than an upright
branch, as there is a greater elaboration of plant-food for the
production of fruit in the former than in the latter. (2) Fruit-
fulness and excellence are the results of a slow but steady
circulation. (3) The top of a tree must not be allowed to out-
grow the root system, but should form only sufficient wood
to keep it growing and producing fruit according to its size
and age. (4) A limb is less liable to split off if it joins the
mother limb at an obtuse rather than an acute angle.
(5) Foundation branches can never be built too strong; there
must be no weak points about them. (6) Since main branches
are broken mostly by vibration and noc by mere weight, such
branches should be so stiff that they will not be affected by
vibration.

In order to obtain the desired growth and shape of the tree
by this system, the trunk is headed back to 16 inches, which
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is considered the best height. Three of the shoots that appear

are allowed to run straight up until they are well grown, when

they are arched over toward the ground; they are then fast-

ened in this position until held there by the natural growth

of the wood. On these three main branches secondary branches

are allowed to form, and these are also arched over and later

headed back to form the spreading horizontal growth desired.

While the Baronio system has many points that are com-

mendable, and for the most part is based on right principles,

its main defect is that it does not provide a sufficient ver-

tical space for the development of fruiting wood. It is

particularly adapted to shallow soils that are incapable of

maintaining a large-sized tree.

15. The open-center system of pruning is a modifica-

tion of the Baronio system. The central part of the top is

removed entirely and thus the sap is thrown into the lower

horizontal branches, where good fruiting wood is secured.

The appearance of an open-centered tree, when viewed from

above, is that of the inside of an inverted cone, with the sur-

rounding branches pruned back to a definite limit in height.

The after treatment in this system consists in the removal of

the vigorous upright branches that appear in the open center

and the retention of the fine fruiting brush that soon thickly

clothes the main branches. By successive prunings, the main

branches are trained out and up by cutting to inner or outer

buds as the case may require. The resulting wood is crooked

and angular but tends to the production of abundant fruit

spurs. The branches secured by such treatment are well

braced and bear the weight of fruit without propping or sagging

entirely to the ground. The prime object of the open-center

system of pruning is to get, as far as possible, all fruit wood

and no unfruitful wood, and to have all the tree producing some-

thing so that there will be no drain on the root for useless

timber. Such restriction of wood growth, however, may be

carried too far, and the tree often shows its resentment of such

interference by a less thrifty appearance and smaller crops.

A more abundant growth of foliage must then be allowed to
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develop, so that the failing root system will have more elab-
orated plant-food to draw upon.

16. The closed-center system of pruning has in times
past been used to a limited extent in the lemon groves of Cali-
fornia, but it is now little used. The closed-center system, as
its name implies, leaves the space in the center of the tree filled

with the upright branches. If these branches are kept property
thinned out the results will be good ; if they are allowed to become
too thick, the production of inside fruiting wood is discouraged.

17. The Semi-Baronio system consists in removing the
centers of old trees and allowing the air and light to penetrate.
The other branches are kept cut back but not so closely nor
so systematically as in the true Baronio system.

18. What may be called the shearing system of pruning
is sometimes used by growers, but its use cannot be too strongly
condemned. It consists in shearing off the top of the trees
so that they are perfectly flat. This tends to produce a dense
growth in the top of the trees, and such a growth is not at all

conducive to good results in the matter of obtaining fruiting
wood. Such trees are pleasing in appearance, and catch the eye
of the tourist, but they do not produce paying crops of fruit.

19. The open horizontal system of pruning is a com-
promise between the Baronio system and the shearing system.
As in the Baronio system, the horizontal branches are pruned for
fruit and the strong, upright secondary growth suppressed. This
system is not used in commercial groves at the present time.

20. In general, it may be said that although there are many
different systems of pruning lemon trees, the principles are
practically the same for all, and if they are followed the pruner
will not go far astray. Some of the most important of these are :

1. Shape the head at the proper distance from the ground
and aim to get the main branches located on the tree in such
a way that a good, strong framework is secured for the tree.

2. Have a definite ideal in mind as to what the tree is to be
like when mature, before the first pruning, and throughout
the life of the tree prune according to that ideal.
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3. Study the natural fruiting habit as well as the individual-

ity of the tree, and prune to remedy its defects.

4. All pruning should be done with a definite purpose in

mind, the aim being to put the tree in condition to produce

and carry the largest possible amount of high-grade fruit.

5. An annual light pruning is more beneficial to the tree

than periodical heavy prunings.

6. Avoid making large openings in the foliage of the trees

that permit the sun to shine directly on the interior branches.

Limbs thus exposed to the hot rays of the sun are very liable

to injury from the sun.

7. Limbs that cross and chafe other limbs should be removed
when they are small.

8. Dead branches should be removed and burned, because

they interfere with the picking of the fruit and harbor insects

and fungi.

9. All cuts should be close and clean and the surface of the

wound should be parallel to the direction of the branch on

which it is located. Stubs should not be left on the tree.

10. All wounds over 1 inch in diameter should be covered

over with some kind of a wound dressing.

11. By cutting back to an inner bud, upright growth is

secured; by cutting back to an outer bud, spreading growth

is secured.

12. The growth of fruiting wood should be encouraged.

GRAPEFRUIT, LIMES, AND CITRONS
21. Grapefruit.—The grapefruit, or pomelo, is not

grown to nearly as large an extent in the West as are oranges

or lemons. Nevertheless, many trees are seen mixed in with

orange and lemon plantings, and a few fair-sized groves are

found in Southern California. Most of the fruit is consumed
locally or in the Western States.

The principal variety grown in the West is the Marsh Seed-

less. The Triumph, a seeded variety, is grown to a limited

extent, and a few other varieties are also grown, but usually

for home use.
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22. The tree of the Marsh Seedless variety is a good
grower, comes into bearing cady, and is prolific. The fruit

is medium in size; it has a thin, light-yellow rind and is gen-

erally seedless. Occasionally a fruit is found containing three

or four shells of seeds, but usually no evidence of seeds is pres-

ent. The flesh is juicy and rich in flavor, and of firm texture.

The keeping qualities of the fruit are of the best. The bitter

quality is not marked. Several Marsh Seedless pomelos are

Fig. 7

shown reduced in size in Fig, 7. The seedless character is very
apparent in the illustration.

23. The tree of the Triumph variety bears early and is

prolific. The fruit is round, light yellow in color, of medium
size, and good weight. The rind is smooth, thin, and fine

grained. Juice of good flavor is plentiful and is free from
bitterness. Seeds are few. In Fig. 8 is shown a group of
Triumph pomelos considerably reduced. The shape, thinness
of the rind, and scarcity of seeds can be plainly seen in the
illustration.
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24. What has been said of selection of nursery stock,

planting the trees, tilling, irrigating, and fertilizing the ground,

pruning and otherwise caring for the trees in the discussion for

oranges will apply to pomelos. Often pomelo trees are grown

in with orange trees and receive the same cultural care They

thrive very well under this treatment.

25. Limes.—The lime is a citrus fruit that is little grown

in CaUfornia. It is estimated that there are not more than

Fig. 8

100 acres of lime orchards in the state, although there arc a

great many trees scattered about in yards and gardens,

especially in those of the well-to-do people of Pasadena, River-

side, and other towns of the same nature.

The lime is very susceptible to frost injury, and as its use is

limited, it will probably never be of much commercial impor-

tance. The culture of limes is similar to that of oranges.

§ 23 CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 17

The Mexican, or West Indian, and the Bearss Seedless are

the varieties most largely grown.

26. The Mexican, or West Indian, variety is the small

seeded lime of Mexico, the West Indies, and Florida. It is

grown to a limited extent in the West. The tree is small,

almost a bush, comes into bearing about the third year after

planting, and is very proHfic. The fruit is small, but rich in

acid, and is very desirable in making beverages.

27. The Bearss Seedless variety, largely on account of

its seedless character and large size, is planted in the West

Fig. 9

more than the Mexican variety. The tree is larger than that

of the Mexican lime; it is hardy, comes into bearing at an
early age, and is very productive. The fruit is about the size

of an average lemon; it is seedless, juicy, and very acid. Its

use is the same as that of the Mexican lime. In Fig. 9 is

shown a group of these seedless limes.

28. Citrons.—The citron is a fruit that is not grown
extensively in California. The production is limited to one

275--10
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or two commercial orchards. There are, however, a few trees

scattered about the yards and gardens of various homes. The

citron is very susceptible to frost and it has appeared that

candied citron can be imported from Sicily into California for

less money than it can be produced at home. Experiments

have shown, however, that where the citron can be grown, the

Cahfornia product is equal in quaHty to the imported product.

The principal use of the fruit is as candied peel, or rind. In

addition, an essential oil can be obtained from the fruit.

29. The Citron of Commerce is the variety that has

been planted in California. The tree has a low-spreading

Fig. 10

habit, and is very susceptible to frost injuries. It blossoms

and fruits at all seasons of the year, and comes into bearing

early. The fruit is large, averaging three or four times the

size of the lemon; the skin is thick and warty, sometimes fur-

rowed, lemon yellow in color, and has a characteristic odor.

The pulp is scanty and less acidic than that of the lemon and

shows considerable rag. In Fig. 10 the Citron of Commerce

is shown considerably reduced. The thick character of the

rind and scanty pulp can readily be seen.
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HARVESTING AND PACKING OF CITRUS
FRUITS

PICKINO THE FRUIT
30. Although citrus fruits do not apparently show an

injury as quickly as some of the thinner-skinned fruits, they
are, nevertheless, easily injured by careless handling. Extreme
care in handling is therefore necessary. This fact cannot be
too strongly emphasized. Bruises, cHpper cuts, fingernail

scratches, and all such injuries cause the fruit to be placed in
one of the poorer grades, and in addition, it is very likely to
decay in transit, which means loss to the shipper. Experiments
conducted by G. Harold Powell, and published in a bulletin
by the United States Department of Agriculture, prove con-
clusively that bruised and scratched fruit is very much more
likely to decay in transit than is fruit that is carefully handled.
A grower in California in giving advice about the careful

handling of citrus fruit says: "Treat each individual fruit
as though it were an egg. Your product will then not only
stand up under the wear and tear of picking, packing, and
transportation, but will invariably bring you a better price,

and enhance your reputation as a grower of fancy fruit."

Some growers harvest and market their own fruit, although
there are times when they will contract with professional
pickers to do the harvesting. Most growers, however, are
members of fruit growers' associations, which hire crews of
pickers to pick the fruit for its members if they so desire. These
pickers are experts and they can usually harvest the fruit

much more quickly and with less injury to the fruit than can
the grower himself.

31. Season for Picking.—In the case of oranges, the
season for picking the fruit is naturally when the variety is ripe.
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For navel oranges, this means that in the northern and central

sections of California picking will begin about November 20,

and will continue until

about January 1. In

Southern California,

navel oranges are

picked from about

January 1 to May 1,

and in Arizona from

about November 15 to January 1. In

the northern sections, the period for'

Valencias is from about March 1 to July 1,

and in Southern California from about

June 1 to December 1.

Lemon picking, as before stated, is not

confined to any one season of the year,

but the fruit is picked according to size

about once a month the year through. Grapefruit is picked

during the winter at about the time orange picking is in progress.

Limes are picked throughout the year like lemons. Citrons

are picked when they have attained sufficient size.

32. Appliances Used in Picking.—Much of the fruit

can be harvested by the picker standing on the ground, but

ladders are necessary for getting the fruit from the higher

^
3

Fig. 12

branches of mature trees. As the trees are usually headed

low, step ladders are, as a rule, tall enough. The three-legged

§23 CITRUS FRUITS UNDER IRRIGATION 21

step ladder is desirable, as it will stand more stable on uneven
ground than will the four-legged step ladder.

The fruit is removed from the trees by means of clippers,

as shown in Fig. 11. Two styles of these are shown in Fig. 12.

Many brands of clippers are on the market, but the best ones

are those with smooth, rounded points. Some are made with

sharp points; these should be

avoided, as they are likely to

cause many cuts on the fruit.

The fruit is removed by cutting

it away with part of the stem

attached, as this avoids strain
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on the fruit; the fruit is then held in the hand and the stem
cut close to the fruit before it is dropped in the picking recep-

tacle. The reason for this is that long, sharp stems puncture
the fruit. In no case should the fruits be pulled from the tree,

because the rind of the pulled fruit is apt to be broken, giving a

chance for decay to set in.
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Fig. 15

The picking receptacle generally used in the West is a bottom-

less bag of the style shown in Fig. 13. These bags are padded

and are held closed by

fastening the ring to

the hook, as shown in

the illustration. They

are carried over the

shoulder, as shown

in Fig. 14, and are

emptied by unhook-

ing the chain, which

allows the fruit to pass out of the bottom. From the

bags the fruit is emptied into picking, or lug, boxes, one of

which is shown in Fig. 15. When emptying a bag of fruit, the

bottom of the bag should be placed down into the box, allow-

ing the bag to rest directly on the bottom of the box. The chain

is unhooked and the bag is gently pulled away from the fruit.

The fruit should not be permitted to fall or drop into the box.

The picking boxes are of such a size that three boxes of loose

fruit will usually make about two boxes of packed fruit. The

boxes are made with cleats above the ends in order that they

can be filled and then be piled one above the other without

injury to the fruit.

For picking lemons, use is made of rings such as those illus-

trated in Fig. 16. These are for the purpose of determining

the size of fruit to remove. Rings are made in different diam-

eters, the common sizes being

2 J, 2|, and 2f inches, inside

diameter. The ring to use

depends somewhat on the

time of year, the larger rings

generally being used in winter

and the smaller ones in simi-

mer. This is because lemons

are in greater demand in simi-

mer than in winter and are,

consequently, not given time to attain larger size. The ring is

held in the hand, as shown in Fig. 17. When determining
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Fig. K)

whether or not a lemon, as it hangs on the tree, is of the
proper size to pick, the ring is shoved up on to the lemon. If

the lemon passes through the ring, it is not picked ; if it will not
pass through, it is removed and placed in the picking bag. A
good, healthy lemon when it attains the desired size, is, as a
rule, dark green in color. If

these lemons were allowed to re- Jb's;
main on the tree after they have ':-:^^m^
attained the desired size they

would become too large for the

best market demands, the skins^P^K §^S^
would thicken, and the fruit lljHf ^^B|_/ ^^ap^-^.
would be classed as an inferior nf ^^
grade. Some lemons on the tree CI. i^^ #^^Ki^ /^

will, for some cause or other, ripen ,SU^m( ^m
before they attain the size desired, ff/^mh. '% TI"^^
These small lemons are picked, ^^f^fHti- mj M f^Jl^

but as they are inferior in both y'^d^R/ il 'Vllll/m W
appearance and quality to a green |^K/i

^
lemon properly handled, they

constitute a second-grade fruit,

and are usuallyknown as tree ripes. fig. i7

The boxes of loose fruit are hauled from the grove to the pack-
ing house on wagons provided with springs, the purpose of the

springs being to avoid jarring the fruit in the boxes. In Cali-

fornia, growers generally use a factory-made wooden wagon
with steel skeins, on which they place a fiat rack or bed, usually

about 8 feet wide and 14 feet long. These racks are made
locally and are set on the gears on bolster springs.

GRADING, SORTING, AND PACKING OF ORANGES
33. The grading, sorting, and packing of oranges is done

at the packing house. The interior of a large packing house
resembles a factory; there are to be seen numerous machines
nin by power and many workers, each stationed at a given

machine or bin doing a certain kind of work. The packing
houses are equipped with machines for making the boxes in
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which the fruit is packed for market, trucks for carrying the

boxes to and from the sorting bins, or hoppers ; washing tanks

and brushes for cleaning the fruit ; elevators and belts for con-

veying the fruit to the different machines ; automatic weighing

and recording scales; machines used for testing the presence

of frosted fruit; belts for carrying the boxes; presses for cov-

ering the boxes; in fact, about every kind of practical device

that has been invented for handling the fruit can be found

in a modem packing house. Fig. 18 is a drawing showing an

interior view of an orange packing house in California. From

the illustration, some idea of the size and the factory-like

appearance can be gained. Numerous manufacturers in the

citrus-producing regions of

California make a specialty

of supplying and installing

packing-house equipment,

and an association, grower,

or packer will have no

difficulty in securing the

right kind of equipment

for installation.

34. Cleaning the

Fruit.—Much of the fruit

that arrives at the packing

house is dirty or covered

with fungi or scales that can be removed. In order to improve the

appearance, the fruit is washed and brushed. Machines are on the

market that do this work automatically. The fruit is dumped into

a tank of water from which it is carried past brushes that rub

the surface of each fruit. Some of these machines handle the

fruit more roughly than others, and in making a selection of

cleaning machinery this matter should receive considerable

attention. In Fig. 19 a modern brushing device for cleaning

oranges is illustrated. This machine consists of three rows of

revolving brushes. The oranges work slowly through the

machine in two rows, as shown in the illustration. A spray

of water is forced down on the fruit from the pipe shown at the

Fig. 19
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top of the figure. The revolving of the brushes and the water

cleanse the fruit, after which it is conveyed by an elevator or

flat belt to the other machines in the packing house

35. Weighing the Fruit.—When fruit is handled by the

exchange, it is necessary that the quantity of each man's fruit

be known. Automatic weighing machines are usually installed

in the packing house for the purpose of determining the weights.

The fruit is carried to the machine on a belt, and after a certain

amount has collected, the machine is tripped and the amount
recorded automatically. In Fig. 20 a modem automatic

weighing machine is illustrated. The fruit passes on to the

machine from a slight incline where it is held by pins as shown.

The fruit then passes along on the belt to the other parts of the

house.

36. Grading the Fruit.—The fruit is graded carefully

before it is sized for packing. The usual grades are fancy,

choice, standard, and culls. Only such fruit as is considered

perfect, that is, free from blemishes, sound in quality, and fairly

smooth, is sorted out for the fancy grade. The next best is the

choice grade, which consists of such fruit as may be only slightly

blemished and possibly not quite so smooth as the fancy grade.
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but otherwise sound and of good quaHty; that fruit which is

badly scarred and has a rough skin but is sound and of good
keeping quality is packed as standard. Culls are those fruits

which show an unsound skin, either from being bruised in

picking or handling, and will not keep.

In the packing house the fruit to be graded is usually carried

past the graders on flat belts in such a manner that the men. can

see each fruit as it passes, and as the fruit passes it is separated

into the different grades.

37. Sizing the Fruit.—The fruit, after it has been

cleaned, weighed, and graded, passes to the sizing machine,

where it is automatically sorted to size. A sizer is shown in

the lower part of Fig. 18. The fruit carried on a belt passes

over a series of openings of different sizes, and as a single fruit

comes to an opening through which it will pass, it drops through

into a shallow bin. All the fruit in each bin will, therefore,

be approximately the same size. The sizes of the openings

through which the fruit drops are governed by the number of

fruits that can be packed in the standard-size market package.

38. Labeling the Fruit.—A few growers make a prac-

tice of pasting a small label to each

fruit of the best grade for the purpose of

advertising their product. In Fig. 21

reproductions of the label used by
C. C. Chapman for his best grade of

fruit is shown natural size. The
original labels are in color and are very attractive and serve as

very useful advertising for Mr. Chapman's fruit.

39. Wrapping the Fruit.—The packers who place the

fruit in boxes for shipment wrap each fruit in tissue paper
before placing it in the box. These wrappers bear the name
or trade-mark of the exchange, firm, or grower marketing the
fruit. The designs are printed in colors and are attractive

and become an excellent advertising feature, provided the same
quality of fruit is always wrap]:)cd in the same kind of wrapper.

Several trade-marks from California orange wrappers are shown

Fig. 21
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in Figs. 22, 23, and 24. The originals of these are in color,

but for illustrative purposes they are reproduced here only in

black and white. An advantage of wrappers other than the

advertising feature is that wrapped fruit is more protected

from bruising in transit than is unwrapped fruit. The packers

A\li to/

Fig. 22

Fig. 23 Fig. 24

soon become very dexterous in the work of wrapping fruit,

and it requires very little more time to pack the fruit wrapped

in papers than to pack it without wrappers.

40. Boxing the Fruit.—The fruit is packed in boxes by

hand, each packer standing by a bin of the sizer, as can be seen
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in Fig. 17. In the West, the standard box used for oranges is

12 in. X 12 in. X26 in., outside measurements, and is divided

into two compartments. This is the type used for all varieties

of oranges except tangerines, which are generally packed in

boxes of the same length and breadth as the standard box, but

of half the depth. These half boxes are cleated together when
shipped. All boxes are purchased knocked down and are set

up in the packing house.

The oranges are arranged in

layers in boxes and a definite

number of a certain size make
up the contents of a box. The
number in a box ranges from

48 to 360. The standard sizes

of fruit are designated as 126s,

150s, 176s, 200s, 216s, according

to the number in a box; the

"large off" sizes are designated

as 48s, 64s, 80s, 96s, 112s; the

"small off" sizes are designated

as 250s, 324s, 360s. In Fig. 25

are shown the arrangements of

the bottom layers of twelve of

the most used packs for oranges.

Below each drawing is given the

number of fruits in the box and

the ntimber of layers. In ar-

ranging the second and subse-

quent layers, the fruits are placed

to fit down into the spaces between the fruits of the layer

below. The fruit should fit snugly in place, but it must not be

pressed down too hard on account of bruising. In Fig. 26 is

shown a well-packed box of oranges of the 150 size. Note the

regularity of the pack and the attractive appearance of the box

of fruit.

After the packer finishes a box, it is taken away and an empty

one put in its place. Usually one person does the work of

removing and replacing the boxes. Often there is a moving

Fig. 26
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belt back of the packers on which the filled boxes are placed.

This conveys them to the box press, where they are covered.

The covers are pressed

down at the ends of the

boxes by means of levers

operated by the man in

charge of the machine,

and the lids with cleats

are nailed in place at the

ends. The top of a filled

box is allowed to bulge

in the middle about 1|

inches, as shown in Fig.

27. The cover then presses on the fruit and holds it firmly in

place, and thus prevents it from becoming loose in the box.

The boxes are placed on end when loaded in the cars, and there

is thus no bruising by weight on the curved boards of the box.

Fig. 27

Fig. 28

41. Box Labels.—At the ends of the boxes lithographed

labels are pasted. These labels designate certain brands of fruit
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and the different brands soon become known on the market.

Often consignments of fruit are designated by their brands.

These labels are a valuable means of advertising the fruit of

an association, packer, or grower. In Figs. 28, 29, and 30

are shown three California labels. The originals are in color,

but they are reproduced here in black and white simply to

show the style of label i;sed for citrus fruit in the West.

LEMON PACKING-HOUSE OPERATIONS

42. Ordinary Curing of Lemons.—As stated previously,

lemons, except the tree ripes, which constitute an inferior

grade of fruit, are picked green. Before this green fruit can be

sold it must be cured—that is, subjected to a process that

changes the green color to the waxy lemon-yellow color which

the market demands. The curing process is a very important

feature of the lemon industry, as the color of the fruit is one of

the principal factors that determine the price of the fruit on

the market. The condition of the fruit when it is picked deter-

mines to a large extent whether or not a uniform waxy lemon-

yellow color can be secured. For example, lemons that have

begun to turn yellow on one side or end when they are picked

will usually develop a dull, brassy-yellow color when cured;

whereas, if the lemons are uniformly dark green when picked,

they can be cured to the desired color. Cured lemons have a

better appearance, more juice, better keeping quahty, and thin-

ner rinds than tree ripes, and for these reasons constitute a

better grade of fruit.

The ordinary curing process consists essentially in holding

the fruit for from about 30 to 60 days under the greatest pos-

sible uniformity of temperature and humidity. What is known

as the open-air method of curing has been found most successful

in CaHfomia. Lemon houses are built only with a roof and

floor, leaving off all sides for a free circulation of air. This

building is then divided off into individual rooms with canvas

sides and tops. In order to facilitate curing the fruit, space

is left around each room for a free circulation of air. These
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and the different brands soon become known on the market.

Often consignments of fruit are designated by their brands.

These labels are a valuable means of advertising the fruit of

an association, packer, or grower. In Figs. 28, 29, and 30

are shown three California labels. The originals are in color,

but they are reproduced here in black and white simply to

show the style of label used for citrus fruit in the West.

LEMON PACKING-HOUSE OPERATIONS

42. Ordinary Curing of Lemons.—As stated previously,

lemons, except the tree ripes, which constitute an inferior

grade of fruit, are picked green. Before this green fruit can be

sold it must be cured—that is, subjected to a process that

changes the green color to the waxy lemon-yellow color which

the market demands. The curing process is a very important

feature of the lemon industry, as the color of the fruit is one of

the principal factors that determine the price of the fruit on

the market. The condition of the fruit when it is picked deter-

mines to a large extent whether or not a uniform waxy lemon-

yellow color can be secured. For example, lemons that have

begun to turn yellow on one side or end when they are picked

will usually develop a dull, brassy-yellow color when cured;

whereas, if the lemons are uniformly dark green when picked,

they can be cured to the desired color. Cured lemons have a

better appearance, more juice, better keeping quality, and thin-

ner rinds than tree ripes, and for these reasons constitute a

better grade of fruit.

The ordinary curing process consists essentially in holding

the fruit for from about 30 to 60 days under the greatest pos-

sible uniformity of temperature and humidity. What is known

as the open-air method of curing has been found most successful

in California. Lemon houses are built only with a roof and

floor, leaving off all sides for a free circulation of air. This

building is then divided off into individual rooms with canvas

sides and tops. In order to facilitate curing the fruit, space

is left around each room for a free circulation of air. These
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rooms, or tents as they are usually called, are rectangular in

shape, and are generally made of a size to hold about one car-

load of fruit. The four canvas sides and the top are lapped
at the corners and are fastened with cords drawn through hooks,
and the sides are so arranged that they can be raised or lowered
at will by means of cords that pass through pulleys in order to
control the circulation of the air among the boxes or trays
of fruit piled in each room. When the tents are not in use the
sides can be rolled up and the floor space in the curing house
used for other purposes if desired.

The trays of green fruit are placed in the curing tents soon
after the lemons have been washed. Those trays on the out-
side and the top of the pile are usually lined with paper. This
is done to avoid excessive evaporation and the consequent wilt-

ing that is likely to occur to fruit that is in the exposed part of
the room.

Light-green lemons can usually be cured in about 30 days,
or frequently in less time. The darker fruits require more
time, usually about 60 days. The change from green to yellow
takes place very gradually. Those in charge of the work must
be guided by the appearance of the fruit, the condition of the
air in the tents, and the condition of the outdoor air, and ven-
tilate the rooms accordingly. No set rule can be given that
will be practicable under all conditions, and each man must,
therefore, study his own conditions, and be guided by the
knowledge he gains from experience. .

43. Forced Curing, or Sweating, of Lemons.—What
is known as the forced curing, or sweating, of lemons is prac-
ticed when it is desired to cure the lemons in a shorter time
than that necessary under the ordinary curing process. By
forced curing it is possible to produce the change from green
to lemon yellow in from 5 to 14 days. Crop and market con-
ditions are such that were it not for forced curing, lemons would
be very scarce in certain seasons. The greatest demand for
the fruit is in the summer and fall. Much that is harvested
in the winter and spring is stored and disposed of in the sum-
mer, but as the season advances the supply from this source
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becomes scarce, and then it is necessary to force the curing of
the summer-picked fruit, if the trade is to be supplied. By
being able to cure the fruit in the ordinary way in from about
30 to 60 days, if desired, or, to cure it by the forced curing
process in from 5 to 14 days, the packer has conditions well in
hand, and can regulate his marketable stock to meet the
demands of his trade. If at any season the demand is not
good he can hold back on the curing, or, if it becomes brisk,
he can employ the forced-curing process and get the fruit to
market in a relatively short time.

44. Forced curing, or sweating, is accomplished by sub-
jecting the fruit to a high temperature and a high percentage
of humidity when certain gaseous products are present. There
is still much to be learned about the sweating process and the
real reasons for certain phases of the process are not under-
stood. Improvements are coming rapidly. Packers and
scientists from the government and state departments of
agriculture are studying the curing of lemons and many experi-
ments along this line are being performed. The fruit at pres-
ent is placed in a closely confined enclosure known as the sweat
room. These rooms are constructed in various ways. At
times use is made of the curing tents of the packing house that
are used in the open-air method of curing. When tents are
used for the forced curing, the sides are let down to the floor
and no ventilation is given as in the ordinary curing process.
Space inside of the room is left along one side for stoves that
supply the heat, and the tent is filled with boxes of fruit as in
ordinaiy curing. The great disadvantage of the open-air tent
for forced curing is that on account of the stove being in the
same enclosure as the fruit, there is an unequal distribution
of heat and gases from the stove, and, as a result, the coloring
of the fruit is likely to be unequal. There are advantages,
however, in that the rooms can be used for the regular curing
of lemons or for storage purposes, when not needed for forced
curing. During the sweating season many of the tents in the
packing house are empty and if the regular tents are used for
forced curing a large number of boxes can be done at one time.
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45. As the sweating of lemons is now a well-established

practice, most of the packing-house managers have had sepa-

rate sweat rooms constructed for this purpose, either in the

interior of the packing house or in separate buildings. In most

instances these rooms have a basement under them in which

the fires are kept. The floor of the sweat room is made of

slatted planks 1 inch apart. The heat and products of com-

bustion arise through these openings in the floor. The lower

boxes usually get a little hotter than those above them, but

not enough to do harm. To prevent those boxes immediately-

over the fires from becoming excessively hot, pieces of sheet

iron are nailed to the joists of the floor.

46. Packers have done much experimenting trying to find

what is the best source of heat to use when sweating lemons.

Oil, gasoHne, gas, and wood stoves, and steam have been tried, but

the ordinary coal-oil stove burning either kerosene or distillate

oil has proved thus far to be the most practical. Most of these

stoves are of the type used in kitchens, and are fitted with

asbestos wicks. After much experimenting it was found that

the oil stoves that produced a sharp pungent odor seemed more
effective in coloring lemons than the improved stoves that

give complete combustion and developed practically no char-

acteristic pungent odor.

In many of the sweat rooms the sharp pungent odor becomes
so pronounced that it is practically impossible for a person to

stay in the rooms for more than a few minutes at a time.

The results of government experiments on the forced curing

of lemons indicate that so long as these pungent gases are

present in the sweat room, heat and humidity are of minor
importance. In the sweating of lemons as practiced at pres-

ent, these two factors seem to be necessary, but it is thought
that later devices may be perfected, based on the results of

these experiments, whereby the coloring can be done by cer-

tain gaseous products without the need of heat and humidity
in the sweat? room. As was stated previously, not very much
is known about the principles involved in the methods of curing.

The lemon packer docs know, however, that if he provides heat
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and humidity and there is present in the room the gaseous
products of combustion, the fruit will color. Just what later
developments will show about forced curing cannot be foretold.

47. What the exact percentage of humidity in a sweat
room should be, in the methods followed at present, has not
been definitely determined, but in most rooms where successful
coloring occurs it runs about 90 to 95 per cent.—that is, the air
is practically saturated with water. If the fruit is allowed to
wilt for want of moisture in the air, it is very hard to color it
properiy, as the green color seems to become fixed in the ceUs
and sweating does not cause it to change. Evaporation and
transpiration of moisture from the fruit itself provide a certain
amount of moisture, but usually it is necessary to supply
moisture artificially. This is usually done by placing pans of
water on the stoves and allowing the water to evaporate.
By regulating the quantity and temperature of the water, the
air can usually be kept at about saturation.
A serious defect of forced curing is the tendency of the stems

of the fruit to become loose and drop off. This condition
affects the appearance of the lemons and is not desirable. Just
what causes the loss of stems is not understood. In this con-
nection it is interesting to quote from the report of the experi-
ments made by the government on this subject

:

The causes leading to the loss of the stems from lemons during the
sweatmg process are not well understood and a number of explanations
have been offered. The most generally accepted explanation is that the
stems are loosened by the excessive humidity in the sweat room. Much
evidence may be found in support of this theory. The stems, as they
break loose from the lemons, have the appearance of having been forced
loose by the swelling of the pulpy tissues at the base of the stem through
excessive absorption of water. As the heat and humidity of the sweat room
are so radically different from that in the tents, it has seemed natural to
assume that either one or both of these factors are instrumental in causing
the stem to loosen. Furthermore, whenever fruit in tent curing undergoes a
sweat the stems are liable to be lost. In such cases considerable quantities
of moisture are often found to have accumulated on the lemons, and this
condition may be assumed to have a causal relation to the loss of stems

In view of such evidence as has come to the writer's attention, other
tactors besides humidity seem to influence this result. The loss of stems
seems to be greatest in cases where the fruit colors rapidly. In lots
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requiring from 10 days to 2 weeks to produce the desired color, the drop-

ping of the stems is considerably less than when the coloring takes place

more rapidly, even though the conditions of temperature and humidity in

the two sets of conditions seem to be approximately alike. It is observed

that as long as the lemons remain green there are no signs of the loosen-

ing of the stems, but when the change of color begins to take place,

especially if this happens rapidly, the loosening begins to be noticeable.

This would seem to indicate that other factors than those mentioned play

a r61e in this matter.

In order to obtain more information as to the cause of the loss of

stems, a number of experiments were made, having for their object the

determination of the part played by humidity and the nature of other

possible influences. It was considered feasible to combine this work with

the experiments on coloring which have already been described. * * * *.

The results of the experiments conducted seem to show that other

factors than humidity play an important part in the loss of stems. They

not only indicate clearly that an elimination of humidity will not prevent

the stems from loosening, but they show equally well that if those factors

which color fruit rapidly are withheld, the continued application of heat

and humidity will not necessarily cause the stems to loosen. Thus they

indicate a striking relationship between the coloring of the lemons and

the loss of stems. The rapidity of the former change to a considerable

degree measures the extent of the latter. This view is corroborated by

practical observations in operating sweat rooms.

It must not be understood that htunidity has no influence whatever in

this matter. There is little doubt that excessive moisture has a tendency

to remove the stems, at least under certain conditions. It is equally

certain, however, that humidity is not the controlling factor in this

problem and that to remedy the situation changes are required which

must extend farther than a simple manipulation of the humidity. Indeed,

from the apparently close connection between the coloring of the lemons

and the loss of stems the finding of a way to save the stems without

sacrificing time in coloring seems likely to be difficult.

48. Packing of Lemons.—After the fruit comes from the

curing room, it is graded as to quality. The grades are much
the same as for oranges, and are determined by the same con-

ditions. Less machinery is used in the handling of lemons than

of oranges. The lemons are graded by hand and are placed in

trays that are carried to the packers. The fruit in the trays

is not sorted to size; the sizing is done by the packer, who,

on receiving a tray and deciding which size shall be packed in

the box at hand, picks from the tray lemons that are of the

right size. The next box is filled in the same manner, and if
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there are not enough lemons of

the desired size in the tray it

is moved back a short distance,

and the fruit picked from an-

other tray that is near at hand.
The arrangement in the boxes
is similar to that of oranges.

Fig. 31 shows the arrangement
of the bottom layer, the number
of fruits in the box, and the num-
ber of layers of the lemon packs.

The standard lemon boxes are

10^ in.XM in.X27 in., outside

measurements, and are divided

into two compartments, the
same as orange boxes. Printed

tissue paper is used for wrap-
pers and lithographed labels that

denote the brand and quality

are pasted on the ends of the

boxes in the manner practiced

for oranges.

PACKING OF GRAPE-
FRUIT, LIMES, AND

CITRONS
49. Grapefruit is packed in

the same way as oranges. The
fruit, being round, can be sized

in the same way as is done with
oranges. In the West, since

grapefruit is not grown exten-

sively and there is not much to

pack, the sizing is usually done
by hand. The regular orange
box is used as a package, and

Fig. 31

W CJ CJ I
6 Layers

_ thc fruit is arranged in layers.
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On account of the larger size of the grapefruit, there are fewer

to the box, and, also, there are fewer. packs used. Fig. 32

shows the arrangement of the bottom layer, and gives the

number of layers and the nvimber in the box for each pack.

Limes, what few are shipped, are packed the same as lemons.

They are packed in lemon

boxes and a few packages are

usually included along with

a carload of lemons. The

Mexican sour limes, which

are imported from Southern

Mexico and sold in consider-

able quantities in the mar-

kets of the Pacific Coast,

in the same way that the

West Indian limes are sold

in the East, are packed loose-

ly in large boxes without any

wrappings ; the boxes contain

about 2 bushels each. The

packing is very crude, but

the limes arrive in fairly good

condition.

50. Citrons, as was said

before, are grown in a very

limited quantity in Cali-

fornia, and, for this reason,

there have been no packages

standardized for their ship-

ment. The fruit is processed,

which consists in cutting the fruits in half, scooping out the

seeds and pulp, and boiling the thick rinds in a series of brines.

Finally, sugar is introduced gradually until the fruit is candied.

Each half is wrapped in white tissue paper and they are then

packed snugly in rolls in plain wooden boxes holding about

20 pounds.

48—PacH 3 Layers
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CITRUS FRUITS UNDER
IRRIGATION

(PART 4)

CITRUS INJURIES AND PESTS

INJURY FROM COLD

1. Excessive cold during the winter months, when much of
the citrus fruit is still hanging on the trees, is often responsible
for loss in citrus groves. The cold injures both the fruit and
the tender wood growth of the trees. Excessive cold in Cali-
fornia may occur through a frost, or occasionally through a
freeze. Frost and freeze must not be confounded. Frost
usually occurs in restricted areas on clear, still nights; a freeze,

on the contrary, usually follows or accompanies a storm. The
effect is not local but general; in other words, the storm sweeps
across great stretches of territory.

It may safely be said that few districts in the United States
are entirely free from the effects of frost. Still, some localities

are notoriously frosty; others may usually be considered
entirely free, so far as damage to the trees, buds, or fruit is con-
cerned. Yet even the places that are supposed to be free from
frost may suffer sometimes. The conditions usually causing
frost in California are as follows: A cold, dry northern wind
blowing for several days displaces the air over a given area and
substitutes cool, dry air for warm, moist air. When such a
wind is followed by a calm clear night, the radiation of heat
is very rapid, owing to the absence of the blanket of vapor in
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the air. Objects at the surface of the earth lose heat by radia-

tion and chill by contact the surrounding air. On calm nights

this cold air, being heavier than warm air, flows down hill

like water and fills up pockets, or depressions. The tempera-

ture is reduced in low areas to such an extent that frost occurs.

On such a night there may be as much as 5 or 6 degrees differ-

ence in the temperature of the air at the top of a large orange

tree and at the bottom near the ground.

Should a breeze spring up or any artificial air-currents be

introduced that will set the air in motion and break up the

blanket of cold air in these low depressions, the cold air will be

diffused with the surrounding atmosphere and the temperature

raised. In ordinary frosts only the lowlands are usually

affected and the elevated areas or the foothills escape.

Occasionally, however, different conditions which are more
serious prevail, as was the case during the disastrous freeze of

January, 1913. At this time a very cold, dry, north wind blew

for three days and crossed the protecting mountains. Radia-

tion was carried to such a point that all the air was considerably

below freezing, and as a result the trees and soil became very

cold. In this case the highlands in most groves were affected

worse than the lowlands, and it is the first record in California

of what may be termed an inversion of temperature.

2. Effect of Frost on Vegetable Tissues.—The sap in

the cells of a plant does not freeze but the low temperature of the

atmosphere draws the water out of the cells, and this water

forms ice crystals in the spaces between the cells. If this proc-

ess continues long enough, the protoplasm of the cells may
become so dried out that the tissues will die. At times, however,

if the frost is of a short duration, the protoplasm may reabsorb

the water from the ice when it melts and the cells will fully

recover. In the case of every cell there is a certain limit of

desiccation beyond which death of the tissue will result, and
this limit is characteristic of the kind of plant. In the case of

barley leaves it is very high; in orange, medium; in lemon,

low; and in tomato, very low. This limit may vary, also,

with the same plant according to whether it is in a state of
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succulent growth or in a resting, or dormant, state. It will
vary, also, according to the treatment the plant has received.
For example, a gardener can harden off plants by subjecting
them gradually to lower temperatures. The limit of desicca-
tion will vary, too, according to the rate of thaw that follows
the frost. If the water between the cells thaws out slowly,
there will be less injury than if it thaws out rapidly. The
individuality of the cells also influences the rate at which injury
will occur. In any given block of tissue scattering cells only
may die and collapse, and their places be taken up by the extra
expansion of adjoining living cells.

In the case of citrus fruits, when a majority of the cells have
passed the limit of desiccation, they do not reabsorb the water
and It quickly evaporates through the skin of the fruit or may be
drawn back through the stem and transpired through near-by
leaves. A recently frozen orange in cross-section appears
watery and soapy; later on it becomes dry. In some cases
there may be a very bitter taste. Just what causes this bitter
taste is not known, although many theories concerning the
matter have been advanced. As far as is known, no injury
whatever follows the eating of frozen citrus fruits.
The variety, also, has something to do with the suscepti-

bility of citrus trees and fruit to injury from frost. Some
vaneties will often stand a temperature as low as 20° F. without
much injury, and others will be injured by a temperature of
30 F. In the order of their resistance and the average tem-
perature at which frost injury is likely to occur, citrus fruits
rank as follows: (1) Satsuma, 20° F.; (2) Bahia and Valencia,
25 F.

; (3) tangennes and pomelos, 25° F.
; (4) lemons, 28° F •

(5)
citrons, 29° F.

; (6) limes, 30° F. The exact degree of cold any
vanety will stand is influenced, however, by the following con-
ditions: (1) Degree of dormancy, (2) the state of the weather
just preceding the freeze, (3) the length of time the cold lasts,
and (4) the rapidity of subsequent thawing. If the tree is in a
dormant state there is less likelihood of injury than if the tree
IS growing, because there will be less sap in the cells, and hence
less water will form between the cells. If the weather h'as been
relatively cold just before a frost, the tree will be somewhat
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hardened to the effects of the frost, and, as a result, less injury

will be done than if warm weather precedes a frost. When the

cold weather lasts a long time there is more danger of the drying

out of the protoplasm, and, therefore, there is more likelihood

of injury than if it is of short duration. If there is a gradual

thawing out of the water in the tissues, less injury will result

than if the thawing out is rapid, because the cells have a better

chance to adjust themselves and absorb the water from the

melting ice crystals.

3. Influence of Stock on Scion.—It has been claimed

from the results of experiments in Florida, that Citrus trifoliata

stock will transmit its hardiness to the scion budded on it.

However true this may be in Florida, it is not the case in

California. Careful observations of the root-stock experiments

of the University of Cahfomia after the freeze of 1913 show

no difference whatever in the injury to citrus trees grafted on

different root stocks.

4. Methods of Protecting Groves.—Frost protection

can be secured in several ways, which are: (1) by diminishing

the radiation of heat, (2) by raising the dew point, (3) by heat-

ing the air artificially in order that the temperature may be

raised.

5. The radiation of heat is diminished by interposing a

screen of some sort to trap the heat rays given off. In Italy

mats are spread over the tops of the trees. In California lath

houses are used to protect seed-bed stock. Young trees are

sometimes protected by covering them' with burlap tents.

Another method is to wrap them in com stalks, tulle, or news-

papers. These wrappings do not add any heat in themselves,

but they act as efficient traps to prevent the radiation of heat

which has been absorbed. Fig. 1 shows a young tree wrapped

with com stalks. The tops are left exposed, as the foliage will

come out again after frost injury, provided the stalk is not

badly injured.

6. The dew point can be raised by adding moisture to the

air, since the latent heat of condensation at a temperature above
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the danger point is made sensible. Much heat is required to
vaporize water. Consequently, much heat is liberated when
water vapor is condensed. It is said that in the condensation
of one pint of dew or frost, as much heat is liberated in the air
as would be required to raise 5 pints of water from the freezing
to the boiling point. Thus, when the dew point is high the
temperature is not apt to fall very low, because the large amount
of heat liberated on condensa-

tion will act as a safety valve

and retard the fall in tempera-

ture. When the dew point is

low, however, the temperature

may fall to a point where
much injury is done before

this safety valve gets into

action. The practice of burn-

ing wet straw in the pmne
orchards of Oregon and peach
orchards of Colorado at blos-

soming time is based on this

principle. In California, how-
ever, straw is worth too much
as a source of humus in the

soil to be burned, and also,

when the wind blows, which it

often does during the mid-
winter freezes, it would quickly

blow this moist air away and
replace it with dry air. Run-
ning irrigation water in the

grove during a freeze also adds moisture to the air and is often
a help in the protection of a grove. The spraying of a grove
by means of any overhead irrigation system is also a means of
protection that is used where groves are equipped with an over-
head irrigation system.

7. The air in the grove has in the pa st been heated artificially
in a number of different ways, among which may be mentioned

Fig. 1
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steam pipes in the grove, electric heaters suspended by wires

in each tree, the burning of briquets made of sawdust and crude

oil, the burning of sacks of fuel, the burning of fuel in sheet-

iron stoves, the burning of coal in wire baskets suspended on

tripods, and the burning of oil in sheet-iron pots.

Only two of these methods of heating are in extensive use

today, namely, the biuning of coal in wire baskets suspended

on tripods and the burning of oil in oil heaters. Of these two

methods, the latter is by far the most largely used. A few

growers still bum coal in wire baskets, because it is claimed for

the coal that heat is obtained without a large amount of soot

being produced. Soot is produced in abundance when oil is

burned, and this results in smutting of the fruit. Notwith-

standing the smutting of the fruit that is likely to occur when

oil is used as fuel, it is conceded by the great majority of those

interested in the heating of groves that the best and most

practicable method is the burning of oil in some form of sheet-

iron receptacle especially made for the purpose, since the labor

and expense is not so great as where coal is burned in wire

baskets.

8. Heating tlie Air Witli Oil Heaters.—Many makes of

heaters are on the market, and new ones are being designed

each year. Some of them are very satisfactory, and others are

not so satisfactory. At present there are no reliable compara-

tive figures on the efficiency of the different heaters on the mar-

ket. Efficient oil heaters should possess the following charac-

teristics: (1) They should hold oil enough to bum all night

without refilling. (2) They should be capable of regulation,

so that a low fire or a high fire can be burned; the regulation

should be such that 1 gallon of oil is burned in 3 hours, or 1 gal-

lon burned in 1 hour, as desired. (3) The pot should be

capable of burning oils that are heavy in asphaltum ; the reason

for this is explained later. (4) The heater should be made of

heavy material ; this lessens the liability of waq^ing, and such a

pot will stand more wear than one of light material. (5) Some
arrangement for keeping out the rain should be on the heater.

(6) There should be a gauge indicating the highest level for
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filling the vessel; this prevents spilling of oil, which is not only
wasteful, but may result in damage to the trees if the oil ignites.

(7) They should burn with good combustion, and make but Httle
smoke. (8) They should be easy to fill, light, and extinguish, and
not likely to explode. (9) The parts should nest for storage.
Not all of these advantages are found in all of the heaters

offered for sale, but a grower, when purchasing a supply, should
strive to get heaters that embody as many of these points as
it is possible to find. Often he will be able to get valuable
information from the experience of his neighbors about the
merits of the different heaters found on
the market. In Fig. 2 is shown a type
of heater used in many California

groves. It is a sheet-iron receptacle
with a lid and a damper at the side to
provide a draft. When a fire is to be
lighted the lid is removed as shown in
the illustration; the Hd is replaced
when it is desired to smother the blaze.

9. The oil used in the West for

heaters is known as fuel oil, which is

crude oil from which some of the
lighter oils, such as gasoline and kero-
sene, have been distilled. There are
several grades of fuel oil on the market. The grower should
ascertam which brands have given the best results in his
vicinity and make his purchase accordingly.

Fuel oils arc generally heavy in asphaltum and also contain
some water. The water gets into the product from the pipes
through which the oil is pumped from the wells. In order to
pump this heavy oil, a thin sheet, or jacket, of water is forced
in next the pipe to reduce the friction, and some of this water
remains suspended in the oil. There are several disadvantages
in the use of oil that has a large percentage of water and asphal-
tum m It. The presence of much water in the oil used in heaters
will cause them to boil over as the heat changes the water to
steam. Another difficulty in the use of these heavy oils is that

Fig. 2
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the asphaltmn and other heavy substances that will not burn

readily are left in the pot in the foim of a residue, with the result

that, after several burnings, the heaters hold less oil than at first.

This deposition of residue is, to a certain extent, the fault of the

heater, also, since some heaters will bum more of the asphaltmn

than others. Both the grade of oil and the heater should be

carefully considered when heating equipment is purchased.

The fire in most types of heaters is extinguished by placing

the covers on the pots, thus smothering the flame. Much

trouble is experienced with some forms of heaters that are not

tightly constructed. In these the supply of air cannot be

entirely shut off, and as a result they may smolder for a time

and then explode, scattering burning oil over the near-by trees

and the men as well, if they happen to be near.

10. A grower should provide tanks in which to store the

oil, in order that he may be ready to heat the grove at any

time occasion demands. The capacity of the tanks should

be sufficient to provide at least 1,000 gallons for each acre of

grove. It is well to place the tank on a side hill so it may

be filled and emptied by gravity. A tank wagon of 400 or

500 gallons capacity is generally used for distributing the oil

through an orchard. These are for sale in the citrus-produc-

ing regions. On account of the difficulty of getting a loaded -

tank wagon through the orchard when the ground is soft, some

growers pipe the oil to outlets distributed throughout the

orchard. This entails extra expense, but gives much better

satisfaction, especially on sticky or soft soils.

11. The number of heaters to use per acre will depend on

the location of the grove, on the variety of trees, and on their

age, size, and shape. In general, with full-grown bearing trees,

not less than one heater to the tree, with a double extra row

around the windward side of the orchard, should be provided.

This means on an average 90 heaters per acre. Many small

fires are better than a few large ones, as large ones tend to cause

strong upward drafts instead of a steady side radiation.

The heaters should have a capacity of at least 3 gallons, and

preferably 5 or even 7 gallons. Frost may occur on three or

(> <-* J
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four successive nights, and with the number of men and teams
available it may be impossible to refill all the heaters during
one day, especially when all the men have been out firing all
the previous night. The heaters are placed equidistant from

Fig. 6

the trees, but in line with one tree row in order that the
wagons may be driven one way through the orchard. In Fig. 3
heaters in place in a grove are illustrated. It is never advis-
able to place the heaters directly under the foliage of citrus
trees, on account of the danger of injury by fire.

275—12
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12. The heaters should be kept filled and in place ready

for lighting during the winter. The usual procedure when

filling the heaters is for a gang of men to pass through the grove

and remove the covers. These men are followed by the tank

wagon and four or five men who fill the heaters. The oil is

carried from the tank to the heaters in large pails, or 5-gallon

tin oil cans from which the tops have been removed. A rope

bale generally serves as a handle. As a rule, the grove is

divided into areas with roadways along the sides or ends.

When this is the case, the tank wagon is driven along the road-

way, and each filler takes a row and fills the heaters for about

half the length of the row. The tank wagon is then driven

to the opposite side, and the other half of the heaters filled.

The men who have removed the covers then follow the fillers

and replace the covers. These covers are left in place imtil

it is necessary to light the fires.

Firing should begin promptly when the leaves near the ground

begin to freeze, which is determined by holding a leaf between

the observer and the lantern. When frozen, the leaves will

show transparent areas. In general, ice begins to form in the

leaves at about 28° F.

Each man takes a row of heaters and lights them as fast as

he can walk along and pull the covers off. Firing should begin

at the coldest places, and if conditions of the weather change,

and it becomes warmer, as it often does, the fires may be put

out and all the men can go back to bed within an hour or two.

If the cold increases, the other fires farther away from the cold-

est areas are lighted.

13. For igniting the oil in the heaters, various forms of

Hghters are used. In Fig. 4 is shown the Adamson torch, an

appliance that has been found by experience to be very satis-

factory. It is made in gallon and half-gallon sizes. Engine dis-

tillate oil is used as fuel. The cans are filled and the wicks at

the ends of the snout lighted. When it is desired to start a

heater the torch is tipped as shown in the illustration. Oil will

then flow through the fire of the wick and become ignited, and

drop into oil of the heater and cause it to ignite. Where lighters
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are not available, growers often make a practice of throwing
a small quantity of gasoline on the oil in the heater, and then
ignite this gasoHne with a burning torch of waste that has been
soaked in oil; this is rather dangerous and is no work for chil-
dren and it is really too hazardous to be recommended.
Should it be necessary to refill small-capacity heaters before

they are entirely burned out, the cover is placed for a minute
or two over the fire until

the flame is completely i //^

extinguished, when it / ^
may be removed and the

oil poured in.

\

Fig. 4

14. It is a good plan
to provide an automatic
alarm thermometer as a
means of awakening the

grower when a frost
occurs. There are many
good types on the mar-
ket, but all of them, when
placed in a grove, should

be tested often and
should not be relied on
entirely. If the indications are for freezing temperatures, it is
well to stay up and watch the temperature and not rely abso-
lutely on the alarm thermometer. The alarm thermometers
are an aid, however, and often have been the means of
gettmg men up in time to save groves. The thermometer
should be placed in the coldest spot in the grove and the
bells, which ring when the temperature has reached a certain
point, should be screwed to the wall in the sleeping room
of the person responsible for lighting the fires. The alarm
IS usually set at 30° F. for lemons and 2T F. for oranges.
The best plan is to light the fires when the leaves begin to turn
transparent, as described previously. It is a mistake to defer
lighting in the hope of overcoming the cold later in the night,
for experience has shown that this is a very difficult thing to do!
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15. In some localities the growers have formed cooper-

ative organizations which buy the heaters and oil wholesale

and employ motorcycle squads to patrol the district and tele-

phone in temperatures to headquarters. The manager orders

the previously organized frost fighters to that part of the area

which according to his information needs protection from the

frost. The grower is awakened by the motorcycle men at

the proper time, furnished up-to-the-minute information from

the weather biireau and a group of men is assigned to attend

to his fires. Such an organization adds much to the safety

and peace of mind of its members.

It should be remembered that orchard heating may pay even

though the fruit is lost, for the heat may save the fruiting wood

from freezing and it will thus be able to bear a full crop the

next year, whereas, if no firing is done, it may take the trees

2 or 3 years to recuperate.

16. Cost of Equipment and Heating.—The cost of

heating a grove will, of coiu*se, vary with the kind of equipment,

the length of time the heaters must be used each night of the

freeze, and the method of handling the work. Each ranch

would have a different total expenditure to quote from a typical

case. Richardson Brothers give the following as the cost of

equipment, oil, and labor for sixteen nights of heating during

the freeze of 1912-13:

Equipment

500 Hamilton heaters (3 gallons) . . . $200.00

700 Bolton heaters (2 gallons) 154.00

Wagon tank for oil (463 gallons) . . . 48.00

Cement oil cistern (8,500 gallons) . . . 125.00

3 oil buckets and 2 lighters 6.25

4 thermometers and alarm bells. ... 40.00

$ 573.25

Oil and Labor

Oil for 16 nights (16,195 gallons). . .$437.26

Labor bill for same time 201.50

Total expense,

$ 638.76

$1,212.01
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17. Disposition of Frozen Fruit.—For various periods
up to 4 or 5 weeks after a freeze, frozen citrus fruits are just
as good for consumption as sound fruit. The variation in time
is due to different weather conditions, the fruit tending to dry
out and become pithy more rapidly if a dry wind is blowing
than if there is no such wind. The rumor that frosted citrus
fruit is poisonous is entirely without foundation, for many
carioads of such fruit have been consumed both in Florida and
in California, and there is not a case on record of any harm
resulting therefrom. After the fruit loses its juice and becomes
dry it is, of course, worthless, and sometimes frozen oranges
become bitter in flavor. On account of this worthless fruit
sometimes being sent to market, the Board of Food and Drug
Inspection of the United States Department of Agriculture
has made the following ruling in regard to frozen citrus fruit

:

"Citrus fruit will be deemed adulterated within the meaning
of the Food and Drugs Act, if the contents of any package
found in interstate commerce contain 15 per cent, or more
of citrus fruit, which, on a transverse section through the
center, shows a marked drying in 20 per cent, or more of the
exposed pulp."

There is much variation in the degree of frosting of fruit on
the same tree. The oranges on the tops of the tall trees are
usually less frozen than those near the ground, and oranges
on the inside of the tree are less frozen than those on the out-
side. Thus, when the fruit is picked after a damaging freeze
the good and bad fruit will be mixed together. If the grower
does not wish to sell all his fruit at a great discount as frozen
fruit, he must separate the frozen from the sound fruit. All
methods of separation are based on the principle that frosted
fruit loses its juice and becomes lighter. In mechanical separa-
tion the fruit is placed in a Hquid having a certain specific
gravity. The frozen fruit, being lighter, will come to the sur-
face, and the sound fruit, being heavier, will sink. Fonneriy,
a mixture of kerosene and refinery residuum oils mixed to the
specific gravity of 82 was used as the liquid, but as the oil left
a tamt on the fruit, the process has been discontinued. Then
for several years denatured alcohol was used with good results.
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This method is expensive, on account of the cost of the alcohol,

but it is still used for lemons. The alcohol is used at a specific

gravity of about 82, and a special machine is employed in the

process. An endless belt which carries paddles passes across

the siirface of the liquid and sweeps the floating fruit off to

one chute and returns dragging on the bottom and forces the

sound fruit out of another chute at the opposite end of the

machine. The cost of separating fruit with alcohol is about
7 cents a box.

In 1913 a new machine was invented for separating frosted

fruit from sound fruit. The machine uses pure water and this

process is far cheaper and more satisfactory than any other

process. In this process water is kept flowing from one end
of a long trough to the other and back through a pipe at a given

rate of speed by a motor-driven propeller in the return pipe.

The oranges are conveyed to a point above the water near one
end and dropped into -the swiftly moving current. The sound
oranges, being heavy, sink to a greater depth than the unsound
ones and are carried by the current under a woven-wire screen,

which is placed horizontally 12 inches or more below the sur-

face of the water at one end of the machine. The frozen fruit,

being light, bobs up quickly and passes above the screen by the
time the current carries it there. Each class is then delivered

by separate belts into their respective bins. The screen may
be adjusted to any percentage of separation desired or to suit

different lots of fruit simply- by raising or lowering it.

The only objection to this machine is that it separates too
well. Oranges that happen to be light from such causes as
open centers, thick skins, etc., will be passed out with the frozen
fruit. This, however, is, in a way, an advantage for the con-
sumer, because it improves the grade of the sound fruit. The
cost of building such a machine is about $250 for the size that
will fill 1,200 boxes a day, and the cost of separating the fruit

is about I cent a box.

This type of machine is not used for lemons, because the
fruit not being round, the depth to which they will sink in the
water will not depend so much on whether they are frozen
or not as on whether they strike the water on end or on the
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side. As stated previously, the alcohol method is still used for
lemons.

18. Treatment of Smutted Fruit.—The greatest objec-
tion to heating orchards with oil heaters is that the smoke
becomes very thick and often does considerable damage to the
interior furnishings of homes. The soot also collects on the
trees and fruit. No injury results from the sooting of the trees,

but sooted fruit must be cleaned before it is sent to market.
The soot is greasy, gets into the pits in the skin between the
oil cells and is very difficult to remove without injuring the
rind, thus causing decay in transit. A great deal of experiment-
ing has been done in solving this important problem. A
method now quite generally used is to dip the fruit in water
on the surface of which an inch of kerosene is floating. Two
men lower a box of fruit into this tank and then raise it slowly,
allowing a film of kerosene to remain on the fruit. The box
of fruit drains for about a minute, diuing which the kerosene
cuts the soot. The fruit is then quickly run through a brush-
type washing machine containing water heated by steam pipes
to a temperature of exactly 110° F. The temperature is never
allowed to vary from this. The wash water contains 30 pounds
of Gold Dust washing powder per 800 gallons of water, and
about 3 pounds more of this washing powder is added during
each hour the machine is in operation, as more water is added
to make up for what is removed by wet fruit. By this
cleaning process fruits that are wind-bruised, thorn-stabbed,
or otherwise abraded are somewhat browned and disfigured,
but sound fruit is not injured.

19. Disposition of Frosted Culls.—In a few sections
of California are located factories in which oil of lemon, oil of
orange, citrate of magnesia, citrate of lime, citric acid, etc.,

are manufacttired from citrus fruit. Frozen fruit has been
found satisfactory for the manufactiu-e of these products, and,
therefore, if a factory is near or transportation charges to one
are not too excessive, a grower can sometimes dispose of his
frozen fruit to advantage at these factories.

In the absence of such factories to extract the by-products,
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often there are thousands of tons of culls that have to be thrown
away. These should be spread back on the land for their fer-

tilizing and humus value. There seems to be no danger what-
ever in California of making the soil acid by spreading citrus

fruits on the ground. Culls have been applied to soil to a depth
of 6 inches once each year for several years and gradually ctd-

tivated into the soil with no ill effects. There has been an
improvement in the trees instead.

20. Care of Grove After a Freeze.—Freezing, if severe

enough, may cause the splitting of the bark on the trunks of

young trees and kill tender branches and twigs on trees of all

ages. When the bark splits, many growers advocate binding

the trunk with waxed tape, or covering the exposed parts with
grafting wax or other such materials. Others contend that if

the bark is split and loosened it can never be restored to active

service. It seems, however, that whether the spHt bark can be
restored to active service or not, it is well temporarily to cover
the wound with some wound dressing for the purpose of pre-

venting excessive drying of the inner tissues, and after it is

apparent how deep the injury extends to cut back to healthy

bark and allow the tree to heal the wound.
Since freezing destroys some of the foliage and tender

branches, it is a good plan, after a killing frost, to prune the
roots commensurate with the loss of top. For this reason a deep
plowing of the soil, even subsoil plowing, is advisable. This
will break off many feeding roots, with the result that roots and
tops of the trees will be better balanced than if no such plowing
were done.

INJURIES CAUSED BY WIND
21. Much damage is done in orange groves by excessive

winds that scar the fruit, break the limbs, and remove numer-
ous leaves and tender twigs. The extent of injury from this

source depends largely on the location of the grove and on
the pruning that is given to the trees. If groves are located

in positions sheltered from prevailing winds, the injury from
this source will be comparatively slight. Not all fruit growers
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can locate in such sheltered positions, and consequently some
artificial shelter must be resorted to if protection is desired.
Practically all artificial shelters are in the nature of a windbreak
planted on the windward side of the grove. In Southern
California, the Eucalyptus, or blue-gum tree, which is a tall-
growing tree, and some low-growing tree, such as the Monterey
cypress or the pepper tree, planted alternately, are much used
as windbreaks. In some cases the pepper trees are planted
alone. Near the coast, however, pepper trees are so seriously
affected with black scale that it is unwise to use them as wind-
breaks. In Central and Northern California, the Monterey
pine and a native white cedar are much used for windbreaks.
All of these trees, being evergreens, form a wind barrier in
winter as well as in stimmer. There are many argimients
against the use of windbreaks. The chief one is that it is usually
necessary to give up one row of grove trees, and this some
growers feel will not pay them. Also, windbreaks often
harbor diseases and scale insects, which make them undesirable
around a grove. There are cases on record, however, where
the removal of a windbreak has resulted in losses greater than
would have been incurred by retaining the trees.

Sometimes, too, great damage is due to faulty pruning. If
the trees are so pruned that the branches do not rub and chafe
each other and the long leaders so headed in that they cannot
whip around and bruise the fruit, artificial windbreaks some-
times will be unnecessary.

\

INJURIES FROM RODENTS

22. Ground squirrels, in some citrus sections of the West,
damage young trees by peeling the bark near the base. In
extreme cases they may even girdle the trees and cause their
death if the damage is not repaired. These rodents are more
likely to be prevalent in newly planted sections or along the
edges of groves rather than in the interior of the groves. They
do not make holes in the grove on account of the presence of
irrigation water in the soil. They lie in holes in dry banks at
a distance from the grove and are only troublesome to the citrus
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trees dtiring the dry seasons after the grass and other plants

have dried up.

Protection from these rodents can be secured in two ways:

(1) by protecting the bark with some material; and (2) by

destroying them, either by means of poisoned grain or by the

liberation of carbon bisulphide in their burrows.

The most satisfactory method of protection is to wrap ordi-

nary house screen around the base of the tree. The yucca pro-

tectors used for placing around yoimg trees to shield them from

the direct rays of the sun and the com stalks used to prevent

frost injury to the trunks also act to some extent as protection

from ground squirrels. This method, while it protects the trees,

does not kill the squirrels. If it is desired on the other hand to

kill the squirrels, some kind of poison is used. The poisoned-

grain method is generally used during the dry season, and the

carbon-bisulphide treatment during the rainy season, when

there is enough moisture in the soil to prevent the general

diffusion of the gas beyond the open burrows.

23. A good method of preparing and using poisoned grain

is as follows: Dissolve J teacupful of ordinary laundry starch

in a little cold water, add about f pint of boiling water and stir.

This will make a thick solution. While hot, add J ounce of

ground or powdered strychnine sulphate and mix until free from

lumps; then add | teaspoonful saccharine, and beat thoroughly.

Pour this solution over 5 quarts of clean barley and stir rapidly

until the poison is evenly distributed over the grain, and then

allow the grain to dry. This poisoned grain, if properly pre-

pared, will keep almost indefinitely, and as the poison is in a

coating on the outside of the barley, it will act more quickly

than if the grain were soaked in poison. This quantity is ample

for 10 or 15 acres, and it can be prepared for about $1.

The poison is applied by scattering it in places frequented by

the squirrels, and, as stated, is generally used during the dry

season. A good time to combat squirrels is the last of March

or the first of April, which is the breeding season for the animals.

One killed at this time may be equivalent to eight or nine killed

later in the season. The poisoning by this method should
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continue, however, during the summer and fall. Obviously, all

poultry should be kept out of the groves if the squirrels are
being poisoned by this method.

24. When carbon bisulphide is used, pour about U fluid

ounces of the liquid on a small ball of cotton waste or a piece of
burlap, and place the waste or cloth as far down in the burrow
as possible and then tramp dirt over the opening. The gas
coming from the liquid will flow down into the burrow and kill

the squirrels. Machines known as squirrel destructors that
have been devised by the United States public health service
are on the market. With one of these machines carbon bisul-
phide is injected into the burrow, and then the opening is closed.
The gas will diffuse in the burrow and kill the animal. These
machines are more applicable where large numbers of squirrels
are to be killed, such as in grain fields, than where only a few
must be combated, as in citrus groves.

To prevent the evaporation of the carbon bisulphide from the
vessel in which it is contained, enough water should be poured
into the vessel to cover the bisulphide, which, being heavier
than water, will stay below it in the vessel and will not evapor-
ate. The liquid should be kept from fires, since heat causes
it to explode.

25. Pocket gophers, when they get into a grove, are Hkcly
to work considerable damage unless exterminated. They work
from one tree to another, chewing the bark from one side of a
root up to the trunk of the tree. A root thus injured soon dies
and rots. The gophers are kept in control by means of traps
and poisons. In Fig. 5 is shown two styles of traps used in
California. When setting the box trap shown in (a), a mound
of earth is dug into until the burrow is found, then the trap is

set on the slanting floor of the burrow with the end containing
the hole a uppermost. Earth is then filled into the burrow,
leaving only the hole a exposed to the light. The gopher in
coming toward the light to close the burrow, which is a habit
of the animals, will pass into the trap and touch the trigger h.

This releases c and causes the spring d to push the wire portion e
down on the wire portion /, and thus kills the gopher. The
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wire trap is set on the floor of a burrow as shown in (b) ; a is a

flat piece of metal that holds the trigger b in place; c is a spring

with tension upwards ; d, d are sharp wire hooks that are forced

around the body of the gopher; ^ is a rounded end of wire to

which the trigger is hooked when the trap is set. With the

•
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Fig. 5

trap set in a burrow a gopher on coming to the surface will

touch the flat piece a with his head. This causes the trap to

be sprung and as the gopher is directly over the trap the wire

hooks d will be forced around and into its body.

Gophers are sometimes killed by the use of poisoned barley or

a raisin in which a flake of strychnine sulphate has been placed.
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One method is to place the poison in the burrow with a long-
handled spoon; another is to shove a sharp, rounded stick into
the ground near the mound made by the gopher until it strikes
the burrow, and then after withdrawing the stick drop in the
poison. The hole should be closed with grass and the mound
leveled. If a new mound is formed near by, the gopher was not
killed and the dose of poison should be repeated.

INSECT PESTS

INTRODUCTION

26. One of the most important factors with which the
citrus-fruit grower has to contend is the control of insect and
allied pests that do damage to the trees and fruit. Among the
principal insect pests of California are the black scale, the red
or orange scale, the yellow scale, the purple scale, the cottony
cushion scale, the soft brown scale, the hemispherical scale,
the greedy scale, the citrus mealy bug, the red spiders and mites,'
the thrips, the aphids, the orange tortrix. Fuller's rose beetle,'
and the Diabrotica soror. Two serious pests not introduced
thus far in California, but on which all growers should wage war,
are the orange maggot and the citrus white fly.

Not all of these pests are found in all parts of the state. In
regard to this matter, it is interesting to note the following
statement by H. J. Quayle, entomologist at the University of
California

:

"General climatic differences appear to account for the
differences in the insect pests, not only of the northern and
southern sections, but also within the latter section itself,
since even here there is a wide range of variation. However,'
It is not safe to speak too confidently of the influence of climate
on insect distribution. Time has changed a number of ideas
to correspond with the facts as they exist today. It had
been asserted that California need have no fear of the citrus
white fly, yet this pest got a fairiy good foothold in a part of
the state least suited to it, according to theory. It was also
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held that the black scale would not exist in the Riverside sec-

tion, yet it occurs there and attacks citrus trees. Likewise, the

purple scale was supposed not to become a pest in arid Cali-

fornia, and, if it did become estabHshed, it would be limited to

a narrower range than its distribution at the present time

indicates.

" In general, however, it may be said that the black scale

thrives best in sections near the coast, as shown by its prevalence

in the citrus belt from Santa Barbara to San Diego, and also

on deciduous trees in the coast counties of the north. The

interior valley citrus sections are not troubled with the black

scale, though it may occur there on such plants as the oHve and

oleander. The piu-ple scale, thus far, is limited to the coast

counties, occurring with the black, but not of such wide dis-

tribution. The red and yellow scales occur both near the

coast and in the interior, though they are considered the

more typical scales of the warmer interior sections.

"Aside from the scale insects mentioned, the next most

general citrus tree pests are to be found among the spiders and

mites. The Florida red spider and the six-spotted mite are

widely distributed, while the silver mite of the lemon is restricted

to a limited section in San Diego County. The mealy bug has

become a rather serious pest in certain limited sections in

Ventiira and San Diego counties, and also smaller infestations

in other counties. The soft brown, cottony cushion, and a

few other scales sometimes occur, in considerable numbers over

small areas, but are not usually considered permanent pests.

A species of thrips has recently come into prominence as a pest

in the San Joaquin section. The orange tortrix is the only

insect that burrows into the orange itself to any extent, and

this fortunately has not become a very important pest thus far.

Other insects which attack the fruit occasionally are grass-

hoppers, katydids, and cutworms. Other biting insects attack-

ing the leaves only are Fuller's rose beetle and the common

Diabrotica.

"A couple of dozen species will thus cover all the insects of

economic importance attacking citrus trees in CaHfornia and,

of these, practically all of the control work is directed against
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but four of the scale insects, the black, the red, the yellow, and
the purple."

An idea of the cost of controlling the insect pests of California
can be gamed from the following statement by Mr. Quayle:

^

"More than half a million dollars are expended annuallym their control. This amount includes only what is actually
expended m fumigation and spraying, and does not take into
consideration the loss of fruit from improperly treated trees or
trees not treated at all. * * * Furthemiore, each county
maintains a horticultural commissioner, and many of them a
corps of inspectors, primarily on account of insect enemies, who
are charged with the quarantine and inspection work, the cost
of which in some of the counties may run as high as $25 000
annually. * * *

"It has been estimated that the average cost of fumigation
per tree, taking the whole of the citrus belt, amounts to about
30 or 40 cents, which means an expense of approximately $30
to $40 per acre, and this is done on an average about every other
year. This is intensive insect fighting, but when the improved
market value of the fruit is considered, it is money judiciously
spent with such a valuable crop as the orange or lemon."

27. In Arizona, citrus culture is of more recent introduction
than in California, and, as a result, there are fewer kinds of
msect pests to combat. There are, however, some pests foundm the state, and growers and officials of the agricultural associa-
tions are making efforts to keep those already there under con-
trol and to prevent the importation of any new ones.

SCALE INSECTS

28. The most widely distributed insect pests in the citrus
groves of the West are the scale insects. These are minute
soft-bodied insects with sucking mouth parts; they secrete a
scale covenng under which the true insect lives. The ordinary
observer will observe the scale and nothing more, but if the
scaly covering is removed and the interior examined with a lens
the insect can readily be seen. For the reason that these
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insects live under a scale, they are called scale insects, but in

common usage the term insect has been dropped and the term

scale is most frequently used. This sometimes causes confusion,

especially when speaking of the adults of both sexes.

In the more specialized scale insects, the females are station-

ary in adult life; in other words, soon after the larvas are hatched

from the eggs they settle down in one spot on twigs or leaves,

insert their sucking mouth parts and remain there throughout

their existence. Their bodies usually lack legs, eyes, antennae,

and wings. It is the female scale insect which has given rise

to the term scale, because it is this scale that the grower ordinar-

ily sees and fights. The flattish, nearly circular little red spots

or the more ovate blackish spots that are frequently seen on

carelessly packed oranges are scale insects and are excellent

examples of the female insect. The male scale insects, during

their earlier stages of development, also secrete a scaly covering

and develop under this protection. They resemble closel}^ the

immature female scale insects, though they are usually smaller,

and sometimes the scale covering is slightly different in shape.

The adult male insects, however, unlike the female scale insects,

at the last stage of development, emerge from under the scales

as two-winged insects that have eyes, antennae, and legs, but,

strangely enough, have no mouth parts, nor mouth openings, so

that they cannot take food during the adult period. Their

period of life, therefore, during the adult stage, is of short dura-

tion, usually a few hours or days at most. They live long

enough to fertilize the females and then die. The male scale

insects are much more rarely seen than the females, and for

this reason are relatively imimportant. In these Sections,

when speaking of scale insects, the term scale will apply to the

females unless the sex is otherwise designated. Also, the con-

ditions described above will be considered typical unless other-

wise designated.

29. Black Scale.—The black scale is about the most
important insect pest in the citrus groves of the West. Its

importance is due to the amount of control work directed

against it and its wide distribution throughout the citrus fruit
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belt. There are several other insects that are more difficult
to control, such as mealy bugs and purple and red scales, but
these pests are not so generally distributed as the black scale.
The black scale withdraws sap from the tree by feeding, yet

this is not the principal injury to the tree. It is true that a
certain amount of injury is done the smaller twigs, which some-
times die in the case of severe infestations, but, so far as the
citrus fruits are concerned, the principal injury is due to the
secretion of honeydew, which serves as a growth medium for
sooty mold fungus. Large quantities of honeydew are excreted
on the upper surfaces of the leaves and fruit. The fungus
spreads over the trees in this

honeydew, often completely coat-

ing the leaves. A coating of this

kind over the leaves prevents the

proper exchange of gases and
shuts out the light, which tends

to diminish the natural vigor of

the tree. Light is necessary for

the formation of starch and
sugar, and consequently there

may, in severe cases, be a great

reduction in the sugar content of

the fruit. Aside from the injuries

mentioned, the greatest injury is

due to the presence of the sooty

mold on the fruit. The market
demands clean oranges and lemons; therefore, before the fruits

can be marketed, they must be washed, which adds to the
cost of handling the product. In addition, in the washing
process, the rind is apt to be injured, and into these abrasions
the spores of blue mold and other fungi with which the wash
water may be infected find their way and cause the decay of
the fruit before it reaches the consumer.

The scale of the adult female insect is approximately a hemi-
sphere in shape; it is leathery and hard in texture. In Fig. 6
mature scales are shown magnified about twenty-five times.
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insects live under a scale, they are called scale insects, but in

common usage the term insect has been dropped and the term

scale is most frequently used. This sometimes causes confusion,

especially when speaking of the adults of both sexes.

In the more specialized scale insects, the females are station-

ary in adult life; in other words, soon after the larvas are hatched

from the eggs they settle down in one spot on twigs or leaves,

insert their sucking mouth parts and remain there throughout

their existence. Their bodies usually lack legs, eyes, antennae,

and wings. It is the female scale insect which has given rise

to the term scale, because it is this scale that the grower ordinar-

ily sees and fights. The fiattish, nearly circular little red spots

or the more ovate blackish spots that are frequently seen on

carelessly packed oranges are scale insects and are excellent

examples of the female insect. The male scale insects, during

their earlier stages of development, also secrete a scaly covering

and develop under this protection. They resemble closely the

immature female scale insects, though they are usually smaller,

and sometimes the scale covering is slightly different in shape.

The adult male insects, however, unlike the female scale insects,

at the last stage of development, emerge from under the scales

as two-winged insects that have eyes, antennae, and legs, but,

strangely enough, have no mouth parts, nor mouth openings, so

that they cannot take food during the adult period. Their

period of life, therefore, during the adult stage, is of short dura-

tion, usually a few hours or days at most. They live long

enough to fertilize the females and then die. The male scale

insects are much more rarely seen than the females, and for

this reason are relatively imimportant. In these Sections,

when speaking of scale insects, the term scale will apply to the

females unless the sex is otherwise designated. Also, the con-

ditions described above will be considered typical unless other-

wise designated.

29. Black Scale.—^The black scale is about the most
important insect pest in the citrus groves of the West. Its

importance is due to the amount of control work directed

against it and its wide distribution throughout the citrus fruit
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belt. There are several other insects that are more difficult
to control, such as mealy bugs and purple and red scales, but
these pests are not so generally distributed as the black scale.
The black scale withdraws sap from the tree by feeding, yet

this is not the principal injury to the tree. It is true that a
certain amount of injury is done the smaller twigs, which some-
times die in the case of severe infestations, but, so far as the
citrus^ fruits are concerned, the principal injiuy is due to the
secretion of honeydew, which serves as a growth medium for
sooty mold fungus. Large quantities of honeydew are excreted
on the upper surfaces of the leaves and fruit. The fungus
spreads over the trees in this

honeydew, often completely coat-

ing the leaves. A coating of this

kind over the leaves prevents the

proper exchange of gases and
shuts out the hght, which tends

to diminish the natural vigor of

the tree. Light is necessary for

the formation of starch and
sugar, and consequently there

may, in severe cases, be a great

reduction in the sugar content of

the fruit. Aside from the injuries

mentioned, the greatest injury is

due to the presence of the sooty

mold on the fruit. The market
demands clean oranges and lemons ; therefore, before the fruits
can be marketed, they must be washed, which adds to the
cost of handling the product. In addition, in the washing
process, the rind is apt to be injured, and into these abrasions
the spores of blue mold and other fungi with which the wash
water may be infected find their way and cause the decay of
the fruit before it reaches the consimier.

The scale of the adult female insect is approximately a hemi-
sphere in shape

; it is leathery and hard in texture. In Fig. 6
mature scales are shown magnified about twenty-five times.
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On the back of the mature scale, even from the time it is half-

grown, there is a distinct letter H, which is the most promi-

nent character that distinguishes it from other scale insects.

The color varies from dark brown to jet black; this insect is

darker than any other scale insect that infests the orange. The
female is stationary and dies soon after the eggs have been

deposited.

The male scale is much longer in proportion to its size and
is narrower than the female scale when in the same stage of

development, but the color is practically the same. It is an
active, winged insect, when adult. The male flies about until

it has fertilized the female and then dies. The males are not

often seen, since they are relatively^ few as compared with the

females. An idea of the ap-

pearance and size of the

male can be gained from

Fig. 7, which is a drawing

of a black male scale insect

magnified about twenty-five

times.

30. The female deposits

eggs beneath her body at the

rate of twenty-five to forty

a day until a total of from

300 to 3,000 eggs have been

deposited; the average is

from 1,500 to 2,000. The
egg-laying period is from 6 weeks to 2 months. As eggs are

deposited, the body gradually becomes hollow, so that when all

the eggs are deposited the scale is simply a hollow hemisphere

filled with eggs. The eggs are oval in shape and about wo inch

in longitudinal diameter. When first deposited they are nearly

white in color, but soon change to a pinkish cast and just

before hatching become distinctly orange in color.

Not nearly all of the eggs deposited reach maturity. The
black scale suffers its greatest mortality during the first 3 or

4 days when the young arc active and during the molts. Weather,

Fig. 7
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leading entomologist that the progeny maturing I ^
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before molting, except that during this stage the formation of

the letter H begins on the scale. At this time the ridge that
forms the bar of the letter extends from one end of the scale

to the other.

Both the male and the female undergo a second molt which
is somewhat different for each sex, about 4 to 6 weeks after the
first molt. The male scale, after molting, grows rapidly until

it is about five times the length when hatched. At the end of

this stage a puparium is formed from secretions of the body sur-

face. This is transparent and completely covers the insect.

The propupal stage, which lasts about 8 days, follows the pupar-
ium stage, and following this is the pupal stage of about 10 days.
From the pupal stage the adult emerges as a winged insect,

which lives for about 3 days, during which time it fecundates
the females. From hatching until maturity averages 3 months,
which is about the time that females hatched at the same
time have completed the second molt and are ready for fecun-
dation.

The difference between the male and the female becomes
more marked after the second molt, which brings the female
to its adult stage as far as molting is concerned. The two ends
of the ridge on the back of the scale developed after the first

molt become obliterated and two cross-bars develop at right

angles to this ridge, which shows on the scale as a well-defined

letter H. At the same time there is a great increase in size and
also in general form. The scale is no longer flattened and more
or less elongate, but is round and greatly thickened. As egg
laying begins, the scale takes on a smoother, leathery surface

and also becomes darker in color.

Usually about 8 to 10 months are required to bring the female
to the egg-laying stage. There appears, therefore, to be but
one complete brood of black scales a year and the majority of

the insects reach maturity in the spring months. Depending on
seasons and locality, there is more or less overlapping of broods,

so that in some sections the insects may be found in some of

the stages at all seasons of the year. However, in other sections

where the seasons are very pronounced, more scales come to

maturity at a definite time.
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on the scale itself. On completing the larval growth the insects

change to the pupal stage, and finally into the adult stage, when
they emerge through holes that they eat in the scales.

The predacious enemies of the black scale are several species
of the ladybird beetles. They attack the eggs and the young
scales. The control of the black scale, aside from its natural
enemies, which, as a rule, do not hold it in check, is accom-
plished by fumigation, as described later.

34. Red, or Orange, Scale.—A scale that ranks second
to the black scale in importance is the red, or orange, scale.

In many sections it is associated with the black scale but is

Fig. 8

often found beyond the range of the black scale. The red scale
gives off no honeydew, differing from the black scale in this
respect. The red scales may injure the tree in several ways.
It may be that the insects check the growth of the tree by
sucking the sap or it may be that the insects have the same
effect on the citrus trees that the San Jose scale has on the
apple. The San Jose scale on the apple and other deciduous
fruits produces a pink discoloration. This discoloration is

spoken of as a toxic effect. It may be that the red scale exerts
the same influence on the citrus fruits without producing any
discoloration on the trees or fruit. It is true that when the
scale feeds on the leaves, a yellow spot results at the point
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where the leaf is injured, but this is due to the loss of chlorophylln the leaf rather than to any toxic effect on the leaf. Again,
t might be said that interference with the exchange of gaseby the scales covering the stomates of the leaves or a combina-
tion of all these causes has some effect on checking the growth

red so.
r"

f?f ''^ "^'"^^ ^^ ^^^ '"^^-^y^ i'- tru^ thatred scales infest all parts of the tree and are much more virulent

Fig. 9

mthor effects on the tree than any other scales on citrus trees.A tree badly infested will be severely injured in a comparatively
short ime. Often trees are killed in 2 or 3 years by a bad
infestation of the red scale. In addition to the injury tothe tree, the fruit is made less desirable by the presence of
scales on Its surface. In Fig. 8 old and young red scales on a
section of an orange are shown magnified about ten times, andm i<ig. «) the scales on twig, leaves, and fruit of the lemon are
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shown about natural size. From these illustrations a good idea

of the appearance of infested trees and fruits can be gained.

The red scale gets its name from the covering of the mature

scale, which is reddish in color. The insect beneath the scale,

however, is usually yellow. The scales are circular in outhne

and about the size of an ordinary pinhead. The adult female

scale is stationary, as are practically all female scale insects.

The male scale, when adult, is a minute two-winged insect.

In Fig. 10 is shown an outline drawing of an adult male, magni-

fied about thirty-five times. The insect is orange yellow in

color; it has a wing expanse of 1.5 millimeters, and a length of

about .6 millimeter. These insects are not strong flyers, but are

aided somewhat by the

wind. They live for from

1 to 5 days, during which

time the females are fer-

tilized.

Unlike the larva of the

black scale, which is

hatched from the egg, the

larva of the red scale is

bom alive at the rate of
^^^- 10 two or three a day for

a period of 2 months in summer. It remains beneath the

parent scale for a day or so after birth, and then emerges

and crawls about for a day and sometimes for 2 or possibly

3 days, when it settles on a leaf, branch, trunk, or fruit. The
scales appear like small granules of sulphur on the leaves and
fruit. Soon after they settle, they begin to secrete white,

cottony fibers, with which they become covered. The females

remain fixed beneath this covering for life. In about 2 days
this covering, in the case of the female, takes on a more compact
appearance and turns reddish in color; also, as time passes,

the scale covering continues to become more compact and to

increase in size. The scale, just before the first molt occtu-s,

becomes attached to the body of the insect.

In about 14 to 20 days after settling the insects molt and the

cast skin becomes a part of the covering. From now on the
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male and female scales lose all resemblance to each other andcould be taken for different insects. During this stal t^.
characteristic elongated male scale covering fs produced itt

SmeSrS f
'' ^°^'-,'"* *'^ '^"^^ is only';wo tSi hdiameter of the female scale. The female scale, after moltinecontmues to mcrease in size until about 40 to 50 days aftob^th when a second molting occurs and a second cast skSabout twice the size of the first becomes a part of the scakcovermg. The second molt brings the femal insect to theadult stage. The two cast skins form ncariy concentric rinSm the covering. Following the second

^
molt, the growth of the scale continues
until the total width is about twice
that of the second cast skin. Fig. 11
shows different stages in the formation
of the scale covering. The scales are
magnified about twenty times in the
illustration. The size of the adult female
scale varies from ^ to i inch in diam-
eter. The female scale undergoes two
molts before reaching maturity and the
male scale undergoes four molts in the
same period of development.
Under the elongated scale produced

after the first molt the male changes
to a propupa in about 30 days after
birth; about 10 days later a third molt f,g n
occurs and the insect is then in the true pupal stage; in this
stage It spends 10 or 12 days and then emerges as an adult.
The first 3 to 5 days of adult life is spent beneath the scale
after which the male pushes its way from beneath the covering
and walks about on the leaf and fruit for a short time and then
nies away.

In from 10 to 20 days after the second molt, which is approx-
imately 60 days after birth, the female is fertilized and in about
30 days the first young are produced; the reproduction process
continues for from 30 to 60 days, after which the insect dies
Ihus, It IS seen, the total life of a fertilized female is about
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4 or 5 months. In case the female is not fertiHzcd, life may be

extended for a somewhat longer period, possibly as long as

3 months after maturity.

The spread of the red scale, like that of the black scale, is

dependent largely on outside agencies, such as birds, laydbird

beetles, and the shipping of nursery stock and fruit from one

locality to another.

Several parasitic and predatory insects prey on the red scale,

but they do not hold the pest in check; therefore, extreme care

must be taken by growers in combating the insect. Fumiga-

tion is the method employed as for other scales.

Fig. 12

35. Yellow Scale.—The yellow scale is similar to the red

scale, both in shape and size. If the scale that covers the

insect is removed it will be found that the structural character-

istics of the two insects are identical and that the color is much

the same. The difference between the two scale insects lies

mainly in the scaly covering. The yellow scale is distinctly

lighter in color, lies flatter on the leaf, and is sometimes slightly

larger than the red scale. When the yellow scale insect dies,

the yellow covering becomes darker and then it is somewhat
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harder to distinguish between the two. Ordinarily, however
the difference between the two scales can be determined whenthey are examined on the tree.

., K-f*^^if
"" ^""^'^ differences there are distinct differences in

habit. The yellow scale seems, in most cases, to avoid the
trunks and branches and to infest the fruit and leaves. The
tree IS not injured except in the loss of foliage, and the damage
is hkely to be much less than that occasioned by the red scale

Fig. 13

but the fruit, if badly infested, is, of course, unsalable. The
yellow scale does not seem to spread as rapidly as the red scale
and is less feared by growers; in fact, it is not uncommon to find
groves m which there have been scattered scales for several
years and in which no effort is made to combat the pests
until they become abundant. Fig. 12 shows yellow scales on a
pomelo and Fig. 13 shows them on an orange leaf

.u'^!'\^t
*'''^°'^ ""^ ^^^ y''"°'^ '^^'° i^ essentially the same as

that of the red scale. The yellow scale is spread by the same
agencies that spread the black and the red scale
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Parasitic and predacious insects attack the yellow scale, but
do not hold it in check. It is controlled by fumigation, like the

other scales.

36, Purple Scale.—The purple scale is not so widely

distributed in California as the black, red, and yellow scales,

but where it does occur it yields less readily to control than
those mentioned, since the eggs are more resistant to fumi-

gation. Leaves, branches, and fruits are attacked and often

become completely encrusted; usually only a portion of the tree

becomes so completely infested. The insects thrive on the

interior, lower parts of the tree and it is here that injury is

most apparent. When the scales infest the leaves, a marked
yellowing of the leaves occur, and in severe cases many of the

branches become leafless.

The purple scale excretes no honeydew, but, like the red scale,

it injures the host plant directly by sucking the juices from the

tree. When scales are present on immature fruit they have a

tendency to delay the coloring. Often a green spot is present

about a scale while the rest of the surface of the fruit is yellow

The purple scale is attached very firmly to the fruit, and is

not removed easily by washing; in fact, ordinary brushing and
washing has little effect.

The adult female scale is an elongated, oyster-shaped body
varying from ^ to J inch in length and is one-third as wide.

The female is stationary. The scale covering varies in color

from a reddish-brown to a rich purple. The male scale, before

the adult stage is reached, is more elongated in proportion to its

size, narrower, and much smaller than the female scale. It can
readily be distinguished from the female. When adult, the

male is a minute, two-winged insect.

The eggs of the purple scale are oval in shape and pearly

white in color. They are protected by the scale covering above
and by a cottony layer beneath and are covered at all points

except the posterior end. It is for this reason that they arc

so resistant to hydrocyanic-acid gas. From thirty to forty

eggs arc deposited during a period of 3 or 4 weeks ; these eggs

hatch in from 15 to 20 days diu-ing the simimer, and in from
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3 to 4 weeks during winter. The period from the time the firsteggs are laid until the last ones hatch is from 5 weeks t"2lonSThe laxvas remam under the protecting scale for a dayTtwoafter they are hatched and then emerge and are active for 1 or

parents. The females, after settling down, remain stationary for

Fig. 14

the rest of their existence. The males, on the other hand, as is
typical with all scale msects, can move about. The young scales
secrete at first a couple of coarse entangling threads that serve

^!l .o^^l / permanent scale covering is produced.
_

About 26 days after birth the scales molt, the cast skin becom-
ing a part of the new scale. Up to the first molt there is prac-
tically no difference between the male and the female After
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the first molt marked differences occur. The male is narrower

and smaller than the female. The male molts again 10 or 12

days after the first molt and passes into the propupal stage.

At this stage the true appendages of the male are not fully

developed. After 8 or 10 days in this stage, the male changes

into the true pupal stage. It remains in this stage for a similar

length of time and the true appendages, such as wings, legs,

etc., are fully developed. The adult male issues as a winged
insect about 60 days after birth.

The female scale, about 26 days after the first molt, molts

again and comes to maturity so far as molting is concerned.

The female is fertilized by the male scale as soon as she is

Fig. 15

mature, which is in about 60 days after birth during the summer
months. In about 15 days after being fertihzed the female
begins to deposit eggs, the process continuing for 3 or 4 weeks.
The female then dies. It will be seen that the period of develop-
ment is short. In summer the young larvas begin to appear
in about 80 days from the time the parent was a larva; in

winter the time from larva to larva may be as long as 120 days,

which is the maximum. Three or four generations appear each
year.

The relative size and shape of the female and the male is

illustrated in Fig. 14, which shows them magnified about
twenty-seven times; the male is shown at the right and the

female at the left.
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in F^f1^!!^"' If,''"^
^''^'''^ """ '^°'''' °" twigs and leaves

Ih!. f

;

'

I-
^^"""^ °" '^"^ ''"'S '" I'ig- 15 are enlargedabout four times; those on the leaf in Fig. 16, about five or sixtimes; and those on the leaf in Fig. 17, about two and one-half

times. These figures give some idea of the appearance of thesea es magnified under a hand lens, and they show how com-
pletely they cover the parts of the tree. The illustrations aremade from actual photographs.
The spread of the scale is brought about by shipments ofnursery stock and fruit and by being carried by birds, beetles,

etc. The scales themselves are not able to migrate far
Several parasitic and predacious enemies attack the purple

Fig. K)

scale, but they do not hold it in control. Fumigation is usedas a contro measure, but, due to the protection of the eggs by thescale and the cottony secretion beneath the insect in the eggstage It IS not as easily destroyed by hydrocyanic-acid gas ashe other scale pests. Due to the fact that 2 months pass fromthe time the eggs first appear until the last ones hatch, two

IZThTothen
"""'''"'"' "'"''' """' ^'°™ ^ ''''^' '" 2 'n°"ths

37. Cottony Cushion, or Plute<l, Scale.-Thc cottonycushion, or fluted, scale is a native of Australia, and wasttroduced in California in 1869. In 20 years it had so sZZerhe state that it was considered a serious menace to the citru
fruit mdustry. The fact that the insect was not a serious pest
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in its native home led to the belief that there must be some
natural parasite in its native habitat that controlled it. This

was found to be the case, and accordingly, in 1889, the United

States Division of Entomology of the Department of Agricul-

ture, introduced the Australian ladybird beetle. In a few years

it was reported that the beetle had the cottony cushion scale

Fig. 17

under control; apparently such has been the case ever since.

For this reason the cottony cushion scale, although one of the

commonest insects found where citrus fruits are grown, is at

present considered as a pest of little consequence in citrus

groves.

The adult cottony cushion scale has the habit of hiding in

crevices and in the forks of the twigs, but infests the larger
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branches and the trunk of the tree as well The adult fon..,seale has a very eharaeteristic appearJe wILlreayr^ttmg^shes ^t from any other eitrus seale insect. TS'^sctle'nsect proper is reddish or yellowish brown in color Each

Xtd IT'^
'™" "^ ^° "^ ''^^ -'i -^h them isexSa hqmd that, on exposure to the air. swells greatly and fonma soft cushion in which the eggs are found. This cushk,nX

on Its head. This pure white cottony mass may reach a length

the scale its other name, fluted scale. The female scale, uSthe other scales mentioned, travels throughout the g^eaSpart of her life, or at least until the egg sac'is secreted"^£

Fig. 18

malo »s<ict is ™gd, r„ Fij, ,8 („) k shown the adult fomlo

In summer, the eggs hatch in from 10 to 12 davs- in winterm about 3 weeks. The larvas settle on the lea^S'and'nde;
twigs, argely along the veins and midribs of the leaf Uter

to the trunk, although m some cases they remain on the leaves

tTmJ 'fT
^"''*"'"' °" *' '™'- '^'"''^ '' ^^^' variation in the

cTson ''r P"'f °' *^ ''''•^""^ "^'^^ -- ^-^-S the sameseason. Some will mature in 3 months and others will notmature m less than 4 months or more. There are about tlieegenerations a year in Southern Califomia. but, due to irre^larity
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in development, these generations are not distinct. Young are

most abundant in May and June.

In Fig. 19 is shown the trunk and branches of an orange tree

infested with the cottony cushion scale.

Fig. 19

38. The cottony cushion scale is controlled by the Australian
ladybird beetle and Kocbele's ladybird beetle, the adult forms
of which are shown respectively in Fig. 20 (a) and (b). The
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Australian ladybird beetle is slightly less than 1 inch in length
and IS oval m shape, as shown by the illustration. It is black in
color and has red marks. The larva is longer than the adult,
often about i inch in length; it is of a lead-gray color, has-
slightly reddish sides, and is often covered with a whitish powder
which comes from the egg case of the cottony cushion scale!
The female beetle deposits from 150 to 200 eggs in the cottony
sac containing the eggs of the cottony cushion scale. The lady-
bird eggs hatch in 5 or 6 days and the larvas feed on the eggs
of the scale. Following the destruction of the eggs they feed
on the scale in all stages. In about 3 weeks they become pupas-
the pupal stage is passed in the larval skin on the leaves and
limbs of the trees; this stage lasts about a week, and then
the mature beetles appear. Copulation soon takes place and
other broods are brought
forth. The beetles are

very prolific and arc very
efficient in keeping the

cottony cushion scale in

check. The beetle feeds

on its own kind if the
scales become scarce, and
on account of this destruction of its own kind it is often
necessary to replenish the supply of ladybird beetles.

Koebele's ladybird beetle is smaller than the Australian
beetle, being only about | inch long. The adults are red and
have dark markings; the larva are dark red, and are about
I inch long. The female deposits small oblong eggs on the
egg sacs of the scale and these eggs hatch in a few days
The young enter the egg sac and begin feeding on the eggs and
on the young scales. The insects pupate within their larval
skins and emerge as adults in about a week. They then mate
and soon bring forth another brood. The insects are very
prolific, and egg laying continues from spring to fall. They
hibernate during the winter.

^

Growers can usually arrange to secure these predacious
msects for their groves from the state horticultural depart-
ment.

Fig. 20 (b)
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39. Soft Brown Scale.—The soft brown scale rarely

occurs in sufficient numbers to be a serious pest of citrus trees.

Occasionally a few trees in a grove become seriously infested,

but the infestation is usually of short duration They are very

efficiently controlled by several parasites. The chief injury

caused by the soft brown scales is due to the copious amount
of honeydew given off and the resulting growth of sooty mold
fungus. They attack principally the leaves and smaller twigs.

The adult scale is oval in outHne, it is soft, flat, and varies

in color from straw to dark brown. The largest scales attain

I inch in length and about yg inch in width.

The soft brown scale, like the red

scale, deposits no eggs, the young
being bom aHve. They soon settle

on small twigs and leaves, and, in

the case of the female, remain fixed.

Two molts occur and the young reach

maturity in about 65 days, or later

if the weather is cold. There are

several broods a year, but the young
are found most abundantly in May
and July.

Two parasites attack this scale, one

when the scales are nearly grown, and
the other when they are not more

than half grown. These parasites aid in holding the pest in

control, but in the case of a serious infestation fumigation is

necessary.

40. Hemispherical Scale.—The hemispherical scale is

troublesome on citrus trees only at times in certain localities.

In appearance it resembles somewhat the black scale, but is

lighter in color, smaller in size, has a more glossy surface, and
does not have the H marking. In Fig. 21 one of these scales

is illustrated much enlarged on the leaf of an orange. Two para-

sites and a ladybird beetle attack the hemispherical scale and
help to keep it down. Fumigation for the more serious scale

pests is, of course, instrumental in killing many of these scales.

Fig. 21
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41. The Greedy Scale.—A great variety of plants are
attacked by the greedy scale. It is usually found more abund-
antly on ornamental shrubbery, such as the acacia and laurel
and on many shade trees. Sometimes the greedy scale infests
the twigs of citrus trees and older fruits that hang on the tree
from the previous year. Such fruits are usually tree-ripe
lemons. Since such fruit is of little consequence, the injury
does not amount to much.
The greedy scale resembles the San Jose scale, but is some-

what lighter in color, larger, and much more convex. The
scale is thin, and the yellow body beneath can be seen.
A parasite that attacks this scale helps to keep it in control

It can readily be controlled by the fumigation given other scale
insects.

42. Citrus Mealy Bug.—The citrus mealy bug is widely
distributed over citrus groves of California, but is considered
as an important pest only in certain restricted localities, which
are apt to be dry during certain seasons of the year. The
mealy bug is an insect that approaches the nature of a pest
rather periodically, and in many cases will disappear and reap-
pear very suddenly, depending on whether climatic conditions
are favorable or unfavorable. Rainy weather has a tendency
to hold the mealy bugs in check; dry seasons are particulariy
favorable for their increase.

All parts of the tree, including leaf, branches, and particularly
the fruit, are attacked by this insect. In a severe infestation,
masses of insects, eggs, and young may be clustered on the fruit
and leaves, usually in sheltered places, as along the midrib or
at a junction of the leaf with the stem. A most favorable loca-
tion is between two oranges or in the navel of navel oranges as
shown in Fig. 22. The mealy bug also secretes a particulariy
sticky honeydew, which, with the resulting sooty mold, makes a
most unsightly fruit and one hard to clean. In the' vigorous
scrubbing rendered necessary, the fruit is apt to get scratched
or bruised, thus giving entrance to the molds that cause decay.
In addition to this damage, the drain on the fruit and tree from
the withdrawal of sap is a serious matter.
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43. The adult female mealy bugs, imlike the scale insects,

make no thick and hard scale, do not lose their legs, feelers, or
eyes, and are able to move about nearly or quite throughout

Fig. 22

their existence. They do form some wax, which adheres to
them in granules, and gives them their name of mealy bug. In
all these respects, the mealy bugs resemble the larvas of other

scale insects. The male is a two-
winged insect; it dies after the

female has been fertilized.

From 350 to 400 eggs are laid

in a cotton-like mass secreted

by the female at the time the

eggs are deposited. These hatch
in from 8 to 18 days, depending

on the season, into small larvas, which closely resemble the
adult female. They do not migrate very far, because they are
busy feeding on the plant juices, attacking the tender foliage

Fig. 23
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or the young fruits. The male insects soon after they are
hatched, spin small white cocoons in which they pupate and
from which they emerge as adults about the time the females
are half grown. The males die soon after copulation. The
females develop for some weeks after copulation, when egg

Fig. 24

laying begins. They continue to deposit large masses of eggs,
until they become only shriveled, dry skin.

In Fig. 23 is shown an adult female mealy bug much enlarged
and in Fig. 24 is shown an orange twig covered with these
insects. In Fig. 25 is shown oranges badly infested with mealy
bugs. It will be seen from the illustrations how the insects
have spread to the surrounding surfaces of the fruit from where
the fniit comes in contact.
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44. The mealy bug is a soft-bodied insect and is attacked by
several parasitic and predacious enemies, which, although they
reduce its ravages considerably, do not keep the pest in control.

This pest is one of the most difficult to kill in large numbers
either by fumigation or by spraying. It seems resistant to the
ordinary dosages of hydrocyanic-acid gas used in fimiigation,

and, on account of being hidden in protected places on the fruit

and of having the habit of collecting in masses on the fruit,

the insects are not easily reached by spraying. Although

Fig. 25

fumigation kills many of the insects, this is not recommended
unless some other pest such as black scale, purple scale, or red
scale is present. The most satisfactory control measure is

spraying with carbolic-acid emulsion, which is made up of 1 gal-

lon of crude carbolic acid, 8 pounds of whale-oil soap, and 170
gallons of water. The soap and carbolic acid are dissolved in

hot water, and an emulsion is made by stirring the mixture
into the water. In spraying for this pest, it should be remem-
bered that pressure is the main requisite so that the bugs may
be washed from their lodging places, and that the spray may
reach all parts of the tree. A pressure of about 175 pounds
should be maintained in the pump and a nozzle that will give
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a rather coarse driving spray should be used. If the insects
are present in large numbers three or four applications a week
or so apart may be necessary to control them.

Fig. 26

MISCELLANEOUS INSECTS

45. Fuller's Rose Beetle.—A grayish-brown beetle known
as Fuller's rose beetle is a pest of citrus trees. A view of
this beetle is shown in Fig. 26. Its natural length is shown by
the line at the right of the illustration. The beetles feed on the
leaves of the trees. Frequently these beetles

may be seen clinging to the twigs, the under J^ ? t
side of the leaves, and the forks of the smaller C^^^
twigs. They are nocturnal in their habits and ^^^ ^

feed at night ; during the day they remain quiet
and avoid the light. In larger trees where
certain parts are very much shaded, that is,

in near the trunk of the tree on the under side

of large branches, they will sometimes feed during the day.
When these beetles are very plentiful in a grove they will
almost defoliate some trees. Usually more injury is done by
the larvas, though it is not often noticed, to the roots of the
tree than the beetles do to the foliage.

The eggs of the beetle are laid in clusters of from ten to fifty,

usually in the bark of the tree. They hatch in from 3 to 4
weeks, and the larvas crawl down the tree

to the ground, where they feed on the tree

roots. They pupate in the ground and
when mature crawl back to the foliage.

I
The beetles are not able to fly, and this

fact makes it possible to keep them from
getting back to the foliage. The general
method is to wrap the tree trunk with a
band of cotton. A piece about 4 inches

Fig. 27
. jj^ \Y\d\h is placcd around the tree and

fastened at the lower ]mrt with a string around the tree. The
top part of the band is then pulled down over the string and
allowed to extend out from the trunk. This makes a barrier
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over which the beetles cannot crawl. Another method of pre-

venting the beetles from crawling up the trunks is to wrap the

trunk with a piece of tree tanglefoot paper.

The larvas are difficult to control, but thorough cultivation

around the trees is an aid in holding them in check. This

exposes the pupas to weather conditions, which they cannot
withstand.

46. Diabrotica Soror, or Green Bug:.—The Diabrotica

soror illustrated in Fig. 27 is a green beetle with twelve black

spots on its wings. It is also known as the green bug and as the
twelve-spotted cucumber beetle; it is often mistaken for some
form of the ladybird beetles. The insect principally attacks
the young, tender growth on the orange trees; it very seldom
attacks the lemon. Both the adult and the larva feeds on the
trees; the adult attacks the young, tender foliage parts of the
tree and the larva attacks the roots. Fig. 28 illustrates the
work of this insect on the foliage of the orange.

In the spring eggs are laid around the base of the tree, about

i inch under the ground. They soon hatch into white grubs,
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which begin immediately to feed on the roots. The larvas
pupate in the ground and the adults emerge in about 2 weeks
and begin feeding on the foliage.

Although the larvas do much damage, it is not generally
necessary to resort to control measures for them. The adults,
however, should receive attention. If the trees are small and
can be easily jarred the beetles can be shaken from them in early
morning when they are sluggish on to a sticky or an oiled screen.
They can then be collected and destroyed. Another method

Fig. 29

is to spray the tender growth of the trees with poison. A spray
consisting of 8 pounds of arsenate of lead to 200 gallons of water
will hold the beetles in check.

47. Thrips.—Often, if the blossoms of orange or lemon
trees are shaken in the hand, many minute yellowish or brown-
ish insects known as thrips can be seen running around. These
insects feed on the blossoms and tender tissues. If not too
numerous they do little harm, but if in abundance they may
shorten the crop. After the blossom has cast the petals and
other temporary structures, it is common for them to feed on
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the young pistil or the developing orange, scraping off the
epidermis. Their presence in the grove can usually be told

by their work on the fruit, the surface of which is scarred.

Often a ring like that shown in Fig. 29 is found around the stem
end. At times they work down from this ring in streaks.

Later the blossom end is attacked, but the marking at this

end is less distinct than at the stem end. These growths do
not injure the edible qualities of the fruit, but such fruit must,
on account of its appearance, be classed as low grade. In
addition to the fruit, the leaves and tender growth of the tree

are attacked; in a badly infested tree, the growth is injured.

Two species of thrips are responsible for much damage to

citrus fruits in California and Arizona. These are the regular

citrus ihrip and the greenhouse thrip.

48. The adult cit-

rus thrip is a very

small four-winged in-

sect about ih to -h inch

long and too inch wide.

Fig. 30 is an illustration

of the adult thrip.

The color ranges from
dark brown to almost

black. The insects can

also be recognized by
their ability to jump

great distances in proportion to their size when distiu-bed. Under
a lens, the wings are seen to consist of a true membrane fringed
on all free sides by hairs, which are several times longer than the
width of the membrane. Adults of this species occur in early
spring and there is a succession of broods up to November.
The thrips spend the winter in the adult form, hibernating

in a protected place. In the spring, about May, the adults

appear and begin depositing eggs in cracks in the tissue on
which they feed. The eggs hatch in about 6 to 10 days from
the time they are deposited. The larvas have no wings but
in other respects they closely resemble the adults. In from
6 to 8 days they pass into the pupal stage, from which they

Fig. 30
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emerge as adults in from 3 to 5 days. The entire period from
the laying of an ogg to the egg-laying stage of the second gen-
eration is only 20 days, and usually there are from eight to

ten generations a year in California. Unless held in check,

these insects in a short time become very numerous.
Tobacco decoction is a cheap and efficient remedy for these

insects. This can be prepared at home by boiling stems or

refuse tobacco in water until a solution the color of weak tea
is obtained, or the commercial product can be purchased already
prepared. There are several of these commercial preparations
on the market which are sold under various trade names. The
most popular and the best tobacco preparation on the market
is a product sold under the name Black-leaf 40. The 40 sig-

nifies a strength of 40 per cent., which is a very concentrated
solution. A good formula is: Black-leaf 40, 3| fluid ounces;

commercial lime-sulphur (33°), 2\ quarts; and water, 50 gallons.

It is desirable to put lime-sulphur or soap in the solution,

since this causes the tobacco to spread well and at the same time
retards evaporation. Also, it causes the tobacco to stick

more closely to the leaf. To obtain the same results in spray-

ing with the home-prepared product, 5 gallons of tobacco solu-

tion must be substituted in the preceding formula. Also, any
of the fish oil soaps, such as whale oil soap, may be substituted

for the lime-sulphur; 2 to 5 gallons of soap solution should be
used, depending on whether the water is soft or hard. This

spray should be applied, in case thrips are numerous, in the

latter part of April and repeated at intervals of 10 days until

the insects are under control. A strong pressure in the pump
of 175 pounds is desirable, so that the spray may be distributed

evenly over all parts of the tree.

49. The greenhouse thrip is found on citrus trees only

in restricted localities, but if infestations are severe it may do
more damage than the citrus thrip. The fruit may be infested

so badly that the entire surface assumes a pale, silvery appear-

ance. The leaves become mottled and drop off, thus weakening
the tree. The adult greenhouse thrip has a yellowish-brown

abdomen, a dark-brown head and thorax, and colorless legs,
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Wings, and antennae. The eggs hatch in about 10 days, and
the larval and pupal stage occupy from 4 to 6 weeks. There
is much overlapping of generations, and it has been estimated
that as many as twelve generations a year may be produced.
The insects feed during all stages of the life cycle.
The remedy and its application for the greenhouse thrip is

the same as for the citrus thrip.

50. Orange Tortrlx.—The orange tortrix is a gray moth
about i inch long. The larva burrows into the fruit, usually
gomg no deeper than through the rind. The burrows not only
mar the fruit but provide entrance places for molds, rots, etc.
In early spring the fem.ale lays about fifty cream-colored eggs,
usually on the under side of the leaves, but sometimes on the
fruit itself. The eggs are deposited in masses and overlap
shingle fashion. In about 12 days the larvas hatch and begin
feeding, on the fruit or foliage. At first they make several
small burrows but later work on one burrow only. A thin
network of silk is spun over the entrance. In about 2 months
the larvas become full grown. They are then about ^ inch
long and are from white to gray in color. During the develop-
ing period, the larvas generally remain in the burrows, but on
reaching maturity they emerge and seek a place for pupating.
If a suitable place is not found, they will return to their bur-
rows and pupate there. The pupal stage lasts from 9 to 12 days,
when the insects emerge as moths. Investigations show that
about three generations a year are. produced.
The principal remedy for this insect is to destroy all dropped

fruit in the groves and the culls from the packing houses while
the larvas are still in the burrows. In case, however, a bad
infestation occurs, spraying with an arsenical poison 'at the
time the larvas are feeding is advisable.

51. Aphids.—Several species of aphids, or plant lice, are
found on citrus trees. Generally, the attack is confined to a few
shoots on certain trees, and hence the damage is not likely to
be severe. The lice suck the juices of the leaves and stems,
and the result is a curiing of the leaves and a checking of the
growth of young shoots.
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Predacious and parasitic insects, diseases, and unfavorable
weather conditions usually keep aphids under control, but in

case of a severe infestation spraying is necessary. Kerosene
emulsion, soap and fish-oil wash, and carbolic-acid emulsion
and tobacco decoctions are used as spray materials.

52. Citrus White Fly.—The citrus white fly is a serious

pest in the southeastern citrus-producing section of the United
States, but as yet infestations are very limited in the West,
where every possible means are employed to eradicate the pest

and prevent its establishment.

The adult fly is about tV inch in length; the body is yellow,

Fig. 31

and the wings are opaque and covered with a white powder.
The fly passes the winter as a mature larva on the under side

of leaves; the pupa appears eariy in the spring. The larva
and pupa resemble a soft flat scale, and the development of
the insect takes place underneath this scale-like covering. The
adult appears about March or April. It emerges from the
pupa case by breaking through a T-shaped incision in the top
of the skin, or scale. Fig. 31 shows the eggs, pupa, and pupa
cases on an orange leaf. Fig. 32 shows the adults on orange
foliage.

The nature of the injury by the white fly is similar to that
of the black scale, a honeydew being secreted, and this results
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in the establishment of sooty mold fungus on the fruit. In
addition, the insects may be so ntimerous on the leaves that
they will interfere with the functions of the plant to such an
extent that the fruit is practically tasteless. In the West,
fumigation is the method employed to control this pest.

53. Orange Maggot.—The orange maggot, shown in

Fig. 33 (a), is the larva of a small fly. It is a serious pest of

Fig. 32

oranges in Mexico, and, although it has not become established
in the western citrus sections of the United States, it should
be guarded against. In California a strict quarantine is made
against this pest. The pupal form is shown in (6), and the
adult form in (c).

The adult fly is straw yellow and has brownish markings on
the wings, which, when spread, measure about f inch across.

I
¥
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Each fly will deposit as many as seventy eggs, and these may
be distributed on eight to twelve fruits. The eggs hatch into

dirty, white-colored larvas, which, when mature, measure

slightly less than J inch in length. The maggot develops in

the fruit similar to the codling moth in the apple. The larva

when mature crawls from its place in the fruit and drops to

the ground, if the fruit does not drop to the ground before the

larva is mature. It then changes to a barrel-shaped light-

brown pupa about J inch long.

The damage done by this insect is due to the larva feeding

in the orange; as many as twenty larvas have been observed

in one fruit. This ruins the fruit by directly injuring its qual-

ity and at the same time causes it to drop.

Fig. 33

Where the insect is found control measures consist largely

in gathering up any fallen fruit containing the maggots and
biuiiing it.

54. Mites.—The mites are not insects but are related to

the spider family. Structurally, spiders and mites differ from
insects in having usually four pairs of legs instead of three

and the body is not divided into three distinct regions, head,

thorax, and abdomen, as is characteristic of adult insects.

They differ further in that they are resistant to most fumiga-

tion dosages.

Three more or less well-known species of mites are injurious

to citrus trees and fruits in California. These are the citrus

red spider, sohietimcs known as the purple mite, the six-spotted

mite, and the silver mite. These mites occur all over the citrus-

275—15
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fruit regions and in one place or another do considerable injury
by sucking the juices from the leaves; the injury is usually
indicated by pale discolorations where their mouth parts have
pierced the leaf tissues. This gives a mottled effect to the leaf,

which later assimies an ashy-gray or yellowish appearance and
has but little chlorophyll, or green coloring matter left in it.

Leaves thus affected later fall from the tree. The mites also
attack the fruit and produce a grayish or silvery appearance
on the rind. It has also been found that mites breed and
injure lemons during the curing process if they are not com-
bated.

The mites are most abimdant in April, May, and June.
Later in the season they largely disappear, although some few
may be found on the trees all the year.

55. The citrus red spider is dark red in color, about
-iV inch in diameter, and nearly roimd. It is found on both
surfaces of the leaf, and when the infestation is severe, the leaf
turns a uniform grayish green and has a dry look. Like most
members of the spider family, the citrus red spider has eight
legs when adult. The adult is also hairy, stiff hairs arising
from wartlike projections on the body. This is a feature that
distinguishes it from the six-spotted mite and the silver mite,
which lack these projections. The males are smaller than the
females and are usually present, but eggs may be produced
and young hatched without them. The eggs are minute bodies
nearly spherical and red in color. They occur singly and are
held firmly to the leaf by a group of fourteen silken guy threads
attached to the end of a perpendicular stalk, which arises ver-
ticaUy from the upper side of the egg. These threads radiate
from the stalk in fourteen different directions and are fastened
to the leaf.

The eggs of the citrus red spider are most abundant during
May. From one egg to six or seven eggs will be deposited each
day after egg laying begins. This process continues for about
4 weeks until thirty to seventy-five eggs have been deposited.
The average eggs deposited per day will be two or three, yet
there may be days when no eggs will be deposited. The eggs
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hatch in about 10 days, in May, into small larvas that have only

six legs. This is the chief difference between the larva and the

parent, which has eight legs. The larvas, as soon as hatched,

at once begin to feed and come to maturity in 12 days, during

which time they have molted three times at intervals of 3 days

each. After the first molt, the larva acquires another pair of

legs, which is the normal number for most spiders and mites.

The female spiders are now ready to deposit eggs. Allowing

10 days for the hatching of the eggs, 12 days for development

of the insect, and 4 weeks for adult life, it is seen that the life

span is 7 weeks, although there may be a new generation every

3 or 4 weeks.

56. The six-si)otted mite, tmlike the citrus red spider,

usually feeds on the lower surfaces of the leaves. The mites

are most frequently foimd along the midrib, and colonies extend

outwards and fon\^ards in the directions of the cross-veins.

The adult insect is pale yellow in color and has six dark spots

on the body, from which it derives its name. This mite, like

the red spider, is a sucking insect, and the leaves turn yellow

in spots as a result of its injury. On the sirrface of these yel-

low spots can be found the old cast skins of the insect and
black specks covered with a web. The web is more or less

conspicuous under a lens. The upper surface of the leaf is

swollen upwards corresponding to the depressions on the lower

surface and the area is smooth and pale yellowish in color.

This spotting with yellow is very different from the uniform
grayish appearance which follows the work of the red spider.

The leaves, if sufficiently injured, will drop. This insect is not
so injurious as the citrus red spider. In its life history, it is

very similar to the red spider.

57. The sliver mite belongs to a very different group
of mites than the six-spotted mite. It is quite different in its

appearance and habits. It is restricted to a comparatively
small area in California and Arizona. It attacks both fruit

and foliage of citrus trees. The silver mite usually attacks
the fruit first, while the other mites usually first attack the
leaves. The contents of the oil glands are sucked out. This

I
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extraction of chlorophyll, or green coloring matter, results in

a silvery color on the fruit of the lemon; the ripening orange
becomes distinctly brovmed or russetted and the foliage loses

its glossy-green appearance and becomes pale gray in color.

On account of this silvery effect on the lemon, which is the
principal variety of citrus fruits grown in California where
this pest is found, it has been called the silver mite.

The adult mite, unlike the red spider, is shaped like an
elongated triangle, that is, it is widest near the head and tapers
at a nearly uniform rate to near the posterior end. It is only
about 2^0 inch in length, practically invisible to the unaided
eye. Under a lens it is seen to be of light yellow color and has
but four legs. The eggs are pale yellow in color ; they are smaller
than those of the red spider and are laid singly or in small clus-

ters on the foliage or fruit. The eggs hatch in 4 or 5 days in
summer and in 10 to 14 days in winter. The young larva, after
being hatched soon begins to feed, and after about a week
sheds its skin, molts, and passes into the adult stage. A couple
of weeks in summer are all that are necessary to bring the silver
mite from egg to mattirity. In colder weather this period may
be doubled.

58. The standard remedy for all mites and spiders is sul-
phur. This may be applied in the form of a spray, as com-
mercial lime-sulphtir solution, or it may be dusted in a dry
form over the trees. There are several proprietary brands
of commercial lime-sulphiu- on the -market which test about 33°

of concentration on the Baumd scale. Lime-sulphur of this
degree of concentration should be diluted at the rate of 4 or
5 gallons of the concentrated solution to 200 gallons of water.
If the lime-sulphur is not so concentrated, then it must be
diluted somewhat less. The lime-sulphur spray kills the mites
largely by contact. It is therefore important that the spray
be applied in a fine mist so that all the spiders can be reached.
A pressure of from 150 to 175 pounds should be maintained in
the pump.

The earliest successful treatment for spiders and mites was
sulphur applied dry. This is still much used as a satisfactory
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remedy. However, satisfactory results are more dependent

on weather conditions than is the case with the spray. Nights

with more or less moisture and days of bright sunshine with a

temperature high enough to vaporize the sulphur are necessary.

This temperature should be 75° F. or above, in the shade.

Sulphur is applied with hydrated lime at the rate of 3 pounds

of sulphur to 1 pound of lime. The lime serves as a means of

cementing the sulphur to the leaves as well as acts as a carrier

and a dilutent. It is practically necessary to hit a mite with

sulphur in order to kill it. For this reason the sulphur should be

finely powdered so that it can be imiformly distributed over all

parts of the tree. The sulphur can be applied by machines,

of which there are several kinds on the market specially adapted

for this purpose.

Either the dry sulphur or the lime-sulphur spray should be
used whenever the spiders and mites appear in any consider-

able ntunbers. This is usually in early spring or summer, but

sometimes treatment is required at other seasons, as the fall or

winter.

L.



CITRUS FRUITS UNDER
IRRIGATION

(PART 5)

CITRUS INJURIES AND PESTS—(Continued)

INSECT PESTS—(Continued)

FUMIGATION FOR INSECT PESTS

!• For conditions in the West, experience has proved that
the fumigation of trees with hydrocyanic-acid gas is the most
practical method of controlling most of the serious insect pests

of citrus trees. Fumigation is accomplished by enclosing the
tree in a tent and generating gas inside by means of chemicals.

This gas is poisonous and kills a large proportion of the insects.

2. In California, if a grower desires, he can arrange to have
one of the many contracting firms foimd in the parts of the
state where fumigation is necessary do the work for him.
These firms make fimiigation their business and have all the
equipment necessary for conducting the operations. Certain
of the citrus associations own fimiigating outfits and take care
of the groves of the members, the manager purchasing the
chemicals and arranging for all of the work. In some of the
counties the horticultural commission owns ftimigating outfits

and does the fimiigating for growers under the direction of
the county horticultural commissioner. In this case the work
is done for what it costs the coimty, and since the chemicals
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can be purchased in large quantities the work is likely to cost

less than if it were done by contractors or the growers them-
selves.

Some growers and companies owning large citrus acreages

do their own fumigating. This is very advantageous, for the
work can be done at a time when it is likely to do the most good,

whereas if it is done by contract, by an association, or by
county officers it may have to be done at a time when it will

do the least good, since the fumigator is apt to be busy else-

where when the need for fumigation is most urgent.

3. As a general rule, a fumigation every 2 years will keep
the insect pests in check. In case of a very serious outbreak,
however, fumigation in successive years might be advantageous,
and for the purple scale, the eggs of which are not easily killed,

two fimiigations in a year may be necessary at times.

4. Materials for Fumigation.—The materials employed
for fumigation are sulphuric acid, water, and either potassium
cyanide or sodiimi cyanide. The hydrocyanic-acid gas is pro-
duced by the action of the sulphuric acid on the potassium
cyanide or on the sodium cyanide. The chemical reaction in
the case of potassium cyanide is 2KCn-\-H2S04= K2S04-\-2HCn.
The reaction in the case of sodium cyanide is 2NaCn-\-H2SOi
= Na2S04-{-2HCn.

An imported potassium cyanide designated as 98 to 99 per
cent, pure is used almost exclusively for fumigation purposes
in California when potassiimi cyanide is used to generate the
gas. A potassium cyanide less pure than 98 per cent, should
not be used, as it is very likely to contain sodium chloride, or
common salt, as an impurity, and this material, if present,
causes a secondary reaction and liberates hydrochloric acid!
which reacts with the hydrocyanic-acid gas and decomposes
it, thus reducing the quantity of gas available for fumigation.
Sodium cyanide, when used in fumigation work, should be

of a good grade and practically free from sodium chloride.
Pure sodium cyanide contains practically one-third more
cyanide—that is, available hydrocyanic-acid gas—than does
pure potassium cyanide. For convenience in expressing the
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strength of the sodiimi salt, it is given in terms of the potassiimi

salt. Thus, a pure sodiiun is known as a 133 per cent, sodiimi

cyanide. This means that it contains 33 per cent, more
cyanogen than a pure potassiiun cyanide does. Experience

shows that for fumigation work a sodium cyanide of 124 per

cent, purity or above is satisfactory, but that preference should

be given to that testing from 126 to 130 per cent.

The sulphuric acid used should be 66° Baum6, which is

about 93 per cent. pure. The imptirity most commonly found

in sulphuric acid is iron sulphate, and although the presence

of this material does not seem to be injurious in any way, it

is well to have the acid as pure as possible, for the reason that

a definite quantity of acid is required to react with a definite

quantity of the cyanide. Nitric acid in small quantities is

sometimes present in sulphuric acid, but no injurious effects

from it have been noticed on the fimiigated trees.

Water, although it does not enter into the reaction that

produces the hydrocyanic-acid gas, should, nevertheless, be

employed in fumigation. It helps to dissolve the cyanide

and hastens the reaction with the sulphuric acid. Potassium
sulphate, which is one of the materials formed when potassitun

cyanide and sulphuric acid are brought together, is a solid,

and if water is not present or is present in insufficient quantities

the potassiimi sulphate forms a coating on the pieces of cyanide

and retards and in some cases prevents the reaction. When
the potassium sulphate forms as a solid in the pots used for

generating the gas, fiunigators speak of it as the freezing of

the pots. Sodium sulphate, which is a product formed when
sodium cyanide is used in fumigation, is soluble in water, and
if enough water is present in the residue left in the fimiigation

pot after the reaction has taken place, no solid matter is

found in the pot; on the other hand, if not enough water is

used to hold the sodium sulphate in solution the compound
will crystallize out and form solid matter, or all of the residue

in the pot may become a congealed mass.

When sulphuric acid and water are brought together much
heat is generated. In ftmiigation this heat has an important
fxmction, for when the cyanide is introduced into a heated

f
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mixtiire, hydrocyanic-acid gas is given off more quickly and

thoroughly than if the temperature of the mixture were lower.

5. Tree Injury From Fumigation.—If fimiigation on

healthy trees is done at the right time and in the right manner,

there is little danger of permanent injury to fruit or foliage.

Occasionally the foliage at the top of the tree, where the quantity

of gas is largest, will be slightly burned and will tiun black

and drop, but the tree will soon put out new growth to make

up for the loss. The fruit itself sometimes becomes slightly

pitted as a result of fumigation, but the loss thus incurred is

more than made up by the destruction of the insects.

On unhealthy trees there is likely to be a heavy dropping of

old leaves a few days after the fumigation, and, in many cases,

the fruit will be pitted and much of it may drop.

If orange and grapefruit trees are fimiigated while the fruit

is small, say from the time it sets until it is about an inch in

diameter, there is likely to be more or less injury to the fruit.

As this period is from April until the first part of August,

fumigating should not be done until later in the year unless

pests are very serious, and then the dosage should be somewhat

weaker than usual.

The trees of some varieties of oranges are more resistant

to injury from fumigation than others. The Washington

Navels, Valencias, and seedlings are the least susceptible;

the Mediterranean Sweet is next, while the St. Michael is

still more susceptible.

6. Effect of Fumigation on Parasitic and Predacious

Insects.—Fortunately the Scutcllista, the ladybird beetles and

other insect parasites of scale insects are not so easily killed

by fumigation as the scales themselves. Many of these bene-

ficial insects-will be on the lower parts of the tree, and of these

a large percentage will escape injury; also, for many of those

that happen to be on the upper parts of the tree, the dosage

will not be heavy enough to kill them.

7. Time for Fumigating.—The work of fumigating is

done at night, because experience has shown that there will

be much damage to trees and fruit if the fumigating is done
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in the dajrtime. The bright rays of light and the heat from the

sun seem to work in conjunction with the hydrocyanic-acid

gas and produce injury. If the temperature is higher than.

65° F. at night, it is advisable to stop work, on account of the

injury that *s likely to occur. In regulating the work it has

been found to be unsafe to begin in the evening before the sun

has disappeared, and the tents from the last trees fumigated

should be removed before the sun rises in the morning.

8. Most of the fumigating in California is done between
the latter part of August and the latter part of December.

The main reason for choosing this period is that it has been

found that the black scale, which is widely distributed, and
most of the other scale pests, could be successfully combated
during those months. Another reason is that young oranges

and grapefruit are injured if the fumigating is done between
April and the first of August. Young lemons do not seem to

be so easily injured as the other fruits mentioned. This is

especially advantageous, because the blossoms, young fruit,

and mature fruit are on the trees at all seasons of the year.

9, Cost of Fumigation.—The cost of fimiigating a grove

depends on several factors, the principal ones of which are the

size of the trees, the size of the grove, and the dosage used.

Large trees naturally cost more to fumigate than small ones,

and a contractor will usually quote a greater price per tree

if the grove is small than if it is large. In the past the average
cost per each fumigation has been from $25 to $40 an acre, the
difference in cost being due to the difference in size of trees,

size of groves, and dosage used. As a fumigation once every
2 years will usually keep the pests in check, this expenditure
needs to be made only once every 2 years. Thus, the
average annual cost will be half the cost of a fimiigation, or
from $12.50 to $20 an acre. The average nimiber of trees to
the acre is ninety, and thus the cost per tree for each fumigation
is from 28 to 45 cents, an average perhaps of. about 30 cents.

The average annual cost per tree is then about 15 cents.
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EQUIPMENT FDR FUMIGATION

10. In addition to the chemicals used for generating the

gas, the equipment necessary for fumigating are tents for

covering the trees; poles, derricks, or other devices for placing

the tents over the trees; a cart or a wagon for transporting the

chemicals from tree to tree; and vessels in which the chemicals

are placed when generating the gas.

11. Tents.—^What are known as tents are most generally

used in the West for covering the trees. These are octagonal

in shape, and are made of strips of duck or drill of the regulation

d
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Fig. 1

30-inch width. Often the duck or drill will be found to be

I inch short of the regulation width, and this lack in width must

be allowed for in making the tents.

In Fig. 1 is shown an outline of an octagonal tent. The num-

bers 1 to 21 indicate the strips of material, which is 29| inch

duck lapped | inch at the seams; a is the middle section, and h

and c are the side sections; d and e are known as the ends,

and / and g are known as the sides of the tent ; h and i are

reinforcements of duck. The size of the tent is designated
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by the distance from one side to the other—that is, from / to g.

Fig. 29 represents a 50-foot tent. In the West, tents of the
following sizes are used: 17, 24, 30, 36, 41, 43, 45, 48, 50, 52,

55, 64, 72, and 84 feet. The size to use in a grove varies, of
course, with the size of the trees. In California the most
used sizes are 36, 41, 43, and 45 feet. Few tents smaller than
36 feet and larger than 45 feet are in use.

1 2. The material used for making tents should be as tightly
woven as it is possible to secure it, for there is less leakage of
gas from a tent made of tightly woven cloth than from one made
of loosely woven cloth. Experiments made by the United
States Department of Agriculture to test the leakage through
cloths of different texture have shown a
saving of approximately 25 per cent, of

the gas in favor of a tightly woven cloth.

The tightness of duck or drill can be
judged by holding samples of different

textures to the light and noting the
comparative number of light rays that
penetrate through the different samples.
In the citrus regions there are many
concerns that manufacture ftimigating

tents, and purchasers usually have no
difficulty in getting tents made of cloth of any desired texture.

13. On large sized tents, those over 45 feet, small iron
rings are generally attached at certain places for use in
fastening the poles or derricks when placing the tent over the
tree. The method of using the poles or derricks is explained
a little later. The rings are sometimes attached to the tent
as shown in Fig. 2. A small portion of the tent is gathered
about a wad of burlap or other such material and made into a ball,
as shown at a; this is bound with a stout cord b that passes
through the ring c, to which is attached a smaller ring d, known
as a jingler. As the work is usually done at night, the jingler
serves a useful purpose in enabling the men putting up the tent
to locate the rings readily, which is accomplished by shaking
the canvas and thus jingling the rings. Rings with a jingler

Fig. 2
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are sometimes attached to a 3-foot or a 4-foot piece of manila

rope and the rope is looped and sewed to the tents, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.

In either method of attachment the rings should be placed

from 3 to 5 feet back from the ends of the tent and of a dis-

tance apart that accords with the average distance over which

trees spread. Since there will be much strain where the rings

are attached, it is a good plan to have that part of the tent

reinforced with a strip of canvas, which should be at least 3 or

4 feet long, and of the width of the duck or drill in use. These

rings are not necessary for tents used for small trees; in fact,

they are a disadvantage, as

explained later.

14, The tents should be

shrunk before they are used

the first time. A convenient

method is to spread them

on a lawn and wet them

thoroughly by means of a

hose. After being shrunk the

tents should be marked with

measurement lines as shown

in Fig. 4. The marks are

spaced 1 foot apart and are for the purj^ose of measuring the

cubic contents of the enclosed space around the tree. It is

important that the exact cubic contents be known so that the

exact dosage of chemicals may be calculated. The tents to be

marked shoiild be spread out on a smooth surface, and the

marking done with a brush. Lampblack mixed with turpentine

makes a satisfactory marking fluid. The nimierals should be

not less than 5 inches in height.

15. Devices for Placing Tents.—Some mechanical aid

is necessary for placing a tent over or removing it from a tree.

For small trees that require tents up to 45 feet in size, two stout

round poles 2 or 2| inches in diameter are used. They should

be from 6 inches to a foot longer than the height of the trees;

those in most common use arc 14 or 16 feet long. Straight-

FiG. 3
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grained Oregon pine is a satisfactory wood for these poles.
The lower end is sharpened and the upper end is either rounded,
as shown in Fig. 5 (a), or narrowed as shown in (6). The
narrowed end is for use

when rings are attached

to the tent. A J-inch to

f-inch rope about 3 feet

longer than the pole is

attached to the upper
end. The illustration

also shows two methods
of attachment in com-
mon use.

ei-- ei--
CI-- zi- z
II-- 11-- I

OI-- 01- - o
6-- 6 - 6--
8-- 8- 8--
L-- L-- L-.
O- - 9- 9- -

S-- S- - S-

.

Fig. 1

16. Derricks as
shown in Fig. 6 are em-
ployed when it is neces-

sary to use tents larger

than 45 feet. They have
a framework a at the base and a rope and pulley attachment
h is used for raising the tent. A i-inch or a |-inch guy rope
several feet longer than the derrick is attached to the top.

The derrick should be a
foot or so longer than the
height of the trees. Those
in use in California are from
25 to 35 feet in height; they
have a bottom diameter of

from 3 1 to 4i inches and a
top diameter of from 2| to

3| inches. The poles are

made of straight-grained
Oregon pine.

Fig. 5
17. Several machines

have been devised to facili-

M T. .
/''''''''^ ""^ ^^""^^ ''"''''' ^^^ ^^^^'' ^^°^S ^ther machines,

Mcl^adden's is one which has had more prominence than any
other. This machine consists of an iron framework mounted on
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wheels. Between the

wheels at each end of the

truck is a long arm of iron

tubing. These arms are

used as hoisting poles and

can be raised or lowered by

a system of steel cables

passing through pulleys at-

tached to the arms and to

two high iron standards.

The power for operating the

cables is derived from a

gasoline engine, which also

operates another pair of

cables that raise or lower

the tent to or from the end

of the poles. When every-

thing is in readiness for cov-

ering the tree the machine

is drawn opposite the tree

and the arms are lowered

until their ends extend be-

yond the outer edge of the

tree; cables are then let

down from the end pulleys

and run through two series

of rings in the tent, after

which the tent is raised to

the end of the derricks.

The rings are so placed that

when the cable is raised

^^ about one-third of the tent

^^1, is gathered up in a series

of folds. The derricks are

then erected and the tent

cables released, when the

tent will fall over the tree.

This machine raises and

- •'••<- r:> -V

-
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Fig. 6

lowers the tent very rapidly and there is less wear on the tree

than when the ordinary derrick is used, but it is more expensive.

18. Supply Cart or Wagon.—A push cart or a horse-

drawn wagon of some kind is generally used for carrying the

chemicals from tree to tree. This conveyance shotdd contain,

besides the sulphuric acid, cyanide, and water, scales for weigh-

ing the cyanide and a graduate for measuring the sulphtiric

acid and water. Since the fumigation is done at night, all the

vessels, boxes, etc. should be conveniently placed. A push

cart devised by R. S. Woglum, of the United States Depart-

PlG. 7

ment of Agriculture, is shown in Fig. 7. In this illustration, a

is a pair of scales; b, a tin-lined box for cyanide; c, a 10-gallon

keg for water; d, a galvanized-iron basin, which is firmly fastened

on the keg and is used for filling it ; e, an earthenware jar for

sulphuric acid; /, a lead-lined cover for the sulphuric-acid jar; g,

torches for light at each end of the wagon; h, graduate for chem-
icals

; and i, a board on which the dosage schedule is fastened.

Another view of the sulphuric-acid jar on the cart in Fig. 7

is shown in Fig. 8. In this illustration, a is a lead-lined lid with
a 6-inch opening at the center, around the circumference of

which is attached a lead-lined tube that extends downward
275—16
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several inches and prevents the slopping of acid through the

hole; 6 is a lead-lined lid that extends about 6 inches into

the lead-lined tube c. This

opening is used for filling

the jar. At the bottom

of the jar is a f-inch cop-

per or iron pipe for draw-

ing off the acid, and at

the end of the pipe is a

short piece of rubber tub-

ing fitted with a pinch

cock d. The pipe must be

replaced occasionally on ac-

coimt of corroding; the rub-

ber tubing should be replaced each day.

A cart similar to this fully equipped and with shafts so that

Fig. 8

-•ii'.vcv'.- vfi^

it may be drawn by a horse if desired may be purchased in the

West. The scales on this cart are sensitive and accurate, and
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the dial is protected by glass; the water tank is of galvanized

iron coated with acid-proof paint and the cyanide box is zinc

lined and fitted with a hinged cover. Either acetylene or oil

lamps are furnished with this outfit.

19. One-horse wagons equipped for carrying chemicals are

used in some outfits in preference to the push cart. These, of

course, have the advantage of lessening the work for the men.

In Fig. 9 is shown a horse-drawn supply wagon used by the

San Diego Fruit Company that has many commendable fea-

tures. The acid and water are held in vessels in the front

of the cart, and the liquids are conducted through pipes con-

trolled by stop-cocks a to

the rear where they empty

directly into graduated
vessels 6, the water in one

vessel and the sulphuric

acid in the other. The per-

son measuring the acid and

water allows the vessels to

fill to the required height,

and then, by means of stop-

cocks c, allows the liquids

to pass into the generator d
below. A second gene-

rator e is in readiness. The
cyanide is held in a box/ at the rear of the cart, and is weighed
on the scales g.

" 20. Generating Vessels.—In Fig. 10 is shown the style

of vessel most generally used in California for generating the
gas under the tent. It can be purchased in 1J-, 2-, and 3-

gallon sizes. The l|-gallon size is used for a dosage of 15 oimces
or less of cyanide, the 2-gallon size for a dosage of 20 ounces,

and the 3-gallon size for a dosage of 30 ounces. If more than
30 otmces is required, two generators are used. As purchased,
the generators usually come without covers, but fimiigators

have foimd that a cover similar to the one shown in the illus-

tration will prevent the splashing out of much of the mixture,

Pig. 10
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which, being largely sulphuric acid, bums holes in the tents.

In addition, if an open generator is used, the gas has a

tendency to rise straight in the air. Frequently, if the genera-

tor is directly below the foUage of the tree, many of the leaves

are burned and ultimately drop. This burning of the leaves

is known as chimney burning and the result of this bummg,

which is a heavy dropping of the leaves, is known as the chim-

ney effect. Covers on the generator will eliminate chimney

burning by causing the gas to be more diffused with surround-

ing air as it comes from the generator. The cover pictured

in the illustration was devised by R. S. Woglum, of the United

States Department of Agriculture. The cover is copper and

is stamped to a concave form with corrugations which allow

the escape of the gas, but not so rapidly as when no cover is

used.

DOSAGE

'21. The dosage, or quantity of chemicals to use will vary

with the size of the tree and the insect or insects to be combated.

To calculate the dosage for a tree the cubic space enclosed

by the tent must be known. Not all trees after they are

covered with a tent assume exactly the same shape, but for

all practical purposes they may be assumed to take the shape of a

cylinder surmounted by a hemisphere, and these are the

geometric figures used in computing dosages. To asccrtam

the cubic contents accurately, it is necessary to know several^

measurements, but experience has shown that if the longest

distance over the tree from the ground on one side to the

ground on the opposite side and the distance around the bottom

are used as factors and the cubic contents computed on this

basis, the dosage can be determined with sufficient accuracy.

22. When fumigating, it is necessary that the measure-

ments be ascertained quickly and with a fair degree of accuracy.

For determining the distance over the tree, use is made of the

scale of feet marked on the tents. The scale on each side

begins at the top of the tent and the figure on the scale at

the point where it reaches the ground shows the distance from
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Fig. 11

the top to the bottom on each side, and the exact distance

over the tree can be found by adding these figures, provided

one of the lines on which the scale is marked is over the exact

center of the tree. In

practice, however, no at-

tempt is made to get this

exact.

The distance around

the tree is best deter-

mined by means of a tape

line, although in many fumigating outfits pacing around the

tree is deemed sufficiently accurate. However, since different

men have a different length of pace, the use of a tape line is

especially advised.

A tape line fitted to a half-iach straight iron rod, as shown
in Fig. 11, is handy for making the measurements. When
measuring a tree the rod is stuck into the groimd, and the

measurer then passes aroimd the tree with the tape line, which
shows the distance in feet. A tented tree with tape line around
it is shown in Fig. 12.

23. To avoid making computations while fumigating,

schedules are made that give the dosage for trees of difTcrent

-— =8^—

Fig. 12

measurements. The dosage differs according to the insects

to be combated and whether potassium cyanide or sodium
cyanide is used. In Figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16 are given dosage
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schedules for both potassium cyanide and sodium cyanide for

use in California as worked out by R. S. Woglum, of the United

States Department of Agriculture. In these schedules the

top horizontal line of numbers and each fifth horizontal line

represents the distance in feet around the bottom of the tent,

and the vertical line of nimibers at the left represents the

distance in feet over the tent. The dosage in oimces of cyanide

for any tree that comes within the measurements given in

the schedule is found in the square where the vertical column

headed by the distance around the tree intersects the hori-

zontal colimm that represents the distance over the tree.

In determining, for example, the dosage for a tree that is 40 feet

around and 28 feet over, all that is necessary is to find the

intersection of 40 feet on the horizontal line and 28 feet on the

vertical line; in the case of the dosage schedule shown in Fig. 13,

this is 11, which is the nimiber of ounces of potassium cyanide

for the tree.

24. Fig. 13 is potassiimi cyanide dosage schedule No. 1.

It is recommended for purple scale. The length of exposure

should be 1 hoiu*.

Fig. 14 is potassiimi cyanide dosage schedule No. f . It is

worked out for a dosage of approximately three-fourths the

strength of that given in dosage schedule No. 1, and is for red

and yellow scales. The exposure should be 45 minutes. For
the black scale the dosage depends on the stage of the insect.

The best time to combat this pest is when a large proportion

of the insects are in the early stages of development. Usually

this time will be late simimer or early autumn. When the

scales are in the early stage the dosage schedule is No..}, and
the exposure is 45 minutes. In case, however, fimiigation

is to be done at a time when all stages of the black scale are

found on the trees, a full No. 1 dosage schedule should be used
and the exposure should be 1 hour. In case more than one
kind of scale infests groves, the schedule used should be strong

enough to kill the most resistant scale. Thus, if purple and
black scales in the earlier stages are found, the full No. 1 dosage

schedule should be used, and the exposure should be for 1 hour.
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25. In Fig. 15 is given sodium cyanide dosage schedule A.

This schedule, if 124 to 130 per cent, sodium cyanide is

used, will give practically the same results as potassium cyanide

dosage schedule No. 1. In Fig. 16 is given sodium cyanide

dosage schedule } A. This schedule is about three-fourths the

strength of dosage schedule A, and will give about the same
results as potassium cyanide dosage schedule No. f

.

Sodium cyanide schedules A and f A should be used for the

same insects as potassium cyanide dosage schedules No. 1 and
No. f , and the time of exposure should be the same.

26. In case potassium cyanide is used for fumigating, the

proportions of the chemicals are 1 part of potassium cyanide,

1 part of sulphuric acid, and 3 parts of water. This is known
as the 1-1-3 formula and is the one recommended by the

United States Department of Agriculture. In case sodium
cyanide is used, the proportions recommended by the govern-

ment experts are 1 part of sodium cyanide, \\ parts of sulphuric

acid, and 2 parts of water. This is known as the l-l|-2
formula.

pr(x:edure in fumigation

27. It is well to cultivate the ground just before the grove is

fumigated, as the tents will lie closer to the ground and there
will be less leakage of gas than when the ground is weedy or
rough. An additional advantage of smooth ground is that the
chemicals can be moved over the ground easily.

Preparatory to fumigating, the person in charge of the work
should look over the grove and decide in which direction the
tents can be pulled to the best advantage. Usually a row one
way across a field is covered at a time, and after the trees are
fumigated the tents are pulled to the next parallel row, and
so on across the grove. The direction the tents can be pulled
to advantage will depend on the arrangement of trees, the
length of the rows, the slope of the land, the direction of the
irrigating furrows, if any, and the location of the water supply.
In case no source of water borders the grove, several barrels
of water should be placed at one end of the first row to be
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fumigated. Carboys of acid should be placed where they wHl

be of convenient access.

28. After having decided on the direction in which the

tents should be pulled, a tent and a generating pot are dropped

at each tree in the first row. The tent pullers then unfold

the tents and place them with one end facing the tree on the

side away from the direction in

which they are to be pulled. In

case poles are to be used, two are

necessary to get a tent over a tree.

The first step is to attach the tops

of the poles to the edge of the tent.

If rings are attached to the tent, the

poles are placed in them; if no rings

are attached to the tent, the pole is

fastened as shown in Fig. 17. On

small tents the latter method is the

most satisfactory, as it is quickly

done and the tent is not subjected

to imdue wear; in addition, the tent

puller can gauge the distance be-

tween poles by the width of the tree

to be covered.

The successive stages of pulling a

tent over a tree by means of poles

are shown in Figs. 18 to 22. Fig. 18

shows the poles fastened to the top

of the tent and two pullers standing

with the guy ropes in their hands

and the bottom of the poles braced

by their feet and ready to elevate

the tent. Fig. 19 shows the tent raised a distance in the air

and the ends of the poles still braced on the ground by the

feet. When the tent has reached a height that the poles will

not slip, the pullers move back to get a better leverage on the

pole. The piilling at the later stages should be sidewise as well

as forwards. Fig. 20 shows the poles nearly vertical; Fig. 21

Fig. 17
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shows the tent raised to the top of the tree; and Fig. 22 shows

the tent nearly over the tree. When the tree is fully covered

Fig. 18

the poles are removed and the edges of the tent kicked in

toward the base of the tree imtil it hangs straight, as shown
in Fig. 23.

29. After the trees in the first row have been fumigated
the tents are pulled to the trees in the next row. The tent

is not lowered to the ground and then raised over the tree,

but is pulled directly from one tree to the other; it is less work
to pull a tent from one tree to another than to raise it from
the ground to the tree.

The successive steps in pulling a tent from one tree to another
are shown in Figs. 23 to 26. The poles are fastened to the

Fig. 19

tent and laid on the ground and the ends held by the feet as
shown in Fig. 23, or the ends of the poles can be fastened to



Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Fig. 22

22
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the tent and leaned against the tree as shown in Fig. 24. The
tent is then pulled until it is in the position shown in Fig. 25,

when the pullers move away from the base of the poles, and

Fig. 23

pull the tent to the position shown in Fig. 26, and then the

tree is entirely covered as when the tent is first erected.

30. Derricks such as illustrated in Fig. 6 are employed
when large trees are to be fimiigated. Four men and two
derricks are necessary to get a tent over a tree. In Figs. 27 to

30 are shown the successive steps in covering a tree by means
of derricks. The two derricks are placed in position at the sides

of the tree, and the men are stationed as shown in Fig. 27.

The men at the base of each derrick then brace their feet and

i^tiM,

Fig. 24

pull with the guy ropes and two other men assist in lifting the
derricks. Fig. 28 shows them partly raised; when they are
nearly vertical the tent is attached to the pulley rope by means



Fig, 25

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

24
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of the rings illustrated in Fig. 2, and the tent is pulled to the

top of the derricks. Two stages of the work are illustrated

in Figs. 29 and 30. After the tent has reached the stage

Fig. 28

shown in Fig. 30, the guy ropes are pulled, which causes the
derricks to fall and bring the tent over the tree. The method

of pulling a tent from one tree to another by means of derricks
is similar to that described when poles are used.

31. Following the placing of the tents, the cart or wagon
is started at one end of the row and each tree of the row is
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dosed. Three men are necessary for the dosing. One man

measures the tree and has the generator in readiness for the

chemicals; one man weighs the cyanide; and one man measures

the acid and the water. The procedure is about as follows:

The man who measures the trees secures his measurements

of the first tree in the row and calls them out to the man who

weighs the cyanide. The cyanide man then determines the

dosage from a schedule that is fastened on the cart or wagon,

informs the acid man how much acid and water are required,

and weighs the cyanide. The water is then measured by the

acid man and poured into the generating vessel; the acid is

Fig. 30

next measured and poured into the water. The acid man then

takes the generator containing the acid and" water mixture in

one hand and the cyanide in the other and walks to the tree

to be dosed. After the cyanide man has raised the edge of

the tent, the acid man places the generator beneath the tent

near the base of the tree. He then pours the cyanide into the

generator, and drops the edge of the tent. In the meantime,

the estimator passes to the next tree, secures his measurements

and calls them back to the cyanide man, who looks up the

dosage. The estimator also empties the generators after the

trees have been fumigated and should have a generator in
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readiness when the chemical wagon drives up to a tree to be

dosed. This procedure is followed until the entire row has

been dosed. The three men then pass to the next row,

having been preceded by the men who place the tents over the

trees, and so on until the entire grove has been fumigated.

32. The cyanide should consist mostly of pieces that are

an inch or an inch and a half across, but a few smaller pieces

or even a small quantity of powder may be placed in the genera-

tor with the larger pieces. It is never advisable to have the

whole dosage consist of small pieces and powder, for in such

cases the action will be very violent, and some of the cyanide

will be thrown out of the vessel and its effect lost, besides

much damage will be done to the tent.

DISEASES OF CITRUS FRUITS

33. The term disease in its broadest sense applies to any
condition that interferes with the normal growth and develop-

ment of a tree; more specifically the term applies to any
condition that results in the decay or death of any part of

the tree—the roots, trunk, branches, leaves, or fruit. Some
diseases result in a general debility of the whole tree without
any very well marked symptoms. This is most apt to be the

case when the disease is due to unfavorable moisture, food,

light, temperature, or soil conditions. However, even when
these arc the causes, marked effects, such as the dying of

certain parts, may result.

Many of the diseases are due to the attack of fungi and
bacteria. Such diseases usually have well-marked symptoms
by which each may be recognized. The usual symptoms are
the dying of the roots and limbs, the spotting of the fruit and
foliage, the formation of cankers or dead areas on the bark,
the decay of fruits, etc. Fungi are very low forms of plants;

many of them are useful in helping to break down organic
matter into simpler forms for the use of plants as food, and some
of them are parasites that are capable of entering the live

tissue of ]Dlants and causing disease. The fungi are propagated
275—17
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by means of invisible seed-like bodies known as spores, which

may be carried by means of wind, insects, and birds. The

cloud of dust formed when a fruit affected by blue mold is

disturbed is made up of millions of these spores, each one

invisible to the eye but in a mass appearing as dust. The

spores germinate in favorable conditions of moisture and food

material, and grow into a network of filaments or threads

known as a mycelium. In many cases the mycelium is invisible

inside the tissue of the plant, but in the case of the fimgus

root rot it is visible as a fan-shaped white growth under the

bark. The mycelium gives rise to the spores again and so

on over and over again from spore to myceliimi.

In combating diseases preventive measures are most

important and consist in removing the causes that operate

in bringing on the diseases. It is, therefore, important to

know first the cause or causes for any specific disease before

attempting to remedy it. For most of the diseases discussed

in the subsequent pages the causes are known, but there are

others, the causes for which have not yet been found. The

combating of fungous diseases consists: (1) in bringing about

conditions, when possible, that are unfavorable for the develop-

ment or infection of parasitic fungi; (2) in covering the

parts of the tree with some preparation, as a spray, that will

prevent the fungi from entering; (3) in pruning out the parts

already infected and destroying them.

34. Gummosis.—Gummosis is a disease that is one of

the most destructive forms of gtmiming of citrus trees. It

principally attacks the lemon, although it occasionally attacks

other citrus trees. The disease does not affect the roots or

branches of the tree; it attacks the trunk, usually above the

bud union, and causes an exudation of gum from cracks in

the bark. When badly affected, the foliage of the tree becomes

yellow and the tree is likely to die. Gummosis was formerly

thought to be due to some deranged condition of the tree

brought about by unfavorable soil, climatic, or cultural con-

ditions. It has recently been discovered, however, by H. S.

Fawcett, pathologist, at the University of California, that two
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forms of gummosis are caused by fungi, the brown-rot fungus
and the gray fungus, both well known as causing fruit rots
on citrus fruit in the packing house.

The disease is most commonly found on trees that are planted
on heavy, poorly drained, and poorly cultivated soils, especially
if earth covers the bud union. Often the trunks of trees that
stand in a slight depression where sediment is deposited about
the base by irrigation water will be attacked. Such situations
usually provide conditions that are favorable for the infection
and growth of the fungi, especially the brown-rot fungus.
It has been known for a long time that sour-orange trees are
comparatively free from gummosis, whereas sweet-orange trees
are frequently attacked. Experiments have shown that sour-
orange trees are almost entirely resistant to the attack of these
fungi, that lemons are least resistant, and that the sweet orange
stands about half way between the sour orange and the lemon
in resistance.

35. Both the brown-rot and the gray-fungus gummosis
are characterized by a dying of the bark accompanied by an
exudation of gimi on the trunk about the point of infection.
Fig. 31 shows the effect of gummosis on citrus trees. When
these fungi do not occur together on the same tree, they show
fairly well marked differences from each other. A tree infected
with gummosis caused by brown rot has the bark killed through
to the wood as fast as the infected area enlarges. The bark
remains rather firm and later cracks longitudinally. There is
also a peculiar odor suggestive of fresh paint. There is no
evidence of fungus on the surface of the bark. Gummosis
caused by the gray fungus has different symptoms. The bark
is soft and mushy at first over a small area that is killed to the
wood, and this smaller, soft area is surrounded by a larjjer
infected area. The outer bark of this surrounding area is
dead but the under bark is alive and active.

36. The prevention of gummosis caused by the brown-rot
tungus consists in keeping the soil away from the bud union
avoiding excessive moisture about the crown of the tree andplantmg trees that have been budded high on sour stock

'

For
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situations where the conditions for infection cannot well be

avoided, further protection to the trees can be secured by paint-

Fir,. 31

ing the trunks of the trees with a concentrated Bordeaux

mixture or Bordeaux paste.

Bordeaux paste can be made according to the following

formula: 1 pound of bluestone, 2 pounds of unslaked lime,

and 6 quarts of water. The bluestone should be dissolved
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in 3 quarts of water, by suspending it in the water in a burlap
sack so that impurities in the bluestone may not get in the
solution; the lime should be slaked in 3 quarts of water. As
soon as the slaked lime has cooled the two liquids should be.

stirred together, making a mixture about the consistency of
whitewash. Bordeaux mixture should always be made in a
wooden bucket. Apply the paste with a brush.

The trees should be inspected frequently and when the first

sign of this disease appears the killed bark should be cut out
and the entire trunk as well as the cut area painted with the
Bordeaux paste. The earth about the base of the tree should
be removed and the trunk painted with the paste down as
far as the first crown roots.

37. Although preventive measures are of prime importance,
trees having gummosis can often be treated successfully. The
first consideration should be to improve the condition of the
soil in the grove. If a plow sole has formed about the roots
it should be broken up and the land thoroughly drained.
If the land has been irrigated irregularly or too often, proper
irrigation should be practiced. Often it is well to dig about
the base of the tree and remove any hard, pasty, sour soil that
may be found there, and replace it with gypsum mixed with
river sand. This will improve the texture and correct the
acidity of the soil, and also improve the drainage. Pruning
out of some of the branches of the infected trees has been found
effective. This makes a better balance between the top and
the part of the trunk carrying sap.

38. lioot Hot.—Root-rot disease is caused by a fungus
that attacks many kinds of trees, including citrus, oaks, apples,
walnuts, and many others. The names fungus root rot, oak-
fungus disease, and toadstool disease are also used for this
disease. The disease manifests itself by the appearance of
clusters of light-brown toadstools about the base of the affected
tree. In California, according to Professor Wm. T. Home,
of the University of California, these toadstools are found onlym the late fall or the early winter. They are always seen
growing on a decayed root or part of the tree below the ground,
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and usually appear at the side of the tree, or encircling it.

At times, however, they come up at a distance from the tree

where a root comes near the surface of the ground. The
toadstools produce spores which are often so abundant that

they cover the ground as a white powder.

In addition to the toadstools, felty white growths spread

out fanlike within the bark of affected trees. These growths

crowd into the healthy bark, which puffs up, becomes moist,

and often gummy. A white rot of the wood soon follows ; this

is accompanied by a clean mushroom odor. The fungus

spreads from one place to another by black, cord-like strands

about j^ inch in diameter. These are known scientifically

as rhizomorphs. Occasionally they fork, but they do not

branch like roots. These strands attain enormous length.

They may course upwards and downwards in the affected

tree, generally under the bark or merely in close contact with
the outer surface. They also grow through the soil to con-

siderable distance and thus serve to spread the disease from
one tree to another. From a small infected area in a grove

the disease may spread for several years until quite a large

area is affected. Frequently several affected areas in a grove

overlap, and if growth is allowed to continue, the entire grove

may be affected.

39. Control measures in an affected area consist in blasting

out old roots and burning them and then planting some annual
crop. After a period of years trees may again be planted,

but there will usually be danger of the fungus being in the soil

and affecting the new trees. The margin of an affected area

should receive treatment to prevent the spread of the disease.

A plan suggested by Professor Home is to uproot a number
of healthy trees in the zone of advancing infection in the hope
of removing enough roots to prevent the fungus from passing

through the soil. This work should be done thoroughly and
all large roots removed from the cleared strip. Professor

Home reports further that he has been trying some experiments
in endeavoring to isolate the affected trees by digging a trench

around the trees deeper than the roots penetrate, lining the

side of this trench with tarred paper, and then refilling the

trench in order that cultivation and irrigation can proceed

as usual. The theory is that the paper will prevent the healthy

roots from passing into the infected area. The success of this

treatment is not yet assured on account of the short length

of time it has been tried, but it is certainly worthy of trial.

Fig. 32 shows the toadstools of fungus root rot.

40. Maldlgoma.—Maldigoma, or foot rot, is a disease

that is rarely found in California, but it is very common in

Florida. It is characterized by a decay of the bark at the

Fig. 32

surface of the ground and the exudation of gum on the trunk
just above the soil. The bark and finally the wood becomes
rotten and dead and a disagreeable, fetid odor is present.
Although the dead areas spread in all directions, they spread
most rapidly down the main crown roots and around the
trunk near the ground. Leaves on affected trees become
yellow, the twigs and young branches die, and the tree puts
forth a heavy crop of fruit. The entire tree assimies a very
unthrifty appearance.

The disease is generally found on trees growing on wet,
heavy soils where too much water is allowed to stand about
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the base of the tree. Preventive measures against this disease

consist in planting trees that have been budded on sour stock.

The remedy after a tree is attacked by the disease is to dig

up the soil about the base of the tree and after removing the

diseased parts, disinfect the wounds. In Florida, strong, thick

Bordeaux mixture applied with a brush has been found to be

satisfactory for this purpose. The instrviment used for cutting

the diseased parts should also be disinfected.

41. Exanthema.—Exanthema, or Florida die-back, is a

disease caused by improper fertilization. The branches die

back from the ends and the bushy tufts of small twigs form

all through fhe top of the tree. In addition, corky outgrowths

form on the bark of twigs and from these outgrowths gum
exudes. About the first symptoms of the disease is the develop-

ment near the center of the tree of oversized dark green leaves.

The fruit becomes a pale yellow color while still small, and

as it matures it fails to develop much acidity and is insipid

to the taste. The rind becomes marked with characteristic

brown or black spots, which vary in size from ys i^^^ ^^ patches

covering the whole fruit. The fruit splits easily, and usually

through the spots. Fig. 33 shows fruit spotted and cracked

by reason of this disease.

!
In California, the disease is found most often in groves

planted on coarse, gravelly soils, or on soils underlaid by
gravelly subsoils that have been heavily fertilized with stable

manure or some form of organic commercial fertilizer such

as tankage or cottonseed meal. The disease is most likely

to occur if the trees have been suffering for the want of plant-

food and have been alternately too wet and too dry through

improper irrigation practices. The remedy is to keep up the

plant-food supply in the soil, and irrigate in a manner to main-

tain the moisture of the soil about uniform.

42. Trunk Rot.—What is known as trunk rot often occurs

on citrus trees where the trunk or large limbs have been injured

or where large limbs have been cut off in pruning. Decay
of these wounded areas is accompanied by the production of

small white bracket toadstools on the rotten wood. These
Fig. 33

35
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toadstools are not parasites on sound trees as in the case of

the fungus root-rot. The remedy is to cut out the rotten wood

and protect the wound with asphalt paint, grafting wax, or

some other wound dressing.

43. Chlorosis and Mottled Leaf.—Chlorosis and mot-

tled leaf are terms that refer to a yellowing of the leaves.

The term chlorosis is generally used when the whole leaf turns

yellow and pale in color; the term mottled leaf is used when

the leaves show a yellowing between the veins and midribs.

However, some growers use the term chlorosis when referring

to either case. In addition to

the leaves turning yellow, the

tree bears small crops of fruit

and in some cases the fruit

becomes yellow when only an

inch or so in diameter. The

yellowing of the leaves is due

to the non-development or the

slow development of chloro-

phyll, which is the green col-

oring matter in the leaves.

The yellowing is not a specific

disease, but the result of con-

ditions that are unfavorable

for the growth of the tree.

Irregular sui)plics of moisture

and plant-food are thought to

be conditions favorable for the

develo])ment of chlorosis and

mottled leaf. Recent experi-

ments show, also, that a ])articular kind of nematode worm

that works on the roots is associated with this condition of the

trees. As a rule, unless unfavorable weather conditions prevail,

the yellowing can be controlled by keeping the soil in proper

physical condition and i^racticing [proper fertilizing and irrigat-

ing methods. It is especially important that any hardpan that

forms below the plane of deepest cultivation be broken up.

Fig. 34
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44. Scaly Bark.—In California what is known as scaly

bark, or psorosis, is a disease that is characterized by the bark

being pushed up and broken into pieces, over areas varying

in size from an inch to a foot or more in length. In Fig. 34

is shown an orange limb affected with this disease. The
infected areas are often shaggy and ulcerated in appearance

and may extend around the trunk or a large limb. During

the growing period drops of gum exude, but gumming usually

ceases during the fall and winter. The affected portions soon

spread and diseased limbs die back slowly, but new wood
keeps taking their ])lace. A tree may live in this unhealthy
condition for a number of years. This disease occurs most
commonly on orange trees and only occasionally on grapefruit

trees.

The exact cause of scaly bark is not kno^vn, but it is probably
due to improper irrigation. The remedies advised by the

University of California are: (I) Dig out and replace the

worst affected trees; (2) remove diseased branches in trees

only partly affected; (3) in case of small affected areas on the
trunk, scrape off the scaly bark and cut out the diseased portion
to healthy wood and cover and paint the wound; (4) if the
trunk is badly affected but the tree fairly healthy, scrape
off the loose bark and paint with Bordeaux paste.

45. Twig Blight.—The disease known as twig blight,

although it is not at all serious, sometimes occurs on citrus

trees in California in moist weather. Trees arc infected from
spores produced by the fungus growing on cover crops in the
grove. The twigs on affected trees die back from the tip and
often show on their surface a white moldy fungus in which
there may be imbedded small, hard, seed-like bodies that are
at first white but finally become black. A mass of gum exudes
at this point. Twig blight is produced by the same fungus
that causes the cottony rot of fruit.

46. Withertip.—Withertip is a term which has been
applied to the effects of a fungus on the tips of small branches
causing them to wither and die. It may be found on trees
of all ages, affecting and killing back the tips of the branches.
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On large trees this prevents the setting of a heavy crop of fruit.

The disease is easily distinguished from exanthema, or die-

back, by the ashen color of the twigs, whereas die-back pro-

duces a brown effect on the twigs ; by the line or ring separating

injured tissue from healthy tissue, which is absent in the die-

back disease, and by the frost-like killing of the twigs.

The disease was first described in Florida, where it is very

common and where it often docs much damage. In Cali-

fornia the withertip fungus appears to be less serious than in

Florida. The fungus also manifests itself on the fruit in a

manner known as tear staining and in California in some

seasons this disease on the fruit is very common. Tear staining

is characterized by a brownish or dark-reddish stain on the

outer surface of the rind. Accompanying this sometimes arc

small reddish-colored pits, which sometimes thickly cover the

surface of fruit, especially lemons. There also occurs larger

dark-red somewhat sunken spots on the fruit in which the

withertip fungus is found. These are kno\vn as anthracnosc

spots.

Tear staining and red pitting of the fruit may be prevented

by frequent spraying with lime-sulphur or Bordeaux mixture.

47. Damping Off.—Young seedling citrus trees in the

nursery are often affected by a disease known as dam]3ing off.

This disease is caused by a fungus that is in the soil. The
effect of this fungus, if it is present, may be seen on the seedlings

a few days after germination. The point of attack is just

below the surface of the ground. The tissues of the seedlings

collapse at the surface of the ground and they fall prostrate

on the ground.

The disease may be prevented by not allowing the soil to

become too wet and by keeping the surface of the soil stirred.

The seedlings should stand far enough apart in the seed-bed

in order that air may circulate freely among the plants. Some
protection may also be secured by spraying the plants as they

come through the soil with ammonical solution of copper

carbonate, 5 ounces of coi)pcr car])onate, 3 ])ints of ammonia
of 26 degrees strength, to 50 gallons of water.
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48. Black Pit.—Black pit is a disease of minor importance
that is sometimes found on lemons that are overripe. It is

not considered a serious disease and usually affects only a
small percentage of fruit. It most often occurs on what are

known as tree-ripe lemons and has been found in only a few
sections of Southern California. It has been shown by C. O.

Smith, of the University of California, to be due to a bacterium
that is thought to gain entrance through slight injuries in the
skin. The disease manifests itself on the fruit by a pronounced
sinking of the rind, resulting in a very dark browTi to black

Fig. 35

depression | to i inch in diameter. Fig. 35 gives a good idea
of the way fruit is afTocted by black pit.

49. Cottony Mold, or White Rot.—Lemons in the cur-
ing house are frequently subject to a disease known as cottony
mold. An abundant growth of white mold, as illustrated in
Fig. 36, spreads over the lemons, in which are found black
seed-like bodies from which another stage of the fungus
causing the disease develops. The fruit finally decays. The
fungus causing the cottony mold also develops in the soil of
the grove during the rainy season and often becomes very
abundant on green manure crops or on other vegetation growing
about lemon trees. It grows particularly well on vetch. The
fungus seems to require much moisture for development and
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for this reason is troublesome during wet years. Spores of

the fungi pass from the soil and vegetation of the grove to the

lemons and when conditions are favorable, such as plenty of

moisture or a wound in the fruit, the spores germinate and

grow and produce the cottony mold disease. Lemons that are

allowed to stand outdoors during wet weather after being

picked often become infected. The disease, however, is most

largely spread in the wash water when lemons are washed

before being packed. The spores find their way into the wash

water and it seems that the bluestone solution in which lemons

are washed to kill the brown-rot fungus serves as a means of

Fig. 3G

disseminating the spores of the cottony mold fungus. When
the fruits become bruised or scratched infection results. The
solution is not strong enough to kill the spores of the cottony

mold fungus, and if the solution were made sufficiently strong

to kill these spores it would be dangerous to use it for this

purpose.

When the disease becomes prevalent in a grove it would

perhaps be best to give up the use of vetch as a cover crop for

a few years.

50. Brown Rot.—Brown rot is a disease that affects citrus

fruit while still on the tree and also after the fruit is picked.

The disease is often seen on the fruit on the tree in wet weather
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and is mostly confined to fruit that is within several feet of the
ground. Brown rot spreads rapidly and is more often found
on lemons than on oranges and is especially troublesome • on
lemons that are held in storage for curing. The disease mani-
fests itself as a brown, rather dry decay of the rind. In boxes,
if much moisture is present, there appears above the decayed
portion, a delicate white scanty mold; on fruit in the open
no mold appears. Fruit affected with this disease has a peculiar
characteristic odor that is eavsily recognized.

The fungus that causes the brown rot lives primarily in the
soil, under the trees, where its spores are produced. For this
reason preventive measures consist in keeping the trees pruned
up from the ground, cultivating the soil under the trees in
summer, and covering the soil in winter with straw or planting
a cover crop. Much brown rot infection is sj^read by washing
the lemons in a tank before they arc packed. It has been found
that much of the spreading can be prevented by placing copper
sulphate, which is a fungicide, in the wash water. The quantity
recommended is 1 to 1| pounds to each 1,000 gallons of water.
The fungus causing the brown rot also causes the brown-rot
form of gummosis which has been discussed in a preceding
paragraph.

51, Blue Mold and Green Mold.—Blue mold and green
mold are generally the cause of decay in citrus fruit. The blue
mold is more active than the green mold and sometimes causes
mfection by contact from one fruit to another. Affected
fruit shows a soft mold decay, the surface of the infected area
being covered with a dusty mass of spores that are blue in
color if the blue mold is present or green in color if the green
mold is present. Fig. 37 shows an orange affected with blue
mold.

Experiments carried on by the United States Department
of Agriculture have demonstrated that the decay from mold
IS confined entirely to fruit that is bruised or otherwise injuredm handling. Therefore, growers and packing-house employes
should take precautions to avoid making cuts when clipping
the fruit from the tree, and bruises from rough handling when
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hauling the fruit to the packing house and in all grading and

other packing-house operations. Formerly much California

fruit was lost by decay in transit, but in recent years more
careful handling has been practiced and as a result there is very

little fruit lost in transit.

52. Gray Mold.—Gray-mold fungus produces a dark-

colored decay of the rind of lemons, and on this decay a dirty

gray mold forms. The fungus can develop at temperatures

close to freezing and occasionally causes loss in fruit in cold

Fig. 37

storage, but usually it is not considered to be a serious trouble.

Fortunately it usually develops only on weak fruits that have
been injured or are overripe and is sometimes found on fruits

that have been only slightly injured by frost. This is the

same fungus that may cause one of the forms of lemon
gummosis.

53. Black Rot.—Occasionally in seasons of heavy early

rainfall a disease known as black rot, or navel rot, becomes
rather abundant, but usually the trouble is not serious. It is

navel oranges that are affected; they color prematurely in
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the fall, and there develops a dry black rot in the tissues at

the navel end. The rot does not spread very rapidly and often

remains confined to one section of the orange. Fig. 38 illus*

trates an orange affected with black rot. The loss is usually

not very great, rarely exceeding 5 per cent, of the crop.

54. Red Rot.—Red rot is a disease that is frequently

found on lemons in the curing house. The rind of the lemon
becomes a bronze, rusty color and gradually dries, leaving a
sunken area on the fruit. The sunken area is dark red in color

or sometimes black. The true cause of the disease is unknown,
but it is thought by some to be associated with slight sun
burning and by others to

be due to a weakness of

the fruit caused by an

improper condition of

growth at the time the

fruit is forming.

Fig. 38

55. Puffing.—Some
years oranges are afTectcd

by a puffing of the rind

of the fruit. The surface

becomes rough and un-

even, the skin is spongy,

and the whole orange is

soft, structureless, and
unnaturally sweet. The trouble varies in different years, and
is thought to be due to unfavorable moisture conditions.

56. Splitting^.—Citrus fruit, especially oranges, some-
times crack and split while hanging on the tree before becoming
mature. This is apparently caused by seasonal conditions
that produce irregular growth. This trouble will vary from
year to year, depending on the season. One cause for splitting
is dry, hot weather, which causes the rind to set before the
fruit has grown to proper size, followed by moist, favorable
growing weather, which causes sufficient pressure inside the
developing fruit to split the rind.

275—18
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57. Leaf Spot.—Leaf spot is a minor trouble that is not

at all serious. It is characterized by the appearance of a

dark-colored slightly raised spot on the back of leaves exposed

to the sun. The spots are caused by a gum that appears to be

the result of sunburn.

58. Citrus Galls.—Gall-like swellings sometimes occur

on the branches of citrus trees and occasionally these are found

by the pruner. They are thought to be due in California to

the same bacteritmi that causes crown gall in peach and other

fruit trees. They appear to be of no serious consequence

on citrus trees, but should be cut out and burned whenever

found.

CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-
COAST STATES

(PART 1)

GENERAL MATTER
1. Citrus Sections.—The growing of citrus fruits in the

southeastern part of the United States is, on account of cli-

matic conditions, confined to certain sections in Florida, Ala-
bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, but by far the largest

of these citrus-producing sections is in Florida. For conve-
nience in referring to the different citrus sections of Florida, the
Florida State Horticultural Society has divided the state into
four distinct sections, which are known as Western North
Florida, Eastern North Florida, Central Florida, and South
Florida. The Western North Florida section is west of the
Aucilla River. The Eastern North Florida section is that part
of the state between the Aucilla River and a straight line drawn
across the state from the mouth of the St. Johns River to Cedar
Keys. The Central Florida section is that part of the state
between the line above referred to and the counties constitu-
ting South Florida. The South Florida section includes the
counties of Brevard, St. Lucie, Palm Beach, Lee, Dade, Monroe,
DeSota, and Manatee. In Central and South Florida a large
part of the cultivated land is planted with citrus trees and the
production of citrus fruit is of great commercial importance.
In both Western and Eastern North Florida, citrus growing
IS of somewhat less commercial importance, but, nevertheless,
many citrus groves are found scattered over these parts of the
state.
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2. In Alabama, Mobile and Baldwin counties have several

bearing groves of oranges, princiixiUy of the Satsnma variety

budded onCitrus trijoliata roots, which, as will ]3e learned later,

makes a fairly hardy tree. Many authorities claim that the
prospects for the culture of this variety in the southern part

of Alabama are very promising, and, as a result, numerous new
groves are being planted.

3. In Mississippi, citrus fruits are grown most extensively

in Jackson, Harrison, and Hancock counties, which border on
the gulf. In this section many groves have come into bearing

recently, and, as a result, the industry is assuming considerable

commercial importance. Previous to 1907 most of the fruit

was consumed locally.

4. Most of the citrus groves in Louisiana are in Plaque-

mines Parish. Small groves are found also near Lake
Charles in St. Mary's Parish, and just below New Orleans

in St. Bernard's Parish.

5. In Texas, small groves are scattered here and there over

a large part of the territory bordering on the gulf. The attempt
to grow citrus fruits in the Texas gulf-coast region is of recent

date. From 1899 to 1910 the winters were very mild and it was
during this period that the industry began to assume the aspect

of commercial importance. Since 1910, however, there have
been periods of low temperatures which have had the effect of

retarding the planting of trees in sections where the temperature
dropped low enough to injure the trees. Nevertheless, some
parts of Texas seem favorably adapted to citrus production,

and in time the industry is likely to become important
commercially.

6. Kinds of Citrus Fruits CJrown in the Gulf-Coast
Sections.—The principal citrus fruits grown in the gulf-coast

sections are sweet oranges, grapefruits, or pomelos, and Man-
darin oranges. Of the three, the sweet oranges are the most
largely planted; grapefruit ranks second in importance, and
Mandarin oranges third.

Lemons are not grown commercially to any extent in the

gulf-coast states; the small amount of fruit raised is largely

consimied locally. Citrons and shaddocks are grown only for

ornamental purjooses or as novelties.

Limes are not extensively grown on the mainland, but on
some of the keys in the southern part of Florida many trees

are found. Here they grow like native trees without cultiva-

tion. These wild liines, known generally as Key limes, are

small and contain many seeds, but there is a market demand
for them and they bring good prices. Trees of the same variety

grown under cultivation produce larger fruits, but they are not

so much in demand. Budded limes behave in the same way.
A number of varieties are offered for sale by nurserymen.

Kimiquats are grown to some extent in Florida, the trees

usually being grown in a grove with orange and grapefruit

trees. Kumquats are usually packed in display boxes with
fancy oranges and grapefruit, but sometimes they are packed
in separate boxes.

In the other citrus-producing states of the gulf coast, a few
varieties of sweet oranges. Mandarin oranges, and grapefruit

are planted, but the most largely planted variety of citrus

fruit, except perhaps in Louisiana, is the Satsuma orange budded
on Citrus trifoliata stock. Kumquats and grapefinjit are also

grown to a limited extent in these states.

7. Prospects of tlie Citrus Industry.—In certain parts
of Florida and in a few places in the other gulf-coast states,

large plantings of citrus trees are being made and some of the
groves, both old and new, are receiving good care. This means,
provided, there is no loss of trees on account of frost, that there
will be, in a few years, a large acreage of bearing citrus trees.

There is, however, always the liability of loss by frost, which
means a reduction ])oth in the number of bearing trees and in
the quantity of citrus fruit produced. In addition, many
groves have l^ecn, and will continue to be, planted on unfavor-
able sites, and as is alw^ays the case in fruit culture, many
groves will not receive proper care and attention. Such groves
never yield profitable crops. But when these improfitable
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groves are compared with the new groves that have been
planted and that get proper care, it appears that there will
soon be an inciease in the quantities of citrus fruit produced
in the Southern States. The consumption of citrus fruit is also
on the increase, and it is thought that the increased consump-
tion will take care of the increased output. As with all kinds
of fruit, first-class oranges and grapefruit will probably never
go begging for a profitable market, and provided this kind
of fruit is produced, there seems every indication that the
growers in favored localities in the gulf-coast states will be
successful. If, on the contrary, inferior fruit is produced,
the results will not be satisfactory.

8. The profits from citrus fruit groves are generally very
good, provided the grove is situated in a desirable location and
receives proper attention. When considering profits in citrus
culture, it should always be remembered that the growing of
citrus fruits is a business that requires much capital, abundant
knowledge of fruit culture, and close attention to details. In
this respect, it is interesting to quote from Prof. P. H. Rolfs,
Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Florida,'
who says in a United States Department of Agriculture
Bulletin

:

The growing of the finest citrus fruits is a horticultural accomplishment
not surpassed in any line of industry. There are very few agricultural
occupations that require an equal amount of judgment and very few that
give as remunerative a return for the mental outlay. Every one who is
willmg to pay the price, either in labor or in dollars, can grow oranges and
grapefruit, but only he who is so constituted as to derive pleasure from
exercismg his mental faculties to their fullest extent can produce fruit of
the finest quality. There is a very long series of conditions, from the choice
of the site to the delivery of the package of perfect fruit to the consumer
which must be met successfully. If any link in the chain is broken first
place cannot be attained. Good judgment must be exercised in the choice
of the stock, the bud, the soil, and the location of the crop, in the treatment
of fungus and insect diseases, in picking and packing the fruit and in
selecting a market for its disposal.

9. Size of Groves.—The groves vary in size from those
contaming a few trees on city lots to those of 1,000 acres or
more. For a person starting in the business, a 10-acre grove.
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or in some instances even one of 5 acres, will contain enough

trees to care for until experience in the management of groves

has been obtained. After the trees come into bearing the

profits should be sufficient to give a good income. The usual

equipment for a 10-acre grove includes a team, a plow, a harrow,

a spraying outfit, a pruning outfit, a mower and hay rake,

fruit-harvesting appliances, and, in some sections that are dry

during certain seasons of the year, an irrigation system. With
a little additional help at busy seasons, a man and team can

care for a 20-acre tract, but there is always the likelihood that

the larger area will not be taken care of so well as the smaller

area; hence, the reason for advising a 10-acre unit when first

starting in the business.

VARIETIES OF CITRUS FRUIT

VARIETIES OF ORANGES

10. The number of varieties of oranges that can be grown
in Florida is very large, but only varieties such as have proved
their value commercially are planted by commercial growers.

The time of ripening is one of the most important factors that

determines the commercial value of a variety. According to

the time of ripening, the different varieties may be classified

as early, midseason, and late. Many of the varieties grown
are excellent in quality, flavor, and prolificness, but they have
the disadvantage of being in season just at the time when the
market is well supplied with oranges from some other citrus

section. The varieties that mature at such a season are often
less desirable for planting than other varieties that mature
and can be placed on the market when there is little competi-
tion with oranges from other sections.

11. The principal commercial varieties of oranges now
being planted in Florida are Parson Brown, Homosassa, Pine-
apple, Hart's Late, Valencia Late, and Lue Gim Gong. Of the
Mandarin group of oranges, the Dancy Tangerine and the King
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are the most largely planted in South Florida. However, in
the northern part of the state, the Satsuma is grown to some
extent.

Along the gulf-coast sections of Northern Florida, and in
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, the Satsuma,
Parson Brown, and Pineapple are the favorite varieties of
oranges. The Nagami is the favorite variety of kumquat in
these sections.

Although the varieties just mentioned are most important
commercially in certain sections, the other varieties describedm the subsequent paragraphs are very important in the home
grove and should not be lost sight of entirely. The varieties
of citrus fruits described in the subsequent paragraphs are
arranged somewhat according to their season of ripening, but
no attempt has been made to classify them otherwise.

12. The Boone, or Boone's Early, is one of the very eariy
varieties of oranges grown in Florida. The fruit is of medium
size, rounded in form, and deep yellow in color. The quality
IS fair, with the acid characteristic not strongly developed
The season is from the first or middle of October to about the
last of November. The fruit drops badly as soon as it becomes
npe, and for this reason it. should be picked as soon as it is
colored enough to ship. This variety is grown commercially
to some extent in sections where a very eariy orange develops
well and fits into the regular marketing scheme of the
locality.

13. The Sweet Seville is another very eariy orange that
meets with favor by some Florida growers, although it is not
an important commercial variety. The size is medium, the
form round, and the flavor is distinctly sweet. It keeps and
ships well, and often commands a fair price on the market.
1 he trees are vigorous and prolific.

14. The Satsunia orange is a member of the Mandarin
or tangenne, group that has met with favor in some districts
of Northern Florida and in the citrus-producing districts of the
other gulf-coast states. The oranges are flattened in foim
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and the sections frequently show through the rind. The size

is variable, ranging from 1| to 2| inches in the short diameter

to 2f to 3A inches in the long, or transverse, diameter. The

color is orange yellow; the rind parts easily from the pulp, and

the sections part easily from each other, as may be seen in

Fig. 1, which illustrates a group of Satsuma oranges. The

flavor is very agreeable, being sprightly and characteristic of

Mandarin oranges.

The tree is thomless, of a dwarf, spreading habit, and will

withstand without injury a considerable degree of cold. For

Fig. 1

this reason, the Satsuma is recommended as a commercial
variety for districts subject to low temperatures. In the
extreme southern part of Florida, the Satsuma is of practically
no value, because the fruit does not color well; it remains green
after the juice has acquired its best flavor. In favorable situa-
tions, the trees come into bearing early and are very prolific.
It is one of the early varieties, the season being during October
and November.



o

In Fig. 2 is shown a part of a tree with fruit on it. The
flattened character of the fruit and something of the prolific-

ness of the tree can be seen in the illustration.

l'5̂. The Centennial is an early variety of the sweet

Fig. 2

orange, and has many good qualities. The fruit is rounded in
form, from small to medium in size, and of an orange color.
The quality is good and the flavor is rich and vinous. The
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fruit ripens early, but hangs to the tree well, and retains its

quality until late in the season. The trees are vigorous and

prolific. The season is from November to December.

Fig. 3

lb. The Nonpareil is an early variety that is grown to
some extent in Florida, and has many good qualities. The
fruit is roundish, from medium to large in size, and varies from
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yellowish to orange in color. The quality is excellent, the
acidity and sweetness being well blended. The trees are vigor-

ous and prolific. The variety originated as a seedling in Florida.

The season is from December to January.

17. The Parson Brown is one of the best of the early

varieties of oranges and is the principal early commercial vari-

ety grown in Florida. It originated in the grove of Parson
Brown, at Webster, Florida; hence the name. The orange is

somevrhat oblong in form, medium to large in size, and from
yellow to yellowish orange in color. The peel is smooth and

Fig. 4

has a fine texture. The quality is good and the acidity and
sweetness are well blended if the orange is picked early, although
the sweetness slightly predominates. The Parson Brown is one
of the few oranges that is green in color when it is ripe. It

begins to ripen about October and continues on into November.
It keeps and ships well.

A branch of a tree of the Parson Brown variety is shown in
Fig. 3. The oblong form of the orange can be seen in the lower
part of the illustration. The fine texture of the peel is also

apparent.
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1 8. The Jloniosassii variety of orange is usually roundish,

but sometimes slightly flattened; it is medium to large in size

and from yellow to orange yellow in color. The skin is bright,'

smooth, thin, and tough. The flesh is rather coarse grained;

the quality is excellent, the flavor vinous and sprightly, and

the acidity and sweetness are well blended. The fruit keeps

and ships well. The oranges ripen in midseason, which is

from December to February. The tree is vigorous and prolific.
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Fig. 5

A fruiting branch of the Homosassa variety is shown in

Fig. 4. The roundish form of the orange is very apparent in

the illustration.

19. The Jaffa orange is a variety of excellent quality; in

fact, it is one of the best of the midseason varieties. The fruit

is generally round and slightly flattened in form, but occasion-
ally it is oblong. Both shapes are showQ in Fig. 5, which
illustrates a fruiting branch of a tree of this variety. The
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orange of this variety is from medium to large in size, and in
color from orange yellow to orange red. The peel is thin and
leathery; the pulp is very free from fiber, and is rich, juicy
and of excellent flavor. The fruit, although ripe in midseason,'
remams on the tree for a long time after ripening. The season
IS from December to February, or often longer. The tree is a

Fig. 6

Strong, upright grower, practically thornless, and prolific when
mature.

20. The Madam Vinous is a variety that originated as a
seedhng m the Indian River section of Florida. The fruit is

roundish and slightly flattened in form; it may be small, med-
ium, or large in size; the color is orange. The quality is very
fine, the juice plentiful, and the sweetness is well blended with
the acid. The fruit ripens in midseason, which is during Decem-
ber and January. The trees are strong and vigorous.

13
Fig. 7
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21. The Magnum Bonum is a lar^e, flattened variety of

orange; it has an orange-yellow color and a smooth, glossy skin.

The flavor is sweet and rich, and the quahty excellent. The
pulp is fine grained and has abundant juice. The oranges are

good shippers. The season is from about the first of December
to the middle of February. The trees are prolific and vigorous.

Fig. 8

22. The Majorca variety of orange is so called because it

was imported from the island of Majorca. The orange is gen-

erally rounded but sometimes slightly flattened; it is small to

medium in size and of a rich orange color. The flesh is fine

grained, and has abundant juice. In quality the orange is

§26 CrrRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES 15

equal to the Jaffa; it keeps and ships well. The tree is a strong,

robust, bushy grower, nearly thomless, and bears exceedingly

well. The season is during February and March. The general

shape of the fruit can be seen in Fig. 6, which shows a branch
of fruit of this variety.

23. The Old Villi variety of orange, which is known also

as Beach's No. 4 and asBuena Vista, is a seedling variety that

originated at Orange Mills, Florida. The fruit is slightly flat-

tened in form, from medium to large in size, and orange in

color. The rind is smooth, tough, and leathery; the flesh is

coarse; and the juice is abundant. The flavor is good and the

fruit ships well. The variety is in season during December,

January, and February. Fruit of this variety is shown on a
branch in Fig. 7.

24. The Pineapple orange is one of the best midseason
varieties grown in Florida and is recommended for extensive

plantings; in fact, it is one of the most desirable commercial
oranges produced in Florida. The fruit is variable in form,

some specimens being neaily round and others distinctly flat-

tened. In size it is from medium to large and in color a deep
orange, full, ripe, well-colored specimens sometimes showing a
reddish tinge. The peel is thin but tough, and is very smooth
and bright. The orange is heavy, juicy, and of excellent qual-

ity, and it keeps and ships well. The season is January and
February, although the oranges hang well to the trees and can
often be held until later in the season. Shipments of first-class

fruit have been made as late as April and May. The tree is a
strong, upright grower and is very prolific. A fruiting branch
of a Pineapple tree is shown in Fig. 8, which gives a good idea of

the characteristic form and the smooth, bright appearance
of the peel.

25. The Ruby, a blood variety of the sweet orange, is the
best of this type grown in Florida, and for those who desire to

grow blood oranges it is the one recommended for planting.

The foiTn is round or slightly oblong; in size it is small to

medium, and in color a deep orange that becomes reddish when
275—19
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fully matured. The rind is smooth, shiny, and tough. The
pulp is rich, juicy, and of excellent flavor, and as the fruit
ripens the pulp becomes streaked with red. When fully mature,
the pulp is distinctly red. The fruit keeps and ships well and
commands a good price on the market. The trees grow vigor-

FiG. 9

ously, bear regulariy, and arc neariy thomless. The season is

February and March. Fig. 9 shows a group of Florida-grown
Ruby oranges.

26. The Enterprise, or Starke Seedless, orange is some-
what oblong in form and medium to large in size. The color
ranges from yellow to orange. The flesh is orange in color,
coarse, and has abundant juice. The acidity and sweetness
are well blended, which gives the orange a fine flavor. The

§ 26 CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES 17

quality is very good. As indicated by the name, it has few
or no seeds. The Enterprise is an early variety, ripening in

October and November. The variety is named after the town
of Enterprise, Florida. The tree is vigorous and productive.

A fruiting branch is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10

27. The Hart variety of orange is sometimes known as

Harfs Late and also as Harfs Tardif. The latter name is

derived from the Spanish word tardeo, meaning late. The
fruit is round or slightly oval in form, of medium size, and of a
deep golden-orange color. The rind is thin, smooth, and tough.
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The quality and flavor arc very good. The Hart is the most
largely planted late variety of orange in Florida. The variety
has several characteristics besides quality that make it espe-
cially valuable for commercial plantings, for which it is recom-
mended. As the name indicates, the season is late. It ripens
in April, but may hang on the tree during May into June with-
out deterioration. This permits it to be brought on the market
when there is practically no competition with other oranges

Fig. 11

from Florida or California, the California Valencias not being
ready to ship when the Hart is on the market. For this reason
it generally brings a good price. It also ships and keeps well,

which is very important for a commercial variety of orange.

By many this variety is considered to be the same as the
Valencia, and shipments are often made under that name.

28. The Dancy, orDancy Tangerine, is the principal orange
of the Mandarin group grown in Florida. The fruit is flattened

§ 26 CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES 19

in form and small, averaging from If to 2 inches in axial dia-

meter and from 2| to 3 inches in transverse diameter. The
color is a deep orange red; the skin separates readily from the

flesh, and the segments, as in all Mandarin oranges, separate

readily from each other. The orange contains from seven to

twenty seeds. The pulp is dark orange in color, rather coarse,

juicy, aromatic, and of a rich flavor. In Florida and in most
markets the variety is known simi)ly as the tangerine. The
season is December and January. The tree is compactly

Fig. 12

headed, rather upright in growth, but tends to spread, due
to the weight of the fruit. A branch of a tree of this variety

is shown in Fig. 11.

29. The King, King of Siam, or King Tangerine, is the

largest of the Mandarin oranges. It is flattened in form and of

large size, averaging about 3 inches in axial diameter and
3-4 inches in transverse diameter ; the color is deep orange. The
skin is exceedingly rough, nevertheless the appearance of the
fruit is very attractive. The pulp is juicy, meaty, of excellent

flavor, and, as in the Satsuma and Dancy oranges, the skin

separates readily from the ])uli) segments. The tree is pro-
lific and an upright grower, but the wood is brittle and easily
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broken. The season is March, April, and May, but the oranges
keep in good condition even later. In the central and southern
parts of Florida the variety is not much desired by growers,
but in some parts of the eastern section, notably in the Halifax
and Indian River districts, it is much prized. The fruit is in
demand and always brings a good price on the market,

30. The Valencia, or Valencia Late, is a late variety that
is very important commercially in Florida. The fruit is slightly
oval in form, medium in size, and light orange in color. The
peel is smooth, rather thin, and of a strong texture. The flesh
is firm, crisp, juicy, and of fine grain. The orange has abund-
ant juice, an excellent flavor, and but few seeds. The fruit
ripens at about the same time and has practically the same
market possibilities as the Hart. The tree is a rapid grower
and very prolific. In districts where there is no danger of
frosts, the crop can be allowed to hang on the tree for some
tmie after it is ripe. Fig. 12 shows two Florida-grown Valencia
Late oranges. The smooth peel and oblong shape arc well
shown in the picture.

31. The Lue Gim Gong orange is a late variety of recent
ongin that promises well for Florida conditions. Its greatest
value is due to the fact that fruit hangs on the tree until latem the summer or even longer, thus making it possible to sell
It whenever the market is right. The variety was originated
by Lue Gmi Gong, of De Land, Florida, and is supposed to be
a cross between Hart's Late and the Mediterranean Sweet.
The fruit is oblong in form, as shown in Fig. 13, medium
to large in size, and deep orange red in color. The peel is
thm and smooth, the quality is good, and the flavor a blending
of sweet and subacid. It ships and keeps well. The trees
seem hardy and resistant to cold. Many prominent horticul-
turists and growers of Florida deem the variety exceptionally
worthy of extended trial. The variety was first distributed
by the Glen Saint Mary's Nursery Company, of Glen Saint
Mary, Florida, and is thought to be a very valuable addition
to the list of commercial oranges for Florida conditions.

CO
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32. The kumquat group consists of two principal varieties,
the Nagami, or oblong, and the Marumi, or round. The kum-
quat is native to China. The name kumquat is from the
Chinese, and means gold orange. The kumquat is grown to
some extent in Japan, in which country it is known as the
Kin-Kan, which is the Japanese equivalent of gold orange.

33. The tree of the
Naganil is a bush 8 to 12

feet high; it has dark-green,

glossy lanceolate leaves.

The fruit is small in size,

being on an average about

H inches through the apex
and about 1 inch in trans-

verse diameter. The color

is golden yellow; the rind is

smooth, aromatic, and spicy;

the juice is acid and rather

sparse; the seeds number
fromtwotofive. The season

in Florida is from October to

January. The whole fruit,

rind and pulp, is generally

eaten raw. A cluster of this

variety is shown in Fig. 14.

34. The tree of the
Marumi variety is similar

J to that of the Nagami,
except that it is slightly

more thorny and the leaves are somewhat smaller and
rounder at the apex. The fruit is spherical, averaging from
about 1 inch to 1^ inches in diameter. The rind is thin and
spicy and there is a sparse pulp, as in the oblong variety.
The season is 2 to 3 weeks earlier than the season of the
Nagami.

Fig. 14
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VARIETIES OF GRAPEFRUIT

35. Many budded varieties of grapefruit are offered for

sale by nurserymen, but growers do not pay as much atten-
tion to varietal differences in grapefruit as to those in oranges.
The reason for this is that many grapefruit trees are grown

Fig. 15

from seeds and therefore have no name. These seedling trees

produce good fruit and meet a ready sale on the market. Practi-
cally all that the grower cares to know about grapefruit is that
Its quality is good as judged by the market and that it can be
ciisposed of.
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36. Some of the most popular budded varieties of grape-
fruit for home and commercial groves are described in the
following paragraphs. Of these, the Duncan, Marsh's Seed-
less, and the Walters are the most largely planted in com-
mercial groves in Florida. In the other gulf-coast sections the
Duncan is the most popular commercial variety.

37. The Triumph is one of the earliest varieties of grape-
fruit to ripen in the season. The fruit is slightly flattened in
form; the skin is smooth and light yellow in color. The fruit
is heavy, juicy, and the flesh is well flavored in that the sweet-
ness and acidity are about normal. The flesh is less bitter than
that of some other varieties. The pulp is somewhat woody.
The tree grows vigorously and is prolific, but fairly tender,
and hence is not recommended for the northern districts. On
account of the size of the fruit, which is small, it is not desirable
for commercial use. For this reason in recent years many plant-
ings of the Triumph variety have been budded over to more
desirable commercial varieties. It is useful for early fruit for
home use and sells fairly well in the markets. A branch of
Triumph grapefruit is shown in Fig. 15. The flattened form
and smooth skin can be plainly seen.

38. The Hall, or HalVs Silver Cluster, is a variety of
grapefruit that ripens in midseason and has many good
qualities that adapt it to Florida conditions. The fruit is

nearly round in form, although sometimes flattened; it is large
in size, and light yellow in color, but often the color is a
darker yellow than is found in most varieties of grapefruit.
The quality is good. The tree bears heavily, and the fruit is

borne largely in clusters, as is indicated by the name. The
season is February and March, but the fruit hangs well on the
tree and can often be marketed later than March.

39. The Walters is a midseason variety that is well
thought of by many Florida citrus growers. The fruit is some-
what flattened in form, from medium to large in size, and pale
yellow in color. The quality is very good, and the bitter
characteristic is strongly marked. The trees grow vigorously

CO
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and are prolific and often the fruit is borne in clusters similar
to the Hall. The season is February and March, but the fruit
hangs so well to the tree that often it can be marketed later in
the season.

40. The Marsh, or Marsh's Seedless, grapefruit is a desir-
able vanety for general planting in Florida, largely on account
of Its nearly seedless character. The fruit is slightly flattenedm form; it is large in size and light yellow in color. The rind
IS thm and smooth. The quality is fairly good, but the fruit
lacks somewhat the pronounced flavor of most grapefruit, and
the bitter characteristic is not strongly developed. The fruit is
generally seedless, although occasionally from two to six seeds
are present. The practically seedless character of this variety
IS shown in Fig. 16. The season is February and March.

41. The Pernambuco variety was imported by the United
States Department of Agriculture from Brazil some years ago
The form is slightly flattened, the size is large, and the color is
a lighter yellow than that of most varieties of grapefruit The
skin is smooth and fairly thick. The acidity and sweetness is
good and the bitterness is pronounced. The season is late
about March and April, but the fruit hangs well to the
trees and may often be marketed in May and the first part
of June.

42. The Duncan variety of grapefruit matures late in the
season. It is flattened in form, large in size, and light yellow
in color. The peel is tough and smooth, and the quality is of
the best. The flavor is excellent, the acidity and sweetness
being well blended, and the desired grapefruit bitterness is
present. The trees are prolific, grow vigorously, and bear
regularly. The fruit mil hang to the tree until May or the
first of June. In Fig. 17 is shown a branch of Duncan grape-
fruit. Note the flattened form and the smoothness of the peel.
In Fig. 18 is shown a fruit severed to .show the character of the
I)ulp and the seeds. In respect to seeds, this variety is similar
to most other varieties.

27

Fig. 17
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The Duncan is the best of all the varieties so far introduced

for general commercial plantings. It is especially adapted to

the colder sections on account of its hardiness. For this reason,

in the coast districts of West Florida and in Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, and Texas it should have preference as a com-
mercial variety.

VARIETIES OF LEMONS AND LIMES

43. Although lemons and limes are not grown to any
extent commercially in Florida, nurserymen have a few varie-

ties for those who wish to raise the fruit for home use or for

local sale. The varieties that are most largely planted are

described in the following paragraphs.

44. Varieties of Lemons.—The Villafranca is the

variety of lemon most largely planted in Florida and in the

other gulf citrus regions. The lemon of this variety is oblong-

oval in form, mediimi to large in size, and bright lemon yellow

in color. The juice is abundant and the acidity is strongly

marked. The trees grow vigorously, are productive, and have
but few thorns.

A so-called seedless variety of Villafranca that is offered for

sale by some nurserymen originated near Dunedin, Florida;

it closely resembles the true Villafranca, but it is somewhat
smaller and practically seedless, although in occasional speci-

mens a few seeds are found.

45. The Ponderosa is a variety of lemon that is valuable

as a home fruit. The form is oblong, flattened at the base,

and somewhat pointed at the stem end, and the size is excep-

tionally large, the fruits often weighing as much as 2 pounds.
The lemon is juicy, of good flavor, and excellent in quality.

The trees are about as hardy as those of other varieties of

lemons.

46. Varieties of Limes.—The Mexican lime, known also

as the Key lime, as stated previously, grows without cultivation

on the islands near the Florida coast. Seedling trees of this

variety are sold by nurserymen under the name Mexican.
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Due to propagation from seeds, the size and quality of the fruit
as well as the nature of the tree is very variable. Some trees
obtained from the nursery may be prc^lific and produce good
fruit, and others may not have these desirable characteristics.
The name Mexican is not applied to any one variety, but rather
to many varieties that have been derived from the sowing of
seed obtained from various sources.

The fruit of the Mexican lime, however, which is supposed
to be typical, is oblong or oval in form and small in size, averag-
mg about li to 2 inches in length, although under cultivation
the fruit sometimes attains a larger size; the lime, when ripe
IS light lemon yellow in color. The flesh is fine grained and light
green in color. The flavor is distinctly that of the lime. The
fruit matures throughout the entire year, generally about four
crops being produced in a year.

47. The Taliiti is a budded variety of lime that produces
fruit about the size of the average lemon. The fruit is oblongm form, lemon yellow in color, and the flavor is distinctly lime-
the juice is plentiful; and the pulp is greenish in color The
rmd IS smooth and thin. The trees grow vigorously and are
fairly hardy and prolific. The variety is well adapted for home
use, and the fruit can often be sold locally at a good price

SELECTION OF LOCALITY AND SITE

SELECTION OF LOCALITY

48. In the selection of a location for citrus culture, many
factors should be considered. The susceptibility of the section
to frost and freezes, market and transportation facilities, nature
of the soil, the price of land, and the prevalence of winds are
some of the most important factors.

It is difficult to say just what sections or counties in Florida
and the other gulf-coast states have the conditions best adapted
for citrus culture. The most practical way for a prospective
grower to find out the good and bad features of the section in
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which he desires to locate is to go there and make a thorough

study of the conditions that have an influence on citrus culture.

It is often difficult to know just where to get the necessary

information. The state experiment station is usually in touch

with conditions and growers over the state, and for this reason

it is best for the prospective purchaser to go to the station and

learn as far as possible from the men there the advantages

and disadvantages of each citrus section in the state. Letters

of introduction to prominent growers can usually be obtained

from the men in charge.

49. Prevalence of Frost.—The temperature conditions

should be ascertained as accurately as possible. These can be

learned by talking with growers who are familiar with the

section and by examining thermometer records for previous

years. A few growers and managers of large citrus groves

have such records, and if the prospective purchaser is tactful

he is likely to be allowed to examine them. Growers are some-

times reluctant to show such records or to give accurate infor-

mation about the temperature conditions of a locality, but

usually it is possible to secure the desired information.

As stated in a previous section, bodies of water have much to

do with equalizing the temperature of adjacent land; conse-

quently, it is very desirable to locate near a lake or a river.

In most sections of Florida, the south or the east side of a lake

or river is preferable to the west or the north side, for the reason

that in nearly all parts of the state cold winds that may bring

a freeze come from the north or the west. Such winds passing

over water, even if it is a small lake or a comparatively narrow

river, will be tempered by the water. Records show that at

times there is a difference of from 6° to 10° F. in temperature

between the north and the south side of a river or lake. In the

Pinellas Peninsula the coldest winds come from the northeast.

The winds from the northwest pass over the Gulf of Mexico

and are tempered before reaching the land. In other sections

certain local conditions may exert an influence. In the other

gulf-coast states nearness to the Gulf of Mexico is usually

desirable on account of climatic conditions.

275—20
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Cold air drains down hill and warmer air takes its place.
Low-lying groimd is often subject to frost, whereas higher
ground is likely to be less subject to it, and therefore there is

less danger of damage. Even in Florida, where the land is so
nearly level, a slight elevation has a noticeable influence.
In Florida, land that has a slope to a lake or a river or to lower-
lying land is usually more free from frost than low areas and
this is often an important condition to note when selecting a
location for a grove.

50. Markets and Transportation.—Since citrus fruits

thrive only in regions where there is no severe winter, the
grower must, of necessity, be located at some distance from
his best markets. A grower need not concern himself about
his market in locating a grove, but the transportation and
packing-house facilities should be considered. A location near
a shipping station and a packing house is desirable. Overland
hauls of 10 or 12 miles to the shipping point or packing house
are expensive and add to the cost of marketing the fruit, and
if the roads are bad the fruit is apt to be bruised and may
reach the market in poor condition. Also, there is additional
expense for hauling fertilizer and other materials to the grove,
and the hauling must usually be done at a season when the
labor is needed in the grove. A veteran orange grower of

Florida was recently heard to say that he would not accept as a
gift land five miles from a shipping station or a packing house
for the purpose of setting out a grove. The distance it pays
to haul fruit varies with the condition of the roads and the
method employed. If the roads are smooth, the surface hard,
and auto trucks are used, the distance obviously could be
greater than if the roads were bad and horses or mules used.
A distance of 10 miles under the former conditions would be
better than 4 or 5 miles under the latter.

It is desirable if the grower can locate near two railroads,
for usually better shipping service can be obtained. Trans-
portation by water is usually cheaper than by rail, but it has
the disadvantages of being somewhat slower. In all trans-
portation facilities it is well to consider whether it goes on a
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direct line to important market centers. Branch lines are

sometimes slow in handling shipments.

51. Soils.—In Florida, the different kinds of soil are

designated largely by the kind of trees that grow on the land,

and, also, by the topography. High pine land, flat woods
land, low hammock land, and high hammock land are the soils

on which citrus fruits are grown successfully in Florida.

High pine land has a good elevation and is usually well

drained. In its virgin state it supports a growth of long-leaf

pine. In some places a few deciduous trees, mostly willow

oaks, are found growing with the pine trees. Land of this kind
is in most instances easy to clear. As a rule, the soil is a sand
or a light sandy loam, with a fair amount of himius and in

places is imderlaid with a clay subsoil. The soil of the high
pine lands is not rich, but, being sandy, it responds very
readily to fertilization and makes very good citrus soil.

The flat woods land is of lower elevation than the high pine

land and the ground is flat and level. In the northern part of

the state it supports a growth of long-leaf pine, and in the
southern part a growth of Cuban pine. There is often an
undergrowth of saw palmetto and gallberry. In case of clear-

ing it ranks with the high pine land. The soil is sandy, con-

tains a large amount of humus, and may be underlaid with
clay, hard pan, or rock. Much of the flat woods land is of fair

elevation and is well drained, and such land, like the high pine
land, is well adapted for citrus fruits. The low, flat woods land
that is not easily drained is not adapted for citrus growing.

Hammock lands in a virgin state produce a growth of hard-
w^ood, evergreen, and deciduous trees. Among the varieties of

trees found on hammock land are holly, hickory, live oak,

dogwood, magnolia, and cabbage palmetto. The high hammock
lands are of comparatively high elevation and are well drained.

They are often rather expensive to clear but are well supplied
with humus. They are rich and deep, and make excellent

citrus Soils.

The low hammock soils are similar to the high hammock
soils, except in the matter of elevation and that they support
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a larger growth of cabbage palmetto and live oak. They are

often diffictilt and expensive to clear, but are rich in fertility

and contain abundant humus; they usually make good citrus

soils unless they are so low that they are poorly drained.

52. The importance of soil drainage cannot be too strongly

emphasized for citrus groves in Florida. Since much of the

land in the state is in need of drainage, it is to be expected that

many groves are located on soil that is unsuitable on account

of lack of drainage. The water-table should be at least 1| feet

below the sin-face of the ground, and it is better if it is much
deeper, say from 6 to 10 feet. Water standing at or very near

the surface of the groimd for some time will kill or injure the

trees. Florida is subject to periods of excessive rainfall, and
during such periods the soil should be well drained so that

the water will be removed immediately. Drainage ditches are

necessary nearly everywhere in the citrus regions, and they

should be large enough to carry off excessive rainfall. Natural

drainage is, or course, important, and should receive considera-

tion when a location for a grove is selected.

Although Florida has a heavy rainfall and much of the land

is low and in need of artificial drainage, yet there are times

when moisture is deficient in the soil. At such times irrigation

would prove an advantage. It is sometimes desirable to be

near a water supply convenient for irrigating the grove.

53. In Alabama, sandy hammocks are preferred for citrus

groves. On these hammocks the timber growth consists or

consisted largely of magnolia, hickory, and oak. The soil is

underlaid with clay. For best results, the clay should be within

12 to 18 inches of the surface, for if it is too far below the sur-

face the blooms are likely to drop and as a result there can be

no fruit. As in Florida, good drainage is necessary. The under-

lying subsoil should be sufficiently porous to allow moisture to

pass through it or ditches shotild be made to carry off excess

water.

54. In Mississippi, planters prefer the so-called Norfolk

loam type of soil for citrus trees. This is a sandy loam that is

underlaid with a clay subsoil, and usually is well drained.
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Concerning soils for citrus trees in Louisiana, a prominent
planter of Plaquemines Parish states that he considers the best

citrus soils in his locality to be those containing plenty of

humus, but not too heavy, and that they must be well drained.

The citrus soils in Louisiana are of alluvial formation and are

somewhat richer than the soils in the other citrus regions of

the gulf coast; this condition is taken advantage of when
fertilizing the groves after the trees are planted.

55. In Texas the lighter soils of the coastal plain have been
found more satisfactory than heavier soils. As in other local-

ities, they should be well drained, and not be too rich. Expe-
rience in Texas shows that trees on the lighter, poorer soils go
through the winter in better condition than those in heavier,

richer soils, due to the fact that the wood of trees on rich soils

is seldom hardened enough to pass through the winter without
danger.

56. In connection with soil for citrus trees, no matter
which state is being considered, it should be stated that citrus

trees can be grown on ahnost any type of soil, from sticky

adobe to almost sterile sandy soils. Rich soils will produce
citrus trees of rank growth that often will bear large crops of

fruit, but usually the quality of the fruit is not of the best.

Sandy soils that are almost sterile will, on the contrary, pro-
duce fine crops of fruit if the proper kinds and amoimts of
fertilizer are applied.

57. Price of Land.—The price of land, the cost of clear-
ing it, the expense necessary to get a grove into bearing, the
prices that have been received for bearing groves, the profits
that have been made on bearing groves, and the amount of
money spent annually on groves should all be discussed with
growers and the statements for the different sections compared.
Naturally there will be much variation in the reports given by
individuals, but with all of the data collected a man should be
able to form some opinion of the expense necessary to maintain
groves in the different citrus sections.
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SELECTION OF SITE

58. Many times the location chosen for a citrus grove is of
such a nature that it will not permit of much choice for a site.

The land may be perfectly fiat, or the soil may be uniform in
drainage conditions throughout, or prevailing winds may be
of such a nature that no natural protection can be secured on
any part of the location. On the other hand, many locations
vary in their topographic features, some areas being higher
than others, and the soil of these areas is better drained than
that of others; or a part of the location is less subject to pre-
vailing winds than another part, and one part may even be
protected from the effects of prevailing winds by a natural
wood growth that acts as a windbreak. When the locations vary
in this way, topography of the land, protection from prevailing
winds, and soil conditions should be carefully considered.
The ideal site for a citrus grove is one which is elevated

somewhat above adjoining lands. Such a site, even if it is only
slightly elevated, frequently serves as a protection against
frost. Such elevated areas also usually have better water
drainage, which is most important for citrus trees.

59. Excessive winds injure both the foliage and the fruit
of the trees by whipping the branches. This removes maay
leaves and much fruit, and, in addition, fruit that remains on
the trees may be so bruised that it will become an easy prey
to disease, or its appearance will be spoiled and hence it will

bring a less price on the market. High winds carry off moisture
from the soil and often bring dry, parching air that is very
injurious to the trees.

A natural forest makes a very effective windbreak, and one
that protects a grove from the prevailing winds is often a
large asset. In case no natural protection is afforded, a wind-
break of trees may be planted, or an artificial one of some kind
constructed, but either of these methods means an outlay of
both time and money.

60. Usually the soil will be uniform throughout the entire
location, but still there may be slight local differences. High
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hammock land may grade into low hammock, or high pine

land into fiat woods land. In certain spots the soil may be so

shallow that it will not support a citrus tree, or it may be such
coarse sand that no matter how much himius-making material

and fertilizer are applied, it cannot retain any quantity of himius
and plant-food. Factors concerning the soil for citrus groves
will be 'brought out in subsequent pages of the text, and all

such should be given due consideration when selecting a site.

PROPAGATION OF CITRUS TREES
61. Citrus trees can be propagated by seeds, by layers, by

cuttings, by grafts, and by buds. Formerly most of the groves
were planted with trees grown from seeds. Such trees are
known as seedlings. There are still many citrus groves that
consist largely of seedling trees; in fact, many of these old
seedling trees are the parents of the desirable varieties of citrus

fruits that are most largely planted today. However, citrus

trees grown from seeds have several great disadvantages in that
they do not reproduce the exact characteristics of the parent.

Sometimes the tree from the seed may be the most prolific and
produce the most desirable fruit, but frequently the opposite
is the case. Often citrus trees grown from seeds produce fruit

of good quality, but the fruit from many seedlings is usually
small and not uniform in size. It cannot be predicted with any
degree of certainty what kind of fruit a tree grown from a seed
will produce. In addition, the trees usually make a vigorous
growth and are long in coming into bearing.

The seedling tree, however, should not be lost sight of entirely,
for, as was stated previously, trees grown from seed have been
the source of all the citrus varieties grown today, and just as
new varieties have been produced in the past so it may be
possible to produce new varieties in the future. Seedling trees
should be planted for experimental rather than for commercial
purposes. The grower who aims to produce high-quality fruit
should plant trees of varieties of known value. Better and
quicker results in the origination of new varieties will follow,
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however, if citrus trees of known value are artificially crossed

with each other. The seeds from the fruits produced after the
cross can be sown and oftentimes the results are better than if

seed from a fruit, the flower of which was fertilized by pollen

from an unknown tree, is sown.

62. Propagation by layers, by cuttings, or by grafts is

seldom practiced'for citrus trees planted in commercial groves,

and although there may be occasions when these methods
might be used, they are not of sufficient importance to be
discussed here.

The most common method employed in propagating citrus

trees is by budding. The nursery stock is grown from seeds

and when the trees have reached sufficient size they are

budded to a known variety. Mature trees can also be budded.
A bud is inserted into the bark of a branch, and when this bud
has grown sufficiently the old branch is removed.
The grower has several advantages in planting trees that have

been propagated by buds : (1) A crop of fruit uniform in quality
can be secured. (2) Varieties ripening at different seasons can
be planted and a succession of fruits can be had from early

to late in the season. (3) Varieties of citrus trees can be used
as stocks that will grow imder a wid^r range of soil and climatic

conditions and thus varieties of citrus can be grown in soils

where it would not be possible to grow them if they were on
their own roots. (4) Diseases such as maldigoma, or foot

rot, which at one time was the dreaded disease of the sweet
orange and the lemon, can largely be avoided by using trees as

stocks that are resistant to it.

63. Stocks for Citrus Trees.—Any variety of citrus

can be budded to any other variety, and, provided all condi-

tions of growth are favorable, the bud will grow and produce a

tree or a branch of the same variety as itself. Experience
proves that some varieties of citrus are more desirable under
some conditions as stocks for budding than are other varieties;

and, further, that each citrus-producing section has a stock or

stocks best suited to local conditions. In Florida the stocks
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used are known as sour, or wild, orange, rough lemon, grape-

fmit, and Citrus trifoliata. In the other gulf-coast states, the

Citrus trifoHata is the principal stock used. Not all of these

stocks are adapted to the same conditions of soil and climate

and neither can it be said that any one of them is best for all

conditions. The grower should familiarize himself with the

relative adaptability of these stocks to different soil and cli-

matic conditions, and at the same time be thoroughly familiar

with the soil and climatic conditions in the region in which the

stocks are to be planted. Citrus trees on sweet-orange stock

should never be planted on a heavy, damp soil, but should be

planted on light or sandy soil. It also would not be advisable

to plant citrus trees on trifoliata stock on dry, loose, open

ridges, since it thrives on a heavier soil.

64. The sour-orange tree, next to the trifoliata, is the

hardiest of all the varieties or species of citrus trees. When
subject to frosts, the sour-orange tree will show no effect

whatever at times, whereas other orange trees will be
severely injured.

The soiu*-orange tree produces abundant root growth which
penetrates well into the soil and enables it to draw a supply of

water from a larger area. It is strongly resistant to the attacks

of maldigoma, or foot rot, to which the sweet orange is sub-

ject. The sour stock sprouts readily from the roots if the top

is frozen back and thus gives an opportunity for rebudding.

Sour-orange trees thrive best naturally in soils containing a
liberal supply of humus and moisture and are found growing
wild on the shores of lakes and banks of rivers where there is a
liberal supply of hvmius and moisture. It is recommended as

stock for citrus trees that are to be planted on high and low
hammock lands; on light soils it is a failure because of the
extreme slowness of growth.

65. The rough lemon tree, like the sour-orange tree, grows
wild in the southern part of Florida. It does not grow in North-
em Florida, because at some seasons of the year the climate is

too cold. The roots of this tree arc usually well distributed

through the soil. Rough lemon stock is capable of inducing a
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more rapid growth in the bud worked on it than any other
lemon stock used in this country. For this reason and on
account of the roots having great foraging powers for plant-
food, it is recommended for those who want to grow a grove in
a hurry, especially on high, dry soils not plentifully supplied
with plant-food. It should never be planted on low, wet, or
badly drained lands. The rough lemon tree is as resistant to
foot rot as is the sour-orange tree. Fruit from trees on rough
lemon stock are oftentimes inferior in quality to fruit of the
same variety on other stocks. Fruit from trees grown on this
stock cannot be held so late as fruit of the same variety that
has been grown on sour-orange stock, neither does the fruit
have such lasting qualities.

66. The pomelo, or grapefruit, tree is used as stock to a
Imuted extent in Florida. Some growers in the extreme south-
em parts of the state prefer it to any other. It seems adapted
also, to lands in Central and South Florida that contain a
considerable quantity of humus. It is not as hardy as the sour
orange, is a fairly rapid grower, although not as rapid as the
rough lemon, and makes a strong root growth. Its lasting
quality is said to be better than that of the rough lemon, but
It IS hardly equal to that of the sour orange.

67. The Citrus trifoliata is very resistant to cold tempera-
ture. It thrives best in the cooler citrus sections and has been
known to withstand a temperature below zero. It is claimed
by some authorities that the stock has, in some degree, the
power, m colder regions, of imparting to varieties worked on it
some of its own hardiness. It has a tendency to retard growthm the spring and is not responsive to sudden changes of tem-
perature during the dormant period. In the cooler regions of
Northern Florida, and in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Texas south to Beeville on soils that are well supplied with
nioisture and are capable of retaining it, such as a heavy soil,
this variety of citrus does well as a stock. The trifoliata orange
should never be used as a stock on high, dry, or calcareous soils.
For Southern and Central Florida, it is not recommended.
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68. Securing of Seed for the Grovs^ing of Stocks.
The seeds from which stocks are to be grown should be plump
and well filled out and should be taken from vigorous trees.

The following data on seed was compiled by H. H. Hume,
President of the Florida State Horticultural Society, and will

be found useful

:

Sour-orange seed: Weight per bushel, 32 pounds; number of

seeds per quart, 2,100; yield of seed from seventy fruits, 1 quart.

Grapefruit seed: Weight per bushel, 32 pounds; number of

seeds per quart, 1,400; yield of seed from forty fruits, 1 quart.

Rough lemon seed: Weight per bushel, 32 poimds; number of

seeds per quart, 6,700; the number of seeds in the fruit varies,

but the average is twenty-two each.

Citrus trifoliata seed: Weight per bushel, 50 poimds; number
of seeds per quart, 2,600; yield of seed from one himdred and
thirty-eight fruits, 1 quart.

The figures for the number of seeds in a quart and for the num-
ber of fruits that will yield 1 quart of seed may vary at times,
but they will prove to be fairly accurate for a number of tests!

69. The common method of removing the seeds from citrus
fruits is to allow the fruit to rot, then to pulp it in a barrel and
remove the free pulp and juice by floating it off with running
water. The contents of the barrel are then poured on a sieve
coarse enough to hold the seeds. The seeds are then thoroughly
washed to remove any adhering pulp. If the seeds are to be
planted as soon as they are dry on the outside, it is important
that no pulp adheres to them. Pulp may cause the soil around
the seed to bef<:^5me sour and cause the resulting seedling to rot
or decay. Organic matter neariy always contains the organ-
isms of decay. It is also a good plan to remove any seeds that
do not sink; the small, imperfect ones are likely to float on the
surface of the water and the plump, desirable seeds to sink.

^

Another method frequently employed for removing the seeds
is to cut the fruits in half and gouge the seeds out of the halves
by means of a piece of round wood about 2§ inches in diameter,
rounded at the end and grooved like the ordinary lemon
squeezer. The half fruit is held in one hand, the rounded end

r Mi
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of the stick inserted in it, and with a twist of the wrist the
entire contents of juice, pulp, and seed are taken out and allowed
to drop into a bucket or tub. The juice and pulp can then be
removed by floating it off with running water and the seeds
washed as already described.

After the seeds are washed they should be spread out thinly
in the sun aad left just long enough to dry off on the outside.
To hasten drying they should be turned over from time to time.
Under good weather conditions a day or two is sufficient time
in which to dry the seeds. In cloudy or damp weather the dry-
ing may require a longer time.

After the seeds are dried off on the outside, they may be
planted at once or stored. If they are stored, care must be
taken not to allow them to dry on the inside, for if they dry
out to the extent that the inner parts separate, the life will be
destroyed. The best plan for preparing seeds for storage or
shipment is to mix them with an equal bulk of finely pulverized
charcoal and store them in tight boxes or cans. They can be
kept in this way for several months.

70. Planting of Seeds.—When only a few thousand seed-
lings are to be grown, the seeds are sown either in flats or in

cold frames; when a larger number is to be grown, the seeds
are sown in a seed-bed in the open. The flats are about 2 feet

'

square, 6 or 8 inches deep, and have holes cut in the bottom
to provide drainage. The soil should be a sandy loam and
should come within 2 or 3 inches of the top of the flat. The
soil is smoothed off, the seeds placed rather close together
in rows 3 inches apart, and over them is sprinkled about J inch
of sand or loam. To prevent the soil from drying out too
quickly, an inch or so of decayed leaves or other mulching
material may be placed over the sand or loam. The flat is

then placed in a warm place, usually away from the direct
rays of the sun, and the seeds allowed to germinate. After
the young plants begin to come up the layer of mulching
material should be removed and the plants should be thinned
to stand 2| to 3 inches apart. The young plants are allowed
to grow until they are from 6 to 8 inches high.
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When seedlings are grown in cold frames, the seeds are usually

planted in the soil of the frame in rows about 6 to 8 inches

apart and the seeds an inch or so apart in the rows. The
seedlings grow in the frame until they are 6 or 8 inches high,

when they are ready to be transplanted to the nursery row.

Nurserymen and growers who raise a large munber of seed-

lings plant the seeds in seed-beds in the open. Great care should

be taken in selecting the place for a seed-bed. The soil should

be an easily worked loam, fairly moist, but the location should

not be one that is likely to be flooded at times. Many growers

arrange for irrigating the seed-bed and are thus practically

able to control moisture conditions in the soil.

The soil of the seed-bed should be thoroughly prepared,

about 3 or 4 weeks before the seeds are planted, by working it

carefully with tillage implements. If the soil is deficient in

fertility, plant-food should be applied at this time. The fertil-

izer should be broadcasted over the surface of the seed-bed
and ctdtivated into the soil. It is unsafe to apply commercial
fertilizer and then plant seeds immediately afterwards. The
fertilizer should have sufficient time to be thoroughly incor-

porated into the soil. What is termed grower fertilizer is used
for a seed-bed. Such fertilizer is rather rich in nitrogen, and
tends to produce luxuriant, growthy plants. Details concern-
ing the amount and kinds of plant-food in such fertilizers are
given in a subsequent Section.

When ready to plant the seeds, the ground is smoothed and
the rows about 2 feet apart are indicated on the seed-bed by
stakes. Furrows about 6 inches wide and 5 inches deep are
plowed out for the rows. In these furrows the seeds are scat-
tered about an inch apart and about an inch of soil is placed
over them and firmed down. The young plants grow here until
they are ready to be transplanted to the nursery row, the ground
during their growth being kept free from weeds and watered
when necessary.

71. Time for Sowing Seeds.—The seeds of Citrus tri-
fohata may be planted as soon as the fruit is ripe, in September
or October. Unlike the sour orange, rough lemon, or grape-

h ^:H
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fruit seedling, the little seedlings of Citrus trifoliata are not
injured by being frosted. Even though the tops may be injured,

the top is quickly renewed from buds on the tiny stem beneath
the surface of the soil. If, on the other hand, the top buds
of the tiny seedlings of the sour orange, rough lemon, or grape-
fruit have been injured by frost, winds, or sun they do not
sprout out again and the plants die. For this reason, seeds of

these latter kinds of citrus should not be planted imtil all

danger of frost is past. This will be in December in Southern
Florida, and in February or March in Northern Florida. The
exact date will depend largely on the location and the season.

72. Care of Seed-Bed.—The citrus seed-bed should be
thoroughly cultivated. It is important that moisture be con-

served, that weeds be kept from growing, and that any hard
crust that tends to form on the surface of the soil be broken.
For cultivating and breaking the crust in the rows where the
seeds are sown, a prong hoe is useful. A careful v/orkman may
hoe around the young seedlings when they are coming through
the ground with entire safety to the yotmg plants. The ground
between the rows can be cultivated with a one-horse cultivator.

Cultivation should be repeated every 8 or 10 days throughout
the season. In the sandy soils of Florida the cultivation need
never be deeper than 2 or 3 inches, for deeper cultivation does
not add to the productiveness of the soil, but may injure the
roots of the seedlings.

73. Transplanting the Seedlings.—The length of time
the seedlings remain in the seed-bed varies with climatic condi-
tions and the growth of the plants. By autumn or winter
following the planting, the seedlings should be from 6 to 12

inches high and about | inch or more in diameter. As far as

size is concerned they are ready to transplant, and in Southern
Florida transplanting can be done successfully as soon as the

trees have reached this size. In Central and Northern Florida,

transplanting is generally delayed, however, until the spring
or the early summer, when the ground is warm and moist.

Seedlings are sometimes left in the ground until they have had
two seasons' growth ; the extra growth will do no harm. Either
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a spade or a tree digger can be used for removing the seedlings.

The tree digger is an instrtunent that loosens the ground on
both sides of the tree row and at the same time cuts off most of

the tap root. These implements are generally employed by
nurserymen who grow large numbers of trees. If the digging
is done with a spade, it should be shoved down beside the tree

to a depth of 8 to 10 inches, the ground loosened, and the tap
root severed by the spade. The seedling can then be lifted out
easily. The tap root will need to be trimmed back slightly to
insure a well-branched root system, and the side > roots cut of!

to make planting easier. The trees should be covered immedi-
ately with a wet blanket or a piece of wet burlap to prevent
the roots from drying out.

74. Ground for the Nursery.—The ground to be used
for a nursery should be carefully selected. Soil that is light
and mellow at the surface and underlaid with a rather heavy
clay not too near the surface is preferable for a citrus nursery.
It should be fairly moist yet well drained. If the soil is of such a
nature that it is subject to droughts at certain seasons of the
year, it is a good plan to provide some means for irrigating it.

The growing and turning under of a leguminous cover crop on
the ground the year previous to transplanting is excellent
practice, because it opens the soil and provides humus and
nitrogen for the young trees. The soil in the nursery should
be brought into good tilth by cultivation before the seedlings
are transplanted into it. In Florida, most of the light soils
are deficient in plant-food. For this reason, light nursery soils
should receive from 500 to 1,000, pounds of commercial fertil-
izer per acre, the amount depending on the richness of the soil.
The fertilizer should be given in two or three applications
rather than at one time and should be thoroughly cultivated
into the soil. The first application of fertilizer should be made
before the seedlings are set in the nursery; the other appHcations
should be made during the growing season at intervals of 1 or
2 months.

75. Preparatory to setting the trees, the ground should be
leveled and the rows marked off from 3^ to 4 feet apart, in order
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that horse cultivation of the trees will be possible. The trees

are placed from 12 to 15 inches apart in the rows. The trees are

set at about the same depth they stood in the nursery and
the soil is well firmed about the roots. Some nursen/men use

a spade to open the soil where the tree will stand, and after

inserting the tree press the soil firmly about the roots with
the feet. Others plow out a furrow and after placing the trees

in the furrow and pressing the soil about the roots with the

feet, fill the furrow again by plowing the soil back into it. Fol-

lowing the setting of the young trees the soil should be watered,

if necessary, and all during the growth of the trees the moisture

content of the soil should be such that the yoimg trees never

suffer from a lack of water. Cultivation of the nursery should

be frequent and thorough throughout the entire growing sea-

son. A one-horse cultivator should be run between the rows
every 8 or 10 days, depending on the condition of the soil.

Cultivation should not be continued late in the fall, however,
for late cultivation, on account of the stimulating effect on the

trees, means that they will enter the winter with a vigorous,

succulent growth and therefore are likely to be injured even by
a slight frost. If cultivation is stopped early, say about August
or September, the exact time depending on the weather con-

ditions, the wood of the trees will harden up sufficiently.

76. Budding the Seedlings.—The young trees are ready
for budding when they are about J inch in diameter at the

crown. Usually this means that they will be about 2 years old,

although occasionally stocks grown from seed planted early

in the spring may be large enough to bud in the fall. There is

no age limit beyond which the tree can be budded, and often

they are allowed to grow in the nursery for a longer period

before being budded. Citrus trees are not periodic in growth
as are deciduous trees, but when properly fertilized and watered
will make three or more growths during the spring and simimer,

and after each growth the wood hardens before the next begins.

This hardening state is a period of rest, and during this time

the bark does not slip as well as during a growing period. In

regions where a more or less definite winter season occurs,
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there will ]:)C a dormant period of two or three months. During
this season it is difficult to insert the buds, since the bark does

not slip readily. Buds may be inserted to the best advantage
in the stock at any season when the bark slips- well. Thus,
they can be inserted during the growth period in spring, in

summer, or in the fall.

77. Budding in the fall is known as dormant budding.

Dormant buds in the colder sections arc often protected during
the winter by throwing a furrow of soil against them. Even if

the tree above the bud is frozen back no
harm will result unless the bud itself is

injured. If budding is done early in the

spring it is called spring budding; and
if it is done just before the beginning of

the rainy season, about June, it is known
as summer budding.

78. The method of budding citrus

trees is similar to the method of bud-
ding deciduous trees described in a
previous Section, but in order that the

differences may be known the method
of budding a citrus tree is given here
in detail. The stick from which the
buds are taken should be fairly well

matured wood of the current season's

growth. The young growth is at first

somewhat angular like that shown in (a) (b)

Fig- 19 (a), but as the twig matures it
^'^- ^^

becomes more round, as shown in {b) . For ordinary shield bud-
ding, buds from round wood without thorns are preferable,
but in case it is difficult to get buds from well-rounded wood,
they may be taken from angular wood. As far as possible,
bud wood that is free from thorns should be chosen. Thorns
are undesirable on citrus trees, and every effort should be
made to eliminate them. Buds from diseased and unthrifty
trees should also be avoided; the parent should be healthy,
vigorous, and productive.

270-21
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79. In sections where frost is likely to occur, bud wood
should be cut in December and stored until needed. In sec
tions where frost is not likely to occur, the wood for spring
budding need not be cut until just before growth starts in the
spnng, although it is usually best to get it in December as a
frost might occur during the winter and so injure the young
growth that bud wood would be difficult to secure. Bud wood
cut m December can be saved for summer budding.

After the bud wood has been secured the leaves are cut off
and the bud wood cut into lengths of about 1 foot. Care should
be taken that bud wood of several varieties of citrus do not
become mixed, if bud wood is taken from more than one vari-
ety of citrus. If the bud wood has been cut in December it
will have to be stored. The best method for storing citrus budwood IS to use rather small boxes that will hold only a small
nimber of buds when packed, three to five thousand being
sufficient to place in each box. These boxes should be lined
with paper and 2 inches of moderately moist sawdust from
cypress shingle mills placed in the bottom. This sawdust iscommonly called cypress shingle tow. A thin layer of bud
sticks IS placed in on the shingle tow and covered ^^'ith a layer
of shingle tow H to 2 inches thick; another layer of bud sticks
IS then placed on the tow, and the layers of bud sticks and shin-

gle
tow alternate until the box is filled, the top layer being

shingle tow 3 or 4 inches deep, and this should be covered
with paper. The box or a number of boxes can then be storedm a shed or outbuilding. Care must be taken not to have toomuch moisture in the shingle tow. The proper amount can
be learned after a little experience. Packed in this way,
well-matured dormant buds may be kept in good condition
tor several months.

80. The bud is inserted in the stock near the surface of the

SZJ r "^r "^'f
''"'" ^''°^" '^^ ^°^"d ^a'^i^g «o">ewhat

T!)^IT ''"''^ '^' susceptibility of the stock to foot rot.As the bud union is tender and easily injured by frost, it is
advantageous to insert the bud low on the stock in order that
earth can be mounded up over it as protection in winter. 49
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However, swcct-orangc and Mandarin trees are subject to foot

t'antTn tr",-^'"'' ''f
^'^ °" ^°"^ °^^"«° «^°^k that is resis-tant to this disease, the trees above the bud may be affected

fhlflT
'' ''"^

""T *' ^°""'^- ^" P^^^tiee, the distancethat buds are inserted varies all the way from 2 to 18 inchesabove the ground.
^

81. The so-called T, or shield, method of budding isemployed for citrus trees. In the gulf-coast states the Lssmcision IS made at the lower end of the longitudinal cut, differ!ing m this respect from the practice in California and ArizonaIn Fig. 20 IS shown the various steps of budding a citrus seed-ing. In (a) IS shown the downward slit made in the stock-
this cut IS from 1 ,nch to U inches in length. In (b) is shownthe cross incision; the cutting edge of the blade .slants upwardswhen this cut IS made. In (.) is shown the edges of the barkbemg lifted with the point of the knife blade. In (d) is shoJnthe cut made to remove the bud from the bud stick; in remov-ing the bud the stick is held in one hand ^vith the proxLnal end-that IS, the end that was nearest the limb from which it wastaken-away from the body; the cut is started about i inchabove the bud and finished about i inch below it. In (.) is

tT,y un r^""^ "^ '''' ^^°*' t° '--<^ the bud, it isgrasped lightly between the thumb and the first finger andshoved upwards into the incision in the stock. The bud should

nn?t . J^ r"'"'"'"
'^" ^"^ '"''^ '^'^ bud is in the right

position ,f the leaf stalk, or scar, is toward the ground In (/)
IS shown the bud wrapped with strips of waxed cloth Thewrapping should commence just below the transverse cut and

^^^'''Jf71 7'''''"'^"' '""'^ '"™ overiapping the previous one.and the final turn is made downwards as shov™. When wrap-ped in this way water cannot get to the bud. It is not necessary

ca^e should be exercised to keep the .sides of the longitudinal
cut pressed together.

82. Waxed doth torn into strips about i to i inch in width
IS the material generally used for wrapping the buds. This
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material can be prepared by dipping muslin in hot grafting

wax. Several formulas are in use for making this wax; all are

more or less satisfactory. One that will be found to give good

results is 4 pounds of rosin, 2 pounds of

beeswax, and 1 pound of tallow or 1 pint

of linseed oil. The rosin should be broken

and the beeswax cut into small pieces and

melted with the tallow or the linseed oil.

The piece of muslin is dipped into this hot

wax, taken out immediately, and the sur-

plus wax removed before it cools. A con-

venient way to do this is to place the

muslin over a rod as shown in Fig. 21, and

then by means of two wooden strips

scrape off and squeeze out the surplus wax.

The cloth is than spread out to cool, after

which it is torn into strips of the desired width. These strips

can then be wrapped into balls, and as each new piece is added
it is slipped about a half-inch under the end of the strip

previously wound, thus

making a practically

continuous strip.

Fig. 21

ikl

I

!l

:"

(a)
r«;

83. When angled
bud wood is used, the

bud is removed with a
larger piece of bark on
one side of the bud
than on the other. If

the bud were cut with-

out leaving this extra

bark on one side there

would not be enough
cambium layer left on the bud to form a union with the
stock. The manner of cutting an angular bud is shown in
Fig. 22 (a); the severed bud is shown in (b). The manner
of making the incision in the tree for the bud is shown in (c)

;

the bud in position is shown in (d). The bud is then wrapped

Fig. 22
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in the manner shown in Fig. 20 (/). The tree, except in the
case of dormant budding, should be examined in from 10
days to 2 weeks to see whether the bud and stock have
united. If the bud is still green and a grayish line of new
tissue can be seen around the edges of the incision, it is likely

that a union of bud and stock has taken place. Sometimes,
especially in dry weather, the uniting may not take place under
20 days. The wrapping can be removed when the bud has
united. Any stocks on which the bud has failed to unite should
be rebudded.

84. In order that the bud will be forced into active growth
after it has imited with the stock, it is necessary to check or in

some cases stop the growth of the stock

above the bud. This will force the sap
from the roots into the bud. In the case

of small stocks it is often the practice to

remove the tops just above the bud, thus
forcing all the sap of the tree into the bud.
A stock with the top cut off and a growing
bud is shown in Fig. 23. The cut to

remove the top should be made with a
sharp tool, and it is well to cover the cut

surface with paint or some kind of wound
dressing. In the case of rather large

stocks, it is safer to lop the top than to

remove it entirely. The top is lopped by
cutting it about two-thirds through in

from 3 to 5 days after the wrapping around
the bud is removed and then bending it

over until it rests on the ground. The cut is generally made
about 2 inches above the bud on the same side of the
stock as the bud. Care should be taken that the stock does
not split and injure the bud. A saw or a pair of pruning
shears can be used for making the cut. If shears are used
the knife edge is held against the tree on the side where the
cut is to be made. The lopped tops of each pair of rows in the
nursery should be turned to occupy the space between them.

Fig. 23
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Cultivation can then proceed down the row spaces that are

not obstructed by the lopped tops. After the buds have grown

to about 12 or 18 inches in length, the lopped tops can be

removed. When the buds have reached this length, whether

they were lopped or not, they should be tied to stakes to pre-

vent them from bending over, and as they continue to grow

they should be tied as often as necessary to keep them growing

straight, which will usually be three or fovir times during the

season.

Common four-ply cotton twine is most commonly used for

tying the trees to the stakes. The stakes should be f to 1 inch

square, and about 4 feet long. Care should be taken that all

sprouts from the stocks below the buds are removed, as well as

all undesirable branches that arise along the trunks of the

young trees.

When dormant budding is practiced, the tops are not lopped

or removed until just before the spring growth starts, which is

about the last of February. The process of budding is other-

wise the same as for spring or summer budding.

85. Young budded trees in the nursery should receive the

same cultivation and watering as described for seedlings. Nur-

serymen generally prune the trees back occasionally to prevent

them from growing too spindly, and they also rub off sprouts

that form along the lower part of the stem, as these detract

from the growth of the trees. When the trees are a year old

from the bud they are known as 1-year-old trees, and often

they are planted at this age. At times, however, budded trees

2 years old are i^lantcd. There is some difference of opinion as

to whether it is better to plant 1-year-old or 2-year-old buds;
this is a question that must be settled by the grower.

86. Nurserymen in Florida grade trees, especially 1-year-old

budded trees, according to height; the practice in this respect

is different from that in California, where the grade of trees is

determined by calipcring them 1 inch above the bud. The
Florida nurserymen, however, often specify what should be the
cali])er of tree of a given height, and reserve the right to sell

either by caliper or by height. Budded trees 2 or 3 years old
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are not usually sold according to height, but simply as 2-vear-
old or 3-year-old buds. Trees budded on Citrus trifoliata stock
are more dwarf than those on other stocks, and for this reason
smaller trees budded on this stock are often sold.

^'^' ,^j^<^.^^o"°^ng price lists from two prominent nur-
series of Florida will give a good idea of how nurserymen gradeandhst trees for sale:

Price List No. 1

Oranges
Grade Each Per 10 Per 100 Per 1 000

iTnVrl
^-^^ ^^-^ ^35.00 $320.00

VZVrl 55 5.00 45.00 420,00

t°7'1 ^5 6.50 60.00 550.00

J""^^"^*
85 7.50 70.00 650.00

^^^""^
1.25 11.50 100.00

Grapefruit

tTlf'^'l
^-^^ ^^-^ ^45.00 $400.00

iT.Vrl 80 7.00 60.00 500.00

tTJf^l ^^'^ 900 75.00 650.00

J*°^^'^*
1-30 11.00 90.00 800,00

^^^'^^
1-75 16,00 150.00

Price List No. 2
Oranges

Grade Each Per 10 Per 100 Per 1 000

iTif^l ^-35 $3.00 $25.00 $200.00

JJ°fft 45 4.00 35.00 320.00

iTtf. ^^ 500 45.00 420.00

tTU^l 75 6.50 60.00 550.00
5*°^^'^* 85 7.50 70.00 650.00
^^"^^^

1-75 15.00 125.00 1,000.00

Grapefruit

iTVrl ^-50 $4.50 $40.00 $350.00

^.TJJrl
'^^ ^'^^ ^0.00 450.00

iTVf'l 100 8.50 65.00 600.00

tT^.i^'l'-'
1-50 12.50 85.00 750.00

^^^^^'"^••- 2.00 15.00 125.00 1,000.00
"^ ^^^^' 3.00 25.00 200.00 1,500.00
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88« Securing Nursery Stock.—Whether to purchase

citrus nursery stock from nurserymen or to propagate it at

home is a problem that confronts the orange grower. There

are, of course, argtunents in favor of both plans. As may be

inferred from the preceding paragraphs, the requirements for

growing citrus trees ready for planting are a long time, the

right soil and climatic conditions, careful attention to details,

and considerable knowledge of tree growth. Most growers do

not have land available for a nursery, and hence must depend

on nurserymen; and those planting new trees, unless they are

adding to groves already established, will not care to wait the

3 or 4 years necessary to produce the trees. When buying

from a nurser}^man, it is well to deal with one having a

reputation for selling good trees. Most dealers give a guaran-

tee to replace any trees that do not come true, but when a

grower has waited several years for a tree to produce fruit and

then finds the fruit not of the type or variety he purchased he

has lost much more than the ]Drice of the tree and rc])lacing it

is not much of a financial advantage. True, such trees can be

budded over to some desired varidy, but even this means some
loss. Nurserymen, too, being experienced in this particular

line of work, can usually produce better trees than the average

grower. Their workmen will be more adept in removing the

tops and roots, in digging the trees, and, in fact, in all the

details of tree production. These facts, coupled with those

discussed in the first of the paragraph, often make it advan-
tageous for the grower to purchase his trees ready for planting

in the grove.

In case, however, a grower is well established, and has land
available for the i^urpose, and possesses a knowledge of nur-
sery work, he may find it advisable to grow his own trees.

The principal advantage, aside from the cost that may under
the right conditions be less than were the trees purchased out-
right, is that the buds can be selected from the best type of
tree of the variety it is desired to pro])agatc. A bud from a
good-producing, healthy tree is very likely to ])e a better bud
tor propagation than one from a tree that ])roduces meager
crops of poor fruit. The nurseryman who buds thousands of
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trees cannot, as a rule, give as much attention to bud selection

as the grower who buds comparatively few trees, and, there-

fore, the grower, if all other conditions are right, may get trees

of slightly better quality than if purchasing from the average

nurseryman. Many growers who propagate their own trees

often have a surplus which they can sell to their neighbors,

thus aiding them somewhat in the expense of growing the trees.

CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST
STATES
(PART 2)

MANAGEMENT OF GROVES

PLANTING AND CARE OF CITRUS TREES

1. Clearing the Land.—In Florida, land that is desirable

for citrus trees usually is covered with a growth of virgin

timber, or, if it has been cut over for lumber, stumps and

second-growth trees remain. One of two plans for clearing

the land may be adopted—clearing the land completely, or

clearing it partly. The former is, as a rule, to be preferred,

but in some sections growers claim that the leaving of a few

trees—palmettos on hammock land, for example—is an advan-

tage, as they shield the ground from the rays of the burning

sun, and that, therefore, the fruit trees will often do better

than if all the forest trees are removed. In Fig. 1 is shown
an orange grove near Fort Myers, Florida, where a few palmetto
trees are left standing. On pine lands a few trees are often left

standing, generally for the purpose of saving expense in clearing.

The practice of leaving forest trees is severely condemned
by many persons; they contend that the young citrus trees

require all of the ground.
If it is decided to clear the land only partly before the trees

arc set, the space where the trees are to stand should be cleared
of all stumps and underbrush. All roots in the soil should be
removed to a depth of 1| or 2 feet over an area sufficiently
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lar^^e that the roots of the
citrus trees will have suffi-

cient space to develop with-

out being crowded. If

there is a growth of saw
imlmetto on the ground,

considerable grubbing with
a mattock will be neces-

sary to remove the roots.

Dynamite or a stump puller

can often be used advan-
tageously for removing
stumps. The timber,
stumps, roots, and brush

removed can be burned and
the ashes spread on the soil,

or the larger pieces of wood
can be placed in piles and
saved for fuel, and the

brush, roots, etc., either

burned or piled in rows and

allowed to rot. The trees

that are left standing should

be removed before they be-

gin to crowd the young
citrus trees and deprive

them of plant-food and

moisture.

In case it has been de-

cided to clear the land com-

pletely, the trees should be

cut down and all stumps,

brush, and roots removed.

The sides of the clearing

should be squared up, so

that the citrus trees, when

they are set, may be readily

planted in straight rows.

I

2. After the timber, stumps, and rubbish have been removed

the ground should be plowed, harrowed, and leveled. Newly

cleared ground, especially low ground, will generally be some-

what acid. This condition can generally be corrected by

plowing the land and leaving the furrows upturned to the sun

and then applying lime. In Florida, slaked lime at the rate

of 1,000 pounds to the acre is generally used on new ground.

Ground limestone at the rate of 1 ton to the acre, if used about

2 years before the grove is planted, has about the same

effect and in addition has the advantage of not burning out the

humus in the soil. An application of ground bone or basic slag,

before the trees are set, will also aid in improving the soil for

the growth of citrus trees on account of the plant-food these

materials add to the soil.

3. Most growers advise the growing of a cover crop during

the summer season j^revious to setting the trees. Some, how-
ever, do not follow this practice, but after plowing, harrowing

and leveling the ground, plant the trees and then sow a cover

crop between the rows and later turn the plants under. The
planting of the ground to a cover crop the season prior to the

setting of the trees is advisable, because the roots of the cover

crop open up the soil, humus is added to the soil by the plowing
under of the crop, and, in the case of legumes, nitrogen is

added to the soil. It has been found that citrus trees planted
on land after a cover crop was grown will be as far advanced
in a few years as trees a year older planted on land that did
not have a cover crop grown on it.

If cleared land that has grown a varied number of crops is

to be set out to citrus trees, the same general principles apply
in preparing the ground as apply in preparing uncleared land
for citrus trees. If the previous crops removed from the ground
have left the ground low in humus and in an acid condition,
then a cover crop should be planted the summer ])revious to
settmg the trees, and a good application of lime made, in
order to replenish the supi^ly of humus and correct the acidity
of the soil. If, however, such unfavorable conditions do not
exist in the soil the trees may be planted at once.
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4. Before planting the trees, no matter which plan of getting
the ground ready has been adopted, the soil should be put in
the best of tilth. The soil should be stirred to a fair depth
but not deep enough to bring up subsoil that is particularly
deficient in humus. Each person can judge the depth to plow
on the land that is being prepared. If the soil below plow
depth is firm and compact, a subsoil plow might be run through
the furrows to advantage to loosen it. After plowing, a
cultivator or harrow followed by a planker or drag should' be
used to smooth the surface. Too much attention can scarcely
be given to getting the ground in good tilth before planting
the trees.

5. Season for Planting.—Citrus trees can be planted
successfully at any time of the year, provided that the wood of
the trunks is firm and that the trees have the proper care
in such matters as watering, frost protection, etc. It has
been already said that citrus trees are not periodic in their

growth. Several growths are made each year, and, as long
as the trees are set after the wood has ripened and become firm
and hard, they may be planted at almost any season as far as

the growth of the tree is concerned. However, on account of

climatic conditions, certain seasons of the year in all citrus

sections are better than others for the planting of the trees.

In Florida, the latter part of December, January, and until

about February 15, or in the summer just after the rainy
season has started and the soil has become moist, are the two
general periods for planting. The former period seems to

be the most favorable, however, for during the winter months
danger of exposure to sun and wind may be reduced to a

minimum, the weather is cool, the soil is moist, and is settled

finnly about the tree roots by the winter rains, and the trees

will start growth readily on the first warm days of spring.

If the planting is done much before December 15, there is

likely to be growths started which would be injured by frost

during the winter, and if done much after the fifteenth of

February, the young trees are likely to be injured by the dry
season, which usually starts in March. Earlier planting gives

)^\d^:'
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the trees a start before the dry season begins. The objection

to planting during the winter is that the trees may be injured

by frost, but this danger can be lessened by banking the

trees with clean earth above the bud, and then, in case of

a freeze, only the tops will be injured and the trees will

grow in the spring the same as if the tops had been pruned ofiE

with shears.

Summer planting of citrus trees is successful if trees can be

had with firm and hard trimks and sufficient water is provided

either by irrigation or by rainfall. Summer-planted trees have

a tendency to prolong growth later in the fall than those

planted earlier, and as a result they are likely to go into winter

in such a succulent condition that even slight frosts will injure

them. Thus, there are arguments in favor of all the different

seasons, and a grower must, therefore, settle this matter for

himself.

6. Arrangement of Trees.—In Florida, most groves are

laid out according to the rectangular system. In this system
the trees are set out in rectangles that are either square or

oblong. There are several advantages in setting trees accord-

ing to this system: the rows can be laid off very cheaply and
easily; the rows intersect each other at right angles, and culti-

vation can be carried on both ways in the grove, either cross-

wise or lengthwise; and the trees can be planted equidistant or
closer together in the rows than the distance between the rows.
There are several other systems of laying out groves, but as
the rows in these systems do not intersect at right angles,

a grove cannot be so easily cultivated.

7. Distance for Planting.—The distance apart that
citrus trees should be planted in a grove is a point on which
growers do not agree. In recent years trees have been planted
much farther apart than they were formerly, for it has been
learned by experience that they require a relatively large
amount of space for development. No set distances for
planting the trees can be given that will be suitable for all

conditions. The distance varies according to the kind and
the fertility of the soil, the amount of moisture it is possible
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to have in the soil, the kind of stock on which the tree is

budded, and the variety of citrus that is planted. Trees
under these different conditions vary in the amount of growth
that they make and the size they attain. It is also impor-
tant to have the trees far enough apart that the grove opera-
tions, such as spraying, cultivating, etc., can be carried on
conveniently.

In Florida, sweet oranges and grapefruit are frequently
planted in rows 30 feet apart, or in some cases the rows are

35 feet apart, and the trees are 25 feet apart in the rows.
Many growers also plant the trees in squares, with the trees

30 feet apart each way. In the Atwood grove at Manavista,
grapefruit trees are planted in rows 30 feet apart and the
trees are 15 feet apart in the rows. Many growers arc adoj^ting

this plan of rather close planting, some with the idea in mind
of cutting out every other tree in the row when the trees are

such a size that they crowd too much. Others state that for

grapefruit the trees should not be removed, as they will not
be damaged even if they do become crowded.

In other gulf-coast states—Mississippi, Alabama, and Texas—
the distances of planting arc somewhat closer than in Florida.

Here the Satsuma orange, which is a Mandarin orange, is the

most largely planted variety of citrus. The distance between
the trees ranges from 14 to 18 feet. Sweet oranges are usually

planted 20 feet apart. Pomelos are planted about 20 feet apart

each way. One prominent grower in Texas formerly planted

oranges, grapefruit, and lemons 20 feet apart each way, but has

found by experience that closer planting is desirable and is now
planting citrus trees 15 feet apart in the row and the rows

18 feet apart.

The following distances of planting for the various varieties

of citrus rei^resent the greatest and the smallest distance

apart that the trees are usually planted commercially : Kum-
quats, 10 to 15 feet; pomelos, 15 to 30 feet, the most common
distances, however, being 20 to 30 feet; lemons, 20 to 25 feet;

limes, 15 to 20 feet; Mandarin oranges, 14 to 20 feet, the most

common distance being 17 to 18 feet; sweet oranges, 20 to

30 feet, the most common distance being 20 to 25 feet.
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8. Planting Varieties in Blocks.—If more than one

variety of citrus fruits are grown it is well to plant the different

varieties in blocks by themselves. Most of the prominent

commercial varieties mature at different seasons and for this

reason the fruits can be harvested from one block when the

fruit is in season without traversing areas in the groves in

which the fruits are not ripe or areas from which the fruit

has already been harvested.

9. Crops in the Grove.—Frequently some crop is grown
in the grove between the trees while they are yoimg and do
not require all the space. Such crops increase the financial

return from the young grove and in some cases pay for the

care of the grove before the trees come into profitable bearing.

Some other kind of fruit trees are sometimes set out with
the citrus trees, with the idea of cutting them out as soon as

they get large enough to crowd the citrus trees, which are to
grow to maturity. The citrus trees are known as permanent
trees, and the trees that are to be removed before they come
to maturity are known as fillers. A good example of this

practice is found in the planting of peaches with citrus trees.

This is sometimes done in the higher lands of Florida where
peaches do fairly well. The peach trees are allowed to remain
until three or four peach crops have been harvested and then
they are cut out. In Louisiana, the Satsuma orange is some-
times used as a filler for pecans. The pecans are planted
60 feet apart and the Satsuma orange in planted between the
pecan trees. It is doubtful whether this is a commendable
practice, for the Satsuma orange tree is a relatively long-lived
tree and is thought by some growers to be more profitable
than the pecan tree. The planting of some other kind of fruit
tree as a filler between citrus trees is not so common as in
deciduous fruit planting.

Intercropping with some vegetables, small fruits, or with
pmeapples is a more common practice than the planting of
fruit trees between the rows. Care should be exercised, if
such crops are planted, not to use a fertilizer for them that
would be injurious to the citrus trees. Die-back, a disease

275-22
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of citrus trees, is often caused by the overstimulating of the
trees with organic plant-food, and this disease has often been
known to occur in groves where vegetables were grown between
the rows.

10. Laying Out Groves.—After the ground has been
well prepared and the sides of the area to be planted are squared
up, a stake should be set where each tree will stand. The

r

Fig. 2

surest method of securing absolutely straight rows in a grove
is to have a surveyor locate the position of every tree, and
this is sometimes done where the question of appearance is of

sufficient importance to justify such an expensive method.
In many cases, however, the expense of this method will

be prohibitive. One of the most convenient methods of securing
straight rows in rectangular planting without surveying the

grove is to locate the outside rows aroimd the field carefully,
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and then set a row of stakes with one stake where each tree

is to be located in these rows around the field. If the lines

of the field are definitely known, a man's judgment will suggest

a way to get these stakes in the right place. Then, through
the center of the field in each direction, another row of stakes

is set as shown in Fig. 2. Common plaster laths make good
stakes.

With a field laid out in this way there are always two stakes
available in two directions for determining the proper location

for each tree to be planted. For example, the proper location

for a tree may be determined by sighting across stakes as
indicated by the lines in Fig. 2. The usual method is to set

a stake at the point where each tree should go, as determined
by sighting; but since

the stake must be re-

moved when the hole

for the tree is dug, a
planting board is com-
monly used to get each

tree in its proper
place. In Fig. 3 is

shown a planting
board by means of

which a tree can be ^'^-^

planted exactly where the stake stood originally. The dimen-
sions are marked for the convenience of those wishing to saw out
such a board; a, a are the stakes locating where the trees are to
stand; b is the planting board with the square notch at the cen-
ter in place at the position of one of the stakes a; c, c are two
stakes that are placed in the end notches of the board.
Assuming that the ground has been prepared and staked, the
planting board is placed in turn over each stake where a tree is
to stand; two stakes corresponding to c, c are placed in position
as shown in the illustration, and the stake a is removed. This
leaves a row of stakes on either side of where the tree row will
stand. Holes for the trees are then dug, and when a tree is to
be set the planting board is placed over each pair of stakes so
that the trunk occupies the same position on the board as the

3 •

w
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stake a did when the board was placed in position previous

to the removing of the stakes. If the land is at all inclined

to have a hard subsoil, it is a good plan to use a stick of dyna-

mite in digging each hole. This will loosen up the ground

and give the roots an opportimity to go down more deeply

into the soil. If dynamite is used in loosening the soil, care

should be taken that the earth has settled thoroughly in the

bottom of the hole and that all air spaces formed in the cavity

have been filled with soil. If the soil settles considerably

after the tree has been set, the result will be that the tree

will be in the soil too deep for the best conditions of growth.

11. Treatment of Young Trees Before Planting.—If

the young trees come from a nursery, they will arrive packed

• .•«e"--.^.'"--'-':<s'^
;
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Fig. 4

in boxes or bales. These should be opened as soon as received

and the trees either planted at once or heeled in to prevent

the roots from drying out. A piece of wet burlap thrown over

the roots even for the short time while transferring them to

the groimd will often prevent many roots from drying out.

The aim of the planter when handling young trees should

be to prevent the drying out of the roots. When heeling in

citrus trees, a shady, well -drained place should be selected,

and a furrow of sufficient length to accommodate all of the trees

when spread out side by side should be plowed out. This

furrow should then be sloped on one side to an angle of about

45 degrees, and the trees placed along the slanting side. The

furrow is then filled with earth, which is packed firmly about
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the roots, after which the soil is watered immediately. Fig. 4

shows a cross-section through a row of heeled-in nursery trees.

When conditions are right for the planting, the trees should

be removed from the trench, bale, or box a few at a time as

needed. The roots should be trimmed, and all broken, abraded,

or otherwise injured roots removed. A sharp knife should

be used for this puqDose, and the cut should be made frorfi the

imder side. A smooth cut will heal and callous over much
more quickly than a ragged one. As soon as the roots have

been trimmed the trees should be covered with damp btu'lap or

a wet blanket in order to prevent drying out. It is important

that the roots are not exposed to the sim rays or to winds.

The trees should then be carried to the field.

12. The holes in which the trees are to be set should

preferably not be dug until a short time before the trees are

to be planted, as the soil about the trees will then be moist

and therefore in a better condition for the growth of the trees.

The holes should be dug somewhat deeper than necessary to

receive the tree roots, and they should be wide enough to

permit ample spreading out of the roots. Some surface soil

should then be placed in the bottom of the hole; many growers
advocate mixing at the time of planting about 1 pound of what
is termed grower fertilizer with this surface soil. Others claim
they get better results by spreading some fertilizer on the
ground where the tree will stand, and working it well into

the soil about a month before the trees are planted.

13. With the planting board in place over the hole to
indicate where a tree is to be, a good rule to follow in planting
the tree is to set it in the hole so that the crown roots are
brought up tightly against the imder side of the planting
board, care being taken that the planting board is not placed
in a dip or depression in the ground. This allows the tree
to settle sufficiently and still not stand any deeper than it

did m the nursery. Trees should never stand deeper than
they stood in the nursery for they do not make a good growth
if planted too deeply.
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The roots are then spread out and the surface soil that is
thrown m the hole first is worked about them with the hands
care being taken that the soil is packed firmly about the roots'
Dirt is filled into the hole until it is about full, and the tree
watered. About 3 or 4 gallons of water are needed to wet the
soil thoroughly. Some planters use a tank with a hose attached
for watermg during planting; others simply use a pail and dip
the water from a barrel hauled about the grove. After water-
ing, the hole is filled with earth and another 3 to 5 gallons of
water poured about the trees. Enough water must be applied
to make a mush of the soil. Some planters make a cup-shaped
ndge about 2 feet in diameter around the base of the tree to

hold the water. Moss, grass, or

dry sand is placed over the wet
earth to hold the moisture.

14. On sites that are not well

drained or on shallow soils it is

sometimes a practice to plant the

trees on mounds and then

gradually work the groimd back
into the spaces between the trees,

eventually leaving the trees

standing on slight mounds. This

practice improves the drainage of

the soil about the trees and often

^ ,. .
prevents the tree roots from

standmg m water-logged soil. The mounds are made circular
about 4 feet across and 1 foot or less in height and are level on
top. The tree when set on a mound should have the ends of the
tap roots about even with the surface of the ground below the
mound. The mound usually consists largely of surface soil,

with which a httle fertilizer has been mixed. Fig. 5 illus-

trates young trees planted on mounds. An idea of the shape
and size of the mounds can be gained from a study of this
picture.

15. As soon as the trees are planted the tops should be
pruned back commensurate with the pruning that the roots
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received. It must be remembered that when young trees are

transplanted, more than 50 per cent, of their roots are removed

in lifting them from the ground and in pruning them before

they are planted. The top must be pruned accordingly, that

a proper balance may be maintained between the roots and the

top. It is true that nurserymen defoliate the trees and cut

them back considerably before they are shipped, but this is

seldom sufficient, and the grower should usually remove more

of the top. In Florida, defoliation is required by state nursery

inspectors for the purpose of preventing the transfer from place

to place of insect pests that can be carried on the leaves.

Young trees that have been grown to a single stem should

have the top cut off just above a node, the distance above

the ground depending on the preference of the grower. Lateral

branches should then be allowed to form as well distributed

as possible around the main stem in a vertical space of 9 to

12 inches down from the top. All undesirable branches should

then be rubbed off after growth starts. Growers do not agree

on the height that trees should be cut back, some preferring

them cut back to a height of 1| to 2 feet and others preferring

them cut back to a height of from 2§ to 3| feet from the ground.

However, there are advantages in having low-headed trees

in that the fruit can be harvested more easily and the trees

are less apt to be injured by the wind.

If well-developed branches are found on the young trees,

such as are commonly found on 2- and 3-year-old trees, unde-

sirable branches should be cut off and the others cut back to

spurs with two or three buds on them. If the trees do not

start into growth soon after being planted, it is a pretty good
indication that they are still out of balance, and that it is

necessary to cut the tops back still more severely.

16. After trees are set in a grove, it is a good plan to

make a map of the grove and locate on it the positions of the

different varieties. Such a map saves considerable time in

locating the trees of the various varieties and will be a valuable
asset to the grower if he at any time desires to sell the grove.
A map of this kind should be drawn with ink on architect's
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glazed muslin and should be of a size that will permit of it

being conveniently carried in the grove.

17. Watering of Young Trees.—If dry weather follows
the planting of trees, they will need an occasional watering
for the first few months after they are set. About 3 or 4 gal-
lons each time will probably be necessary, except in very
sandy soils, where the quantity may need to be somewhat
increased. The conditions of the trees is an index of when
water is needed.

18. Cultivation of Newly-Set Groves.—Directly after
the trees are planted, if there is no rain, the ground should be
cultivated. It is important that moisture be retained in the
soil for the needs of the trees, and this can be accomplished
only by frequent cultivations. The water makes its way to
the surface of the soil by capillary attraction through small
spaces between the soil particles. These spaces connect into

irregular tubes. If these tubes extend to the surface of the
soil, as they do when no cultivation is given, the moisture
is drawn to the surface where it is lost to the soil by evaporation.
Cultivation breaks up these capillary tubes and exposes the
surface soil to such an extent that it parts with much of its

moisture and becomes very dry. The soil then forms a dust
mulch over the soH beneath, making it more difficult for the

moisture to be drawn off by evaporation.

19. Implements of Tillage.—Largely because of the

light sandy nature of the soil found in most citrus groves in

Florida, fewer tillage implements are required than in most
other citrus sections. A plow, one or possibly two harrows,
and occasionally an orchard cultivator are the implements
usually found in a citrus grove in Florida.

Several so-called orange plows of the moldboard type
arc sold in the Florida citrus districts. These are designed
especially to turn a shallow furrow in a sandy soil. Naturally,
growers differ in their choice of plows, some preferring one
type and others a different type. In Fig. 6 are shown several

types of plows that from a careful canvass of the opinions of

Florida growers seem to be general favorites. The plow in (a)

(d)

Fig. 6

15
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is known as the Avery orange plow, and is claimed by the
manufacturers to be light but strong and to work well in light

soils, and to be easily adjusted for shallow plowing. In (6) is

shown the Brindley orange plow, which is provided with what
is known as a duck-bill point. This plow is designed for

shallow plowing in sandy soil, and it is claimed will turn the
furrow completely over and cover all grass, weeds, etc. In (c)

is illustrated the Deere sandy soil plow, with an iron beam.
This is also made with a wooden beam. Like the others,

it is designed for use in sandy soils, and by many growers it is

considered to be one of the best. In (d) is shown a one-horse
orange plow known as the Chattanooga one-horse sandy land

^^:

Fig. 7

plow. Like the two-horse plows described, it is designed to

turn a shallow furrow in sandy soil.

20. The harrow most used in the groves is the Acme, one
of which is shown in Fig. 7. This harrow is built in sections,

each section having six or eight blades, or colters, b, which
are bolted on iron bars, or pipes, a. The illustration shows
two sections of six blades each, which is a convenient size for

a two-horse team, but it can be separated so that each section

can be operated by a single horse, or several sections may be

added as may be convenient. The blades of this harrow are

from 15 to 18 inches long and from 2J to 3 inches wide. They
have a backward slope and are beveled and ground to an edge.
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By means of the lever d it is possible to adjust the angle at
which the blades work, so that they will cut to as great a
depth as 4 inches or simply work in the top 2 inches of soil.

For a smoothing and leveling implement, this harrow works
very well in the soils of the gulf-coast states, and is very
effective in making a dust mulch to conserve moistiu-e in dry
weather.

The disk type of harrow, one of which is shown in Fig. 8,

is used to some extent in groves for cutting clods and working
a cover crop into the soil. The excessive use of an Acme

Fig. 8

harrow has a tendency to pack a layer of soil beneath the
surface. A disk harrow run over the grotmd once will break
this up and improve the condition of the soil. For the culti-
vation of the soil in groves, it is desirable to have an extension
disk harrow, which can be opened out, or extended, to permit
of cultivation under low branches.

Cultivators of the Iron Age, or the Planet Jr., type are used
to a limited extent for cultivating groves in Florida. If a
grove has been neglected and the soil needs a thorough working
deeper than can be conveniently given with an Acme harrow,
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a cultivator of this type is an excellent implement to use on
the ground. Figs. 9 and 10 show a cultivator of this type.

When cultivating at some distance from the trees the seat is

attached as shown in Fig. 9, and when cultivating close to
the trees the seat is shifted to the position shown in Fig. 10.

By means of the levers the teeth can be set to dig at different

depths.

21 . Systems of Handling the Soil in the Grove.—Soils

and climatic conditions differ so much that not all groves can
be handled in the same manner, consequt^ntly each grower

Fig. 9

must decide for himself just how he will care for his soil. The
principal objects of every system of soil management should
be to save for the use of the trees as large a proportion as

possible of the rainfall, to add some humus to the soil, and
at the same time to make more available the original content
of plant-food in the soil.

22. Clean Culture with Cover-Crop System.—In the

clean culture with cover-crop system of management the

general practice is to keep the ground clean by frequent culti-

vations from the time the ground is plowed or disked in the
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fall or winter imtil the beginning of the rainy season about

the first of June, when the cover crop is sown.

In the sandy soils of the gulf-coast states the plowing should

be no deeper than necessary to turn the ground over and bury

the cover crop under the furrow slice. Citrus trees are shallow

feeders, and deep tillage means a loss of many small fibrous

roots. In fact, some good managers never plow the soil in

the groves, but depend entirely on the disk harrow and other

harrows for all their cultivating operations.

Cultivation should follow immediately after the plowing of

the soil and should be continued up to the rainy season in

Fig. 10

June or until the cover crop is sown. A disk harrow is some-
times used after plowing on soils that are inclined to be heavy
and occasionally during the year, but in most groves, especially
those in which the soil is sandy, the Acme harrow if used often
enough will keep the soil in good condition.

23. The frequency of cultivation depends somewhat on
the weather. As the principal advantage of cultivation is

the conservation of moisture, the ground should be worked
more frequently during a dry period than during a wet period.
It is a good plan, provided it is the time of the year when
It is desirable to prevent the loss of moisture from the soil,
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to go over the ground after every rain as soon as the soil dries

out sufficiently to permit of cultivation. A good general rule

to follow is to go over the grove with the Acme harrow every

10 days during the time moisture should be saved in the soil.

In fact, it is well to keep the harrow going constantly, and

as soon as the work is finished on one side of the grove to begin

on the other. It is impossible to cultivate too often during

the dry season.

As with the plowing, all cultivation of the soil should be

shallow. However, slight variation in depth of cultivation is

sometimes advisable to break up a packed layer of soil beneath

the surface, but even this does not mean that any one culti-

vation needs to be excessively deep. The use of a cultivator

of the type shown in Figs. 9 and 10 on ground that has been

worked frequently will break up this packed layer, if the teeth

of the cultivator are set to run just a little deeper than the

blades of the harrow went into the soil.

24. The exact time of discontinuing cultivation and sowing

the cover crop will vary with different growers and in accordance

with the season, the section where the grove is located, and
the weather. The general time to turn the grove loose—that

is, stop the cultivation and plant the cover crop—is just

before the rainy season. The cover crop is allowed to grow
until the following fall or early winter, when it is turned under
for the purpose of adding humus to the soil. The exact time

of plowing under the cover crop will also vary with the grower
and with the season. October is the usual month for plow-

ing under cover crops in Florida, although many growers wait

until December or even January. An advantage of plowing
early, however, is that the foliage is out of the way during
the picking season, and the trees are apt to pass the winter

in better condition if the ground is broken and cleanly culti-

vated; also, during the cold weather of winter, when fires in

the groves may be necessary for the protection of the trees

and fruit from frost, there is no trash on the ground that can
catch on fire and thus cause damage to the grove. In the light

soils of the gulf-coast states the cover crops should not be

&97—
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plowed under while they are green and succulent, but rather

after they are dry and partly rotted. The plowing under

of a too succulent growth in these soils makes an acid con-

dition of soil that is imfavorable for the growth of citrus trees.

In case the crop is still green when it is desired to plow the

groves the plants can be cut with a mowing machine and

allowed to lie on the surface imtil they dry and partly decay

before the ground is plowed.

25. A cover crop may be secured by sowing seeds of

various legumes or grasses or by permitting native grasses,

such as crab grass, or weeds to come up voluntarily. During

the rainy season when the ground is left uncultivated, an
abimdant growth of these volunteer crops will cover the ground
and provide a liberal amount of vegetable matter to be turned

under; in fact, they frequently produce a larger amount of

vegetable matter than a seeded cover crop. Some growers

rely on a crop of this kind entirely for a cover crop. However,
such crops do not collect nitrogen, and when they are returned

to the soil give back only that which they have withdrawn.

They add fiber to the soil, increasing the humus content, and
thus have an ameliorating effect on the soil. It is more desir-

able that some legume crop be sown, since it will increase the

nitrogen as well as the humus content of the soil. For this

reason legumes are used very generally as cover crops in groves
of the gulf-coast states.

The velvet bean, beggarweed, and cowpea are the principal

legumes planted, some growers preferring one and others

preferring another. Which variety of plant to grow as a
cover crop is a question that must be decided by each indi-

vidual grower. The climatic conditions of the region where
the grove is located, the condition of the soil, and whether
or not the plant does well in the locality, cost of seeding per
acre, the amount of vegetable matter produced for turning
under, and the ability of the plant to increase the amount
of nitrogen in the soil are factors to consider.

26. Velvet beans for cover crops in citrus groves can be
planted any time from the middle or last of April to not later
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than the last of May; the earHer they are planted the better.

The seeds can be sown broadcast, but it is better to plant them

in drills or in hills. If planted in drills, the rows should be

4 feet apart and the seeds 2 feet apart in the rows. If planted

in hills, the hills should be about 4 feet apart each way, and

four beans placed in each hill. An area 6 or 8 feet wide should

be left unplanted on each side of the tree row. About \ bushel

of seed will plant an acre of grove. Since the beans are some-

what slow in starting growth, the ground can be cultivated

a few times after the seeds are planted. This is an advantage,

as it keeps down weeds imtil the bean plants become established.

The velvet bean makes a very dense growth and care must

be taken that the vines do not get into the trees; if they come
in contact with the branches they will entwine about them
and become a nuisance. Some growers plant two or three

rows of com among the beans. This provides stems on which

the vines can climb, and hence it serves to keep them out of

the trees.

During the summer and early fall the vines make a luxuriant

growth. In the northern part of the gulf-coast region early

frosts will kill many of them, and several inches of dead vines

and leaves will cover the ground. In the central and southern

sections of Florida it is necessary to cut the vines early in the

fall with a mowing machine and allow them to die before

plowing them imder.

27. Beggarweed is a strong-growing annual plant that is

native to Florida. It does well in all parts of the state and in

some sections of the other gulf-coast states. Beggarweed when
once planted will reseed itself and come up every year, provided

it is not cut too early in the season for it to produce seed.

The seeds are sown broadcast between the tree rows about

the middle of May and are harrowed well into the soil. From
6 to 8 pounds of seed are required per acre. The groimd can

be cultivated for a short time after the seeds are sown, but

this will mainly have to be confined to the tree rows, and
cultivation be one way, so that the young plants of beggarweed
will be undisturbed in the middles between the tree rows.
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After the first season when the plants have become established

and plenty of seed has been scattered over the ground, the

grove can be freely cultivated from the time the ground is

plowed in the fall until it is desired to have the cover crop

grow in the summer. As soon as cultivation ceases the beggar-

weed will come up all through the grove.

During the summer the plants will make a good growth.

The crop should be cut when it first comes into bloom in the

season. If sufficient stubble is left, it will shoot out and

produce another good crop. Care should be taken that the

first crop is not cut too early in the season, for on many soils

it will be so green and succulent that it will not produce a

good second crop. Sometimes two or more cuttings can be

made in the same season. Each cutting should preferably

be allowed to decay on the surface of the ground. Sometimes

the plants are left to grow for the whole season and in the

fall are torn loose from the ground with a corn-stalk breaker.

Either a cutaway or a disk harrow will incorporate the beggar-

weed into the soil.

28. Cowpeas are sometimes used for cover crops in Florida

citrus groves, especially in young groves, but, unfortunately,

the plants are subject to the action of nematode worms that

produce root knot. However, the Braham and Iron varieties

have been found fairly resistant to root knot in the South,

and for this reason these varieties are recommended for planting

where it is desired to grow cowpeas. The seed can be sown

broadcast a week or so before the last cultivation of the grove.

The plants will make a luxuriant growth during the summer,

and in the early fall they should be cut with a mowing machine,

in order that the stems will be dry before the crop is plowed

under. Cowpeas are most largely planted as a cover crop

in the other gulf-coast states.

29. No-CultIvatlon System.—In contrast to the culti-

vation with the cover-crop system of soil management there

is what may be termed the no-cultivation system. In this

system the ground is not cultivated at all, the grass and weeds

that spring up being simply mowed and left on the ground.

275—23
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As a general rule, however, it can be said that most groves

can be handled to the best advantage by the previously men-

tioned system, although on low hammock soils in Florida,

where moisture is very abundant even during a dry season,

this no-cultivation system can often be used to advantage.

30. Flat-Hoeing System.—What may be called the

flat-hoeing system of grove management is practiced by some
growers in Florida. All tillage work in the groves is done

by hand, hoes being used to cultivate the ground. Shallow

cultivation of the soil is practiced and all the soil of the grove,

including that near the tree trunks, is cultivated. The ground

is kept cleanly cultivated during the winter and spring months,

and volunteer crops are allowed to grow during the summer
and fall and this vegetable matter is incorporated with the

soil by hoeing in the spring. Mr. L. B. Knox, of Ormond.
Florida, manages his groves this way and has very good

results. His conditions, however, make the plan succeed;

whereas, in other groves the practicability of this system

would be doubtful. Many of the trees of this grove are

budded on mature sour-orange roots and the budded trees

are in the same places that the native wild trees stood;

hence, they are irregularly placed. In this particular section

the trees do not seem to grow so large as in some other

sections of the s,tsit&, and for this reason they are left closer

together than citrus trees are usually planted. Thus, the

irregularity of the trees on. the groimd and their nearness

together make the cultivation of the soil with horse-drawn

implements less practicable than in groves where the trees

are spaced at uniform distances, and are the usual distance

apart. Mr. Knox grows much fancy fruit for which he receives

high prices, and this is another reason why he can use hand
labor instead of horse-drawn implements for cultivating his

grove.

31. Fertilizer Mulch System.—The fertilizer mulch
system of grove management is advocated and practiced to

some extent by some growers in Florida. In this system clean

cultivation with cover crops is practiced until the trees are
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from 7 to 10 years old. After that time grass is allowed to

grow and remain on the groimd the year round. The grass

is mowed in the fall and is not removed from the grove.

Fertilizer is apj^licd at certain times during the season, as the

trees require plant-food. In a later part of this Section the

kinds of fertilizer used in citrus groves and the amounts and

times for application are given, and the statements made there

will apply here as well.

Among the advantages claimed for this system is that the

fruit is smoother and of finer quality than if the ground is

tilled during a part of the year. This has not been satis-

factorily i^rovcd, however, but some few grove owners are

experimenting with the system in hopes of finding out its

advantages and disadvantages.

PIIUNING OF CITRUS TREES

32. Citrus trees, with the exception of lemons, as grown
in California, require less pruning than any other class of fruit

trees. This fact has led many growers to believe that the

trees require no pruning at all. Most of the pruning is done
when the trees are set out, and very little subsequent pruning

is given. For this reason, it is important that the pruning

at this time be done in such a way that heavy pruning may
be avoided later. Branches that will be undesirable on the

tree when it becomes older should not be allowed to develop.

Although an orange or a grapefruit tree, if not injured by frost

or attacked by some insect pest or disease, will usually make a
productive tree without much pruning if it has the right kind
of care, yet experience has ])roved that a certain amount of

pruning at certain times will be a benefit. In the gulf-coast

states the foliage of citrus trees should be sufficiently dense
to exclude the sun from the interior of the tree. Large open-
mgs m the head of the tree should be avoided. For this reason
it is important that all branches that are likely to be undesirable

should be removed when the trees are small. Heavy pruning
invariably results in a heavy growth of water sprouts and the
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interior of the tree will become as dense as before. In addition,
the removal of too much wood at any one time may cause
die-back, a disease of citrus trees prevalent in many southern
groves.

The trunk and main branches of citrus trees should be
shaded from the direct rays of the sun, or many branches will
die as a result of exposure to excessive heat. The limbs of
citrus trees should be strong in order to support a heavy crop
of foliage and fruit, and, for this reason, should have sufficient
space for development. Suckers will grow out from the
interior of a tree, and these should be removed unless they are
wanted to fill out some open space in the tree. Fruiting
branches can eventually be formed from these suckers by
pruning back the ends. Unless desired for filling in spaces,
suckers are undesirable; they take much i)lant-food and mois-

riG. 11

ture that otherwise might be of use to the fruiting branches
of the trees. Another reason why suckers should be removed
IS that, on account of their succulency, they are especially
liable to be attacked by the citrus white fly and thus spread
this pest to other parts of the tree.

All dead and decaying wood should be removed from citrus
trees, for such wood harbors fungous growths that arc likely
to infest fruit and healthy branches and foliage. For example,
the fungus that causes melanose and stem-end rot occurs in
decaying wood. The fact that all dead and decaying wood
should be removed from citrus trees cannot be too strongly
emphasized. Many trees have died and much fruit has been
lost m the past on account of dead wood having been allowed
to remam on the trees. When removing a partly decayed
branch it is well to cut back to healthy wood in order to be
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sure that all infected areas have been removed. Often infected

areas exist beyond the region of apparently dead wood. All

decayed twigs and branches should be removed from the grove

and burned to prevent further infection.

A good time for pruning trees is when they are dormant.

Usually the work is done during some dormant period in the

winter or in the spring after the crop has been removed. At
this time many branches that may have been injured by the

weight of fruit can be removed,

and since the soil is likely to be

in clean cultivation, the prunings

can be removed easily without

interference with the cover crop.

In pruning citrus trees, however,

a good rule to follow is ''prune

whenever you see something that

should come off."

33. The tools used for pruning

are hand priming shears, long-

handled shears, a pruning knife,

and saws. Shears like those shown
in Fig. 11 are used to take off

small twigs and suckers; long-

handled shears, known often as

lopping shears, like the pair shown
in Fig. 12, are used for pruning out
branches in the interior of a tree

and branches that are too large to

be cut with hand shears. Several types of saws are used for
pruning citrus trees. The saw shown in Fig. 13 has a swivel
blade which makes it possible to saw at any angle desired,
and is a desirable saw for pruning the larger limbs of citrus
trees. All pruning tools should be kept well sharpened in
order that clean cuts can be made. Often it is economical
for the pruner to stop work and get the shears and saws sharp-
ened. In making a cut with shears, the cutting edge should
always be held toward the part that is to remain on the tree.
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This means a clean cut and but little stub left on the tree.

All cuts should be made as near as possible to the branch or

Fig. 13

limb remaining on the tree. If a cut is made close to a branch

or trunk, the wound will soon heal over; if a stub is left the

tree cannot heal the woimd, and the wood of the exposed

stub soon decays, and decay will continue into the trunk or
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Fig. 14

branch on which the stub is located, thus injuring the tree.

In Fig. 14 is shown the effect of the right and the wrong ways
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of removing branches from citrus trees; a is a stub that was

left in pruning, and it will be seen that the tree has not been

able to heal the wound; 6 is a branch that was removed but no

stub left, and, as a result, the wound was healed; c is a small

woiuid that will soon heal.

Some kind of wound dressing should be used on the cut

surface whenever a branch is removed. Many preparations

are used for covering wounds, among which may be mentioned

warm coal tar, grafting wax applied with a brush, and good

white-lead paint with sufficient color in it to make it incon-

spicuous.

Much of the work of pruning can be done from the ground,

but step ladders should be used when necessary to get at the

higher branches. Regular picking ladders that lean against

the trees are not very satisfactory as pruning ladders because

they are likely to break the branches.

FERTILIZATION OF GROVES

34. Lack of fruitfulness in citrus trees is frequently due

to lack of sufficient plant-food in the soil. Cultivation has

a tendency to make more available the i)lant-food that is in

the soil. Cover crops also help to increase the plant-food

content of the soil. With few exceptions, however, these two

factors alone do not make available sufficient plant-food in

the soil for satisfactory results. The soil in the gulf-coast

states adapted to citrus fruit culture is thin and light and

requires fertilizer for the production of satisfactory crops of

fruit. Some soils may contain sufficient plant-food to supply

the needs of the trees for some time, but sooner or later they

will become exhausted and then applications of fertilizer must

be made if the trees are to continue in profitable bearing.

Other soils are so light and sandy that fertilizers will have

to be used from the time the young trees arc ])lanted.

The use of fertilizers is largely a local prol^lem with the

grower. It is im])ossible to give a fertilizer formula that will

be adapted to all soils for all conditions of growth. The
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fertilizer to use will vary with the kind of soil, the management
of the grove, whether or not eover crops are turned under,

the cultivation that is given, the age of the trees, and, in fact,

many other local factors. It is important that the grower

acquaint himself with the various kinds of fertilizers used

in groves and experiment with them, using them in vary-

ing amounts and combinations, and keep accurate records of

results. In this way valuable data can be obtained that per-

tains to his own grove. Practical information can be gained

by talking with the best growers in the vicinity, but it is well

to have the opinions of several such growers, because each

individual is likely to favor the use of a certain fertilizer for

no valid reason other than a personal preference. In addition,

much good information can be had from fertilizer dealers.

In Florida, some of the best concerns selling fertilizer have
experts who travel throughout the state and advise growers

about their fertilizer problems. When getting information

from such men, however, it should be remembered that they
are working for fertilizer concerns and that it is the business

of their firms to sell fertilizer. Still, this advice, coupled
with that gained otherwise, will usually enable a grower to

come to a wise decision about the fertilizer to use for his grove.

35. It is claimed by many horticulturists and growers
that for Florida conditions, barnyard manure should not be
used as a fertilizer in citrus groves in that state, because it

13roduces a rank growth of foliage, injures the quality of the

fruit, and frequently causes die-back. However, the Alabama
Experiment Station recommends for conditions in their state

the use of manure in the fall after the trees are planted, the

manure being spaded in the soil not too close to the trees.

The elements necessary for plant growth that are usually

lacking in the soil are nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus.
Plants require many other chemical elements in the course
of their growth, but these other elements are almost always
present in the soil in sufficient quantities.

It may be said that nitrogen is useful to the tree in making
a large growth of new wood. An abundant supply of nitrogen
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in the soil is indicated by a dark-green, glossy foliage. Lack of

nitrogen is indicated by a yellowing of the leaves and a sickly,

stunted growth of leaves and twigs. Excess of nitrogen in the

soil retards the maturity of the fruit and causes the fruits to

form thick, puffy rinds, and too much rag.

The requisite amount of phosphorus in the soil causes the

fruit to develop properly, and a plentiful supply hastens the

maturity of the fruit. Potassium is valuable in the soil for

the assistance it gives in the physiological process of plant

growth, enabling the leaves to take up carbon from the atmos-

phere. Citrus fruits grown on soils that have liberal amounts

of available potassium in them have thinner skins and a less

amount of rag than trees that are grown in soils deficient in

potassium. The proper supply of potassium seems to have

a beneficial effect on the keeping quality of the fruit. Trees

plentifully supplied with this food also form firm, hard wood
that withstands cold and wind more than trees grown on soils

deficient in potassium.

36. Sources of the Essential Plant-Foods.—Nitrogen

may be obtained from nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia,
cottonseed meal, tankage, and dried blood. The first two
materials are most used as sources of nitrogen for citrus trees.

The nitrate of soda is the quickest acting source of nitrogen

that can be used; the sulphate of ammonia is slower in its

action. Also, the continued use of sulphate of ammonia will

cause the loss of lime in the soil, and tend to make the soil acid.

In case the soil becomes acid it will be necessary to apply lime
in order to counteract this effect. Cottonseed meal, tank-
age, and dried blood arc organic fertilizers and are not very
often used as sources of nitrogen for citrus trees. Organic
fertilizers are not only slower in their action but in some
sections their application is followed by die-back, a disease of
citrus trees.

The sources of phosphorus are bone, phos])hatic rock, and
basic slag, frequently known as Thomas phosphate powder.
The bone is sold as ground, steamed, or dissolved, bone. The
phosphatic rock is treated with acid, in order to make the
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phosphorus available and is sold under the trade name of acid

phosphate. It has been claimed by some growers that it is

better to use dissolved bone as a source of phosphorus in

preference to acid phosphate, yet, acid phosphate has been

used continuously for several years in some groves in Florida

with satisfactory results. Basic slag, or Thomas phosphate
powder, is frequently used by people who mix their own fer-

tilizers, as a source of phosphorus, and, although it is very slow

acting, some growers have used it successfully.

Potassium can be purchased either as sulphate of potash,

muriate of potash, or kainit. The latter is a mixture of

potassium salts, largely in the sulphate forms. vSulphatc of

potash is the most used source of potassium for citrus groves.

The muriate is supposed to have a bad effect on citrus

trees and for this reason is largely avoided. Kainit is used
by some growers with fair results.

37. Fertilizer for Citrus Trees.—Nursery trees and
young trees in the grove that have not come into bearing

require a different fertilizer treatment than trees that are

bearing fruit. For young trees the fertilizer should be richer

in nitrogen and poorer in phosphorus and potassium than
for bearing trees. This is obvious when it is considered that

abimdant nitrogen is necessary for the growth of wood and
foliage, just what is desired in young trees, and that abundant
phosphorus and potassium are necessary to produce riix^ned

fruit of good quality, with thin skins, little rag, and good
keeping quality, conditions sought in bearing trees. No abso-

lute formulas, either for non-bearing or for bearing trees, can
be given that will apply to all conditions, but there are general
formulas for each class that can be modified to suit specific

conditions. The time of application makes a difference in

the proportions of plant-foods used in the fertilizer formula.
A fertilizer applied in spring and summer should be richer

in nitrogen than a fertilizer applied in the fall, because a fcr-

tiHzer rich in nitrogen used in the fall is likely to send the
trees into the winter with a succulent growth that is easily

injured even by light frosts.
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38. A general formula for nursery stock and young trees

for use in the spring or summer is one containing 4 per cent,

of nitrogen, 6 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and 8 per cent, of

potash. This formula should, of course, be modified to suit

local conditions. If the soil is fairly rich in humus and nitrogen

the percentage of nitrogen might be decreased to 3 or 3^ per

cent. ; if it is very poor in humus and the trees indicate a lack

of nitrogen, the nitrogen might be increased to 5 per cent.

If the soil is very sandy and deficient in phosphorus the phos-

phoric acid might be raised to, say, 8 per cent, in the formula,

or, under some conditions, if the soil has sufficient phosphorus

in it, it might be cut down to about 4 per cent. The potash

content might also be changed, with a range of 4 per cent, to

9 per cent., depending on soil conditions. A grower is always

safe, however, in applying liberal amounts of phosphorus and

potassium, especially in Florida, for the soils in this state as

a whole are deficient in these plant-foods. For fall applica-

tion for young trees, the nitrogen content should be lessened;

often it is well to cut it down to 2 or 3 per cent., as the

trees will then have an opportunity to harden their wood

before winter.

The fertilizer used for nursery stock and young trees, on

account of its large proportion of nitrogen, is known among
growers as grower fertilizer.

For bearing trees for spring and summer application, a

general formula is 3| per cent, of nitrogen, 8 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid, and 12 ])cr cent, of ])otash, but here again there

is likely to be the need of wide variation. If the trees by

their appearance do not seem to require much nitrogen, the

amount may be cut down to, say, 3 per cent., or if, on the

contrary, they seem to be suffering for the want of nitrogen,

the fertilizer might be made to contain 4 or 4^ per cent, of

this clement ; the amount of phos])horic acid ranges from about

6 to 10 per cent., and of ]3otash from about 8 to 13 per cent.,

depending on the i:)revious treatment the soil has received

and the quantity of fruit on the trees. For fall application

the nitrogen ])crcentage of fertilizer used for bearing trees is

often reduced to 2 or 2^ per cent.
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Many growers buy the ingredients and mix their own fer-

tilizers, and others buy the ready-mixed fertilizers. Often it

is economy to mix the ingredients on the farm, and another

advantage of home mixing is that it is easy to increase or

decrease the quantities of the various elements for the various

trees or areas of the grove. However, many growers find

it so much more convenient to purchase the goods ready mixed

that they order them in this condition from the dealers. Fer-

tilizer dealers have for sale many brands of fertilizer for citrus

trees, and they will in addition, if the grower desires, prepare

special mixtures to suit his demands.

39. Time for Fertilizing.—A good rule to follow as to

the time of applying fertilizer is to put it on the ground
when the condition of the tree demands it. Experience shows

that the same quantity applied in several applications is better

than the whole lot applied at one time. In Florida, the general

practice is to make three applications from early spring to

late fall, but some growers have found that, especially for

young trees, a larger number of applications have given better

results. The general times when three applications are made
are: (1) in early spring just before growth starts; (2) just

before the rainy season in summer; (3) from November 15 to

December 15. For young trees, four or even five applications

from just before growth starts until vSeptember or October
are often made with good results. In this matter of the

seasons and frequency of application, a grower should experi-

ment in his own grove and be governed accordingly.

40. Quantity of Fertilizer.—Especially in Florida, where
the soils are so likely to be deficient in plant-food, observation

teaches that the growers who get best results are those who
fertilize liberally. This does not mean that fertilizer should
be wasted, but that ample quantities should be used. It is

possible, however, to use too much fertilizer, especially for

young trees. If, for example, the young trees begin to show
signs of die-back, which is usually indicated by excessively

large leaves, the trouble may be that they are getting too much
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food, especially nitrogen, and therefore, nitrogenous fertilizer

should be withheld for a time.

For trees the first season they are set out the usual application

is from 1 to 2 pounds of fertilizer per tree per year. The

amounts are increased about a pound each year up to 5 years.

After the fifth year the amount is governed largely by the

crop. For a 6- or a 7-year-old tree, from 6 to 8 or even

10 pounds may be used. For 10-year-old trees the quantity

will be from 15 to 20 poimds. As the trees become older the

quantities are increased, until for a large tree, say one 20 to

30 years old, from 30 to 50 pounds may be necessary.

41. Method of Application.—The fertilizer should be

spread evenly on the surface of the ground and worked into

the soil by means of tillage implements. Many growers spread

the fertilizer by hand, but others make use of fertilizer dis-

tributors. A good point to remember when fertilizing a grove

is that the roots spread out in the ground about as far as

the foliage spreads in the air. The fertilizer, therefore, to be

available for all of the roots, should be spread over the entire

surface of the groimd above them. This means that when
the trees are young the fertilizer can be confined to a space

near the tree, but when the trees are mature practically all

of the ground of the grove should receive fertilizer. Care
should be taken that the fertilizer does not come within more
than 2 feet of the trunks of the trees, on account of its injurious

effects on the crown roots.

SPRAYING OF CITRUS TREES
42. A detail of grove management that should not be

neglected in citrus culture is the spraying of the trees to con-
trol the ravages of insect and fungous pests. Most efficient

managers consider spraying as an investment and not as an
expense. In subsequent Sections the principal citrus pests

are described and control methods given; growers will find

It to their advantage to be familiar with these control measures
and to practice them whenever necessary, for it is only by
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constantly fighting the pests that they can be controlled.

In California and Arizona fumigation of the trees with hydro-

cyanic-acid gas holds most of the serious insect pests in check,

but in the gulf-coast states spraying seems to be the most
practical way of combating them.

Both insecticides and fungicides are necessary in spraying

work. Many growers buy the materials and mix their own
sprays; others use proprietary insecticides and fungicides.

In addition to insecticides and fungicides, certain parasitic

fungi, usually known as friendly fungi, are sometimes sprayed

on the trees. These fungi, of which there are several kinds,

help to control many injurious insects. More specific infor-

mation regarding them is given in a later Section.

All spraying, to be effective, must be done thoroughly.

Several sprayings are likely to be required each year, and a

grower cannot afford to neglect any of them. The trees should

be accessible from all sides, and the workmen should be cau-

tioned to get the material on all parts of the tree. For small

groves, hand pumps mounted on a barrel are satisfactory,

but growers with large acreages find the power sprayers more
satisfactory. The gasoline-engine type of j^ower sprayer is

the most popular. Carbonic-acid gas and compressed-air

power sprayers are also recommended by many growers.

Most any kind of equipment desired can be purchased, and
a person just starting into the business of growing citrus fruit

will have no trouble in getting a desirable outfit.

IRRIGATION OF GROVES

43. Growers consider irrigation a means of insuring the

citrus crop. When the supply of water is inadequate, the

trees do not produce good crops, and what fruit is produced
is not of good quality. Often there will be several years when
the rainfall is so distributed that practically no irrigation

is necessary. Then may come a year in which there is a season
of prolonged drought, when the trees in the grove, unless they
are irrigated, will suffer for the want of water. In Florida
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the period during which rainfall is uncertain is from the first

of March to the first or middle of June, although in solne

years rainfall may be very deficient in other months. In order

that they may be prepared for drought, many growers make
provision for watering their groves. The systems of irrigation

employed are much less expensive and more simple in con-

struction than those used in the groves of California and

Arizona where irrigation is practiced extensively. Never-

theless, they must be of such a nature that water may be

supplied whenever it is required.

Fi<;. 1.-)

44. Where artesian wells are available they are often used

as a means of supplying water for irrigation ])uri3oses. How-
ever, some growers claim that the water from artesian wells,

on account of the

minerals it contains,

is injurious to citrus

trees; others use the

water freely and
notice no injurious

effect. In order to

control the water
from an artesian well,

a pipe that can be

opened or closed with

a wheel valve is sunk into the ground. In Fig. 15 is shown an

artesian well in a citrus grove near Fort Myers, Florida. When
water is desired for irrigation j^uq^oses the wheel valve is

opened and the water conducted through open furrows to the

parts of the grove to be irrigated.

Where artesian wells are not available, water for irrigating

purposes must, of course, be ])um]jed to the groves from a

lake, a river, or a well. Sometimes it is pumped directly to

the grove through pipes, but often a storage tank is provided

into which the water is pumped and the water then conducted
by gravity from this tank to the grove. Each grower will

have his own problem when putting in such an irrigation

system, and it will pay him to give the matter considerable
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attention and devise a system that will provide an ample

supply of water when it is required.

45. Water can be distributed through a grove by several

methods. The open-furrow method is one of the most common;
it consists in carrying the water through open furrows to

where it is desired. Many growers make only one furrow

midway between each

tree row and conduct

the water through this

furrow. A grove irri-

gated by the one-furrow

method is shown in

Fig. 16. Since the soil

on which citrus trees

are planted in the gulf-

coast states is of a sandy

nature, much water will

soak into the ground

even from one furrow,

and when water is used,

as the growers say, "just

to keep off the wilt,"

one furrow will suffice.

When a more thorough

irrigation is desired, more

furrows are used. Some-

times, when more fur-

rows are desired, furrows

are run at right angles

to the furrows between
the rows. In this case the water is turned into the fur-

rows running one way in the grove, and then later these

furrows are closed and the water turned into those that run
at right angles.

In Fig. 17 is shown a section of the Drennen grove near
Orlando, Florida, where three furrows are used, two zigzag fur-

rows and an approximately straight furrow between the two.

Fig. 16

Fig. 17
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One advantage of the zigzag furrows is that the water requires
a longer time to pass through them than through straight fur-
rows, and hence the soil will absorb more moisture. An addi-
tional advantage is that the water can be carried for some
distance into the spaces between the trees in the rows. In
Fig. 18 is shown a section of the same grove where four straight
furrows between each two rows of trees are being used to carry
the water through the grove. Figs. 17 and 18 were made from
photographs taken by the United States Department of Agri-
culture when an investigation of irrigation practices in Florida
groves was made.

In some groves the water is conducted through pipes, and
to these are connected spraying stands that are provided with
nozzles. The stands are made of short pieces of pipe set near
the trees and the water is delivered in the form of a spray.
Some growers bury the pipes and others simply lay them on
the surface of the ground.

BUDDING OVER TREES

46. Often it is desirable to bud over a mature tree in a
grove. The variety may not be a profitable one, or it may be
desired to change the tree from an orange to grapefruit, or
vice versa. Many successful growers have found it very
profitable to bud over their trees. For example, suppose the
trees in the grove are of a midseason variety of orange that
usually reaches the market at a time when oranges are plentiful
and prices low. In such a case it would likely pay the owner
to bud over the trees to, say, the Valencia Late, the fruit of
which variety usually reaches the market at a time when
prices are good.

When budding over an old tree, it is well at first to bud only
a few branches and allow the others to grow as usual for a time,
and then later, after the first buds have made a fair growth,
bud the other branches. If all the branches were budded at
one time, it would cause an unbalanced condition between the
roots and top and injury to the tree would likely result.
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47. Two general methods are followed in budding large

branches. In the first of these methods, the limb to be budded

is sawed off, and after sprouts have formed and become about

i inch in diameter, the buds are inserted into two or three

of these sprouts in the same way as when nursery trees are

budded. The other sprouts arc then removed. If all three

buds take, growers

generally remove one

and leave only two

to develop. The
other method of bud-

ding a large limb,

and the one most

often employed, is to

insert the buds into

the bark of the limb

itself. Usually two

buds are inserted, and

after they have
reached a fair size the

limb is lopped in the

same way as when
nursery trees arc

budded. In Fig. 19 is

shown at a, a two

sprouts from buds

that were inserted

into a large limb. At
b and c are shown
limbs that have been

lopped; b is the limb

in which the buds a ^"- ^»

were inserted; the s|)routs on the liml) c cannot be seen in

the illustration. The purpose of lop]3ing the limbs is twofold

:

it prevents the carrying of too much sap into the growing bud,

and also, since the limb is still attached to the tree, any
fruit on it will develop and can be harvested. In Fig. 20
IS shown at a, a two buds that have grown into limbs. The
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limb in which the buds were inserted in this case was sawed

off at b.

In the second method, that of inserting a bud into a mature

Hmb, a curved incision is made as shown in Fig. 21. An
incision of this kind is

made because of the

difficulty of lifting the

bark without having

it break or crack, as

is frequently the case

when the regular

inverted T incision is

used. The incision

can be made to curve

to the right or to the

left as desired. The
bud is cut with a large

shield of bark on the

right or the left of the

eye, according to the direction of the curve of the incision. The
bark of the limb is lifted at the middle of the curve and the

shield of bark on the bud shoved underneath it imtil the eye of

the bud is about even with the curve. The bud is then wrapped
in the manner described for T budding.

The budding over of large limbs can be done at any season

of the year when the bark will slip well

;

that is, during any period of growth.

Fig. 20

Fig. 211

BRACING LIMBS OF TREES

48. Citrus trees heavily loaded with
fruit often need to be braced is some man-
ner to keep the fruit off the ground and to

prevent the branches from breaking. Particularly is this the

case when they have not been properly pruned. It is often

possible to strengthen the framework of a tree by growing a

natural crotch brace in the tree. This is done by grafting a
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twig located on a branch where a brace is desired to a twig on

another branch similarly located. The bark is cut length-

wise on each twig at the point where they come in contact and

the two twigs are then wrapped together with budding cloth

at the point where the two twigs come in contact. They

will soon unite, after which the cloth is removed and the ends

of the twigs above the union cut away. These limbs, as

Fig. 22

growth proceeds, will become firmly fastened together, and if

they have been well chosen will help to brace the tree.

In California trees are braced in the manner illustrated in

Fig. 22, and a few Florida growers are adopting the method.

The brace consists of two hooks, like the one shown in Fig. 23,

which are hooked into the branches and connected by a wire.

These braces arc strong and durable and will hold up heavily-

laden limbs.

Props are often used for holding loaded limbs off the ground.

The prop used in Florida is usually a 3"X 1" piece of wood cut
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the length desired and notched at the top. The props are

placed underneath the tree and the limbs are allowed to rest

in the notch. A piece of bur-

lap is usually placed in the

notch to act as a pad to pre-

vent rubbing of the bark. A
disadvantage of such props is

that they are not adjustable

to limbs of different heights.

Fig. 24 illustrates another

style of prop used in Califor-

nia. A wire hook is clamped

to this as shown and the

limbs rest in these hooks as

illustrated in Fig. 25. An
advantage of this style of

prop is that the hook can be placed at any height desired.

Fig. 23
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PIWTEC TION OF TllEES AGAINST FUOST

49. Since citrus trees are frequently subject to injury by
frost, it is important that a grower be prepared to protect

the trees when the necessity arises. The principal methods of

protection jjracticed in the gulf-coast states are the mounding
of earth about the trunk to protect the bud union, the burning

of wood fires in the grove during a period of cold, and the

burning of oil or coal in heaters made for this purpose.

50. Mounding to Protect the Bud Union.—The princi-

pal reason for protecting the bud union during cold weather is

that this is the tendcrest i^art of the tree, and further, if a

tree is killed by frost above the bud union, sprouts that come
out later above the bud will be of the same variety as the bud,

whereas if the bud is killed and sprouts come from below the

bud union they will be of the same variety as the stock. In

citrus sections in which there is a likelihood of frost most

growers mound their trees, but in sections in which there is

little likelihood of frost this precaution is not so generally taken.

When mounding the trees, the earth should be thrown well

up above the bud union in order to protect not only the bud

union, but as much of the trunk as possible. In the case of

young trees, however, it is best not to cover the entire trunk,

for if they are mounded too high some of the functions of the

trees are interfered with and injury may result. The soil

will settle somewhat, and for this reason it is well to place

more soil on the mounds about 3 or 4 weeks after they are

first made. The soil

used in making
mounds should be free

from grass, weeds,

etc., as wood lice may
cause damage if too

much vegetation is

present. On low
hammock lands that

are rich in humus it

is a good plan to haul

the earth for the

mounds from some

outside source where

it can be had com-

paratively free from

vegetable matter.

The first or second

Fig. 25

week in November is

a good time to mound
the trees, as no frost

is likely to occur be-

fore this date. If the trees are mounded after a frost the bark
of the trunk is likely to rot during the winter. The soil should

be removed from around the trees in the spring as soon as

danger from frost has passed ; this is usually about the end of

March. It is not a good plan to leave the mound about the

trees during the summer, as maldigoma disease may attack

the trunk above the bud union and cause the death of

the tree.
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51. Wood Fires for Frost Protection.—A method
frequently employed in some sections for the protection of

citrus fruit and trees from frost injury is the burning of wood
in the grove. What is known as fat pine is good wood for

this purpose, as it is full of rosin, ignites readily, and bums
with considerable heat. In Fig. 26 is shown a Florida grove
with piles of wood in place between the tree rows ready for

Fig. 26

burning. There is much difference in the size of wood used
by different growers. Some use logs, which are lighted at
one end of the pile, and the logs, as the ends are consumed,
are moved over the bed of hot coals ; others use smaller pieces
of wood and replenish the supply when necessary.
Many growers keep a supply of wood at a convenient place

near the grove; and early in the fall ])efore any frost is likely
to occur it is placed in the rows between the trees. One pile
of wood for every square of four trees is usually provided,

§27 It

and additional piles are placed around the grove about the

same distance apart as the piles between the rows. This will

usually be sufficient to protect the trees in a grove, but in

extremely cold weather there may be some injury.

The fires should be lighted in a grove just as soon as there is

danger of frost, and they should be kept burning until the danger

is past. A small quantity of kerosene poured over the wood

will aid in igniting it. It is important to keep a sufficient

reserve supply of wood where it will be readily available.

52. Orchard Heaters.—In recent years orchard heaters

that bum oil or coal have been very successfully used for

the protection of citms groves from frost. The oil-buming

heaters seem to have met with the most favor, but some growers

have found the coal heaters satisfactory. Orchard heaters

have been used to a greater extent in California and Arizona

than in the gulf-coast states. In the Western States the results

have been very satisfactory when the fires were kept buming

until danger of injury was past.

The heating of orchards in California by means of coal and

oil heaters was discussed in a previous Section, and what was

said there need not be repeated.

HARVESTING AND MARKETING OF
CITRUS FRUIT

53. It is generally conceded that the methods used in

harvesting and marketing the crop have about as much influence

on the profits realized as the methods of growing. Methods

of handling the crop have changed greatly in recent years.

Those who desire to realize the greatest profit from their fruit

are obliged to adopt up-to-date methods, by means of which

it is possible to handle the largest quantity of fruit in the

best order and with the least possible cost.

54. Season for Picking?.—The time for picking fruit is,

of course, when it is ripe and ready for market. In the descrip-

tions of the varieties of citrus fruits given in a previous Section

the season of ripening for each variety is given; by noting
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these times it will be learned that Florida fruit is on the market
from October or November until May or June. In the other
gulf-eoast states where the Satsuma orange is largely grown

the season is usually from Oetober to

the middle of January.

The tendency in the past has been to

pick some of the earHer varieties and
place them on the market before they
were fully ripe, but of recent years the

government has ruled that under the

pure-food law such fruit is misbranded.
The state of Florida has also made laws

about this matter, and as a result of

both the government and the state law,

the shipping of immature fruit is not
practiced so much at present as it was
in the past.

55.

Fig. 27

Need of Careful Handling of
Fruit.—Although an orange or a grape-
fruit does not show an injury as quickly

as do most other kinds of fruit, nevertheless citrus fruits are
easily injured by careless handling. Too much attention can-
not be given to the proper handHng of the fruit when remov-
ing it from the tree. Bruises, clipper cuts, fingernail scratches,
and all such injuries cause pre-

mature decay of the fruit and,

in addition, they detract from
the appearance and make it sell

for a less price than uninjured

fruit. The best growers are con-

tinually on the lookout for im-
proved methods and equipment
for handling the fruit, including

picking receptacles, fruit clip-

pers, wagons, and all such appliances that will lessen the chance
of damaging the fruit. Many growers require pickers to wear
cotton gloves to prevent the fingernails from scratching the fruit.

Fig. 28

6
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these times it will be learned tliat Florida fruit is on the market
from Oetober or Novemhc>r until I\lay or June. In the other
;ulf-coast states where the Satsuma oran^^e is lar<,^ely <^Town

the season is usually from October to

the middle of January.

The tendency in the ])ast has been to

])iek some of the earlier varieties and
])lace them on the market l)efore they
were fully ripe, but of reetMit \'ears the

government has ruled tliat under the

])ure-food law sueli fruit is misbranded.
The state of Florida has also made laws
al)out this matter, and as a result of

both the <,^overnment and the state law,

the shi])])injj: of immature fniit is not
l)raeticed so much at present as it was
in the past.

55. Need of (iirerul Ihuidliiio of

p^^, .,^

FriiU .—Althou^^h an oran<j:e or a ^Tai)e-

fruit does not show an injury as quickly
as do most other kinds of fruit, nevertlieless citrus fruits are
easily injured by careless handlin^^ a\)o much attention can-
not l)e K^iven to the i)ro])er handlin.u: <>f the fruit when remov-
ing: it from the tree. Bruises, elip])CT cuts, fin.i^^ernail scratches,
and all such injuries cause ])re-

mature deca\' of the fruit and,

in addition, they detract from
the a])i3earance and make it sell

for a less ])rice than uninjured

fniit. The best ^n'owers are con-

tinually on the lookout for im-
proved methods and equi])ment

for handlin<,r the fruit, including'

picking rece])taeles, fruit clip-

pers, wagons, and all such ai)])liances that will lc>ssen the chance
of damaKin- the fruit. Alany growers re(iuire pickers to wear
cotton <;lo\'es to i)re\-ent the linKernails from scratching the fruit.

Fk:. 28
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56. Picking Receptacles.—A picking receptacle fre-

quently used is a wickerwork basket of the type shown in

Fig. 27. Several styles similar to that pictured are on the
market and can be purchased from dealers in citrus growers'
supplies. Some baskets are made so that they can be carried

by means of a strap across the

shoulder; others are provided

with a bale. The sides and bot-

toms of the baskets are usually

padded with cloth of some kind.

This protects the fruit to a cer-

tain extent from injury. When
removing the fruit from the

basket it should be lifted out

with the hands, on account of

the bruising that inevitably re-

sults if it is poured from the

basket.

In Fig. 28 is shown a type of

basket used by L. B. Knox in

his grove near Ormond, Florida.

It is a half-bushel splint basket

with a bale attached. An ad-

vantage of this basket is that it

can be hung on the side of the

ladder while being filled. In

Fig. 29 is shown a view of Mr.
Knox's grove at picking time.

The baskets attached to the lad-

ders can be plainly seen. When
hauling the fruit to the pack-
ing house, Mr. Knox places the

baskets in the wagons without emptying them, thus avoiding
the extra handling of the fruit and avoiding injuries to the fruit

caused by pouring them from one receptacle into another.
Growers in Florida are beginning to use the California type

of picking bags to some extent. One of these bags is shown
in Fig. 30. There is no bottom in the bag, but it is held

Fig. 30
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closed by fastening a ring to the hook as shown in the illus-

tration. If it is desired to decrease the capacity of the bag,

the other rings on the chain are fastened to the hook. The

part of the bag that rests against the body is padded for the

purpose of preventing the fruit from being bruised. The bag

is carried over the shoulder, as shown in Fig. 31, and it is

emptied by unhooking the chain, which allows the fruit to

pass out at the bottom. This does away with the necessity

of taking the fruit out with the hands. When emptying a bag

the end from which the fruit passes out

should rest on the bottom of the box and

the bag be pulled carefully away from

the fruit. If the fruit is allowed to fall

into the box it is sure to be bruised.

57. Field Boxes.—In Fig. 32 are

shown two styles of field boxes used in

Florida. The fruit from the picking bag

or basket is placed in these boxes in the

field, unless the picking receptacle with

the fruit in it is hauled to the packing

house. The field boxes are usually well

made and often are reinforced with bands

of sheet iron. They are designed to be

piled one above the other without bruis-

ing the fruit.

58. Ladders.—Much of the fruit

can be picked from the ground, but lad-

ders are necessary for picking the fruit

on the higher branches. The regular four-legged step ladder is

used in some groves; other growers prefer a three-legged step

ladder. For picking the fruit from the outside branches of

high trees a light, strong ladder that can be leaned against

the tree is used. The breadth at the base should be sufficient

to prevent its tipping when laid against the tree. Ladders

with a pointed end are sometimes used for getting the fruit

from the inside of tall trees. When using one of these ladders

the point is placed in a crotch of limbs.
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Clippers.—The fruit is removed from the tree by
of cHppers. In Fig. 33 is shown the method of holding

the fruit when remov-
ing it from the tree.

The fruit should be re-

moved with only a small

portion of the stem ad-

hering to it, for a long

stem left on an orange

or a grapefruit will be

sure to injure mueh of

the fruit with which it

comes in contact. The
clippers used should have
rounded points. Sharp

points are likely to in-

jure the fruit. Two
Fig. 32

modem styles of clippers are shown in Fig. 34.

60. Hauling tlie Fruit.—Care to prevent jarring should
be exercised when hauling the fruit from the grove to the
packing house. Al-

though many grow-

ers haul their fruit

from the grove to the

packing house in

wagons without
springs, many enter-

prising growers use

spring wagons for this

purpose. In Fig. 35

is shown the Belknap

orchard wagon. This

wagon can be pur-

chased with tongue or

shafts as desired.

There are several advantages in the use of this wagon; it has
springs, which prevent much jarring of the fruit ; it has a low

Fig. 33

^igr

Fig. 34

Fig. 35

53
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bed, which does away with much raising of the boxes when load-

ing the fruit; it has wide-tired wheels, which prevent it from
cutting deeply into the soil; the gearing of the wagon is con-

structed with three reaches and with turning circles on each

axle, thus enabling the wagon to be turned in a small space.

Another type of orchard wagon, known as the Electric Wheel
wagon, is shown in Fig. 36 (a). This wagon is suppHed with

bolster springs of the type shown in (b). The springs a form a

part of the bolster of the wagon.

The beds on the wagons used in groves should be of a size

to hold a definite number of field boxes. Usually the manu-
facturers make beds of different widths and lengths; it will

pay a grower to choose a bed that will accommodate a definite

number of field boxes of the size that are used in his groves.

In case the bed furnished by the manufacturer is not the size

required one can be built to meet the requirements.

PACKINO THE FRUIT

61. Packing Houses.—The fruit after it leaves the

grove is taken to a packing house where it is graded, sorted,

washed if necessary, wrapped in paper, and packed in boxes
ready for shipment. These packing houses range from small

sheds with meager equipment to large factory-like buildings

equipped with all modem appliances for handling the fruit.

Manufacturers can supply equipment to handle any quantity
of fruit. Equipment can be had that is suitable for the grower
who desires to pack his own fruit as well as for large packing
houses.

Advertisements in the leading farm papers in the citrus

sections will put the purchaser in touch with firms who handle
packing-house equipment. When purchasing equipment, it

should be remembered that the fruit must be handled in a

manner to prevent bruises and that it must be handled economi-
cally and rapidly. Before purchasing packing-house equip-

ment, it is well to visit the best packing houses in the state,

learn their methods, and study the good and the bad features

of their equipment.

§27 IN GULF-COAST Sl'AlES 65

In modem packing houses the fruit is handled largely by

machinery. It is carried from one machine to another on a

canvas belt, or if it is necessary to raise it from one floor' to

another, endless belt elevators may be used; the fruit passes

from a higher to a lower level by gravity but it is not allowed

to fall very far on account of the ease with which it is bruised.

Among the machines in packing houses are washers in which

the fruit is washed and brushed, weighing machines that

record automatically the quantity of fruit that passes through

the house, sizcrs that sort the fruit into different sizes, and

box presses that hold the covers in place on the boxes while

they are being nailed shut. The grading, wrapping, and

packing is done by hand.

62. Washing llie Fruit.—Much of the fruit when it

arrives at the packing house is dirty or covered with fungous

or insect growths that can be removed. The fruit is washed

and brushed to improve its appearance and remove these

growths. Machines are on the market that do this work auto-

matically; the fruit is dumped into a tank of water and is car-

ried over or past brushes that rub the surface of each fruit.

Some of these machines handle the fruit more roughly than

others, and in selecting a machine this matter should receive

attention.

63. Scraping tlie Fruit.—Some of the scale insects that

adhere to the fruit can easily be removed by scraping the rind

with a dull knife. Some packers, when the fruit does not

require washing, hire women or girls to do this work, and
usually pay them a certain amount for each box. The removal

of the scales very much improves the appearance of the fruit.

64. Grading tlie Fruit.—The fruit is graded carefully

before it is sized for packing. Where the rust mite is prevalent

the fruits are first separated into two classes, known as brights

and russets. All those that are free from the russet markings
caused by the rust mite go into the bright class, and those

that show the russet markings go into the russet class. In

each class the usual grades are fancy, standards, and culls.

275--25
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Some packers have four grades, extra fancy, fancy, standards,

and culls. These grades apply to both oranges and grapefruit.

The fruit that is graded in the packing house is usually

carried past the graders on flat belts in such a manner that

they can see each fruit as it passes to the sizing machine and
separate it into the different grades. If fancy, standard, and
culls are the grades, there are likely to be two horizontal belts,

one for the fancies and one for the standards. A chute into

which the culls are thrown is also provided. In most packing
houses all of the fruit comes to the grader on one belt; all

the fruit that belongs in one of the grades—fancy, for example

—

is permitted to pass, and the fruit that belongs in the other

grade—standard, for example—is picked out and placed on
the other belt. The culls are picked out and thrown into

the chute intended for them. Often there are two or three

graders who stand side by side, each one picking out the fruit

for the different grades. There is then very little chance for

the fruit to be graded improperly.

65. Weighing the Fruit.—When fruit is handled by
an exchange or by some concern that packs fruit for many
different growers, it is necessary that the quantity of each
grower's fruit be known, and automatic machines are often

installed for weighing it. The fruit is carried to the machine
on a belt, and after a certain amount has collected the machine
is tripped and the weight recorded automatically. The fruit

then passes on a belt to the next machine.

66. Sizing the Fruit.—Oranges and grapefruit, after

they have been cleaned, weighed and graded, pass to the

sizing machine, where they are automatically sorted to size.

In Fig. 37 is shown a sizing machine used in the Fort

Myers, Florida, packing house. The fruit is carried on a belt

and passes over a series of openings of different sizes; as a single

fruit comes to an opening through which it will pass, it droits

through into a shallow bin. All the fruit in each bin is there-

fore approximately the same size. The sizes of the openings
through which the fruits drop are governed by the number of

fruits that can be packed in the standard-sized market package.

r^
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Some i)ackcrs have four -radcs, extra fancy, fancy, standards,
and ctdls. These ^.Tades a])ph' to ])()ih oraii<,a\s and .i,n'a])efriiit.'

The fruit that is graded in the ])aekin.L,^ house is usually
earried past the ^^raders on flat belts in sueh a manner that
the>' ean see eaeh fruit as it passes to the sizin<,^ machine and
se])arate it into the different -rades. If fancv, standard, and
eulls are the grades, there are likely to he two horizontal l)elts.

one for the faneies and one for the standards. A chute intci

which the culls are thrown is also i)rovided. In most i)aekin-
houses all of the fruit comes to the -rader on one belt; all
the fruit that belongs in one of the ^n-ades— fancv. for exam])le—
is permitted to pass, and the fruit that belon-s in the oiIkt
Kradc—standard, for exam])le-^is ])ieked out and i)laeed on
the other belt. The culls are ])icked out and thrown into
the chute intendcnl for them. Often there are two or three
graders who stand side by side, each one ])ickin- out the fruit
for the diiferent -rades. There is then very little chance for
the fruit to be graded impro])erly.

05. Wei«Inn«- (he Fruit.—When fniit is handled by
an exchange or by some concern that i)acks fniit for many
different growers, it is necessar>' that the cluantit^' of eaeh
grower's fruit be known, and automatic machines are often
installed for weighing it. The fruit is earried to the machine
on a l)elt, and after a certain amount has collected the machine
IS tripi)ed and the weight recorded automaticallv. The fruit
then passes on a belt to the next machine.

f)0. Sizing- the Fruit.—Oranges and grapefruit, after
they have been cleaned, weighc^d and graded. ])ass to the
sizing machine, where they are automatically sorted to size.
In Fig. 37 is shown a sizing machine used in the Fort
Myers, Florida, packing house. Thc> fruit is carried on a belt
and passes over a series of openings of diffn-ent sizes; as a single
fruit comes to an oi)ening through whieli it will pass it (lr()i)s
through into a shallow bin. All the fruit in each bin is there-
fore ai3i)roximateh' the same size. Thc> sizes of the openings
through which the fruits drop are governed hx the number of
fruits that can be packed in the standard-sized market package.
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67. Labeling
of pasting a small
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rORT MYERS
TLA.

the Fruit.—A few packers make a practice
label to each fruit for the purpose of adver-
tising their product. In Fig. 38 is shown a
label used by B. E. Tinstman, of Fort Myers,
Florida. The original labels are in color and
are very attractive. Such labels become
known on the market, and if the fruit is as it

should be, creates a demand for the product.

Fig. 38 r»Q ___
b«. Wrapping the Fruit.—Each

orange or grapefruit is wrapped in tissue paper before it is

placed in the box. Packers become very dexterous in this
work and very Httle more time is required to pack the fruit

HALIFAX ^4^
BEEDKNOX& fC^
BEED CO. a:^^

^I^^ORMOND
^iy^ FLORIDA
*'^ RIVCR

Fig. 39

wrapped than to pack it without wrapping. A label in colors
IS usually printed on each paper, especially if the fruit is of

§27 m GULF-COAST STATES 59

the best grades. Fruit of poor quality is sometimes wrapped
in plain paper. In Fig. 39 are shown several illustrations of

the labels on wrappers used on Florida fruit. The originals of

60 Pack

/26 Pack

288 Pack

/SO Pack

200 Pack

250 Pack

J24 Pack

Fig. 40

these are in color, but for purpose of illustration they are
reproduced here in black and white. Attractive labels become
a prominent means of advertising the fruit of the different

growers and packers.
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69. Boxing the Fruit.—The fruit is packed in the boxes
in layers by hand, each packer standing by a bin of the sizing
machine. The boxes used in Florida are of uniform size
and differ somewhat from the CaHfomia box. The standard
box of Florida, the size of which is fixed by law, contains two
compartments, each 12 in. X 12 in. X 12 in., inside measure-

64 Pack 70 Pack

60 Pack Fig. 41

yoQ^ iMMJi
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96 Pack

ments. They are made with paneled or with plain ends as
desired.

A definite number of fruits is placed in each box, the numberm any box being governed, of course, by the size of the fruits.
In Fig. 40 is shown in diagram the arrangement of the first
layers and the number of fruits in a box for the different orange
packs; m Fig. 41 the same is shown for the tangerine packs,
and in Fig. 42 the same is shown for the grapefruit packs.'

§2/
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In arranging the second and subsequent layers the fruits

are made to fit down as far as they will go into the spaces

between the fruits of the previous layer. The last layer put

into the box will be on the top of the box when it is opened.

The fruits should fit snugly in place, but they should not be

pressed down too hard when being put in place, on account

16 Pack

J06 Pack

196 Pock 2J6 Pock
Fig. 42

of bruising. The last layer of fruit should project about \ inch

above the level of the box. This provides for the bulge,

which is described in a subsequent article. The packer, when
finishing the last layer, stamps the number of fruits on the out-

side of the box and then sends it to the man who nails on the

covers. In Fig. 43 is shown a well-packed box of oranges.

Note the evenness and regularity of the pack.
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Fig. 43

Tangerines and Satsuma and King oranges are usually
packed in half boxes. These are the same width and length
as the standard boxes, but are only half as high. The arrange-

ment of the layers is prac-

tically the same as for the

round fruits. In Fig. 44 is

shown a well-packed half

box of tangerines. When
shipping fruit packed in

half boxes, or half straps as

they are often called, two
boxes are fastened together,

one being placed above the

other.

Kumquats are usually

packed in quart boxes such
as arc used for strawberries,

etc. They are arranged in layers and a few leaves are placed
among the fruit to give it an attractive appearance. Fig. 45
illustrates a quart basket of kumquats as displayed on the
market. These quart boxes are
packed for shipment in regular
strawberry crates.

The ends and sides of the boxes
containing oranges or grapefruit

usually have printed on them the
name of the brand and the grower
or the shi]:)i3er. In a few cases,

lithographed labels such as are used
in California are pasted on the
boxes, but printed labels are much
more common. The printing is

usually in colors and in many cases
the designs are very attractive. In
Figs. 46, 47, and 48 are shown designs from Florida boxes.

70. Covering: the IJoxes.—Following the packing of
the boxes, the covers are nailed in place. The work of nailing

Fig. 44
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on the covers in a large packing house is done by a separate

set of men. Often the boxes are carried on a flat belt from
the packers to the men who nail on the covers. Use is made
of a box press that holds the covers in place and presses down
the ends, leaving a bulge in the center. The lids as they are

held in j^lace are nailed at both ends. The purpose of the
bulge is to hold the fruit tight in the box. After the cover is

Fig. 45

nailed on straps of metal or wood are placed around the ends
and the middle of the box to strengthen and protect it until
it reaches its destination.

71. Loading: the Fruit.—The fruit is shipped by rail or
by boat. The boxes are hauled from the packing house to
the car or boat in which they are to be shipped; they are placed
on end with an inch or so space between them for ventilation.
In a car the boxes usually stand two deep and two narrow
strips of wood the width of the car arc nailed to each row of
boxes crosswise of the car. These strii)s keep the boxes from
swinging back and forth with the side swing of the car when
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the train is in motion, and also keep the boxes apart and thus
permit ventilation. The ends of the car are loaded first and
the middle portion last. The last boxes are wedged very
tightly into place. A press is used to take up all possible
space between the boxes lengthwise of the car. The motion
back and forth lengthwise of the car while in transit will do
much damage to the fruit unless this precaution is taken.

72. Selling the Fruit.—Several methods of disposing of
the product are open to the citrus grower. In Florida the fruit

can be sold through the Florida

Citrus Exchange, which has
offices at all important fruit cen-

ters; it can be shipped direct to

commission merchants in distant

cities or to local commission men;
it can often be sold as it hangs
on the trees to buyers who travel

through the citrus section during

the picking season; it can be

consigned to the grower him.sclf

at a northern market and he

can go there and dispose of the

product; or it can be sold by
mail to northern buyers and
shipped in small lots by ex-

press. Just which selling method
to adopt is an individual mat-

ter; each method has some points in its favor.

The Florida Citrus Exchange is a cooperative organization
that packs, ships, and sells the fruit of its members. The
exchange maintains packing houses at important shipping
centers and to these the members bring their fruit. All the
work of washing, grading, sorting, boxing, loading, shipping,
and selling the fruit is done through the management of the
exchange, and hence the grower is relieved from responsibility
as soon as he delivers his fruit at the packing house. The
exchange has agents in large market centers who sell the fruit.

Fig. 46
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The manager keeps in touch with the agents and ships the
fruit whenever and wherever it can be disposed of most profita-

bly. Selling through the exchange has many points in its

favor, especially for the small grower who cannot give much
attention to market conditions.

Selling through commission merchants has good and bad
features. If the firm is reliable there may be times when a
shipment can be disposed of more satisfactorily than through
the exchange. Again, the condition will be reversed. If

selling on commission, the best advice that can be given is

to deal honestly with a firm that does an honest business.

There are many such firms to be found, and often a grower,

CITRUS EXCHANGE

Fig. 47

especially if he has worked up a trade for a particular brand,
will find selling on commission to be a profitable way for him
to dispose of his fruit.

Selling the fruit on the trees sometimes proves a very desirable
way to dispose of the product. If the grower does not have
equipment to pick the fruit to the best advantage, this is

perhaps the best method he can follow. However, it must be
remembered that the buyers are experts on estimating the
approximate quantity of fruit in a grove and that they are
well posted on current prices, and for these reasons it will pay
a grower to get estimates from several such buyers, and,
further, to acquaint himself with prices and estimate carefully
the quantity of fruit in his grove. By following this plan he
is likely to get more for his fruit than were he to accept the
first offer made for it.

Consigning the fruit in a grower's own name to a distant
market and the grower going to this market and disposing of
the fruit to dealers has at times proved a profitable way of
selling the product of a grove.
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Selling atrus fruit by mail direct to the consumer is practicedby a few growers. They will sell full boxes of either orangisor grapefruit or mixed boxes that are half filled with orangeand half with grapefruit. Usually they make a practice ofurbishing only the best grade of fruit, and select ft carefullyfor size and color. The packages are attractively packedSome growers pack Spanish moss on the top and place a fewkumquats among the moss to give the box a pleasing appear^ance when it is opened. Shipments to mail-order trade Ireas a ru e, made by express, although some men take advantag^of boat rates from Florida to New York or other Northern
ports, and then have the fruit shipped by express from th^

Fig. 48

northern port to its destination. This usually reduces the

brsWn!iT? .t""'"'
^°"^'d^^-Wy. Two boxes can usuallybe hipped at the same cost as one box, and for this reasonmail orders are generally sent out in consignments of twoboxes or multiples of this number.

Ofln'
^^"^ ^""« f™m packing houses arc disposed of locally.

that thT"^ . k'T "" ^^""-^ '^"* ^'' - badly scarredthat they cannot be placed even in the standard grade If

Such tr'; T""' "^T."'"
""'""y "^ S^'^d -' -""d fruit.

bufl'S^r\"T ^''.^ "° '^''"""•^ ^°^ '^""^^" consumption
but, unless too badly spoiled, it may be useful for hogs.

CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-
COAST STATES

(PART 3)

INSECTS AND DISEASES INJURIOUS TO
CITRUS FRUITS

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO CITRUS FRUITS

WHITE FLIES

1. The most annoying pests in the citrus groves of Florida
are the white flies, which are small, scale-like insects. These
insects injure the plants in two ways : By sucking the sap from
the leaves and by depositing a substance known as honeydew.
The loss of sap, if the flies are numerous enough, will mater-
ially reduce the yield and the size of fruit, and may even result
in a stunting of the growth of the tree itself. The honeydew
deposited provides a suitable medium for the growth of a
black fungus known as sooty mold, which is even more injuri-
ous than the flies themselves. This sooty mold spreads rapidly,
and trees often become so black that a badly infested grove
can be recognized from a considerable distance.

It can readily be seen that a fungus that covers the trees so
thoroughly as does the sooty mold will interfere seriously with
the proper functions of the leaves by partly shutting out the
sunlight and by preventing the proper exchange of gases.
Moreover, the fruit that is coated with sooty mold must be
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washed before it can be marketed, which adds to the cost of
marketing; also, in the washing and drying processes, the rind
IS apt to be mjured, and the wounds become infected with the
spores of various molds that cause the decay of the fruit before
it reaches the consumer.

There are three species of white flies that do damage to cit-

Fig. 1

rus fruit trees in Florida, the common citrus white fly, the cloudy-
mnged white fly, and the woolly white fly.

2. Common Citrus White Fly.-By far the most abun-

T. ""i J^'^^
'P^^^^^' ^^ ^^^^^ ^'^^ '^ th^ common citrus

white fly. This msect is present in most of the principal citrus
fruit-growing sections of Florida, and is abundant on citrus and
other plants from South Carolina to Texas. There are, however,

§ 28 CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES 3

isolated communities and groves in Florida, especially on the
lower part of the east coast, into which it has not yet found
its way.

The adult citrus white fly is a small, white, four-winged
insect, measuring less than I inch across the outstretched
wings. In their early stages the male and female are much
alike, which is the case with practically all insects. When the
mature stage is reached, however, the male is slightly smaller
than the female. The adult insects, both male and female,
live only a short time. The male dies immediately after fertil-

izing the female; the female

lives a few days longer,

until eggs have been depos-

ited. Since the male dies

so soon after maturing it

does not cause much dam-
age to the trees. It is the

female which the grower
sees and fights. This is true

of practically all insects.

3. The citrus white fly

avoids the direct rays of the

sun and during the day is

found on the under side of

the youngest and most
tender leaves, from which
it sucks the sap and often

causes them to curl and fail to reach their proper size. At
dusk and again in the early morning the female insect flies

about in search of plants suitable for food and for the deposition
of eggs. It ordinarily does not fly far, but may drift with the
wind for a distance of 2 or 3 miles. After the female finds a
suitable food plant, she lays her eggs on it. These are pale
yellow, oval-cylindrical bodies about t^ of an inch long.
In Fig. 1 the common citrus white flies are shown on the orange
leaf. The eggs are shown much enlarged in Fig. 2. They are
attached to the leaf by a stem, which can be plainly seen in

Fig. 2

L
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the illustration. Each female lays 250 eggs or less, and these

hatch out, in from 3 to 20 days, into small, oval, flat, six-legged

insects that crawl about for a few hours only.

The larvas in their first stage are

called crawlers. They soon find a suit-

able spot for feeding, where they insert

their sucking mouth parts and do not

move again until they become adults.

In Fig. 3 is shown the first larval stage

of the citrus white fly much enlarged.

At the end of from 1 to 3 weeks, accord-

ing to temperature, the larva casts its

skin, or molts, and passes into the

second larval stage. It has now lost its

legs and antennae, or feelers, and has

become exceedingly flat and oval in out-

line and is pressed very closely against the leaf, from which

it sucks the sap. In Fig. 4 the larvas of the citrus white fly

are shown in twice their natural size on an orange leaf. The
larva is covered with a rather tough skin, is pale yellowish

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

green in color, and is so nearly the color of the leaf that it is

hard to detect. By bending the upper surface of the leaf

sharply, the insects are made to stand out more prominently on

the leaf and they can readily be seen.

§28^ uIiRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES

The insects remain in the second larval stage for a week or
less in warm weather, then molt again and pass into the third
larval stage. In Fig. 5 the citrus white fly, very much enlarged,
is shown in the third larval stage.

In this stage it differs from the
second larval stage only in size.

After another molt the insect
passes into the pupal stage and
becomes distinctly thicker and
larger in diameter. Soon after it

passes into the pupal stage there

appears in the middle of the
insect a bright-red spot. Later
the eyes, wings, and other organs
of the adult form and begin to

show through the semitransparent

skin. After about 10 days in

summer and 30 days in the winter
the adult pushes its way out from the pupa case through a
T-shaped incision, the snow-white case remaining on the leaf.
An empty pupa case with its characteristic incision is shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5

»• . i

4. The citrus white fly completes its life history in a period
of from 6 to 8 weeks in summer. There
are at least three broods each year.
The first brood matures in March or
early April. The second brood matures
in June and July, extending into August
in the northern part of the Florida citrus

belt. The third brood of adults matures
in September, and these adults produce
a brood that spend the winter as larvas
on the leaves. It is this brood of larvas
that gives rise to the first brood of adults

, .

in the spring. The exact dates at which
the vanous broods make their appearance will vary for different
years and for different latitudes, being earliest in the southern

275--26

Fig. 6
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the illustration. Each female lays 250 e^^^^ ^^'^ ^^'^^^ '^^^^^^ these

hatch out, in from 3 to 20 days, into small, oval, Hat, six-lej^^^ed

insects that crawl about for a few hours only.

The lar\'as in their first sta<^c are

called cnnclcrs. They soon find a suit-

able s])ot for feeding, where they insert

their suckin^j^ mouth ])arts and do not

move aj^^ain until they l)ecome adults.

In V'v^. 3 is shown the first larval sta^^e

of the citrus white fly much eiilar^a^d.

At the end of from 1 to 3 weeks, accord-

in<j[ to tem])erature, the larva casts its

skin, or molts, and passes into the

second lar\'al sta<^a\ It has now lost its

le^^s and antennae, or feelers, and has

become exceedinj^ly flat and o\'al in out-

line and is ]:)ressed very closely a^^ainst the leaf, from which

it sucks the sa]^. In Vv^. 4 the larvas of the citrus white fly

are shown in twice their natural size on an oran<j;e leaf. The
larva is covered with a rather tou^^di skin, is pale yellowish

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

jTjreen in color, and is so nearly the color of the leaf that it is

hard to detect. By bending the upper surface of the leaf

shar])ly, the insects arc made to stand out more prominently on

the leaf and they can readily be seen.

Fig.
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The insects remain in the second larval sta^^c for a week or
less in wann weather, then molt a^^ain and i^ass into the third
larval sta^^e. In Fi^. 5 the citrus white fly, very much enlar^^^cd,
is shown in the third lar\'al sta^e.

In this sta^x' it differs from the
second larval sta^^e onl}- in si7x\

After another molt the insect
passes into the ])ui)al sta<;e and
becomes distinctly thicker and
larger in diameter. Soon after it

])asses into the ])up[d sta^e there

ap]3ears in the middle of the
insect a bright-red s]x)t. Later
the eyes, win^s, and other or^^ans

of the adult form and be^an to

show throu<,^h tlic seinitrans])arent

skin. After about 10 days in

summer and 30 da\'s in the winter
the adult i)ushcs its wa\' out from the jmpa case through a
T-sha])cd incision, the snow-white case remaining on the leaf.
An emptv' i)ui)a case witli its characteristic incision is shown
in Yii^. ().

4. The citrus white fly com])letes its life history in a ])eHo(l

of from () to 8 weeks in summer. There
are at least three broods each year.

11k> first brood matures in March or
earl\' April. 1'he second brood matures
in June and July, extending into August
in the northern ])art of the Florida c-itrus

l)elt. The third brood of adults matures
in Se])tember, and these adults i)roduee
a brood that s])end tlie winter as larwas
on the leaves. It is this brood of larwis
that ^ives rise to the first brood of adults
""i ^^^^' s])rinK. The exact dates at which

the various l)roods make their ai)pc>arancc> will varv for dilTercMit
years and for different latitudes, bein- earliest in" the soutiiern

Fk;. (i

I
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part of Florida and latest in the Northern part of Florida along
the gulf coast. In Florida there will sometimes be a fourth
incomplete brood in January if the weather is warm. Toward
the end of summer the broods begin to overlap, belated mem-
bers of the second brood flying with precocious members of the
third, so that during the latter part of the season there are
some adults to be foimd on the trees at all times.

5. In the United States there are not many insect enemies
of the common citrus white fly to hold it in check. Ladybird
beetles eat a few, as do also the young of the lace-winged fly

Fig. 7

and of a species of thrips. Fig. 7 shows the adult lace-winged
fly, the larva, and eggs. The eggs of this fly are borne on stems
attached to the leaf, as shown in the illustration.

Fungous enemies are very efficient in holding the citrus
white flies in check. During the hot and rainy season in Florida,
which usually begins in June and lasts into vSeptember, fungi
flourish. Many kinds of fungi grow on insects and kill them.
Four different kinds of fungi live as parasites on the larvas of
the citrus white fly. One of these, called the red asckersonia,

§28 crrRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST STATES

forms on the larva a bright-red pustule, or pycnidium, which is

a spore-bearing receptacle. The red aschersonia fungus much
enlarged is shown in Fig. 8 growing on a larva of the citrus
white fly. This fungus is

very conspicuous on the

surface of green leaves, as

shown in Fig. Q. Another
fungus known as the
brown fungus, produces a

similar ])ustule of a brown
color. This fungus sends

out microscopic threads,

which, if not checked by
dry weather, will extend

to all parts of the leaf and
kill all white-fly larvas
present. These threads
often extend around to the upper surface of the leaf, where
they form brown spores that, to the unaided eye look like dust
or coal soot on the leaves. Fig. 10 shows a leaf covered with
the brown fungus. This fungus thrives best from late August
to late October or November, whereas the red aschersonia

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

fungus grows best in July and August. A fungus known as the
cinnamon fungus also attacks the citrus white fly. It is similar
to the brown fungus in habit and markings but is not distrib-
uted so widely. Another fungus that attacks the citrus white
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l)art of Florida and latest in the Xorthcrn i)art of Morida alon^^

the K^^lf coast. In Florida there will sometinies he a fourth

inconii)lete brood in January if the weather is warm. Toward
the end of summer the broods be^nn to overla]), belated mem-
bers of the second brood flyin^^ with ])recoci()us members of the

third, so that durin<i: the latter ])art of the season there are

some adults to be found on the trees at all times.

5. In the United States there are not many insect enemies
of the common citrus white fly to hold it in eluvk. Lach'bird

beetles eat a few, as do also the youn<; of the lace-win»,a>d fly

Fig. 7

and of a s])ecies of thri])s. Fi.l,^ 7 shows the adult laec-win^cd
fl>', the larva, and e^^-^- The e^RS of this fly are borne on stc>ms

attached to the leaf, as shown in the illustration.

Fun^^ous enemies are very efficient in holding the citrus

white flies in check. Durin^^ the hot and rain\- season in Florida,

which usually begins in junc> and lasts into vSe])tember, fun^i
flourish. Many kinds of fund <,t()w on insects and kill them.
]M)ur difTerent kinds of fun^i lix'e as ])arasites on the larvas of

the citrus white fl\'. One of these, called the m/ asclwrscmia,
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forms on the larva a bri-lu-red ])ustule, or pyenidium. whieh is

a spore-bearing re(«e])tacle. TIk^ red asehersonia lun^ais much
(^nlar^HHl is shown in i-i-. 8 -rowin- on a larva of the citrus
white fly. This fun.^us is

wry c()ns])ieuous on the

surfacx^ of <^Teen lea\'es, as

shown in Vv^. 0. Another

fun<,ms known as the
brown fun^^^is. ])roduces a

similar ])ustule of a brown
color. This funi^ais sends

out mierosco])ie threads,

which, if not checked by
dry weather, will extend

to all ])ai1.s of the leaf and
kill all white-fly lar\-as

present. These threads
often extend around to the upi)er surface of Lhe leaf, where
they fonn brown spores that, to the unaided eye look like dust
or coal soot on the leaws. Fv^. 10 shows a leaf covered with
the brown fundus. This fundus thrix'es best from late August
to late October or No\'ember, whereas the red asehersonia

Fig. S

Fig. 9

fundus ^rows best in July and August. A fundus known as the
cinnamon fundus also attacks the citrus white fly. It is similar
to the brown fundus in habit and markings but is not distrib-
uted so widely. Another fun^ais that attacks the citrus white

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSlfRF
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fly is known as the whitc-fringed fungus; it does not form con-
spicuous pustules but causes the larva to turn brown and some-
times, when fully developed on the victim, shows a delicate
white fringe about the insect. The white-fringed fungus attacks
not only the larvas of the white fly but also attacks the eggs
and the adults. Growth continues at all seasons of the year,
but it is best in September and October.

So efficient are these fungi in controlling the white flies that
even when not aided in their spread by the owner of the grove,
they can usually be depended on to so reduce the numbers of
insects as to allow the grove to produce, every third year, fruit

so free from sooty

mold that it does not

need to be washed.

Unfortunately, how-
ever, the growth and
spread of these para-

sitic fungi is checked

or entirely stopped
during the dry or

cooler weather of

winter and spring.

6. There are three

methods chiefly em-

FiG. 10
ployed in fighting

.

- the white fly; (1)
fumigation, (2) spraying with contact insecticides, and (3) spray-
mg with the spores of the parasitic fungi.

^

7. The most thorough method of ridding a tree of white
flies, or any other insect pest, is by fumigation. Fumigation is
not popular with the growers of Florida and the gulf coast.
The reasons for this are that fumigation can be employed for
only a short time in winter, it is expensive, and it does not
produce lasting results unless every grove and food plant in
the community is fumigated at the same time, since a fumi-
gated grove is quickly reinfested from unfumigated surround-
ing ones, if such exist. Fumigation is used also to rid nursery
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stock of white flies and scale insects. The stock to be fumi-
gated is placed in a tight box such as shown in Fig. 11.
In an earthenware vessel is placed 3 fluid ounces of water for
each 150 cubic feet of space the box contains. Into the water
is poured 1 fluid ounce of concentrated sulphuric acid. The
vessel is then placed in the box and 1 ounce of potassium cyan-
ide or I ounce of sodium cyanide in a paper bag is dropped
into the liquid, and the box is quickly closed and left for 24
hours. Both the potassium cyanide and its gas are extremely
poisonous and must be handled with great caution, but it can
be safely used by a

careful person.

8. Miscible oil

sprays are most used
to control the citrus

white flies. These
sprays are emulsions

of petroleum oils and
soap. One recom-
mended by the United
States Bureau of F]n-

tomology is the fol-

lowing: Whale-oil soap, 8 pounds or 1 gallon; junior red
engine or other paraffin oil, 2 gallons; water, 1 gallon. Dissolve
the soap in 1 gallon of hot water. Pour the oil slowly into the
soap solution and stir constantly and vigorously so that at no
time is there any free oil on the surface. When ready to spray,
dilute the mixture to make 200 gallons of spray. Care must
be taken to choose oil that does not contain sulphuric acid,
rosin oil, or carbolic acid. There are several similar proprietary
brands of such sprays on the market which are much used by
growers. Kerosene emulsion, whale-oil-soap solution alone, or
any laundry-soap solution does good work; all are used on a
small scale on dooryard trees when miscible oil is not available.
Such sprays as these should preferably be api)lied by a power
sprayer.

^

A sprayer with a good agitator is necessary, so that
the oil will not separate from the soap solution. A pressure of

Fig. 11
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150 pounds to 175 pounds should be maintained in theso that the spray can be put on the tree
possible.

pump
in as fine a mist as

9. There is a time in the life of most insects when thev aremost vulnerable, and by takin, advantage of this vu nerab epenod a grower can combat them most effectively and'Shthe least expense and trouble. This period is, in the case ofthe whxte flies, just after they have Ltched. They are noton y most easxly killed by the oil sprays at this stageUa^o
plnHrrr ?^"°''^'' ^'^^^^^^^ '^ ^^^^ ^e faves toteplant the sap the msects would withdraw and prevents the

srr„r.Hi ,itr
-* "-' --^ ^ '™^ *^"" ^

The older larvas are more resistant to the soravs pnH fh.

S^XlXth" ^^^°"" °^r- '^'^^ eoveShe1 t's

escl. I
^ the moment the spray hits the tree, largelyescape^ Spraying, therefore, should be done about 10 davs or

2 weeks after most of the adult insects have disap,XdThxs will usually be sometime in October and agarrinrilor eariy m May, depending on the season and locafty Durin.the interval of 10 days the eggs will have hatchedlTthe^a "vasof the spnng brood will be in the right stage to SDrav tTJune and July brood is not so well defined. 'ThLTmoreoess overlapping of broods in the summer, so thTt h^a^e

Erv The n . ? "^
°^ *^" '""^'"^'- '^™°d, is less satis-

UheLJare fre^^^^^^^^

is especially important, because

fe^al winter M ^t
"''' ^' *'^ ''""'' *oy will remain

hatThe r
M^'-eof«•, the oil loosens up the sooty mold so

wilr aMThuTr' ''f'/^^^"^ '"^^ '^^^ ^'-" ^^ th

tw!?; ,
'^"'^"'^ ^^"^ '^''°'- of cashing fruit Usuallv

J^requent applications will cause the leaves and fruit to
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become deeply coated, thus interfering with the exchange of
gases between the leaves and the air and stunting the growth
of the fruit and retarding its ripening. Indeed, if the fall spray-
ing is thoroughly done, the spring spraying may often be omitted.

10. The various fungi do excellent work in checking the
white flies during the rainy season. But, since these fungi
grow little during the winter and spring and their spores are
blown and washed out of the trees, the white flies are usually
comparatively free from parasitic fungi at the beginning of the
rainy season in June. For this reason it is best to reintroduce
or spread the parasitic fungi throughout the grove at the
beginning of the summer rainy season. The parasitic fungi
should be collected in the fall, from October to December, and
either preserved on the leaves or grown on artificial media.
The usual practice is to preserve the fungi on the leaves, as
this involves the least work. Leaves containing larvas of the
white fly infested with parasitic fungi are usually called fungous,
material Fungous material may be kept over winter in cold
storage or it may be carefully dried in a place where there is

free circulation of air but no sunlight and kept in an airy box
through the winter and spring. If the fungous material is to
be kept in cold storage the leaves are dried for a day or so and
then placed in a tight tin box and kept as near the freezing
temperature as possible. When taken out in June the spores
will be bright in color and will be found to have retained their
vitality. If fungous material is very scarce the supply may
be indefinitely increased by growing the fungi on the sweet
potato. Large sweet potatoes are cut u]) into slices a half
inch square in cross-section and 3 or 4 inches long. These are
placed in wide-mouthed sto]:>pered bottles and are then boiled
for a half hour on each of three consecutive days. After the
potato has cooled there is introduced a drop of water contain-
ing spores of the fungus and the mouth of the bottle is quickly
plugged with a wad of cotton to keep out bacteria. In a month
or more the fungus will have grown sufliciently to show some
color and is reach- for use. It can, however, be ke])t for several
months in a cool place. When it is to be used it is filtered
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through cheesecloth and sprayed into water. In saving fungous

material of the brown fungus care should be taken to see that

spores are present. Generally a supply of the fungus can be

found in some favorable situation where it has survived unfavor-

able weather. Several men in Florida make it their business

to keep this fungus on hand to sell to growers.

11. The fimgi may be introduced into the trees by pinning

fungous material to leaves infested with larvas of the white fly.

A better method, however, is to wash off the spores in water

and spray this into the trees. About forty pustules of the

fungus are used to a pint of water. It is important not to use a

pimip, tank, or hose that was used for Bordeaux mixture, lime-

sulphur, or any other fungicide. A pump should be kept for

this purpose alone, and the tank should be of galvanized iron

rather than of copper. It is preferable to spray every tree

thoroughly in order to give the fungus an early start, but as

the fungus is usually too scarce to permit this, the common
practice is to spray only a part of each tree and allow the fun-

gus to spread by natural means to the other parts. This natural

spread is brought about by the rain washing the spores on to

leaves underneath and by the spores being carried on the feet

of insects, including the adult white flies themselves. Good
results have attended the introduction of the fungus during a

rainy season in April, but as a general thing better results will

be obtained at the beginning of the rainy season in June.

12. In any treatment for insects it is important to keep in

mind all their food plants. The white fly feeds on a number of

plants, and if any of these grow in the vicinity of a grove they

must be looked after as carefully as the citrus trees. By far

the most important of the food plants of the white fly other

than the citrus tree is the chinaberry tree, including the

variety called the umbrella tree. Both are common dooryard
trees throughout the gulf citrus region. The insect eats the

leaves of these trees in preference to citrus. As a result, they
become thoroughly infested during the summer. The leaves of

these trees arc deciduous and as they become hard and dry in

the fall, the adults of the fall brood desert them and swarm to
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the citrus trees, literally millions from each tree. If these trees
could be thoroughly sprayed during the summer they would
act as traps and save the citrus trees, but this seems to be
impractical. The trees grow to be very large and very dense,
and being scattered along the streets and about the houses
of people who own no groves, they are commonly neglected.
The only practical method of dealing with them seems to be to
destroy them and to prohibit their being planted in citrus
districts, and this is commonly done. Other host plants which
can be, and, if planted at all, should be, sprayed are japonica,
privet, cherry laurel, wild olive, jasmine, prickly ash, ash, wild
persimmon, and over thirty others that are less common or
less severely infested. These other host plants constitute a
danger, too, in that they are liable to be shipped into non-
infested territory and thus spread the white fly.

13. Tlie Cloudy-Winged Wliite Fly.—In the southern
part of Florida the cloudy-winged white fly is very common.
It was formeriy spread over the entire state and as far west as
Louisiana at least, but since the cloudy-
winged white fly occurs only on citrus

fruit trees, it was exterminated in the
northern part of its range by the freeze

of 1895, which defoliated all of the trees

in that region and froze most of them
to the ground.

In Fig. 12 is shown the cloudy-
winged white fly magnified about
twenty-five times. With the unaided
eye the adult of this species cannot be
distinguished from the common citrus

white fly, but with the aid of good lens
there can be made out on each front
wing a dark clouded area, which has given this insect its name.
The eggs are readily distinguished from those of the common
white fly by their color, which is dark brown except for a short
time immediately after they are laid, when they are gray. In
Fig. 13 the eggs of the cloudy winged white fly are shown much

Fig. 12



enlarged. The ridges are very noticeable. Those eggs with

holes in have hatched. Under a microscope they are seen to

be not smooth like those of the common citrus species, but

reticulated or covered with a fine network of raised ridges.

Fig. 14 shows eggs of the cloudy white fly natural size deposited

on an orange leaf.

The larva is very similar to that of the common citrus white

fly but the pupa is larger and thinner, and the pupa case col-

lapses completely after the emergency of the adult. Not only

does the cloudy-winged white fly look much like the common
citrus white fly in general appearance, but the life history is

very similar, except that the

broods are from 2 weeks to

a month later and there is

no winter brood. The nat-

ural enemies also are about

the same, except that there

is in addition to the para-

sites of the common citrus

white fly, a yellow fungus.

This fungus is very similar

to the red fungus except for

the deep yellow color. The
white-fringed fungus also

attacks this species of white

fly more severely than it does

Fig. 13 the common citrus white fly.

14. Control is the same in principle as that practiced for

the common white fly. At the beginning of the rainy season in

June parasitic fungus is spread on the trees, and in addition,

if necessary, two sprayings with some one of the heavy oils are

given. Since the larvas of the cloudy-winged white fly hatch
about 2 weeks later than those of the common white fly, these
sprayings may be done later, but the rule for spraying is the
same; that is, it should be done 2 weeks after the bulk of

the adults have disappeared. This will be November for the
fall brood and late April or in May for the spring brood.
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Over a large part of its area of distribution, the cloudy-
winged white fly occurs mixed with the common citrus white
fly. As was said before, the eggs of the cloudy-winged white
fly hatch about 2 weeks after the eggs of the common white fly.

It would seem that by delaying the spray application for the
common white fly 2 weeks, one spray application could be made
to suffice for both the common white fly and the cloudy-winged
white fly.^ Such spraying, however, while economical, is not
thorough in its results and should not be resorted to, especially
in the spring when the growth of the insects is very rapid. As
soon as the eggs of the common white fly hatch the larvas
develop rapidly and by the

time the eggs of the cloudy-

winged white fly have
hatched the larvas of the

common white fly are about
ready to pass into the pupal
stage. In the pupal stage

the insects are so resistant

that many of them will not

be killed by the oil. It also

happens that in mixed infes-

tations the cloudy-winged

white fly does less damage
than the common citrus

white fly, so it is imperative

to control, at the most vulnerable period in its life history, the
pest that does the most damage. If, however, it is desirable
to economize in the application of sprays and make one spray
answer for both species, the best time to spray is in the fall.

Growth of the insects is not so rapid in the fall on account
of the weather being cooler. When the spray is applied after
the cloudy-winged white fly has hatched, the larvas of the
common citrus white flies will not be so fully developed as to
be wholly resistant to the oil sprays. In cither case, sjoring or
fall, it is far better, if lasting results are to be obtained, that
the spray be a])|)liod when each insect can be combated most
successfully.

Fig. 14
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ciilarj^vd. The rid^^^'s arc wry iK)ticca1)lc. Those c'j;|:;s witli

holes in have hatched. Under a niicrosco])e they arc seen to

be not smooth Hkc those of the common citrus s])ecies, hut

reticulated or covered with a tine network of raised rid^^Ts.

Yv^. 14 sh(3ws cj^^j^s of the cloud}' white fly natiu'al size dei)osited

on an oran^'^e leaf.

The larva is very similar to that of the common cilnis white

fly but the pupa is lar<j;er and thinner, and the ])U])a case col-

lapses c()m])letely after the emer<;enc\' of ihe adult. Not only

does the cloudy-win<;-ed white fly look much like the comnion
citrus white lly in general appearan(^c\ but the life history is

\-ery similar, exce])t that the

])r()()ds are from 2 weeks to

a month later and there is

no winter brood. The nat-

ural enemies also are alxjut

the same, exce])t that there

is in addition to the ])ara-

sitc>s of the common citnis

white fly, a >'ell()w fun.i^ais.

Tliis funi^ais is very sin^ihir

to tlie red fimi^ais exce])t for

the deep yc^llow color. The
white- fringed fungus also

attacks this s])ecies of white

l]y more severely than it does

1- Ki. i;i the common citrus white fly.

14. Control is the same in ])rinci])le as that ])racticed for

the common white fly. x\t the beginning of the rainy season in

June i)arasitic fungus is s])read on tlie trees, and in addition,

it necessary, two s])rayings witli some one of the heavy oils are

given. Since the lar\'as of the clouch'-winged white fly hatch
about 2 weeks later than those of the conimon white f1y, these

si)rayings may be done later, but the rule for s])raying is the
same; that is. it should l)e done 2 weeks after the bulk of

the adults have (hsai)])eared. This will be November for the
fall brood and late April or in May for the spring l)rood.
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Over a large part of its area of distribution, the cloudy-
winged svhite fly occurs mixed with the common citrus white
fly. As was said before, the eggs oi the cloudy-winged white
i\y hatch about 2 weeks after the eggs of the conimon white fly.

It would seem that by delaying the s]jra\' a]jplication for the
common white fly 2 weeks, one s])ra\' a])])lication could be made
to sufllce for both the common white fly £uid the cloudy-winged
white fl\'.^ Such si)ra>'ing, however, while economical, is not
thorough in its results and should not be resorted to, especially
in the si)ring when the growth of the insects is very rapid. As
soon as the eggs of the common white fly hatch the larvas
develo]) ra])i(lly and ))>' the

time the eggs of the clouch'-

winged white fly have
hatched the larvas of the

common white fly are about

ready to ]kiss into the i)U]}al

stage. In the i)U])al stage

the insects are so resistant

tliat man>' of them will not

be killed by the oil. It also

ha] )pens that in mixed infes-

tations the cloudy-winged

white fly does less damage
than the common citrus

whit(> fly, so it is imperati\'e

to control, at the most x'ulnerable ])erio(l in its life history, the
l)est that does the most damage. If, however, it is desirable
to economize in the a])])lication of spra>'s and make one sjjray

answer for both species, the best time to s])ray is in the fall,

(irowth of the insects is not so ra])id in the fall on accomit
of the weather being cooler, \\1ien the s])ra\' is ai)])lied after
the cloudy-winged white fly has hatched, the larvas of the
comnion citrus white flies will not be so fully dev(>l()])ed as to
be wholly resistant to th(> oil s])rays. In either case, spring or
kill, it is far better, if lasting results are to be obtained, that
thes])ray be applied when each insect can be combated most
successful 1\-.
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The cloudy-winged white fly does not feed on any but the

citrus plant, so the precautions to be taken in regard to the

other food plants in the case of common white fly do not apply

in the case of an infestation of the cloudy-winged white flies

only.

15. Woolly Wliite Fly.—The woolly white fly was first

described in Cuba in 1891, and was discovered in Tampa,

Florida, in 1909. Since then it has spread rapidly and is now
pretty well distributed over the southwestern part of Florida

and as far east as Orlando. It will undoubtedly soon extend

over all of the citrus regions of Florida and ultimately, prob-

ably, over the citrus regions of the gulf coast as well.

The adults of the woolly white fly are smaller than those of

the other species and have a yellow body. They are more

sluggish in habit, and take flight much less readily, a circum-

stance that retards the progress of an infestation through a

grove. They cling tenaciously to the clothes of travelers,

which often accounts for their rapid distribution and trans-

portation to great distances. The adult females do not show

the marked preference for the young tender leaves as a ]jlace

to feed and lay eggs which is so noticeable in the case of the

other species.

While laying eggs, the female anchors herself by her sucking

beak, and, using that as a pivot, rotates about so that most of

the eggs are laid in small circles about | inch in diameter. The
eggs themselves are yellowish brown, in color slightly curved,

and lie on their more convex side. Because of the habit of the

female in laying her eggs in a circle or in several neighboring

circles, in connection with the fact that the newly hatched
larvas do not crawl far before anchoring themselves, these

insects usually occur in small groups of fifty or more on a leaf.

The eggs hatch out in a few days into young larvas that do not

have woolly filaments over the body, but fringes of wax are

very conspicuous. The insect is brownish in color, smaller

in length and breadth than the other species of white flics,

but distinctly thicker. Long curved hair-like filaments of wax
mat over the larvas in their later stages, completely covering
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them and give them a woolly appearance, from which the name
is derived. Fig. 15 shows a leaf with mats in twice their natural
size. The small circles of eggs can be plainly seen in" the illus-
tration. In addition to these long hair-like filaments, the insects
are fringed on all sides with a border of waxy plates, and they
have a copious secretion of mealy-looking wax over the back.
The larvas also give off a copious secretion of a particulariy

sticky honeydew, which, in case of a severe infestation, rains
down in a shower on the head of one who disturbs the branches.
Much of this liquid collects in the wool covering the insect

I

Fig. 15

and in it there grow several kinds of green and black molds,
giving to an old colony a very dirty appearance.

16. Although the red aschersonia fungus has been found
on the woolly white fly, it is so infrequent as to be of prac-
tically no help in keeping it in check. Luckily, however, there
is a tiny wasp-like parasite that destroys a vast majority of
them. This parasite lays its eggs in the larva of the white fly.

The eggs hatch out into small grubs, which consume the inte-
nor of the white fly larvas, so that there comes out of the pupa
skins, not adult white flies, but these minute wasp-like crea-
tures, which are yellow in color and about -2V inch in length.
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So effective is this parasite that it keeps the woolly white fly

well in hand, in the majority of the groves in which it is found.

However, the white fly sometimes gets a start in a grove and
does a great deal of damage for a generation or two and may
destroy or greatly reduce a season's crop, but sooner or later

the parasite gets the upper hand and the white fly almost
disappears but may reappear again later.

Owing to the woolly coat so matted with honeydew, it is a
difficult matter to reach the insect with a spraying solution.

In the younger stages, however, they are easily killed by the

same miscible oils that are used to combat the other species

of white flies.

Another serious feature of the woolly white fly is that it is

usually followed by a serious infestation of purple scale. The
woolly colony makes a fine place for the crawlers of the scales

to hide, and they collect there in large numbers. Therefore,

one who has an infestation of the woolly white fly should be
prepared to fight the purple scale later.

SCALE INSECTS

17. The scale insects may be divided into two groups, the

armored scales and the soft scales. Armored scales are those

that have a waxy covering secreted by the insect and under
which it lives. The larva begins to secrete wax as soon as it

is hatched, forming at first a mealy covering and then a denser

yellowish-brown scale under which it lives like an oyster in a
shell. The scale is secreted by the insect but it does not become
a part of the insect and can be removed.

The purple scale is the most important of the armored scales;

the other scales of the armored class arc the long scale, the
Florida red scale or round scale, the chaff scale, the snow scale,

and the California red scale.

The soft scales are a class of scales that do not have a
scale separate from the insect proper. Scales of this class form
a waxy or chitinous covering that is thick on the dorsal side

and remains permanently attached to the insect's skin. As the

armored scales can be compared to oysters in their shells, so
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can the soft scales be compared to turtles whose homy covering
IS a part of them. These scales are soft only in comparison with
the armored scales. All give off more or less honeydew, which
IS greatly relished by certain large red ants. The grower learns
to recognize the presence of these active creatures on his trees
as a sign of the presence of either soft scales, aphids, or mealy
bugs. None of these soft scales is anywhere near as severe a
pest in Florida or the gulf states as are some of the armored
scales, but in California the black scale, which belongs to this
group, is a more serious pest. The soft scales are more apt to
be harmful on nursery stock and on young trees, as they attack
only young and tender tissue, especially the young trees. To
this group belong the turtle-back scale, the hemispherical scale,
the Florida wax scale; the barnacle scale, the mealy bugs, and
the cottony cushion scale.

18. Purple Scale.—Next to the common citrus white
fly, the purple scale insect is the worst pest on citrus fruits in
Flonda and in the gulf coast states. This insect is found on
leaves, fruit, and smaller branches. Purple scales are sucking
msects, and, like the white flies, extract a large quantity of
sap from the trees, but, unlike the latter, do not give off
honeydew. On the leaves, the purple scales often occur in
colonies and may withdraw enough sap to cause the leaves to
turn yellow in spots, and they soon after fall off. This yellow-
ingm spots is very characteristic of a severe infestation of purple
scale, and the discoloration involves both surfaces of the leaf.
The young crawlers also infest the fruit and puncture the rind
making a wound that gives a place of entry for fungi that cause
decay, thus doing a great deal of indirect injury. The extent of
the stem-end rot in a grove has been proved to bear a direct
ratio to the number of scales present under the calyces of the
fruit. If abundant, they seriously interfere with the growth
of a tree and may even kill it.

19. The adult female scale is oblong, about i inch long
when full grown, and has the shape of an elongated oyster or
trumpet; it has no wings and remains stationary. The adult
male scale, on the contrary, is winged and the scale covering
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the immature insect is long and somewhat narrower than the

scale covering the female insect. The male flies about for a

short time, fertilizes the female, and then dies. The male

insect, for this reason, is not often seen and does little damage

directly to the trees.

In Fig. 16 is shown an orange leaf with a severe infestation

of purple scale, which are shown in twice their natural size.

Fig. 16

Eggs for the first brood arc deposited in the early part of

March by the female under her scale at the posterior end of

the body, which shrinks as the eggs are laid, until only the

dead and shriveled remains of the body, are to be found under

the anterior end of the scale. The eggs are oval in shape,

whitish when freshly laid, but soon turn puq^le. They are to
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be found under the old female scale, where they hatch in about
a week into small, six-legged, pale-colored creatures, oval in'
outline, but flat. These crawlers are provided with eyes and
antennae as well as legs and other organs of well-developed
insects. They are barely visible to the unaided eye. The
young crawlers avoid the light, which leads them to crawl
under other things on the leaf such as the woolly white fly. A
favorite location also is under the dried calyx of the fruit,
where the insects puncture the rind.

The young crawlers find a satisfactory place within a few
hours after they are hatched and insert their sucking mouth
parts, or beaks. The female remains stationary throughout
her existence. If the female insect is forcibly torn away from
her feeding place, she cannot reinsert her beak and perishes
from hunger. The male insect is winged when adult and can
move about. In from 8 to 20 days the insects outgrow their
scales and produce a new scale, by a process known as molting.
The old scale is not discarded, but on the contrary, it is used
as the foundation for the new scale material, which is added
to the posterior portion. This new material is darker in color
than the first scale, which, throughout the life of the insect,
can be recognized as a lighter area on the anterior end. The
insect no longer possesses legs, eyes, or antemias; indeed, it

could hardly be recognized as an insect at all were its life

history not known. Now for the first time the sexes begin to
appear different, the scale that covers the male being shorter
and thinner than that covering the female.

vSome 3 weeks or more after the first molt, the males molt
again and about 1 week later the females do the same. There
is now a marked difference in the appearance of the sexes.
The male is in the pupal stage and a week later comes forth as
a two-winged insect and soon flies off to mate with the female,
which is now in the third stage, but differs little from the sec-
ond stage except in size. The female never becomes a winged
insect but grows rapidly and at the age of 9 or 10 weeks begins
to lay eggs.

The above periods of time hold for summer weather only.
Development is much slower in winter. There arc three or four
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the immature inseet is hnvj^ and somewhat narrower than the

scale coverinjj: tlie female insect. The male flies about for a

short time, fertilizes the female, and then dies. The male

insect, for this reason, is not often seen and does little dama^a^

directly to the trees.

In ri<^. 1() is shown an oranj^e leaf with a severe infestation

of pur[)lc scale, which are shown in twice tlieir natural size.
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Ej^jj^s for the Ih'st In'ood are (le])()site(l in tlie early ])art of

March ])y the female under her scale at the ])osterior end of

the body, which shrinks as the ej;<;s are laid, until only the

dead and shriveled remains of the body, are to be found under

the anterior end of the scale. The e^^^s arc oval in sha])e,

whitish when freshly laid, but soon turn ])ur])le. 1^hey are to
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be found under the old female scalcN wliere thev hatch in a])()ut
a week into small, six-le^Ked, i)ale-col(jre(l creatures, ox'al in
outline, but flat. These crawlers are provided with eyes and
antenna) as well as le-s and other or^^ans of well-developed
insects. They are barely \'isible to the unaided eye. The
\-()unK crawlers avoid the li-ht, which leads them \o crau'l
under other things on the leaf such as the woolly white fl\'. A
fa\'orite location also is under the dried cah'x of the fruit,
wliere the insects ])uncture the rind.

The youuK crawlers find a satisfactory ])lace within a few
hours after tluy are hatched and insert their suckin- mouth
]3arts, or beaks. The female remains stationarv throu^^hout
her existence. If the female insect is forcibh' torn awav from
her feeding place, she cannot reinsert her l)eak and i)'erishes
from hunn:er. The male inseet is win<(ed wlien adult and can
move about. In from 8 t(^ 20 da>'s the insects outgrow their
scales and i>r(j(luce a new scale, by a ])roccss knowii as m()UinK^
The old scale is not discarded, but on the contrar}-, it is usc^l
as the foundation for the new scale material, which is added
to the i)osterior pnn'um. This new material is darker in color
than the first scale, which, throughout the life of thc« insect,
can be recoc^nized as a lighter area on tlie anterior end. The-
insect no l()n-:cT ])()ssesses le^s, e\'es, or anteniKc; indeed, it

could liardly l)e reco.L(nized as an insect at all were its life

history not known. Now for the first time the sexes be<,qn to
ap])ear different, the scale that an'crs the male bein<,^ sliorter
and tliinner than that co\'erin^^ tlie female.

Some :^ weeks or more after the first molt, the mak\s moh
a^ain and al)out 1 week later the females do the same. There
is now a marked diiTcrence in the a])pearance of the sc«xes.

The male is in the ])ui)al sta<,a^ and a wet>k later comes forth as
a two-win.L,a^d insect and soon fhes ofT to mate with the female,
which is now in the third sta^^e, but differs little from the sec-
ond stao:e except in size. The female never becomes a win<,a'd
insect but <,tows rapidlv' and at the a^^c of 9 or 10 weeks bc^i^nns

to lay e^^^j^^s.

The above ])enods of time hokl for summer weather only.
Development is much slower in winter. There are three or four
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generations each year. These broods are not well separated,
all stages being found at almost any time. There are, however,'
certain periods when crawlers are most abundant; these periods
are March or early April, June or July, and September or
October.

20. Like the white flies, the armored scales are, in the
gulf-coast region, much infested with parasitic fungi, espe-
cially during the more humid periods of the year. There are
three fungi which are chiefly concerned in keeping down the
purple scale. These are the red-headed scale fungus, the gray-

headed scale fungus, and
the black scale fungus.

In addition to these, the

white-fringed fungus,

the turbinate fungus,

and the cinnamon fun-

gus are occasionally
found as parasites on
the armored scales. The
red-headed scale fungus
is first noticed as a little,

curved, scarlet horn pro-

truding from under the

edge of the scale and
curving upwards. This
is the fruiting body of

u u. 1 •
-, ^

^^^ fungus and is only
about s mch long. If the scale is dissected and examined under
a microscope it is found to be permeated by the filaments of
the fungus, which often extend for a little distance beyond the
scale. The gray-headed scale fungus ends in more of a head-
like swellmg and when fresh is light gray in color, but turns to
a brown color as it gets older. The characteristic club-like
swellmgs of the gray-headed scale fungus are shown in twice
their natural size in Fig. 17. The black scale fungus is most
often met with on the trunk and branches of a tree, where it
torms a black mass as shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17
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These parasitic fungi, although more abundant in the sum-
mer than at other times, are more apt to work throughout thewmter than those that are parasites of the white flies and thev
are even more efficient in keeping down the scales. So impor-
tant are these parasitic fungi that if they are destroyed as
happens when the trees are sprayed with Bordeaux mixture to
kill injurious fungi, the purple scales at once increase to such
an extent as to severely damage or even kill the trees unless
prompt measures are taken. If it is absolutely necessary to
spray the trees with Bordeaux mixture
or other similar fungicide, the grower
must follow it soon with an insecticide
or there will surely be trouble with
the purple scales.

The grubs of a wasp-like insect also
aid in the control of the puri^le scale.

The wasp-like insect lays its eggs in
the scales, and the eggs hatch out into
white grubs that consume the scale
insects and their eggs and then change
to the adult wasp-like form and escape
through a round or oval hole in the
top of the scale. The ladybird beetles,

of which the twice-stabbed ladybird
beetle is the most important, are
another aid in the control of the purple
scale, as they eat large numbers of the
crawlers. The mature form of the
ladybird beetle is shown at the left in Fig. 19, and at the right
on twigs are shown empty pupa cases from which the beetles
have crawled.

21. The mxthods of control for the pun:)le scale are much
the same as those practiced for the control of the white flies
Fumigation, spraying with the heavy oils, and the introducing
and spreadmg of the parasitic fungi, will tend to hold the purple
scales m check. Fumigation for the purple scale alone is not
used m the Florida citrus belt except on nursery stock. The

Fig. 18
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Koncrations each year. Tlicso IhxkkIs are not well sei)arated,
all sta<;es l)ein<,r found at almost any time. There are, however,'
certain periods when crawlers are most abundant; these periods
are March or eady April, June or July, and vSei)teml)er or
October.

20. Like the white flies, the armored scales are, in the
Kulf-coast re-ion, much infested with parasitic fun<;i. esi)e-
cialh' durino- the more humid ])c>riods of the \'ear. There are
thrcx^ fun-i which are chiefly concerned in keeimiK down the
l)ur])k> scale. These are the red-headed scale fun-us, the ^ray-

headed scale fun^^ais, and
the black scale fun^^ais.

In addition to these, the

white-frin<i;ed fun»;us,

the turbinate fiui^ais,

and the cinnamon fun-

dus are occasionally
found as jjarasites on
the annored scales. Th(»

red-headed scale fim^us
is first noticed as a little,

cur\'ed, scarlet honi i)r()-

trudin^^ from imder the

ed<,^e of the scale and
curx'ino- u]jwards. Iliis

is the fruiting body of

,,,.,, the fun<,ais and is only
about

, mch louK. If the scale is dissected and examined under
a microscope it is found to be penneated bv the filaments of
the fun-US. whic'h often extend for a little distance beyond the
scale. The Kra>'-headed scale fundus ends in more of a lu.id-
hke swelling and when fresh is li^ht gray in color, but turns to
a brown color as it gels older. The characteristic club-like
swellings of tlK^ Kra>'-headed scale ftuiKus are shown in twice
their natural size in T^i. 17. The black scale fungus is most
often met with on tlu> tmnk and branches of a tree, where it
tonus a black mass as shown in Fi^r. is.

Fk;. 17
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These parasitic fungi, although more abundant in the sum-
mer than at other times, are more a]>t to work throughout the
wmtcM' than those that are ])arasites (.f the white flies and thev
are vwn more efneient in kecking down the scales. So impor-
tant are these parasitic fungi that if they are destroyed as
happens when the trees aiv spra>-ed u'ith Bordeaux mixture to
kill m.iunous tungi, the ]>uri)k« scales at once increase to such
an extent £is t(3 severely damage (.r ex'cn kill the trees unless
l)rom])t measures are taken. U it is absoluteh' necessarv to
s])ray the trees with Bordeaux mixture
or other similar fungicide, the grower
must follow^ it soon with an insecticide
or there will surely be trouble with
the ])urple scales.

The grubs of a was])-like insect also
aid in the control of the jnirple scale.

The wasp-like insect lays its eggs in
the^ scales, and the eggs hatch out into
white gnibs that consume the scale

insects and their eggs and th(>n change
to the adult was])-like form and escai)e

through a round or oval hole in the
top of the scale. 11ie ladybird bc-etles,

of which the twice-stabbed ladybird
beetle is the most imi)ortant, are
another aid in the control of thc^ purple
scale, as they eat large numbers of the
crawler's. The mature form of the ^'"=- ''^

ladybird beetle is shown at the left in I'ig. H), and at the right
|>n twigs are shown (>m])ty ])ui)a cases from which the beetles
nave crawled.

-1. The methods of control for the ])uri)le scale are much
the same as tho.se ])ra(>ticed for the control of the white flies
I^umigarion, si)raying with the heavy oils, and the introducing
and s])reading of the i)arasitic fungi, will tend to hold the imrple
scales m check. Fumigation for the pur])le scale alone is not
used in the Florida citrus beh except on nurser\- stock. The
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same method of control is employed as for the white flies. The
miscible oils which are used against the white flies are also the
best insecticides for use against the puq3le scales. They do not,
however, kill the eggs, so that in order to rid the trees thor-
oughly of this scale it is necessary to spray a second time, from
a month to 6 weeks later. In a month after the first spraying,
if it is done in the warm weather, or in 6 weeks if it is done in
the winter, all the eggs should be hatched out and the young
scales will be easily killed by the second spraying; and as the
scales do not reach maturity in less than 9 weeks none of the
young scales will be developed sufficiently to lay a fresh batch

Fig. 19

of eggs. Not more than 6 weeks should intervene between
sprayings, as the scales will be more resistant by that time.
Also, it is desirable to avoid the drain on the trees resulting
from the withdrawal of sap. If it is not desired to use the oil

sprays so frequently, whale-oil soap can be substituted for the
second spraying, a pound for each 4 or 5 gallons of water.
Whale-oil soap may be used for both sprayings, but the oils

are a little more thorough. Spraying twice a year for white
flies will usually control the purple scale, particularly, if a
good supply of fungi is kept in the trees during the summer.
If many scales are present the fall or spring spraying should be
followed with a second spraying a month or six weeks later.
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What was said with reference to spreading the fungous
enemies of white flies applies also to the fungous enemies of
the purple scale. Fungous spores can be gathered, preserved
and sprayed by the same methods, and if both the scales and
the white flies are present, as is usually the case, both the
white fly and the scale fungous spores can be sprayed at the
same time.

Except for being found on all varieties of citrus fruits the
purple scale is not often met with outside of the greenhouse
but It occurs on croton, eucalyptus, and on many plants belonL-mg to the rose family.

22. Long: Scale.—The long scale is very similar to the
purple scale m general appearance; in fact, it is so similar
that the average grower does not distinguish between them
Although as late as 1885 the long scale was the more common
of the two, It IS now very much less abundant. In color it is
similar to the purple scale, but in shape it is long and narrow
with Its sides nearly parallel, and it is not curved unless
crowded. Its life history, parasites, host plants, and control
are identical with those of the purple scale.

23. Florida Red Scale, or Round Scale.—Another of
the annored scales that does a great deal of damage, partic-
ulariy m Southern Florida, is the Florida red scale, or round
scale. It mostly confines its attacks to the leaves and fruit
and as the fruit is picked every season and the leaves are drop-
ped every few years in the more northern region as a result of
frost, the red scale has more difficulty in maintaining itself
than where frosts are less frequent. It is circular in outline
and for this reason is often known as the round scale or the
nail-head scale. In Fig. 20 the Florida red scale is shown
on the fruit and leaves of the kumquat. The older part of
the scale, which is red in color, can be seen in the center
of the adult scale. Its life history is also very similar to that of
the purple scale. The remains of the scale of the first larval
stage IS incon)oratcd into the later scale, as is always the case
with the armored scales, l)ut instead of the new material being
deposited on one side onl)^ leaving the first larval skin at the
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antenor end of the later scale as in the purple scale, it is added
about equally on all sides, so that the first larval skin occupies
the center of the later scale, as shown in Fig. 20. The scale of the
first larval stage is bright red in color and is raised up above
the later part, which is dark brown; it is very conspicuous.
The male completes its development in about 7 weeks in sum-
mer and the female begins to lay eggs when 10 weeks old and
contmues to do so for 2 weeks. The damage it does is of the
same nature as that of the purple scale, but it does not have the

latter 's tendency to col-

lect in colonies, and
hence the whole leaf turns

yellow simultaneously
and very soon falls.

24. The Florida red
scale is attacked by few
natural enemies that do
much to hold it in check.

The black-headed and
gray-headed scale fungi

do not attack this scale

at all, and the red-headed
scale fungi is not as effect-

ive as it is against the

purple scale. However,
there has recently been
discovered a pink fungus
that promises to do excel-

lent work against the

Fig. 20

Flonda red scale. The Hght-colored area around the Florida red
scale m Fig. 21 illustrates the work of the pink fungus on this
scale. Its method of application is the same as for the red-
headed scale fungus. The insect enemies are about the same
as those of the purple scale. In view of the fact that it is attackedby only a ew parasites, spraying must be largely resorted to.The miscible oils are the best insecticides but they do not kill
either the eggs or the older scales efficiently. To do thorough
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work it is necessary to follow the first spraying with a second
in 3 or 4 weeks.

In addition to the citrus plants, the other food plants of the
Florida red scale are the camphor, the banana, the magnolia,
the oleander, the palms, and the myrtle.

25. California Ked Scale.—A scale that has several
times obtained a foothold in Florida but has never become a
severe pest in the East is the California red scale. It derives
Its name from the reddish color of the mature scale. It is thin-
ner and less conspicuous than the Florida red scale. The life
history and control is the same as for other scales.

Fig. 21

26. Cliaff Scale.—The chaff scale is preeminently a scale
of the smaller branches, although it is found on the trunk, the
larger branches, the leaves, and the fruit. The scales fre-
quently overiap, and, being of a yellowish-gray color and thin
in texture, they resemble a collection of chaff. They may
cover the branches thickly, but they are apt to be overiooked,
because their color is so similar to that of the bark. This scale
derives its name from the appearance of the colonics of females,
which are the color of chaff. The female scale is about ^ inchm length and neariy as wide. The first larval skin is at the
apex and the female is darker in color than the male. It is the
smaller male scale, however, that is more apt to reveal its
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anterior end of the later scale as in tlie i)uri)le scale, it is added
about equally on all sides, so that the lirst larx'al skin occujnes
the center of the later scale, as shown in Fi-. 20. 11ie scale of the
first larval sta^c is hri-ht red in color and is raised up above
the later part, which is dark brown; it is x'erx' conspicuous.
The male comi)letes its de\'el()])nient in about 7 weeks in sum-
mer and the female be-ins to la>' c-.-s when 10 weeks old and
contmues to do so for 2 weeks. 'Hie dama-e it does is of the
same nature as that of the purple scale, but it does not have the

latter 's tendency to col-

lect in colonies, and
hcMice the whole leaf turns

yellow simultaneously
and very soon falls.

-4. The Florida red

scale is attacked by few
natural enemies that do
much to hold it in check.

The
1 )lack-headcd and

Kray-headed scale fun;,q

do not attack this scale

at all, and the red-headed
scale fun.i^n is not as effect-

i\'e as it is ai^^ainst the

l)ur])Ie scale. However,
there has recently been
discovcrc-d a pink fun.L,ais

that ])romises to do excel-

ri -1 1 ,

^^'"^ work against the
Fl( >nda red scale. The li^ht-colored area anxmd the Florida red
scale m M,^ 21 illustrates the work of the pink fundus on this
scale. Its method of a])plication is the same as for the red-
headed scale fundus. The insect enc.nies are about the same
as those of the puq )le scale. In view of the fact that it is attacked
l)y only a ew parasitc.s, spraxin^ must be lar^c-ly resorted to.
lie miscible oils are the best insecticides but they do not kill
cither the c-^s or the older scales enicic.Uly. To do thorough

Fig. 20

work it is necessar>' to follow the first si)rayinK with a second
in 3 or 4 weeks.

In addition to the citrus plants, the other food ])lants of the
Florida red scale are the cami)h()r, the banana, the ma-nolia.
the oleander, the ])alms, and the nn-rtle.

<->lo. (^nlirornia \Uh\ Seale.—A scale that has several
tmies obtained a foothold in Florida but has never become a
se\-ere pest in the F:ast is the C\alifornia red scale. It derives
its name from the reddish color of the mature scale. It is thin-
ner and less consj)icuous than the Florida red scale. 11ie life
history and control is the same as for other scales.

Fi(.. 21

2(). C'hiHT Scjilo.- The chaff scale is i)reeminenllv a scale
of the smaller branches, althou-h it is found on the trunk, the
lar-:er branches, the leaves, and the fnn't. The scak«s fre-
quently overiap, and, beinj^^ of a >'c«llowish-KTa>' color and thin
in tcxtiu'c, they resemble a collection of chaff. Thc>>' may
cover the branches thickh', but the>- are ai)t to be (A'c-rlooked",

])ecause their color is so similar to that of the ])ark. This scale
derives its n<ame from the api)earance of the colonies of females,
which arc the color of chaff. The female scale is about ^V inch
in length and ncariy as wide. The lirst larval skin is at the
apex and the female is darker in color than the male. It is the
smaller male scale, howexer, that is more at)t to reveal its
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presence, since it is white in color. The male scale is only
2V inch long and much narrower than the female, and is oblong
in shape.

The young crawlers wander about for a few hours, as in the
case of the purple scale. They avoid the light, which often
leads them to come to rest under a mass of old scales, and
accounts for the tendency to collect in colonies. There are
five or more generations each year in Florida. The first genera-
tion matures in March or April and the last in September or
October.

Because of its habit of collecting in colonies, the black fungus
does very effective work against this scale. The red-headed
scale fungus also attacks it. Wasp-like parasites similar to
those that attack the other armored scales work on this one
also, as do the ladybird beetles.

Control is the same as for the other armored scales. Chaff
scale is so easily controlled by the oil sprays and occurs so
spasmodically that it is usually not thought necessary to intro-
duce its fungous enemies. However, fungous enemies prevent
many outbreaks and keep the scale down in most groves so
thoroughly that the owner does not suspect their presence.
This scale is also found on the japonica.

27. Snow Scale.—Another scale that feeds on the bark
of citrus trees is the snow scale. This scale prefers the trunk
and larger branches, where it may suck the bark so dry as to
kill it and cause it to crack. Like the chaff scale, the male
scales are white, whence its name; the females resemble the
bark in color. The snow scale may be distinguished from the
chaff scale by a ridge that runs lengthwise down the middle of
the back. The male scale shows three such ridges. Control is

identical with that of the chaff scale.

28. Turtle-Back Scale.—The most common of all the
soft scales on citrus fruits is the turtle-back scale. It is brown
in color and oval in outline, considerably swollen in the middle
but flattened out along the margin so as to form a thin edge.
It is from I to ^ inch long when full grown. The back is

ndged and thrown into folds, resembling the sculpturing on a
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turtle's back, hence the name. The turtle-back scales are
most abundant m the spring and reach the climax in June
after which their numbers rapidly dwindle. This diminutionm their numbers is due to the activities of their enemies and to
the fact that suitable young wood for food becomes more
scarce.

The turtle-back scales are attacked by a number of wasp-
like insects that greatly reduce their numbers. Ladybird
beetles do good work in holding these scales in check. The
white-fnnged fungus is frequently a parasite on them. Indeed
It IS on these scales that it is most apt to form a definite distinct
frmge. The heavy oils will easily control the turtle-back scales
as will also whale-oil soap. As in the case of other scales it
may be necessary to spray again at the end of a month The
turtle-back scale attacks a number of other plants, chief among
which are ivy, oleander, and japonica.

29. Hemispherical Scale.—In many respects the hemi-
sphencal scale is very similar to the turtle-back scale but is
much more swollen, so that in profile it is nearly hemispherical
in outline. The enemies and the control are the same as for
the turtle-back scale.

30. Florida Wax Scale.—The Florida wax scale is com-
mon on the gallberry, a wild plant, and is frequently found on
many other plants besides citrus plants. It has even been
observed on sweet potatoes. This scale is found on orange
trees and occasionally becomes abundant. The scales collect
on the leaves, chiefly along the midrib, and particulariy on the
smaller twigs. The wax scale derives its name from the snow-
white waxy covering, which is very hard and brittle.

In Fig. 22 is shown a severe infestation of the Florida wax
scale on an orange twig and leaf. The adult is i inch long or
less. Each female lays from seventy-five to one hundred eggs
which are deposited under her waxy covering; the eggs are
T* inch long or less. The larvas complete their growth in from
3 to 4 months. There are three broods a year, with crawlers
most abundant in April and May, July and August, and October
and November. However, the broods are not very definite and
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some insects, in all stages of development, may be found at
almost any season.

The insect enemies of the Florida wax scale are about the
same as those of the other scales, but only the turbinate fungus
attacks them to any extent. The adult females often fall off

of the orange leaves due to their own weight and perish on the
ground, as at this stage they are unable to crawl. This shows
that the orange tree is not their native home. They seldom
become sufficiently abundant to make spraying necessary, but
sometimes they do damage to young trees. They can be con-
trolled by the same miscible oils that are used for the other
scales. These sprays will kill the young scales.

Fig. 22

31. Barnacle Scale.—The barnacle scale is very similar
to the Florida wax scale except in its height, which is equal to
its width. The sides rise abruptly from the margin, so that it

resembles a barnacle in shape.

32. Mealy Bugs.—In Fig. 23 are shown, in half their
natural size^ colonies of mealy bugs on grapefruit. The injury
they do is very apparent from the illustration. Mealy bugs
are dry-weather insects, and consequently they are not the
serious pests in the Florida citrus region that they are in the
California groves. Usually mealy bugs are most troublesome
in the spring, from March to June, which is apt to be a dry
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period in Florida. These insects approach the extent of a pest
more or less periodically and in many cases will disappear and
reappear very suddenly, depending on whether the climatic
conditions are favorable or unfavorable for their growthRamy seasons have a tendency to hold the mealy bugs in
check, and dry seasons are particulariy favorable for their
increase.

All parts of the tree, including the leaf, branches, and fruit
particulariy the fruit, are attacked by this insect. Masses
ot the insects, eggs, and young may be clustered on the fruit

Fig. 23

usually in sheltered places as along the midrib or at the junc-
tion of a leaf with the stem. A most favorite situation is between
two oranges or grapefruit that are in contact. This is partic-
ulariy annoying in the case of grapefruit, which more frequently
grows m clusters. The mealy bug secretes a particulariy sticky
honeydew, which, with the accompanying sooty mold, resultsm a most unsightly fruit and one hard to clean. The ordinary
washmg machine often fails to remove this, and, in the vigor-
ous scrubbing rendered necessary, the fruit is apt to get scratched
or bruised, thus making an entrance place for the molds that
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cause decay. In addition to this damage, the drain on the fruit
and tree resulting from the withdrawal of so much sap is a
serious matter.

33. There are all over the Florida citrus section two species
of mealy bugs, the common citrus mealy bug and the long-
tailed mealy bug. The latter has two long spines that pro-
ject backwards from the posterior end; otherwise, they are
similar in^appearance and life history. The full-grown female
is about i inch long, tV inch wide, and oval in outline. The
male, which is not often seen, is a minute two-winged insect
measuring iV inch across the outstretched wings. The adult
mealy bugs, unlike the scale insects, make no thick and hard
scale, do not lose their legs, feelers, or eyes, and are able to
move about neariy or quite throughout their entire life. They
do form some wax, which adheres to them in granules, giving
to them their name of mealy bugs. In all these respects, mealy
bugs resemble the young crawlers of the other scale insects.
In fact, the latter are supposed to have been derived from
mealy bug-like ancestors.

The eggs of this insect are laid in a cottony mass secreted by
the insect as the eggs are deposited. Each female starts c^^
laymg before full grown, and may lay as many as 350 to 400
eggs. The eggs hatch in warm weather in from 8 to 10 days
and in cold weather in from 16 to 20 days. The young crawl
about only short distances, as they are busy feeding through-
out their entire life. Eggs deposited in March will produce
adults m the middle of May, and eggs deposited in the middle
of May will produce adults by the first of July.
The mealy bugs are attended by ants to a greater degree

than the soft scales. Indeed, ants carry them about and place
them m favorable localities and are supposed to protect them
from some of their enemies, to herd them, in fact, for the honey-
dew, or milk, that they produce, so that these mealy bugs,
like the aphids, are referred to as ants' cows.

34. The mealy bug, being a soft-bodied insect and exposed
on the tree, is subject to the attacks of many parasites and
predacious insects. The ladybird beetles and their larvas eat
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niany of them and are the most persistent agents in checking
them. A predacious caterpillar, the larvas of syrphus flies,
ace-wmged beetles, trash bugs, wasp-like insects and certain
fungi are very efficient in controlling mealy bugs
Sometimes when mealy bugs become numerous, it may be

necessary to apply an insecticide in order to kill them Themost important factor in spraying them is pressure ; the partic-
ular insecticide used is of minor importance. Indeed, good
results are often obtained by the use of water alone if it is
applied with sufficient pressure. If they are washed from their
hiding places, scattered, and dashed to the ground, very few
of them get back on the trees. Better results, however, will be
obtained if some insecticide is used. Whale-oil soap in the
proportion of 1 pound of soap to 4 gallons of water, or tobacco
decoction the same as is used for thrips, as described in a subse-
quent paragraph, will effectively combat these pests. The best
spray is probably that used in California. It is made by dis-
solving 2j pmts of crude carbolic acid and 2k pounds of whale-oil
soap m a gallon or two of hot water. When it is used it is diluted
to make 50 gallons of spray.

^
35. Cottony Cusliion Scale.-The cottonv cushion scale

IS now generally distributed over a half dozen counties in the
southwestern part of Florida. It is spreading rapidly and will
doubtless m a few years be found all over citrus Florida and
ultimately m the gulf coast district as well. This insect has a
most interesting history. It was introduced into California
trom Its native home in Australia in 1868. In 20 years it had
so over run the groves and killed so many trees that it seemed
as If the entire citrus industry of that state was doomed. In
desperation an entomologist was sent to Australia in the hope
of findmg some parasite that would stop its ravages. That
there was some such enemy was indicated by the fact that it
was not a severe pest in its native home. The entomologist
tound and brought back the Australian ladybird beetle. This
IS a very small insect that measures only i inch in length- it is
of a red color, especially the young. The importation was a
great success. The ladybird beetles mdtiplied rapidly and
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soon conquered the scales so thoroughly that they have not
given any serious trouble since. The scale was imported into
Florida about 1893. Here, as in California, it was finally
brought under subjection by the Australian ladybird beetle
which was brought from California. Since then there have
been some outbreaks of the scale in various parts of the gulf-
coast states, but as soon as they became severe the Australian
ladybird beetle was obtained and the infestation checked.

36. The cottony cushion scale is related to the mealy bugs
and the young look and act much like those of mealy bugs It
has the mealy bug habit of hiding in crevices and in the forks
of twigs, but It mfests the larger branches and the trunk of the
tree as well. The adult females, however, have a very character-
istic appearance that readily distinguishes them from any other
citrus msect. The scale insect is brownish in color and looks
much like a soft scale. As the 500 to 800 eggs are laid, there
IS exuded with them a liquid which, on exposure to the air
swells greatly and forms a soft cushion in which the eggs are
found. This cushion tilts up the posterior part of the scale
until the msect literally stands on its head. This pure white
cottony mass, .which may reach a length of more than i inch
IS ndged lengthwise, which has given to this insect its other
name, fluted scale.

The eggs require from 10 days to 2 weeks to hatch, depending
on the season. The larvas settle on the leaves and twigs being
most numerous along the midrib and veins of the leaf. As the
larvas grow older they show a marked preference for the twigs
and branches by migrating there. The older larvas may even
be found on the trunk. Unlike the other scales, the cottony
cushion female scale travels throughout the greater part of
her existence, or at least until the egg sac is secreted. This
scale reaches maturity in 3 or 4 months, and there are about
three generations a year in the southern part of Florida The
season of greatest production of young is during May and June.
The way to control this pest is to obtain and introduce the

Australian ladybird beetles. These can usually be obtained
with a httle delay from some infested region of Florida or
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California. If they cannot be obtained at once or if it is a
question of a dooryard tree or two, one of the insecticides
recommended for mealy bugs may be used. The insect also
attacks roses and some other cultivated plants.

MITES

37. Next to the white flies and scale insects, the most per-
sistent enemies of citrus fruits in the Florida region are three
species of mites. These are not insects, but are related to the
spider family. They are all dry-weather pests and are apt to
be particulariy abundant in the spring and eariy summer
before the ramy season sets in. Two of these, the purple mite
and the six-spotted mite, commonly go under the name of red
spiders. The russet mite, however, is much different in its
habits and general appearance. Like all the most serious
enemies of citrus fruits, they arc sucking pests that withdraw
the sap from the trees.

^ 38. Purple Mite.—The purple mite is dark-red in color
1
»
mch m diameter and neariy round. It is found on both sur-

faces of the leaves and on the fruit. When the infestation
becomes severe, the leaf turns a uniform grayish green and
has a dry appearance. Like most members of the spider family
the pun^le mite is provided with eight legs when adult. Like
other spiders, too, the adult is hairy. If one of the species is
examined under a lens the stiff hairs are seen to rise from little
wart-hke projections. This distinguishes the purple mite from
the other species of mites, including the six-spotted mite, and
russet mitc which lack these projections. The male spiders
are smaller than the females and are usually present, but eggsmay be produced and young hatched without them, since the
female has the power to produce eggs without fertilization.
1 he eggs arc minute bodies, neariy spherical, and are red in
color; they occur singly and are held firmly to the leaf by four-
teen silken guy threads, which are attached to the end of a
perpendicular stalk that rises from the upper side of the egg.
The eggs of the purple mite are most abundant during May

From one to six or seven eggs are deposited each day after egg
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laying begins. This continues for 4 weeks until a total of from
fifty to seventy-five eggs have been deposited. The eggs
deposited in a day usually average two or three. However,
there may be days when no eggs will be deposited. The eggs
hatch in about 10 days to 2 weeks into small larvas that have
only six legs. This and the size are the chief differences between
the larvas and the parents which have eight legs and are much
larger than the larvas. The young mites, as soon as they are
hatched, begin to feed, and they come to maturity in about
12 days, during which time they have molted three times at
intervals of 3 or 4 days each. After the first molt, the larvas
acquire another pair of legs, which is the normal number for
most mites and spiders. The female spiders are now ready to
deposit eggs again. Allowing 10 days for the hatching of the
eggs, 12 days for development of the insects, and 4 weeks for
adult life, it is seen that the entire life span is about 7 weeks,
although there may be a new generation every 3 or 4 weeks.'
This quick development accounts for the sudden appearance of
a severe infestation in a grove.

39. The mites have many natural enemies, including lady-
bird beetles, larvas of the lace-winged flies, the larger spiders
and mites, and some species of thrips.

The method of control is the same for the three species of
mites. Sulphur in some form or other is the standard remedy
for mites. This may be applied dry, in the form of a dust, or as
a liquid; and either free sulphur or one of its compounds may
be used. A commonly used insecticide is dry sulphur very
thoroughly mixed with hydrated lime in the proportions of
3 pounds of sulphur to 1 pound of lime. If it is impossible to
secure hydrated lime, this compound may be made by adding
sufficient water to quicklime to partly slake it; about 4 gallons
to the 100 pounds will be sufficient. The lime is allowed to
dry after it is slaked. This hydrated lime can then be mixed
with the sulphur. Care should be taken that the mixture of

.
lime and sulphur is finely pulverized. The sulphur and lime
may be dusted over the tree by hand, or, better, may be blown
through the trees by a rotary bellows. There are several good
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bellows on the market. It is best applied in the early morning .

when the dew is on the trees or after a shower when the trees
are wet, smce at this time the sulphur sticks to the leaves It
IS essential that the dust reach every part of the tree, as the
vapor of sulphur is effective only at a distance of a small frac-
tion of an inch; in fact, it is practically necessary to hit a mite
to kill It. Since the dust must be very fine to be effective the
flowers of sulphur rather than the flour of sulphur must be used.
The sprays, however, will act more quickly than the dust,

but unless water is handy and the grower is supplied with a
good power spraying outfit it will be much more expensive.
Whether one had better use the dust or a spray will depend on
many circumstances, including the outfit available, the weather,
the severity of the infestation, and the consequent need of
rapid results. If spraying is done for other insect pests, the
sulphur may be added to most solutions, thus getting the insect
and the mites at one spraying. In the case of spraying for
white flies and scales, however, it is not necessary to add any
sulphur, as the miscible oils will kill the mites also. Some of
the most effective sprays are: free sulphur, from 1 to 5 pounds
per barrel of water; lime-sulphur solution, from 1 to 4 quarts
per barrel; or liver of sulphur (potassium sulphide), in the same
proportions.

The remedy should be applied promptly whenever injury
is noted or the spiders are seen to be abundant on the trees.
During dry weather, especially in the spring, one should be
constantly on the lookout for them. A temperature of about
75° is necessary to vaporize the sulphur. A higher temperature
will bring results more rapidly. Since heat is required to vapor-
ize the sulphur, it is obvious that, as far as possible, days that
are bright and warm during the middle of the day should be
chosen for the application of the sulphur.

40. Six-Spotted Mite.—Frequently on the lower surface
of the leaves will be found mites known as six-spotted mites.
These mites are usually along the midrib and extend outwards
and forwards in the direction of the cross veins. The adult
insect is pale yellow in color and has six dark spots on its

275—28
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body, from which it derives its name. As was said before the
six-spotted mite confines itself to restricted areas. Sap is with-
drawn from the leaves, which causes them to turn yellow in
spots where colonics of mites are located. On the surface of
these yellow spots can be found old cast skins of the insects
covered with a web. The web is more or less conspicuous
under a lens. The upper sm-face of the leaf is swollen upwards
correspondmg to the depressions on the lower surface and the
area is smooth and pale yellowish in color. This spotting with
yellow IS very different from the uniform gray appearance
which follows the work of the purple mite. If sufficiently
injured, the leaves will drop. The six-spotted mite is not so
injurious as the purple mite.

The life history of the six-spotted mite is similar to that of
the purple mite, and the enemies and methods of control are
the same for both.

41. nu.s.set Mite.—The russet mite is different both in
appearance and in work from the six-spotted and the pumle
mitc. It attacks both fruit and foliage, but the injury is most
noticeable on the fruit. The contents of the oil glands on both
the fruit and the leaves are sucked out. This injury results in
a russet color on the fruit and a gray color on the leaf. The
leaf, if sufficiently injured, will become dry and die. It is the
injury to the fruit which usually attracts the attention of the
ordmary grower. The keeping and shipping qualities of the
fruit arc not senously injured and the flavor is actually improved
A russet orange is sweeter and more juicy, and, because of the
thmner nnd, the purchaser gets more fruit in his box But
the market demands a bright orange, and as russet oranges
bring low pnces, it pays well to combat the russet mite.
The russet mite is shaped like an elongated triangle, that is,

It IS widest at the head and tapers at a neariy uniform rate to
near the posterior end. It is only about ^ij, inch in length and
practically invisible to the unaided eye. Under a lens it is seen
to be of a light yellow color and to possess but four legs.
The eggs, which are pale yellow in color, are laid singly or in

small clusters on leaves and fruit. They hatch out in from 4 to
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5 days in summer and in from 10 to 14 days in winter. Theyoung larva begins to feed at once and in about a week sheds
Its skm, or molts, passing into the adult stage. In summer
weather the entire life history consumes less than 2 weeks-m colder weather this period may be doubled
The enemies are about the same as for the other mites, andm addition a species of syrphus fly attacks them. The control

IS the same as for the other mites.

MISCEXLANEOUS INSECTS
42. L,,rge Plant HuRs.-Therc are several species of

large plant bugs that occasionally do a great deal of damageby sucking the juices of the ripening oranges and of the youngand tender sprouts on the trees. The orange, if sufficiently
injured, will fall off and be ruined as far as shipping is con-
cerned. The injury due to the insects sucking the sap from the
branches is msignificant on old trees, but on young trees or
nursery stock it is more important, since new growth is retarded

Ihe fact that these bugs attack citrus fruits is mainly due tothe management of the leguminous cover crop. They pre-
fer legumes to almost any other food and will not attack
orange trees unless the legumes fail them. Frequently the cover
crop of beggarweed or other legume is allowed to remain on the
ground until the bugs have completed their growth and passedmto the winged stage. The result is that when the cover croo
IS cut, the adults have no legume to feed on and go to the orange
as the only thing left for them.
There are a half dozen bugs that commonly attack the fruitand tender shoots of the orange tree. In the approximate order

of their importance they are: the pumpkin bug, a green bug
that IS over i mch long and very common; the smaller leaf-
footed plant bug, a dark-brown insect with a yellow band
across the hmd wings and the hind legs expanded into wide
eaf-hke structures; the cotton stainer, a large dark-red bug
that frequently injures cotton and sometimes attacks citrus
Ki-oves; the common brown stink bugs; and the giant leaf-footed
plant bug. a grayish brown bug that is over an inch in len-th
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43. In order to control these plant bugs, proper mana^);o-
ment must be given to the leguminous cover crops grown in
the grove. The cover crop should be cut before the bugs have
become winged, which will usually be early in September.
The herbage around the trees is cut first, and that in the middle
of the rows is left until a few days later. This will draw the bugs
away from the trees to the middle of the rows, and when thi3
is cut most of the bugs will be unable to reach the trees and will
perish. The bugs may be sprayed or collected at these catch
centers at a minimum of expense. If, however, the cover crop
has been allowed to stand until the bugs are in the winged
stage, and they are abundant, it is best not to cut it until the
day before the fruit is picked. Also the weeds around the
edge of the grove should be kept cut, particularly thistles,
as these are the plants on which the giant leaf-footed plant bug
feeds. Precautions of this nature will tend to reduce the num-
bers of the plant bugs and at the same time keep them away
from the fruit.

Sometimes when the necessary precautions against these
insects have not been taken, they get on the trees. If the
damage to the fruit is very great the fruit should be picked at
once if it is not too green. If the fruit is too green to be picked,
the bugs will have to be collected if anything is to be done to
prevent damage. On cool mornings the bugs are very slug-
gish and may be shaken or jarred on to a canvas sheet placed
beneath the tree, and they must be quickly collected from this
sheet. It will sometimes pay to rig up an apparatus consisting
of a framework of wood or metal in the shape of an inverted
umbrella, which is covered with a piece of canvas that has a
sht m it so that the frame can be placed around the trunk of
the tree at the bottom. At the center of the canvas there is

a hole under which is placed a pan containing water, on top of
which is a layer of kerosene. In the early morning or on a cool
day, at which time the bugs are sluggish, they may be shaken
on to the canvas, and they roll down the sides and into the pan
of kerosene and are killed. This method of combating bugs
is quicker and cheaper than any possible insecticide treatment.
Contact insecticides have little effect on the plant bugs, because
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they are large and the covering of their bodies is hard. Con-
tact msecticides that will kill the plant bugs can be had, but
they are of such strength that they would kill the plant also.The cotton stamer may often be successfully combated by
distnbutmg baits of poisoned cottonseed meal in various parts
ot the tree. The msect seems very fond of this poison. Such
a poison bait can be made by mixing thoroughly 1 part ofPans green with 25 parts of the cottonseed meal and moisten-mg the mixture with water to which sweet syrup has been
added.

44. Tlirlps.-Oftentimes if the blossoms of the oranges are
shaken m the hand, many small yellowish insects known as
thnps can be seen running about. The thrip insect is illus-
tratedm Fig. 24. These
insects feed on blos-

soms, leaves, and fruits,

but preferably on the
pollen and petals, and
are usually found in the
interior of the orange
and other fruit blos-

soms. If not too nu-
merous, thrips do little

harm; if they are abun-
dant they attack the
pistil as well and cause
the blossom to drop. In years of abundant bloom even this
does little harm, as there are many times more blooms than
can possibly set fruit. In years of scanty bloom, however or
when thnps are unusually abundant they may ruinously shorten
the crops. After the blossom has cast the petals and other
temporary structures it is a common occurrence for them to
feed on the developing pistil or on the young orange, from
vvhich they scrape the epidennis. Thrips often work around
the stem of fruit and make a distinct ring of rather irregular
outhne, sometimes also working down in streaks along the
sides of the fruit. The wounds are usuall)^ shallow and do not

Fig. 24
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greatly retard the development of the fruit, but they produce

smooth, shiny areas, which are referred to as silvery scurf, or

thrip marks, which are illustrated in Fig. 25. These marks

hurt the appearance of the fruit and prevent it from being

sold as first class.

The adult thrip is a very small four-winged insect about

2V to 3V inch long and tott inch wide. The color ranges from

yellow to orange. Thrips can be very readily recognized by

their ability, when disturbed, to jump long distances in pro-

portion to their size. Under a lens the wings are seen to consist

Fig. 25

of a true membrane, which is lined on all free sides by hairs

several times longer than the width of the membrane. Adults

appear in early spring and there is a succession of broods until

November.

The females lay their eggs in slits they make in the soft

tissue on which they feed. The eggs hatch in from 3 to 4 days.

The young are similar to the adults but they have no wings.

In favorable weather they attain their full size in 9 days ; thus,

there is a generation in only 12 or 13 days.
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45. Tobacco or any of its compounds is a cheap and
efficient remedy for these insects. A tobacco com])ound can
be prepared at home by boiling stems or refuse tobacco in

water until a solution the color of weak tea is obtained, or

the commercial product can be purchased already prepared.

There are several of these commercial preparations on the

market which are sold under various trade names. The most
])opular and the best tobacco preparation on the market is a
product sold under the name Blackleaf 40. The 40 signifies

a strength of 40 per cent., which is a very concentrated solu-

tion. A good formula is: Blackleaf 40, 3i- fluid ounces; com-
mercial lime-sulphur, 2i quarts; and water, 50 gallons. It

is desirable to put lime-sulphur or soap in the solution, since

this causes the tobacco to spread well and at the same time
retards evaporation; also, it causes the tobacco to stick more
closely to the leaf. To obtain the same results in spraying

with the home-prepared product, 5 gallons of tobacco solution

must be substituted in the j^receding formula. Also, any of

the fish-oil soaps, such as whale-oil soap, may be substituted

for lime-sul])hur in the preceding formula. From 2 to 5 gal-

lons of the soap solution should be used, depending on whether
the water is soft or hard. This spray should be a]3plied, in case

thrips are numerous, while the trees are in bloom, and the
spraying should be repeated at intervals of 10 days until the pest

is under control. A strong pressure of 175 pounds is desirable,

so that the spray may be distributed evenly over all parts of

the tree.

46. Apliids.—Often early in spring, aphids can be found
thickly covering the under side of the young leaves of citrus

trees. These small insects cause the leaves to curl and check
the growth of the young, tender shoots. Since the attacks of

aphids are confined to a few shoots, the effect on the whole
tree is not serious. Fortunately, these plant lice are greedily

eaten by ladybird l^ectles, trash Inigs, syr])hus flies, and the
maggots of a was]>likc insect. The adult wasji-like insects

lay their eggs in the aphids. These hatch out and cause the
aphid to swell until it is nearly spherical. After the death of
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the aphid the parasite cuts a circular hole in the body of the

aphid and emerges through the opening as the adult wasp-like

insect.

These enemies keep the plant lice so well in check on citrus

plants that it is seldom necessary to use insecticides. Should

they become so abundant as to threaten to check the gro\vth

of the trees, which will seldom be the case and then only on the

very young trees that have few leaves, they can be readily

controlled by the tobacco extracts, as explained for thrips.

47. Orange Dog.—Frequently large disagreeable look-

ing caterpillars, known as orange dogs, may be seen feeding on

the leaves of citrus trees. These caterpillars are about 2i

inches long, gray in color, and marked with dark blotches of

a dirty white color at the posterior end. When irritated, the

caterpillar protrudes a forked bright-red colored horn and at

the same time secretes a substance with a very disagreeable

odor. The appetite of the caterpillar is enormous. Much

damage may be done in a short time, and especially on young

trees, if these caterpillars become numerous. Fortunately,

they are seldom very abundant

When full grown the larva hunts a secluded place in some

log, fence, or on a limb and enters into the chrysalis stage.

After about 14 days the adult emerges as a gorgeous black and

yellow butterfly about 6 inches across the expanded wings,

with long, tail-like prolongations on its hind wings. The yel-

low markings form two bands, the upper one crescent shaped

and the lower one almost semicircular. Each female deposits

from 400 to 500 eggs, which are laid on tender shoots.

The caterpillars are so conspicuous that usually the easiest,

cheapest, and quickest way to get rid of them is to pick them

off by hand, and either crush them or drop them into a pan of

kerosene. If they are unusually numerous or if they are accom-

panied by many other biting insects, they may be poisoned by

an application of lead arsenate, at the rate of 3 pounds of

arsenate paste to 50 gallons of water.

A cheaper arsenical insecticide, zinc arsenite, can be sub-

stituted if desired ; this is used at the rate of H pounds of the
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powder to 50 gallons of water. This spray, however, does not

stay suspended in the water nearly so readily as does .the

lead-arsenate paste. In the use of all arsenical sprays, a little

soap mixed in with the solution will cause the insecticide to

spread over the leaves and adhere more closely to them.

48. Hag Moth.—Another caterpillar similar in its work
to the orange dog is the larva of the hag moth. This cater-

pillar is the larva of a moth that is rarely seen, because it flics

at night and is comparatively rare. The moth is dusky purple

brown and has patches of an ocher color on the back and a

light yellow tuft on each middle leg. The fore wings have
pale yellowish brown markings on them and are crossed by
a narrow, wavy, curved band of the same color. The hind wings
are sable colored and in the female are bordered with yellow.

The larva is one of the oddest known. It is nearly square,

dark brown, and bears eight singular fleshy processes project-

ing from the sides. These processes are half as long as the

larva itself and arc covered with feathery brown hairs, among
which arc longer black, stinging hairs. These hairs are curi-

ously twisted so that they resemble locks of hair and give the

name hag moth to the species. This larva does practically

the same damage as the orange dog and may be treated in

practically the same manner, except that they cannot be col-

lected with the naked hands, since they are provided with
stinging hairs that irritate the skin.

49. Grasshoppers and Katydids.—It is not often that

grasshoppers and katydids do much damage to citrus fruits.

There is one species of grasshopper, the large bird grasshopper,

that sometimes, when its natural food supply is scarce, will

feed on the fruit and foliage of citrus trees. They most fre-

quently feed on the outer rows of trees in the grove where they
adjoin grass fields. If the hoppers become numerous, which
is rather infrequent, they will S])rcad through the grove and
do considerable damage. The principal damage is done to

the fruit, due to the insect biting a small area out of the rind.

This area enlarges and presents a rough, scurfy appearance.

The flavor or quality of the fruit is not injured in any way, but

I
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such fruit must be classed as seconds or as culls. These insects

can be poisoned by some arsenical compound or they can be

picked by hand on cool mornings when they are very inactive

and dropped into a pan of kerosene.

50. Bag Worm.—A common insect in the citrus groves

of Florida is the bag worm. In Fig. 26 is shown the case of a

bag worm suspended from a branch. The presence of this

insect in the grove can always be detected by the peculiar

shajicd cases in which the insect spends

the winter. The cone-shaped cases are

made of little sticks and rubbish fastened

together by silken threads. The bag

worms eat the leaves to some extent and

sometimes scar the fruit, as illustrated in

Fig. 27, but fortunately they are not usu-

ally abundant enough to be worthy of

notice. In case it should be necessary to

resort to measures of control, they may
be poisoned by the same arsenicals that

are used for other biting insects.

51. Ants.—In Southern Florida the

leaf-cutting ants and in Louisiana the

recently introduced Argentine ant, does

damage to orange trees, the former by
cutting and carrying away the leaves.

These ants can be effectively controlled

by trailing them to their nests and treat-

ing the nests with a solution of potassium

cyanide. A hole is made in the middle of the nest and into it

is poured a few ounces of the solution, which consists of

1 ounce of potassium cyanide to 1 quart of water. The fumes

given off will penetrate the hill and kill all the ants present.

If the nest is near enough to the tree for the liquid to reach

the roots it must lie used cautiously. Potassium cyanide is

one of the most ])()werful ])oisons and must be handled with

care. In case the nests cannot be found, the insects may be

kept from the trees by banding them with some sticky tarry

Fig. 26
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prejjaration. The commercial substance sold under the name
of tree tanglefoot, coal tar, asphaltum, or any other substance

may be used. To avoid injury to the tree by these prepara-

tions a heavy paper is closely fastened to the tree so that the

ants cannot get under it, and the substance is applied to this.

Cotton or wool soaked in oil or vaseline is also good to prevent

the ants from getting up into the tree.

52. Termites, or White Ants.—The white insects that

look much like true ants except for their color are usually

Fig. 27

called wood lice in Florida. They are very common in rotten

wood, on which they feed. If such wood, which is often piled

in groves to be burned during a cold spell to fight off frost, is

piled too close to the tiTink of the fruit tree the termites may
attack the bark and even girdle the tree. The obvious remedy
is to remove such material from the immediate vicinity of the

tree.

I
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such fruit nuisl ])v classed as sccojkIs or as culls. These insects

can l)c ]K)is()ne(l by some arsenical C()ni])oun(l or they can he

l)icke(l by hand on cool mornin.i.':s when they are very inactive

and droi)i)ed mto a i)an of kerosene.

50, 15a.u' Worm.—A common insect in the citrus j^roves

of Florida is the bajj: worm. In Vvj^. 2() is shown tlu> case of a

ba^- worm sus])ended from a branch. The ])resence of this

insect in the ^Tox'e can always be detected 1)\' the ])eculiar

shaped ca.scs in which the insect spends

the winter. The cone-sha])e(l cases are

made of little sticks and rubbish fastened

to*;c'ther by silken threads. The baj^^

worms cat the leaves to some extent and

sometimes scar the fruit, as illustrated in

I'vj^. 27, but fortunately they are not usu-

ally abundant enoui;h to be worthy of

notice. In case it should be necessary t,o

resv)rt to measures of control, they may
be poisoned by the same arsenicals that

are used for other biting insects.

51. Ants.—In Southern Florida the

leaf-cuttini( ants and in Louisiana the

recently introduced Ari^entine ant, does

damaj^e to orange trees, the former by

cutting and carrying away the leaves.

These ants can l)e effectively controlled

by trailing them to their nests and treat-

ing the nests with a solution of ])()tassium

cyanide. A hole is made in the middle of the nest and into it

is ])()ured a few ounces of the solution, which consists of

1 ounce of i)otassium cyanide to 1 ([uart of water. The ftuues

given off will i)enetrate the hill and kill all the ants ])resent.

If the nest is near enough to the tree for the li([ui(l to reach

the roots it must be used cautioush'. Potassium c\-anide is

one of th(> most T)owerful ])oisons and must be handled with

care. In case the nests cannot l)e found, the insects ma>' be

kept from the trees by banding them with some sticky tarry

Pu;. 20

l)re])arati()n. The commercial substance sold under the name
of tree tanglefoot, coal tar, asphaltum, or any other substance

may be used. To ax'oid injury to the tree by these ])re])ara-

tions a hea\y ])a])er is closely fastened to the tree so that the

ants cannot get under it, and the stibstance is ai)])lie(l to this.

Cotton or wool soaked in oil or vaseline is also good to prevent

the ants from getting ti]) into the tree.

•to
'9 mm9 'IVrmites, or While Ants.^The white insects that

look nuich like trtie ants exccjjt for their color are ustially

Fig. 27

calk^l wood lice in Florida. They are \'ery common in rotten

wood, on which they k\\]. If stich wood, which is often ])iled

in groves to be burned during a cold s])ell to light off frost, is

l)iled too close to tlH> trunk of the fruit tree the termites may
attack the bark and e\'en girdle the tree. The obx'ious remedy

is to remove such material from the immediate vicinitv of the

tree.
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53. Orange Tortrix.—^Almost all citrus fruit growers are

familar with a small insect known as the orange tortrix, which

bores a small hole through the peel of a grapefruit or orange in

which it lives. The orange tortrix is an almost hairless cater-

pillar of a very small moth. This worm is about i inch long,

of pinkish color, and resembles somewhat the worm of the

codling moth found in apples, to which indeed it is remotely

related. It never enters the pulp of the fruit. This distin-

guishes it at once from the orange maggot of Mexico and the

larva of the dreaded Mediterranean fruit fly, which exists in

the Hawiian Islands, Bermuda, Southern Europe, and other

regions. Although the worm does not enter the fruit, the hole

makes an easy road for the entrance of the fungi that cause

decay. A wormy orange or grapefruit cannot be shipped, as

it would siu-ely decay before reaching the consumer. It some
groves as much as 1 per cent, of the fruit is damaged, but usually

the damage is insignificant. The collection and destruction of

the wormy fruit with the contained caterpillar will be sufficient

to control the insect.

CITRUS FRUITS IN GULF-COAST
STATES
(PART 4)

INSECTS AND DISEASES INJURIOUS TO
CITRUS FRUITS (Continued)

DISEASES OF CITRUS FRUITS

INTRODUCTION

1. The number of diseases affecting citrus fruit is not nearly

so large as the number affecting some other groups of fruit.

However, the diseases are of sufficient importance to warrant
the attention of every citrus grower.

The term disease, in its broadest sense, applies to any condi-

tion that interferes with the normal growth and development of

a tree ; more specifically, the tenn applies to any condition that

results in the decay or death of any part of the tree—the roots,

trunk, branches, or leaves. Some diseases result in a general

debility of the whole tree without any well marked symptoms.
This is most apt to be the case when the disease is due to unfavor-
able moisture, food, Hght, temperature, or soil conditions.

Some diseases of the tree are due to ignorance, neglect, or

maltreatment on the part of the grower, and frequently trees

are injured by wind, excessive heat, or frost. The injured parts,

either through neglect or ignorance of the grower, never receive

any care or attention, with the result that wounded areas become
COPYRIGHTED BY INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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infected with disease, which sometimes causes the death or decay

of the tree. Bruises due to careless workmen around the tree

and improper pruning are often the causes of many diseases.

Too often limbs are removed from trees in such a way that a

stub is left that will never heal over. Wounds of this nature

and bruises in the bark of the tree provide favorable conditions

for the growth of fungi, and for this reason are frequently

infected and become diseased.

Other diseases are intimately associated with the condition of

the soil in which the tree grows. The soil may contain too little

or too much moisture. Also the soil may be lacking in proper

kinds and quantities of plant-food. When soil conditions are

not favorable, trees do not develop properly, and become dis-

eased. Trees in a weakened condition are also very susceptible

to attacks from parasitic diseases of a fungous nature. Also,

insects that live on trees exert a marked influence by weakening

them and therefore rendering them susceptible to disease.

Many of the diseases are due to the attack of fungi and bac-

teria. Such diseases usually have well marked symptoms by
which they may be recognized. The usual symptoms are the

dying of the roots and limbs, the spotting of the fruit and foliage,

the formation of cankers, or dead areas on the bark, the decay

of the fruit, etc. Fungi are very low forms of plants; many of

them are useful in helping to break down organic matter into

simpler forms for the use of plants as foods, but some of them
are parasites that are capable of entering the live tissue of plants

and causing disease. Fungi are propagated by means of invisi-

ble seedlike bodies known as spores, which may be carried by

wind, insects, and birds. The cloud of dust formed when a

blue-molded orange or lemon is disturbed is made up of millions

of these spores. Each one is invisible to the unaided eye, but

in a mass they appear as dust. The spores germinate in favor-

able conditions of moisture and food material and grow into a

network of filaments, or threads, known as a mycelium. In

many cases the myceliimi is invisible inside the tissue of the

plant, but in the case of some fungi the growth caused is visible

under the bark. The mycelium gives rise to the spores again

and so on over and over again from spore to mycelium.

§29 TN niTTP. rnAQT^ ca^Ao^i^e
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2. In combating diseases, preventive measures are most
important and consist in removing, so far as possible, the causes
that operate in bringing on the disease. It is, therefore,
important to know the cause or causes for any specific disease
before a remedy can be applied. For most of the diseases the
causes are known, but the causes for others have not yet been
found. Many of the conditions causing disease are under the
control of the grower, but by no means all of them. With
proper care and due expenditure of money the soil conditions
for the growth of the tree can be improved, and these will tend
to make the trees resistant to the attacks of disease. Also,
all parts of the tree may be covered with some preparation,
as a spray, that will prevent the fungi from entering the tree.

3. In general, diseases may be divided into two classes:

(1) Fungous diseases, or those due to parasitic organisms such
as fungi or bacteria; (2) Physiological diseases, or those due
mainly to malnutrition.

FUNGOUS DISEASES

4. Wllhertip.—The term withcrtip has been applied to a
disease caused by a fungus that attacks the tips of small branches
and twigs and causes them to wither and die. The character-
istic symptoms of this disease are most pronounced on the new
foliage of the lime tree. The new twigs are blackened and wilted
m appearance. The young lime fruits are also attacked by the
fungus and either drop as a result of the disease or are very
badly disfigured by scabby spots over the surface of the fruit.

Withcrtip interferes greatly with the growth of lime trees and
with the setting of fruit in Southern Florida and Cuba.
On other varieties of citrus withcrtip usually manifests itself

by a falling of the leaves on certain branches. If the disease
is in an active condition the bare limbs from which the leaves
have fallen will be seen to be gradually dying back. The bark
that has been dead for some time, and such bark is found near
the trunk of the tree, will be considerably discolored and stained.
Sometimes the smaller branches of orange and pomelo trees are

11
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killed back so rapidly that the leaves shrivel up on the branches

before they fall off. It is seldom, however, that the disease

kills the branches so rapidly. Fig. 1 illustrates the effects of

withertip in killing back small branches.

5. Control measures consist in pruning out the affected

twigs and branches and destroying them. The pruning should

be done preferably in December and January, while the trees

are dormant. However, if it becomes necessary to prune during

the growing season it

should be done in July

after the first growth has

hardened; pruning

should not be done while

the tree is growing vig-

orously. Not only the

dead branches should be

pruned out but also all

the branches that show

a slight sign of the dis-

ease. Sometimes only

one side of a tree or

only one branch is se-

verely affected, and the

rest of the tree is unin-

jured. The distance to

which the disease has

progressed can fre-

quently be detected by the presence of new shoots that have a

sickly yellow color. In pruning smooth cuts should be made,

usually at the base of a limb, in order that no stubs be left on

the tree. The larger wounds should be painted with either

carbolineum, pine tar, grafting wax, or asphalt paint made with

benzine; turpentine should not be used in making the asphalt

paint, because it causes the paint to harden too rapidly.

The young developing foliage and fruits may be protected by

spraying with Bordeaux mixture. Bordeaux mixture tends to

kill the parasitic fungi that keep down scale insects. For this

Fic;. 1
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reason it should be used only when absolutely necessary, and
when used should be followed some weeks later with a good
insecticide to keep the scale insects in check.

The withertip disease on citrus varieties other than limes is

brought on or aggravated by conditions unfavorable for the
growth of the tree.

6. Antliracnose.—The fungus causing anthracnose makes
itself known to growers by a spotting of the fruits. Anthrac-
nose is due, apparently, to the same fungus that causes withertip

and is apt to occur on trees that are afTected with withertip.

The disease manifests itself on the fruit, in sunken areas that

are brown or dark in color. The
infected areas may be as small as a
pinhcad or they may be larger and
irregular in outline. The fruits

rarely become spotted before they

begin to color.

In Fig. 2 is shown a grapefruit

affected with anthracnose. The
various sizes of the spots can be
plainly seen in the illustration.

Since anthracnose usually accom-
panies withertip of the branches, the

same control methods may be used
in combating it. During seasons

that are unusually favorable for the development of the fungi
it may be necessary to spray the fruit with a fungicide. Ammo-
niacal solution of copper carbonate has been used with a certain
degree of success in controlling this disease. The spray should
be so applied that the fruit will be covered and so far as possible
the larger limbs and trunk avoided. This will save part of
the parasitic fungi that are so helpful in controlling the scale

insects. The spray application should be repeated in 10 days
or 2 weeks.

7. Tear Streaking.—A reddish-brown to dark-brown dis-

coloration is often seen on the surface of citrus fmits. Fre-
quently the discoloration runs down in a streak as if the dew

275—29
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or rain drops had carried a stain with them. This discoloration

is usually spoken of as tear streaking or as tear stain. In Fig. 3

is shown a grapefruit affected with tear streaking. The streaks

can be plainly secxi on the surface of the rind.

Tear streaking is another manifestation of the fungus that

causes withertip. A dead twig affected with the fungus that

causes withertip is usually found hanging over such a stained

fruit. The fungus spores from the dead twig are carried down

Fig. 3

over the sides of the fruit, where they germinate and cause the

discoloration. This discoloration usually begins any time after

the fruit begins to color.

The control measures recommended for anthracnose will also

prevent tear streaking.

8. Verrucosis.—The disease known as verrucosis, or

scab, affects the fruit and leaves and sometimes the tender

shoots. It is caused by a minute ]3arasitic fungus that grows in

the tissue of the part attacked. The fungus grows from a spore,

or seedlike body, about the shape of a grain of wheat, but it is so

small that it is invisible to the unaided eye. Filaments grow out

UN Lr u Ll^ -UOAS 1'
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from these small spores and penetrate the epidermis of the fruit

or leaf and injure the growing tissue.

The fungus attacks the sour orange and the lemon most
severely and frequently causes the fruit to grow misshapen and
unsightly. Sometimes the fungus manifests itself the same way
on the Satsuma orange, though less frequently. Corky pro-
jections that range in color from dark gray to tan extend out
from the surface, giving the fruit a warty appearance. In Fig. 4
is shown an immature grapefruit that has been affected with
scab. The corky projections are visible in the illustration.

Between these corky projections the skin retains its normal
color. Often these irregular corky projections coalesce and
form a large raised corky

scab. The attacks of this

fungus are less severe on the

grapefruit and the tangerine

than on the sour orange and
the lemon, and rarely is the

sweet orange attacked.

In less severe attacks, es-

pecially when the disease is on
grapefruit, in place of the

warty projections the fungus

manifests itself in more or

less raised flat patches, the

surface of which will be lightly

scabbed. These raised areas are variable in size and shape.
The disease also affects both surfaces of the leaves just as they

are unfolding and can be detected by the minute light-brown
spots that appear. These spots are depressed on one side and
are raised on the other. Later, these spots become dark brown
or pinkish in color and may grow together, forming irregular
corky scabs. This disease is more serious on grapefruit in south-
em Florida than in the northern part of the state, and is quite
troublesome in Cuba, and the Isle of Pines. Scab is not known
to occur in California, probably because the climate is too dry.
New growth coming out at unseasonable times and the late

bloom, known as June bloom, are most apt to be attacked by

Fig. 4
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the fungus causing scab. Such growth can be pruned out and

destroyed, which will help to prevent a recurrence of the disease.

All sour orange or worthless lemon trees in a grapefruit grove

should be cut out or budded over, as they are almost always

affected with scab and spread the disease to the grapefruit trees

or to other varieties of citrus that are susceptible to it. All

scabbed sour oranges or lemons should be picked up and

destroyed. In very moist situations where scab is severe from

yQ3X to year the fruit may be protected by spraying with any of

the commonly used fungicides, as lime-sulphur solution, ammo-
niacal copper carbonate, or Bordeaux mixture. The lime-sul-

phur is usually preferred, vsince it is also of considerable value

in killing scale insects and mites. The first spray should be

applied soon after the

petals fall and a

second application

should be made from

2 to 4 weeks later; a

third spraying will

not often be neces-

sary. The tissue as

it becomes older be-

comes entirely im-

mune to further at-

tack of the fungus.

In moister sections where jmrasitic" fungi are present and are

efficient agents in controlling scale insects and the white flics,

the use of fungicides is often followed by a rapid increase of

these insects, due to the killing of the parasitic fungi.

9. Melanose.—A disease of fungus origin known as

melanose is frequently found on the fruit, leaves, and young
stems of all varieties of citrus trees in Florida. It is perhaps

most noticeable on the grapefruit because of the smoothness of

the skin of the normal grapefruit.

The disease was first noticed in Florida in 1892. It has since

been reported in Australia, Porto Rico, and Algeria. It is not

known to occur in California.

Fig. 5

Melanose manifests itself as a superficial marking on the
surface of the fruits, leaves, and stems. Fig. 5 shows the mela-
nose markings on the surface of a citrus leaf. In Fig. 6 is shown
melanose markings on a section of a grapefruit. Notice how
the markings run together in certain areas, giving the surface of
the fruit a russet color. The most noticeable manifestations are
those that appear on the skins of the fruits.

The markings are small raised areas with a waxlike appearance
that vary in color from yellow to brown ; sometimes they are
almost black. They resemble very closely small drops of
melted sugar burned to a reddish-brown color; the markings
have a dull sheen. The individual marks vary in size from a
mere point to areas ^ inch

in diameter. If examined
under a hand lens, lines of

breakage around the mar-
gins and across the surface

can be seen and give the

appearance on a miniature

scale of dry cracked mud.
When the markings are

very numerous the surface

of the fruit assumes a russet

a]3pcarance, which differs

from the russeting due to

rust mite by having a pronounced roughness that feels like sand-
paper to the touch ; also a slight peeling of the skin is sometimes
noticed in severe cases, which gives the surface a flaky appear-
ance. These markings may be distributed irregularly over the
surface of the leaves, fruit, or branches, or they may coalesce,

forming solid patches of irregular outline. Frequently the mark-
ings occur in half circles or in areas that resemble closely the tear
streaking caused by the withertip fungus. Sometimes the fruit

may be stunted in growth. The markings do not penetrate into
the rind and the edible quality is not impaired, but the imsightly
appearance of the surface of the fruit lessens its market value.

Melanose is caused by the same fungus that causes stem-end
rot of citrus fruits. The fungus lives most naturally in dead

Fici.
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the fungus causing seal), v^ucli growth can ])c ])runed out and

destroyed, which will help to ])revent a recurrence of the disease.

All sour orange or worthless lemon trees in a grapefruit grove

should be cut out or budded over, as thev are almost always

affected with scab and spread the disease to the grapefruit trees

or to other varieties of citrus that are susce])tible to it. All

scabbed sour oranges or lemons should be picked u]) and

destroyed. In very moist situations where scab is severe from

\ear to year the fruit may be i)rotccted by si)raying with any of

the commonly used fungicides, as lime-sulphur solution, ammo-
niacal coi)])cr carbonate, or Bordeaux mixture. The lime-sul-

])hur is usually ])referred, since it is also of considerable value

in killing scale insects iivaX ir.ites. The first s]:ray should be

a])])lied soon after the

])etals fall and a

second a])])lication

should be made from

2 to 4 weeks later; a

tl;ir(l s])raying will

not often l)e neces-

sary. The tissue as

it Ijccomes older be-

comes entireh' im-

nume to further at-

tack of the fungus.

In moister sections where parasitic fungi are ])resent and are

efficient agents in controlling scale insects and the white flies,

the use of fungicides is often followed by a rapid increase of

these insects, due to the killing of the i^arasitic fungi.

9. Melanose.—A disease of fungus origin known as

melanosc is frequently found on the fruit, lea\'es, and young
stems of all varieties of citms trees in Florida. It is ])erha])S

most noticeable on the grapefruit because of the smoothness of

the skin of the nonnal grapefruit.

The disease was first noticed in Florida in 1892. It has since

been reported in Australia, Porto Rico, and iMgeria. It ia not

known to occur in California.

Fig.
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Melanose manifests itsc>If as a sui)erheial marking on the
surface of the fruits, leaves, and stems. iMg. 5 shows the mela-
nose markings on the surface of a citrus leaf. In Fig. is shown
melanose markings on a section of a grapefruit. Notice how
tlie markings run together in certain areas, gi\'ing the surface of
the fruit a russet color. The most noticeable manifestations arc
those that a])])ear on tht> skins of the fmits.

The markings are small raised areas with a waxlike api)earance
that vary in cok)r from yclUnv to brown; sometimes they are
aluKxst black. They resemble \'ery closeh' small drops of
melted sugar burned to a reddish-brown color; the markings
have a dull sheen. The indixidual marks \-ar\- in size from a
mere ])oint to areas jV i^i^^'h

in diameter. If examined
under a hand lens, lines (,f

breakage around the mar-
gins and across the surface

can be seen and give tln'

a])])earance on a miniature

scale of dry cracked mud.
\\1ien the markings are

\'er>' numerous the surface

of the fruit assumes a russet

a])])earance, which differs

from the msseting due to

rust mite by having a pronounced roughness that feels like sand-
l)ai)er to the touch; also a slight ])eeling of the skin is sometimes
noticed in severe cases, which gi\'cs the surface a flak\' ai)i)ear-

ance. These markings may be distributed irregularly over the
surface of the leaves, fruit, or branches, or they may coalesce,
f( )rining S( )li(l

] )atches of irregular outline. Frequently the mark-
ings occur in half circles or in areas that resemble closely the tear
streaking caused by the witherti]) fungus. Sometimes the fruit

may be stunted in growth. The markings do not penetrate into
the rind and the edi])le ([uality is not im])aired, but the unsightly
ai)])earance of the surface^ of the fruit lessens its market value.

Melanose is caused b>' the same fungus tliat causes stem-end
rot of citrus fruits. The fungus li\'es most naturallv in. dead

Fh.. (»
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branches and even in very small twigs, where in moist weather

it produces countless nimibers of minute spores. These spores

are produced in small bodies in the bark and to the unaided eye

look like dark specks or minute raised pustules on the surface

of the dead bark. The fungus is probably spread in the tree

chiefly by dew and rain. The spores are washed down from the

dead twigs to the fruit, leaves, and new growing twigs. Birds

and insects are also, no doubt, instrumental in carrying the

spores from tree to tree and from grove to grove. When a

bird alights on a dead twig its feet may come in contact with the

sticky exuding spores which will be carried to other dead wood

in uninfected localities. The fungus also produces spores on

rotten and mummified fruits on the ground.

Melanose starts on the leaves and shoots only when there

is a new growth. On the fruit it may start from the time

after the petals fall and continue until late summer or early fall.

Dead wood in a tree is a great source of infection for other

parts of the tree and for other trees in the grove that are unin-

fected with melanose disease. In order to control the disease,

all dead wood in the trees should be pruned out and burned.

Such pruning should be done systematically from year to year

so that dead branches are not allowed to hang on the tree. Prun-

ing should preferably be done during the dormant season, but

if it must be done during the growing season it should be done

after the first growth has hardened in June or July.

Protection from infection can be secured by spraying with

Bordeaux mixture, ammoniacal copper-carbonate solution or

lime-sulphur solution. At least two sprayings should be made,

the first soon after the bloom drops and the second 3 weeks to

1 month later. A large increase of scale insects is likely to fol-

low the use of either the Bordeaux or ammoniacal solution of

copper carbonate, so that it will be necessary to spray with some

good insecticide to keep down the scale insects. If scale insects

are prevalent an insecticide should precede the use of the fungi-

cide. All dropped or rotten and mummified fruits under the

trees should be destroyed. It is important to avoid clipper cuts

and bruises of all kinds on the fruit, because such abrasions

arc particularly liable to become infected with the disease.
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10. Stem-End Hot.—The fungus that causes melanose
is also responsible for another disease known as stem-end rot.

The disease may be found on all varieties of citrus, where it

causes a decay mostly of the interior of the fruit just before or

after it is mature. Stem-end rot attacks fruits while they are

on the tree and causes them to drop and rot just before they are

mature. The disease a)so causes a softening and rotting of

citrus fruit in transit to market or soon after its arrival at the

market.

The disease may sometimes appear in the grove early in the
fall. It manifests itself on the fruit as a dark or reddish brown
to almost black discoloration about the stem end. The dis-

coloration may sometimes be found on fruit hanging on the

tree, especially on affected tangerines; sweet oranges and grape-

fruit are more apt to dro]j off before the discoloration begins to

show. Twigs from which infected fruit has dropped sometimes
die back a short distance and show drops of gum at the junction

of the live and dead tissue. Spores of the fungus are produced
in abundance on these dead twigs.

The disease manifests itself on mature packed oranges as

follows: A circular area around the stem becomes soft, with-

out at first any apparent discoloration of the rind. As the soft-

ening progresses the affected rind becomes dull brown, drab, or

coffee colored. When the fruit is opened the decay will be seen

to have advanced most rapidly along the center where the seg-

ments meet and into the inner white part of the peel and less

rapidly into the juice sacs. The decay is usually accompanied
by the exudation of a small quantity of amber-colored sticky

juice. Fig. 7 shows a section of a grapefruit affected with stem-
end rot. Notice the ring of scale insects about the stem and
the wrinkling of the skin.

The development of stem-end rot on the fruit depends to a
great degree on conditions that tend to weaken the fruit or that

aid the fungus in gaining an entrance at the stem end. The
presence of scale insects at the stem of the fruit, abnormally
warm weather after the fruit is mature, and low, moist situations

appear to favor the devclo])ment of stem-end rot. The scale

insects crawl under the calyx of the fruit and weaken it, while
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warm weather and moisture encourage the development and

growth of the fungus causing the decay.

Methods of control for stem-end rot are very similar to the

methods of control practiced for melanose. S])raying with

Bordeaux mixture has not so far proved effective for the control

of the stem-end rot. A spray of this kind kills the fungi that

are parasitic on the scale insects and as a result the scale insects

increase and render the fruit even more suscc])til:)le to stem-

end rot.

Pruning out dead

wood as described

under melanose, de-

struction of all

droi)]3ed fruit, care in

avoiding injuries on

the fruit, culling out

all defective fruit, and

s]3raying to kcc]) scale

insects in check are

the i)reventivc meas-

ures to be used for the

control of this disease.

11. Diplodia
Hot.—In many re-

spects diplodia rot is

very similar to stem-end rot. The fungus causing di])lodia rot

does not attack citrus fruits in Florida so readily as does the

fungus causing stem-end rot and usually requires a more serious

injury in the fruit for its entrance. This fungus or one very

similar in nature has been reported in South Africa, where it

causes a very serious decay in lemons. The fungus causing the

diplodia rot often starts in punctures in the rind of the fruit or

in other small wounds. The disease in its earlier stages mani-
fests itself l:)y a discoloration about the stem end of the fruit,

similar to the discoloration caused by the stem-end rot. As the

decay of the fruit proceeds the discolored area becomes darker

in color and appears as dark, wide bands, giving the surface of

Fk;. 7
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the fruit an appearance that is very similar to the division
between segments. The fruit becomes black as the decay
advances and becomes light in weight. The rot often advances
rapidly through the flesh to the blossom end and a small dis-

coloration shows there before all the peel is involved.
The disease is usually accompanied by the exudation of a small

amount of thin gum or a considerable amount of amber-colored
sticky juice. There is a larger amount of juice exuded when
this disease is present than is caused by the stem-end rot disease.

Diplodia rot can be controlled by the same methods that are
practiced for the control of stem-rot end.

12. Blue and Green Mold Decay.—The blue and green
molds are frequently the causes of decay of citrus fruit that is

being held in storage or while it is being transported from one
i:)lace to another. These diseases are due to two closely related
fungi

;
the blue mold is more active than the green mold. Fruits

affected with these diseases first become soft in a small area.
The infected area enlarges rai)idly and becomes covered with a
white mold, which is followed by a mass of green spores over
the mold if the green mold is present or blue spores if the blue
mold is present. These spores arise in a cloud of dust if the
fruit or mold is disturbed. Fig. 8 shows an orange affected
with blue mold.

Experiments carried on by the United States Department of
Agriculture have demonstrated that decay from mold is con-
fined almost entirely to fruit that is bruised or otherwise injured
in handling. The mold fungi are unable to penetrate the skin of
sound fruit. Therefore, growers and packing-house employes
should take every precaution to avoid bruising the fruit. Long
stems should not be allowed to remain on the fruit, as this is

often a cause of bruising; clipper cuts should be avoided in
removing the fruit from the tree. Care should be taken that
the fingernails do not scratch the fruit when it is handled.
Bruises from pouring the fruit into field boxes and jostling of
the fruit over a rough road in wagons without springs should be
avoided. Care should be taken that the boxes in which the
fruit is placed do not have splinters and rough edges, as this is
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frequently a source of injury to the fruit. Not only must the

slight injuries to the fruit be avoided but the field boxes,

wagons, packing houses, and machinery should be kept clean

and free from undue contamination with the mold spores from

rotting fruit lying around.

13. Black Rot.—Black rot is a disease of oranges that is

not common in the gulf-coast states but is common in certain

parts of California where navel oranges are grown. The disease

is due to a fungus that enters through the navel end of the fruit

Fig. 8

while it is developing. Howe\'er, the disease has been observed

in Florida on varieties of fruit other than navels, and seems to

have found entrance to the fruit through slight defects at the

blossom end. The disease will cause small green fruit to exude

a drop of gum at the navel or blossom end of the fruit, to turn

yellowish, and drop off.

The rot is most often noticed just before healthy fruit colors.

The fruit infected at this time turns a deep orange color and

has the appearance of ripening prematurely. If this diseased

fruit is cut open it will be found to have a black decayed center,

principally along the core. This decay does not cause the fruit

to soften so rapidly as some of the rots. In Fig. 9 is shown a

fruit infected with black rot.

The disease does not usually attract enough attention to call

for remedial measures. Only a small percentage of the fruit is

attacked. It would seem to be a wise measure to destroy the

dropped affected fruit.

14. Maldigoina.—Throughout Florida and the gulf-coast

states maldigoma, or foot rot, is a disease that is very common,
especially on old seedling trees. The symptoms of the disease

are abundant exudations of girni on the trunk of the tree near

the surface of the grotmd. Close examination will show that

the bark has been killed

about the point of in-

fection. The inner bark

and finally the wood
underneath becomes rot-

ten and often has a very

disagreeable fetid odor.

The infection spreads in

all directions, mostly
down on the main crown

roots and laterally

around the trunk, some-

times completely girdling

the tree. As the infec-

tion spreads the bark

dies, breaks away in patches, and leaves bare dead areas that

extend in all directions. Trees affected bear heavily and the

leaves become yellow.

Improper drainage, too close planting, deep planting, and

continuous excessive irrigation are conditions that seem to favor

the development of foot rot. For this reason care should be

taken that these conditions do not exist in a citrus grove. For-

tunately foot rot may be almost entirely prevented by budding

nursery trees on sour-orange roots. The different varieties of

citrus stocks appear to stand in order of foot-rot resistance about

as follows: sour orange, pomelo, rough lemon, lemon, sweet

Fig.
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orange. Many trees infected with foot rot, if taken in time, can

be cured by digging away the soil and exposing and drying the

crown roots. The decayed areas should be cut away and the

remaining portions cleaned and disinfected. However, cutting

away of the disease areas and drying of the remaining portions is

of more importance than the disinfecting. A great many disin-

fectants have been used with good results. Some of these are a

thick Bordeaux mixture or paste made with 1 pound of blue-

stone, 2 pounds of rock lime, and 6 quarts of water; crude car-

bolic acid and water at the rate of 1 part carbolic acid to 3 parts

of water; sulphurous acid, 1 part, water 6 parts, and Avenarius

carbolineum 1 gallon, in

which 1 pound of whale

oil soap is dissolved.

Foot rot appears to be

contagious and for this

reason great care should

be taken that the in-

struments employed in

work about diseased

trees be disinfected be-

fore they are used about

healthy trees.

^,>^-i:^\
'Any v-j^,^

->•'

.^/
^ .. •-«•',

Fig. 10

15. P s or o s i s.

The disease known in

California as scaly bark

is known in Florida as psorosis. It has sometimes been con-

fused with the disease known in Florida as scaly bark or nail-

head rust, but it is a different disease. The disease is charac-

terized by the bark being joushcd up and broken into pieces over

areas 2 inches to a foot or more in length. These areas assume

a shaggy, ulcerated appearance. Fig. 10 is a branch showing the

bark broken in flakes due to this disease. The diseased area

may extend entirely around a tree trunk or a large limb, or it

may be confined to one whole side or to comparatively small

areas. Fig. 11 is an orange tree showing definite areas on the

trunks affected with psorosis.

17

Small drops of gum which are exuded mostly during the
growing period accompany the disease. During the fall and
winter the gum usually ceases to form on the exterior.

Sweet-orange trees appear to be especially subject to this
disease. In Califor-

nia the navel orange

is somewhat more
subject to it than the

Valencia orange.

The cause or causes

of psorosis are as yet

obscure. In Califor-

nia it has been
thought that extreme

changes in moisture

conditions of the soil

is a contributing
factor to its occur-

rence. It is likely

that some obscure
semiparasitic organ-

ism may contribute to

its occurrence. The
treatment recom-
mended for this dis-

ease is: first, to dig

out and replace the

worst affected trees;

second, to remove all

branches that are in-

fected; third, to cut

out small infected

areas on the trunk

to healthy bark and treat the wound with Bordeaux paste or

some other non-injurious fungicide.

16. Scaly Bark.—Scaly bark, or nail-head rust, is fre-

quently confused with psorosis, but it is a different disease.

Fig. U
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The Florida scaly bark disease is not known to exist in Califor-

nia. Scaly bark is a very destructive disease, because in its

severe stages it not only covers the tree with ruptured bark,

including the trunk, branches, and twigs, but also spots the

fruit and causes it to drop before it is mature. The scaly-bark

disease manifests itself on the smooth bark of branches 6 to 9

months old and older by round or oval spots i to | inch in

diameter, as shown in Fig. 12.

These are rusty in color, with

well-marked edges, and are raised

above the surface of the bark.

As the infected spots grow older

the bark becomes glazed, then

brittle, and finally cracks length-

wise through the diseased area.

Finally the bark breaks into

small flakes, or scales. When the

spots are numerous they run

together, forming large patches

of scaly bark accompanied by

small drops of gum. On the

larger limbs, and sometimes on

the trunk, patches of rough scaly

bark can be seen. If the hand

is jjassed over these diseased

areas small pieces of the bark

will scale off.

On the fruit the disease is

characterized by brown sunken

spots, some of which are apt to

be in the form of rings. Fig. 13 gives a good idea of the way the

scaly-bark disease affects the orange. The ringed areas are very

pronounced in the illustration. The infected spots are yellowish

to reddish brown in color, on the green fruit, and finally become
dark and sunken. The spots are from i to ^ inch in diameter.

17. The method used to control scaly bark, or nail-head

rust, depends to a large extent on the stage of the disease, the

19

Fig. 12

age of the trees, and according to whether temporary relief or

permanent results are sought.

If permanent i-esults are sought the diseased trees can be top

grafted. Grapefruit, Mandarin oranges, and tangerines are

nearly immune to infection from this disease even when sur-

rounded by badly diseased sweet-orange trees. For this reason

varieties of citrus trees that are susceptible to this disease may
be topgrafted with varieties that are not so readily susceptible

to the disease. The large limbs may be removed during Decem-
ber and January, as is practiced for top grafting. If the grafts

fail to take, the sprouts from the limbs may be budded later.

If one does not wish to be constantly

removing sprouts from the lower

part of the tree, the Irunk may be

sawed off near the ground and

grafted. This method will require

a year or two longer to secure a tree

in good bearing.

If it is not desirable to bud over

to immune varieties, there are other

methods that may be cmj^loyed with

good results, but with less certainty

of permanent success. During De-

cember and January the trees should

be headed back by cutting out the

top. The trunk and the larger

branches should be allowed to re-

main. The trees should then be sprayed thoroughly with

Bordeaux mixture prepared according to the following formula:

5 pounds of rock lime, 5 pounds of bluestonc, and 50 gallons of

water. Three or four sprayings should follow throughout the

season at intervals of 8 weeks as new growth comes on. The
increase of scale insects following the application of the fungicide

will have to be checked by an insecticide. Fig. 14 (a) shows a

characteristic scaly bark branch unsprayed; in (6) is shown a
branch taken from a tree near by the tree from which the scaly

bark branch was taken, that has been sprayed twice with

Bordeaux mixture. The contrast of the sprayed and the

Fu;. i;{
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The Florida scaly bark disease is not known to exist in Califor-

nia. Scaly bark is a \Try destructive disease, because in its

severe sta<^es it not only covers the tree with rii])tured bark,

includin<i^ the trunk, branches, and twij^s, but also s])ots the

fruit and causes it to dro]) before it is mature. The scaly-bark

disease manifests itself on the smooth bark of branches to 9

months old and older by round or oval S])ots J to ^ in<^'b in

diameter, as shown in ¥v^. 12.

These are rusty in color, with

well-marked edj.,^es, and are raised

above the surface of the bark.

As the infected s])ots <^row older

the l)ark becomes ^^lazed, then

In'ittle, and finally cracks len<^4h-

wise throui^h the diseased area.

I'inally the bark breaks into

smnll flakes, or scales. When the

s])ots are numerous they run

t()j.,ether, fonninj.:: lar^e ])atches

of scaly l)ark aecom])anied by

small (lro])S of jj^um. On the

lari^er limbs, and sometimes on

the trunk, jxitches of roii^di scab'

bark can be seen. If the hand

is passed over these diseased

areas small ])ieces of the bark

will scale off.

On the fruit the disease is

characterized by brown sunken

s])ots, some of which are apt to

be in the form of rin<^s. Fi<^. 13 <j:ives a j^ood idc>a of the way the

scaly-bark disease alTects the oran<;e. The rin^^Ml areas are ver\'

])ron(ninced in the illustration. The infected s])ots are yellowish

to reddish brown in color, on the <^reen fruit, and finally become
dark and sunken. The S])ots arc from I to ^^ i^^ch in diameter.

17. The method used to control scaly bark, or nail-head

rust, de])ends to a lari^e extent on the sta<^a' of the disease, the

Fi(

a^e of the trees, and accordin^^ to whether tem])orary relief or

pennanent results are soni^^ht.

If pennanent ^vsulls are soui^^ht the di.seased trees can be top

j^^afted. (irai)efruit. Mandarin oran.i^^es, and tan*^aTines are

nearh' immune to infection from this disease even when sur-

rounded by badh' diseased sweet-oranj^a' trees. For this reason

varieties of citrus trees that are susce])til)le to this di.sease may
be to] )<,n'afted with varieties that are not so readily susce])tible

to the disease. The hu>',e limbs may be removed durin<^^ Decem-
ber and January, as is ])ractice(l for to]) <<raftinj^^ If the .i^n^afls

fail to take, the SjH'outs from the limbs may be budded later.

I f one does not wish to be C( )nstantl\'

removin*^ s])r()uts from the lower

part of the tree, the trunk may l;e

sawed off near the *^T()und and

^n'afted. This method will rec|uire

a >'ear or two lon^^er to secure a tree

in <;ood bearin<j;.

If it is not desirable to bud ()\'er

to immune varieties, there are other

methods that may be employed with

jj^ood results, but witli less certainty

of ])ennanent success. Durini^^ De-

cember and hmuarv the trees should

be headed back bv cuttini: out the

top. The trimk and the lari^;er

branches should be allowed to re-

main. The trees should then l)e .s])rayed thoroui^hh* with

Bordeaux mixture pre])ared accordin^^ to the followinj^^ formula:

5 ])oun(ls of rock lime. 5 ])ounds of bluestone, and 50 j^^allons of

water. Three or four s])ra\'in*.'-s should follow throuj^^hout the

season at intervals of 8 weeks as new <;r()wth comes on. The
increase of scale in.sects followin*.,^ the a])])licati()n of the fun*;ieide

will have to be checked by an insecticide. Fv^. 14 (a) shows a

characteristic scaly bark braiieh uns])raye(l; in (/)) is shown a

branch taken from a tree near by the tree from which the .scab'

bark branch was taken, that has bec>n s])raye(l twice with

Bordeaux mixture. The contrast of the s])raye(l and the

i-K.. i;{
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unsprayed branch is very apparent in the illustration. In

Fig. 15 is shown an orange tree that has been headed back and

sprayed six times with Bordeaux mixture at intervals of about

2 months. In Fig. 16 is illustrated another tree near by that

was headed back but not sprayed. From the illustration it can

be plainly seen that there is a decided advantage in spraying

trees with Bordeaux mixture as a preventive against infection of

scaly-bark disease.

Since infection of fruit and new wood comes from old dead

wood, much good can be accomplished by pruning out the dead

wood thoroughly.

The badly diseased

limbs should also be

pruned out thor-
oughly.

18. Diplodia
G umm i n g.—The
fungus causing diplo-

dia gumming attacks

all kinds of citrus

trees, but the pomelo

tree is most suscepti-

ble to its attack. The
fungus probably en-

ters the tree through wounds or injuries in the bark.

The disease manifests itself by the oozing of gum through

cracks in the bark, usually on the branches as shown in Fig. 17.

In severe attacks the wood on the larger branches is black-

ened and areas of the bark die. The disease frequently extends

in the wood much beyond any external sign on the bark. When
smaller limbs are affected they are often killed back to some extent

and numerous black spore pustules push up through the bark.

The method for the control of the disease as used in

Florida is: (1) To cut out the most badly diseased limbs;

(2) to cut out the diseased area as it begins to form on

one side of the larger limbs; (3) to cut out the smaller affected

branches entirely.

Fig. 1 \

19. Citrus Canker.—The disease known as citrus canker
has only recently been described by Prof. H. E. Stevens, plant
pathologist of the University of Florida. It is of recent intro-
duction in the gulf-coast states and thus far has been found in

Fig. 15

Northern and Southern Florida and in Alabama; it is also said
to be in Texas. The indications are that if the disease once
becomes well established it may become a serious menace,
especially to the grapefruit industry. So far in Florida the
disease has been found only on nursery stock, principally on

275—30
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grapefruit. Infections have been observed on Citrus trifoliata

and on the Satsuma orange, but the latter seems to be fairly

resistant. The sweet orange is apparently not affected. The

disease manifests itself on the leaves, young shoots, twigs, and

Fu;. l(i

fruit of the pomelo as small circular spots from less than Ye to

I inch in diameter. The spots may occur singly or several may
coalesce and form an irregular area. The spots are raised above

the surrounding tissue, are light brown in color, and are com-

posed of a spongy mass of dead cells covered by a thin white to

grayish membrane, which finally ruptures and turns outwards,
forming a ragged margin around the spot. The general appear-

ance of the spots is much the same whether they are found on
leaves, twigs, or fruit.

The spots on the leaves appear in their early stages as watery,

bulging dots, which are usually of a darker green than the
surrounding tissue. These spots may be found on either surface

of the leaf, but they do not penetrate through the leaf tissue at

this stage. As the infection spreads the spots gradually increase

in size and change to a light-brown color and become visible on
both sides of the leaf.

The spot may project

from the surface on
one or both sides of

the leaf. Each spot

is surrounded by a

narrow yellowish

band, or zone. Later

the surface of the spot

becomes white or

grayish and ruptures,

exposing a light-

brown, spongy central

mass.

The spots on the

fruit are very similar

to those on the leaves.

They project from

the surface of the skin and are circular in outline. The spots

do not penetrate far into the rind; they may occur singly over

the surface of the fruit or may coalesce, forming an infected

area that is irregular in outline.

On the older twigs the spots are more prominent and usually

larger and more irregular in outline than those on the leaves.

They have the same spongy nature and the same color as

those on the leaves. On branches more than a year old the

infection assumes a cankerous nature and the membrane cover-

ing the surface of the infected area disappears. The infection

Fig. 17
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does not penetrate to the wood, but is confined to the outer

tissue of the bark.

Citrus canker may be confused with scaly bark, scab, and

anthracnose. However, it differs from scab in that the spots

are more round, and are larger in size; the spots are white or

gray in color, and the leaves are not distorted or covered with

wartlike projections, as is common in an infection of scab.

Citrus canker differs from scaly bark in that the spots are not

so large and are more circular in outline. Also, the infected

areas are spongy, whereas scaly-bark spots are usually hard and

glazed in appearance. Spotting due to citrus canker differs

from spotting due to anthracnose in that anthracnose spots are

sunken and are usually many times larger and much firmer and

more compact. Also, anthracnose occurs only on the fruit and

does not attack the twigs.

The organism causing the disease has not been determined, but

it is probably due to a fungus. The disease is infectious, as has

been shown by the results of some experiments. The disease

developes rather slowly, but when a spot once forms it becomes

a center from which infection spreads to surrounding tissue.

20. Citrus canker when once introduced into a locality,

may be expected to spread rapidly. For this reason preventive

measures against the disease are most important. The intro-

duction of infected nursery stock in either new or old groves

should be avoided. Only young trees that are known to be

free from disease should be planted. Young groves should be

inspected from time to time for the appearance of the disease.

The diseased areas develop in early spring or throughout the

summer, but they will be more prominent in late spring and in

autvimn. If infected trees are found they should be removed

and burned without delay. Trees 2 or 3 years old may be cut

back severely, just enough being left to save the bud; the

material cut away from the tree should be burned. When large

trees are affected all diseased parts should be pruned out and

burned. The part of the tree that remains and also neighboring

trees should receive an application of Bordeaux mixture every

2 weeks until all further development of the disease ceases.

PIlYSIOLOCilCAL DISEASES

21. Blight.—Blight, also sometimes known by growers as

wiltj is the most dreaded citrus disease, because nothing is

definitely known as to its cause. A large amount of scientific

study and investigation has been given to this disease, without

Fig. 18

so far finding anything that could satisfactorily explain the

cause of the trouble.

The first s>Tnptom of blight is usually a wilting of the foliage

as if the tree was suffering from drought. Most often this

symptom occurs in early spring and at first appears most pro-

nounced on dry, hot days, but later the wilting continues through
damp, wet weather. Most often a single limb near the top will
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show signs of wilting, and the wihing will spread to the other

branches. As the disease progresses the leaves often dro]) off, or

in some cases the wilting may occur so suddenly that the dry

leaves will remain hanging to the twigs. After the top has been

injured numerous water sprouts grow out from the trunk and

large limbs. These at first appear healthy and seem to promise

a new, healthy tree, but after a time they become sickly in

appearance and later die. Fig. 18 shows a blighted orange tree.

The dead branches and the suckers growing out from the base

of the tree are very apparent in the illustration. Trees of any

age may be attacked, but as a general thing the trouble appears

most commonly in old bearing trees. The disease may fre-

quently suddenly at-

tack the largest and

most productive trees

in a grove. Up to the

time the trees are at-

tacked they a])pear to

be healthy. No ex-

ternal agent has been

found associated with

the disease. ^ Trees

growing on light ham-

mock soil appear to

be more susceptible to

the disease, although

it may appear on trees growing on other soils. In some respects

the disease acts somewhat like peach yellows, a disease the

cause of which is not yet known.

Pruning does not check the progress of the disease. Diseased

branches may be removed, only uninfected branches being left,

yet the disease will reappear. vSince in most cases of blight the

roots appear to be healthy, it was thought that by growing new
tops on the blighted trees the disease could be controlled.

Much time has been wasted without results. Attempts have

been made to move the blighted trees to different soil after the

tops were cut back. For 2 to 3 years such trees grew out and

gave promise of recovering, but later the top sickened and died

Fig. 19

back as before. The best suggestions that can be made regard-

ing the control of this disease is to dig out and bum diseased

trees as fast as they show the symptoms of blight. It is impor-

tant that the roots in the soil be burned as well as that part of

the tree that is above the ground. Roots of affected trees

allowed to decay in the ground may be a means of spreading

the disease through the soil.

22. Exantlienia.—Exanthema, or die-back, is a common
disease of citrus trees. In Florida it is largely known as die-

back and in Califor-

nia it is known as

Florida die-back. It

is not due to any fun-

gous or bacterial or-

ganism, but is thought

to be due to improper

feeding conditions.

Exanthema has a

great many different

symptoms by which it

can be recognized.

Prof. B. F. Floyd, of

the Florida Experi-

ment Station, has

given the following

symptoms by which

the disease may be recognized: (1) gum pockets in the wood of

the young angular stems; (2) staining of the leaves and bark

of young terminal stems while they are maturing; (3) exuda-

tions of gummous cortical tissue through a break in the bark

;

(4) multiple buds; (5) ammoniated fruits, which is a term used to

designate fruits whose epidermal and sub-epidermal tissues are

stained as a result of die-back
; (6) gum in the angles of the pulp

segments of the fruit; (7) abnormally thick rinds on the fruit.

In Fig. 19 the staining on the epidermis of the lemon can be

plainly seen. In Fig. 20 the abnormally thick rind of the fruit

and the gimi in the angles of the pulp segments can be seen.

Fig. 20
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The disease is closely associated with the following conditions

:

(1) excessive appHcations of organic nitrogenous fertiUzers,

such as stable manure, dried blood, cottonseed meal, etc.;

(2) unfavorable soil conditions, such as lack of drainage, or

compact soil of hardpan, clay, or marl too near the surface.

The removal of the causes that aggravate the disease usually

results in a complete recovery of the tree. If the disease has

been brought on by too much organic nitrogenous fertilizer,

the mineral fertilizers, such as nitrate of soda, nitrate of potash

or sulphate of ammonia, should be substituted. No cultivation

should be given except what is necessary to conserve moisture.

The natural growth of

grass and weeds during

the rainy seasonmay be

cut and removed until

the trees recover. One

to several seasons may
be required for coni-

l)lete recovery. If the

disease has been due to

unfavorable soil condi-

tions, such as a layer

of hardpan too near the

surface, this may be

broken up, either with subsoiling implements or dynamite,

depending on the thickness. Lack of drainage should be cor-

rected either by ditches or some form of artificial drainage.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture has sometimes been found

beneficial against this disease, probably because of its stimulat-

ing effect on the trees.

23. Frencliing.—A yellowing of the leaves between the

veins is known in Florida as frenching and sometimes as chloro-

sis; in California the same effect is known as mottled leaf . Fig.

21 shows the characteristic yellowing known as frenching. It is

not a definite disease but only a symptom of something wrong

due to improper nutrition of the tree. It may be brought on by

improper soil, fertilizer, moisture, or other conditions.

Fig. 21
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Chapman, C. C, fruit labels used by, §23, p27

C. C, on fertilization, §22, p44
C. C, on time for planting citrus trees,

§21. p37
Chamman's Old Mission Brand orange box,

§23. p33
Chattanooga one-horse sandy land plow,

§27, pl5
Chlorosis. §25, p36
Citron of commerce, §23, pl8

Citrons, §23, pi

7

are injured. Temperature at which, §24, p3
*

in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3
Packing of, §23. p40

Citrus canker. §29, p21

fruit. Disposition of frozen, §24, pl3

fruit. Harvesting and marketing of, §27, p47
fruit. Packing, §27, p54

fruit. Varieties of, §26, p5
fruits. Diseases of, §25, p27; §29, pi

fruits grown in the gulf-coast sections,

§26. p2
fruits. Harvesting of. §23, pl9

fruits in gulf-coast states, Soils for, §26, p33

fruits. Insects injurious to, §28, pi

fruits. Price of land for, §26, p35

fruits, Selection of locality for, §21, pl3;

§26, p30
fruits. Selection of site for, §21, pl4; §26, p36

galls, §25, p44

grove. Diagram for, §21, p42
grove. Exposure of, §21, pl9

groves. Combating pests in, §22, p45
groves. Cover crops in, §22, p31

groves. Fertilization of, §27, p29

groves. Irrigation of, §22, pi ; §27, p36

industry in the gulf-coast states. Prospect of,

§26, p3
injuries and pests, §24, pi

insect pests. Fumigation for, §25, pi

Citrus insects. Miscellaneous, §24, p49
mealy bug, §24, pp21, 45

nursery trees. Grades of, §21, p32
red spider, §24, pp57, 58

sections, §21, pi; §26, pi

thrip, §24, p52
trees, Budding over, §22, p47
trees. Planting and care of, §27, pi

trees. Propagation of, §26, p37
trees. Pruning of, §27, p25

trees. Spraying of, §27, p35
trees. Stocks for, §26, p38
trifoliata, §21, p21

trifoliata seed, §26, p41

trifoliata stock. Influence of, §24, p4
white fly, §24, pp21, 55; §28, p2

Clean culture with cover-crop system, §27, pSl
Cleaning of oranges, §23, p25
Clearing the land, §27, pi

Clippers, §23, p20; §27. pp52, 53

Closed-center system of pruning lemon trees,

§23, pl3

Cloudy-winged white fly, §28, pp2, 13

Clover as a fall cover crop in Arizona, Sour,

§22. pp32, 38

as a winter cover crop in California, Bur,

§22, pp32, 36

Yellow sweet, §22, pp32, 38

Cold, Citrus injury from, §24, pi

Concrete standpipe, §22, p2
Cornstalks as a frost protector, §24, p4
Cottony cushion scale, §24, pp21, 39; §28, p33
mold, §25, p39

Cover-crop system. Clean culture with,

§27. pl8

crops in citrus groves. §22, p31

Covering the boxes, §27, p02
Cowpeas as a cover crop. §27. pp21, 23

as a simimer cover crop in California. §22,

pp32, 37

Crawlers, §28, p4
Crops in citrus groves, §27, p7
Culls, Disposition of frosted, §24, pi

5

Cultivation of ne.vly set groves, §27, pl4

Cultivator. Iron age. §21. p55; §27, pi

7

Killifer. §21. p57
Monarch. §21. p56
Planet Junior, §21, p54; §27, pl7
Roderick Lean, §21, p56

Culture of lemon groves, §23. p7
Curing of lemons. Ordinary. §23, p33

or sweating, of lemons. Forced. §23, p34
Cushion scale. Cottony, §28, p33

Cutaway disk harrow, §21, p53
Cyanide, Potass^ium, §25, p2
Sodium, §25. p2

Cypress, Monterey, §24, pl7

D
Damping off, §25, p38
Dancy orange, §21, plO

tangerine orange, §26, pp5, 18
Deere sandy soil plow, §27, pl5
Derrick, McFadden's, §25, p9
Diabrotica soror, §24, pp21, 50
Diagram for citrus grove, §21, p42
Die-back, §29, p27

Florida, §25, p34
Diplodia gumming, §29, p20

rot, §29, pl2

Disease, Gum, §21, p20
Oak-fungus, §25, p31
Toadstool, §25, p31

Diseases, Fungous, §29, p3
of citrus fruits, §25, p27; §29, pi
physiological, §29, p25

Disk harrow, §21, p52; §27, pi

7

Cutaway, §21, p53
Double-row, §21, p53

Disk plow, Newell-Mathews orchard, §21, p49
Dog, Orange, §28, p43
Dormant budding, §26, p47
Doaage for fumigation, §25, pl4

tables, §25, ppl7, 18

Dressings for wounds, §22, p30
Duncan grapefruit, §26, p26

£
Electric-wheel orchard wagon, §27, pp53, 54
Enterprise orange, §26, pi

6

Equipment and heating. Cost of, §24, pl2
Eucalyptus, §24, pl7
Eureka lemon, §23, p3
Exanthema, §25, p34; §29, p27
Exchange, California Fruit Growers , §23, pi
Exposure of citrus grove, §21, pl9

Fenugreek as a winter cover crop in California,

§22, pp32, 37
Fertilization of citnis groves, §27, p29
Time for, §27, p34

Fertilizer for citrus trees. Need of, §22, p41
for groves. Commercial, §22, p43
Method of application of, §27, p35
mulch system, §27, p24
Quantity of, §27, p34

Fertilizers for groves. Combinations of, §22, p45
Fertilizing the groves, §22, p41
Field Boxes. §27, pp51. 52

Fires for frost protection. Wood, §27, p46
Flat-hoeing system, §27, p24
woods land. §26. p33

Flies, White, §28, pi

Florida citrus sections, §26, pi

Florida die-back, §25, p34
red scale, §28, p25
wax scale, §28, p29

Floyd, B. F., on exanthema, or die-back,

§29, p27
Fluted scale, §24, p39
Fly, Citrus white, §24, pp21, 55; §28, p2

Cloudy-winged white, §28, pp2, 13

Wooly white, §28, pp2, 13

Foot rot, §25, p33; §29. pl5
Forced curing, or sweating, of lemons,

§23. p34
Freeze, Care of citrus grove after a, §24, pl6
Freezing the pots, §25, p3
Frenching, §29, p27
Frost, Injury from, §24, pi
Methods of protecting groves from, §24, p4
on vegetable tissues. Effect of, §24, p2
Prevalence of, §21, pl8; §26, p31
Protection of trees against, §27, p44
protection. Wood fires for, §27, p46
protectors, §24, p4

Frosted citrus trees. Pruning, §22, p26
culls. Disposition of, §24, pl5

Frozen citrus fruit. Disposition of, §24, pl3
Fruit, Boxing the, §27. p60

Grading the, §27. p55
Harvesting and marketing of citrus, §27, p47
Hauling citrus, §27, p52
Labeling the. §27. p58
Loading the. §27, p63
Packing citrus, §27, p54
Scraping the, §27, p55
Selling the, §27, p64
Sizing the, §27, p56
Varieties of citrus, §26, p5
Washing the, §27, p55
Weighing the, §27, p56
Wrapping the, §27, p58

Fruits, Diseases of citrus, §25, p27; §29, pi
Harvesting of citrus, §23, pl9
Insects injurious to citrus, §28, pi

Fuller's rose beetle, §24, pp21, 49
Fumigating citrus trees, §22, p47
Fumigation, Cost of, §25, p5
Dosage for, §25, pl4
Equipment for, §25, p6
for citrus insect pests, §25, pi

Materials for, §25, p2
on parasitic and predacious insects. Effect of,

§25, p4
Procedure in, §25, pl9
supply cart or wagon, §25, pll

tents. Devices for placing, §25, p8
Tents for, §25, p6
Time for, §25, p4
Tree injury from, §25, p4
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Fungous diseases, §29, p3

Fungus root rot, §25, p31

Furrow inigation, §22, p6

Galls, Citrus, §25, p44

Garey, Thomas A., propagator of the Eureka

lemon, §23, p3

Gas, Hydrocyanic-acid, §25, p2

Gate valve, §22, p3

Gates, Campbell, §22, p6
Generators, §25, pl3

Gold of Ophir Brand orange box, §23, p31

Golden Buckeye orange, §21, p6

Nugget orange, 521, p6

Gophers, Combating, §22, p47

Injuries from pocket, §24, pl9

Grades of citrus nursery trees, §21, p32

of citrus trees, §26, p54

Grading of oranges, §23, pp23, 26

the ^it, §27, p55

the land before planting, §21, p39

Grapefruit, §23, pl4

in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p2

Packing of, §23, p39

seed, §26, p41

Varieties of, §26, p23

, Grasshoppers, §28, p45

Gray mold, §25, p42

Greedy scale, §24, pp21, 46

Green bug, §24, p50

manures for groves, §22, p42

mold, §25, p41

mold decay, §29, pl3

Greenhouse thrip, §24, pp52, 53

Ground squirrels. Injuries from, §24, pi

7

Grove after a freeze. Care of citrus, §24, pl6

Arrangement of citrus trees in, §21, p38

Diagram for citrus, §21, p42

Exposure of citrus, §21, pl9

Planting of citrus, §21, p37

Quantity of moisture for, §22, p20

Systems of handling soils in the, §27, pl8

Groves, Combating pests in citrus, §22, p45

Cover crops in citrus, §22, p31

Crops in citrus, §27, p7

Cultivation of newly set, §27, pl4

Cultural practices for lemon, §23, p7

Fertilization of citrus, §27, p29

Fertilizing the, §22, p41

from frosts, Methods of protecting, §24, p4

Irrigation of citrus, §22, pi; §27, p36

Laying out citrus, §27, p8

Management of, §27, pi

Plowing the. §21, p47

Shelters for citrus, §24, pl7

Size of. §26, p4

Groves, Size of citrus, §21, p3

Surface tillage in, §21, p50

Tillage of, §21, p47

Gulf-coast sections, Citrus fruits grown in the,

§26, p2
states. Prospect of citrus industry in the,

§26, p3
states. Varieties of oranges in the, §26, p5

Gum disease, §21, p20

Gumming, Diplodia, §29, p20

Gummosis, §25, p28

Hag moth, §28, p45

Hall grapefruit, §26, p25

Hamilton & Merryman orange wrapper,

§23, p28
heaters, §24, pl2

Hammock lands, §26, p33

Handling of citrus fruit. Need of careful,

§27, p48
Hardpan, Irrigation, §21, p47

Harrow, Acme, §27, pl6

Cutaway disk, §21, p53

Disk, §21, p52; §27, pl7

Double-row disk, §21, p53

Spike-tooth, §21, p50

Spring-tooth, §21, p51

Hart orange, §26, pp5, 17, 21

Harvesting and marketing of citrus fruit,

§27, p47
• of citrus fruits, §23, pl9

Hauling citrus fruit, §27, p52

Heater, California type of orchard, §24, p7

Heaters, Bolton, §24, pl2

Hamilton, §24, pl2

Orchard, §27, p47

Heating, Cost of equipment and, §24, pi

2

the air with oil heaters, §24, p6

Hemispherical scale, §24, pp21, 44; §28, p29

High pine land, §26, p33

Homosassa oranges, §26, pp5, 11

Horizontal system of pruning lemon trees. Open,

§23, pl3

Home, Wm. T., on root rot, §25, p31

Humus to soil before planting, Adding of,

§21, p40
Hydrocyanic-acid gas, §25, p2

Implements of tillage, §27, pl4

Inch, Miner's, §21, pl4

Industry in the gulf-coast states. Prospect of

citrus, §26, p3

Injuries and pests. Citrus, §24, pi

caused by wind, §24, pi

6

from rodents, §24, pl7

Injury from cold. Citrus, §24, pi
from fumigation, Tree, §25, p4

Insect pests. Citrus, §24, p21
pests. Fumigation for citrus, §25, pi

Insects, Effect of fumigation on parasitic and
predacious, §25, p4

injurious to citrus fruits, §28, pi

Miscellaneous, §24, p49; §28, p38
Scale, §24, p23; §28, pl8

Iron Age cultivator, §21, p55; §27, pl7
Irrigation, Basin, §22, pl5

Explanation of, §21, pi

Frequency of, §22, p23
Furrow, §22, p6
hardpan, §21, p47
of citrus groves, §22, pi; §27, p36
of young trees, §27, pl4
Overhead, §22, pl9
Skinner system of overhead, §22, pl9
Straight-furrow, §22, pp6, 7

Water for, §21, pl4
Winding-furrow, §22, pp6, 12

Zigzag-furrow, §22, pp6, 11

Jaffa orange, §26, pll

Jets, Campbell, §22, p6
Jump scraper, §22, ppl6, 18

K
Katydids, §28, p45
Key limes, §26, pp3, 29

Killifer cultivator, §21, p57
Kin-kan, §26, p22
King of Siam orange, §26, pl9

orange, §21, pll; §26, pp5, 19

soil sampler, §22, pp20, 21

tangerine orange, §26, pl9
Knife, Pruning, §22, p28
Knox, L. B., on flat-hoeing system of grove

management, §27, p24
L. B., picking basket used by, §27, p50

Kumquat group of oranges, §21, pl2
Nagami, §26, p6

Kumquats in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3

Labeling of oranges, §23, p27
the fruit, §27, p58

Labels, §23, p27; §27. pp58, 64, 65, 66
Ladders, §27, p51

Fruit, §22, p27
Ladybird beetles, §25, p4
Land, Clearing the, §27, pi

for citrus fruits. Price of, §26, p35
Leaf-cutting ants, §28, p46

Leaf spot, §25, p44
Lemon culture, §23, pi

packing-house operations, §23, p33
pruning, Baronio system of, §23, pll
seed. Rough, §26, p41

trees. Planting, §23, p7
trees. Pruning of, §23, p7

Lemons are injured, Temperature at which,

§24, p3
Forced curing, or sweating, of, §23, p34
in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3
Ordinary curing of, §23, p33
Packing of, §23, p38
Propagation of, §23, p7
Selection of locality and site for, §23, p6
Varieties of, §23, pi; §26, p29

Lighters, Orchard heater, §24, plO
Limbs of trees, Bracihg, §27, p42
Limes, §23, pl5

are injured. Temperature at which, §24, p3
in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3
Packing of, §23, p40
Varieties of, §26, p29

Lisbon lemon, §23, p4
Loading the fruit, §27, p63
Locality for citrus fruits. Selection of, §21, pl3:

§26, p30
for lemons. Selection of, §23, p6

Long scale, §28, p25
Louisiana citrus sections, §26, ppl, 2
Lue Gim Gong orange, §26, pp5, 21

Lug boxes, §23, p22

M
Madam Vinous orange, §26, pl2
Maggot, Orange, §24, pp21, 56
Magnum Bonum orange, §26, pl4
Majorca orange, §26, pl4
Malaga pruning shears, §22, p29
Maldigoma, §25, p33; §29, pl5
Malta Blood orange, §21, p8
Management of groves, §27, pi
Mandarin orange, Willow-Leaved, §21, pll

oranges, §26, p5
oranges in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p2

Manures for groves, Green, §22, p42
for groves. Stable, §22, p42

Marketing of citrus fruit, Harvesting and,

§27, p47
Markets and transportation, §26, p32
Marsh grapefruit, §26, p26

Seedless grapefruit, §23, pl5
Marumi kumquat, §26, p22; §21, pl2
McFadden's derrick, §25, p9
Me^y bug, §28, p30

bug. Citrus, §24, pp21, 45

Mediterranean orange, §21, p8
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Mediterranean sweet orange, §26, p21

Melanose, §29, p8

Melilotus indica, §22, pp32, 38

Merryman orange wrapper, §23, p28

Mexican lime, §23. pl7; §26, p29

Miner's inch, §21, pl4

Mississippi citrus sections, §26, ppl, 2

Mite. Purple, §24, p57; §28, p35

Russet. §28, p38

Silver, §24, pp57, 59

Six-spotted, §24. pp57. 59; §28. p37

Mites, §24, pp21, 57; §28, p35

Moisture for grove. Quantity of, §22, p20

Mold, Blue, §25, p41

Cottony, §25. p39

decay. Blue and green. §29. pl3

Gray. §25. p42

Green. §25. p41

Monarch cultivator, §21, p56

Monterey cypress, §24. pl7

pine, §24. pl7

Moth. Hag. §28. p45

Mottled leaf. §25. p36

Mounding to protect the bud union. §27. p44

Mulch system, Fertilizer. §27. p24

N
Nagami kumquat, §21, pl2; §26, pp6, 22

Nail-head rust, §29, pl7

Navelencia orange. §21. p6

Newell-Mathews orchard disk plow. §21, p49

Newspapers as a frost protector, §24. p4

No-cultivation system, §27, p23

Nonpareil orange, §26, p9

Norfolk loam soil, §26, p34

Nugget Brand orange box, §23. p32

orange. Golden. §21. p6

Nursery. Soil for a citrus. §26. p45

stock. Securing of citrus, §21. p35; §26, p55

stock. Selection of. §21. p20

stock. Transplanting of citrus. §21. p32

trees. Grades of citrus. §21. p32

O

Oak-fungus disease. §25. p31

Oil heaters. Heating the air with, §24, p6

required for heating. Quantity of. §24. pl2

Old Vini orange, §26, pl5

Oliver plow, §21, p48

Open-center method of pruning, §22, p25

-center system of pruning lemon trees,

§23. pl2

-horizontal system of pruning lemon trees,

§23. pl3

-root method of preparing citrus nursery

stock for transplanting, §21, p32

Orange automatic weighing machine, §23, p26

Orange box labels, §23, pp31, 32

boxes, §23, pp30, 31

brusher. §23. p25

culture, §21, p3

dog. §28, p44

labels, §23, p27

maggot, §24, pp21. 56

plow. Avery. §27. pl5

plow. Brindley, §27, pl5

scale. Red, or, §24, pp21, 30

tortrix. §24, pp21, 54; §28, p46

trees, Pruning, §22. p23

wrappers, §23, p28

Oranges, Boxing of, §23. p28

Cleaning of, §23, p25

Grading of, §23, p26

Grading, sorting, and packing of, §23, p23

in the gulf-coast sections. Sweet, §26, p2

in the gulf-coast states. Varieties of. §26, p5

Kumquat group of. §21. pl2

Propagation of. §21. p20

Sizing of. §23. p27

Varieties of. §21, p3

Wrapping of, §23, p27

Orchard disk plow, Newell-Mathews, §21. p49

heater, California type of, §24, p7

heaters, §27. p47

wagon. Belknap. §27. pp52. 53

wagon. Electric-wheel, §27. pp53. 54

Overhead irrigation. §22, pl9

irrigation. Skinner system of, §22, pl9

Packing citrus fruit, §27, p54

-house, §23, p24

-house. Distance of grove from, §21, pl9

-house operation, Lemon, §23, p33

houses, §27. p54

of citrons, §23, p40

of grapefruit, §23, p39

of lemons, §23, p38

of limes, §23, p40

of oranges. §23. p23

Packs. §27, pp59, 60. 61

for lemons. §23. p39

Paper Rind orange. §21, p8

Parson Brown orange, §26, pp5, 6, 10

Pasadena, California, culture of limes a.

§23, pl6

Pepper trees. §24. pl7

Pernambuco grapefruit, §26, p26

Pests, Citrus injuries and, §24, pi

Citrus insect, §24, p21

Fumigation of citrus insect, §25, pi

in citrus groves, Combating. §22, p45

Prevalence of. §21. pl8

Physiological diseases, §29. p25

Picking, Appliances used in, §23, p20
bags, §23, p21

boxes. §23. p22
citrus fruits, §23, pl9
racks, §23, p23
receptacles, §27. poO
Season for, §27. p47
wagons, §23. p23

Pine, Monterey, §24, pl7
Pineapple orange, §26, pp5, 6, 15

Pit. Black. §25. p39
Pitting, Red, §25. p38
Planet Junior cultivator. §21. p54; §27. pl7
Plant bugs. Large. §28. p39

food for citrus trees. Need of, §22, p41
-foods. Sources of the essential, §27, p31

Planting, Adding of humus to soil before,

§21, p40
and care of citrus trees, §27, pi
board, §21, p43
citrus trees. Details of, §21, p44
citrus trees. Distances for, §21, p39; §27, p5
citrus trees. Season for, §27, p4
citrus trees. Tillage before, §21, p41
citrus trees. Time for, §21, p37
Grading the land before, §21. p39
lemon trees. §23. p7
of citrus grove. §21. p37
of citrus seeds. §26, p42
Treatment of young trees before, §27, plO
varieties of citrus fruits in blocks. §21, p38;

§27. p7
Plow. Avery orange, §27, pl5

Brindley orange, §27, pl5
Chattanooga one-horse sandy land, §27, pl5
Deere sandy soil, §27, pl5

Newell-Mathews orchard disk, §21, p49
Oliver, §21, p48
sole, §21, p47

Plowing the groves, §21, p47
Plowpan, §21, p47
Pocket gophers. Injuries from §24, pl9
Poisons for ground squirrels, §24, pl8
Pomelo, §23, pl4

Pomelos are injured. Temperature at which,

§24, p3
Pomona, California, Orange grove at. §22. p4
Ponderosa lemon, §26, p29
Potassium cyanide, §25, p2
Pots, Freezing the, §25, p3
Powell, G. Harold, on decay of citrus fruits in

transit, §23, pl9

G. Harold, on the commercial importance of

the lemon, §23, pi

Propagation of citrus trees, §26, p37
of lemons, §23. p7
of oranges, §21, p20

Props for trees, §27. p44
Protecting groves from frost. Methods of,

§24, p4
Protection of loaded trees, §22. p53

of trees. Mechanical. §22. p51
Protectors, Tree, §22, p51
Pruning, Baronio system of lemon, §23, pll

frosted citrus trees, §22, p26
knife, §22, p28
lemon trees. Closed-center system of, §23, pl3
lemon trees, Open-center system of, §23, pl2
lemon trees, Open-horizontal system of,

§23, pl3

lemon trees, Semi-Baronio system of, §23, pl3
lemon trees. Shearing system of, §23, pl3
of citrus trees. §27. p25
of lemon trees, §23. p7
old orange trees. §22. p24
Open-center method of, §22, p25
orange trees. §22. p23
outfit. §22, p28
Precautions in, §22, p30
Root, §22. p26
saw. §22. p29; §27. p28
Season for, §22, p26
shears, §27, pp26, 27

shears, Malaga, §22, p29
Varietal differences in, §22, p26
young orange trees, §22, p23

Prunings, Disposition of, §22, p30
Psorosis, §25, p37; §29, pl6
Puffing, §25. p43
Purple mite, §24, p57; §28, p35

scale. §24, pp21, 36; §28, pl9

Quayle, H. J., on California citrus insect pests,

§24. p21

Racks, Picking, §23, p23
Randolph Fruit Company orange wrapper,

§23, p28
Red. or orange, scale, §24, pp21, 30

pitting, §25, p38
rot, §25, p43
scale, California, §28, p27
scale, Florida. §28. p25
aschersonia. §28. p6
spider. Citrus, §24, pp57, 58
spiders. §24. p21

Rhizomorphs, §25, p32
Ridger, §22. ppl5, 17

Rings for lemons, Sizing, §23, p22
Ripes. Tree. §23. p23
Riverside Horticultural Club, California,

§22. p44
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Riverside Navel orange, §21, p3

Rodents. Combating, §22, p47

Injuries from, §24, pl7

Roderick Lean cultivator, §21, p56

Rolfs, P. H., on the production of citrus fruit,

§26, p4
Root pruning, §22, p26

rot, §25, p31

Rose beetle. Fuller's, §24, pp21, 49

Rot. Black. §25, p42; §29. pl4

Brown, §25, p40

Diplodia, §29, pl2

Foot, §25, p33; §29, pl5

Fungus root, §25, p31

Red, §25, p43

Root, §25, p31

Stem-end, §29, pll

Trunk, §25. p34

White. §25, p39
Round scale, §28, p25

Rows, Locating citrus trees in straight, §21, p41

Ruby orange, §21. p7; §26. pl5

Run, Definition of, §22. p6

Russet mite, §28, p38

Russets, §27, p55

Rust, Nail-head, §29. pl7

8

Saint Michael Paper Rind orange, §21. p8

Sampler, King soil, §22, pp20, 21

San Diego County, California, Baronio system

of lemon pruning in, §23. pll

Diego Fruit Co. supply wagon, .§25, pl5

Satsuma orange, §21. p9; §26, p6

oranges are injured. Temperature at which.

§24, p3
oranges in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3

Saw, Pruning, §22, p29; §27. p28

Scab, §29, p6

Scale, Barnacle. §28. p30

Black, §24. pp21, 24

California red, §28, p27

Chaff, §28, p27

Cottony cushion, §24, pp21, 39; §28, p33

Florida red, §28, p25

Florida wax, §28, p29

Fluted, §24, p39

Greedy, §24, pp21, 45

Hemispherical, §24, pp21. 44; §28, p29

insects, §24, p23; §28, pl8

Long, §28, p25

Purple, §24, pp21, 36; §28, pl9

Red, or orange, §24, pp21, 30

Round, §28, p25

Snow, §28, p28

Soft brown, §24, pp21, 44

Turtle-back, §28, p28

Scale, Yellow, §24, pp21, 34

Scales, Armored, §28, pl8

Soft, §28, pl8

Scaly bark. §25, p37; §29. pl7

Scion, Influence of stock on, §24, p4

Scraper, §21, p40

Scraping the fruit, §27, p55

Scutellista, §25, p4

cyanea, §24, p29

Season for picking of citrus fruits, §23, pl9

for pruning, §22, p26

Seed-bed, Care of citrus, §26, p44

Citrus trifoliata. §26, p41

for growing citrus stocks. Securing of, §26,p41

Grapefruit, §26. p41

Rough lemon. §26. p41

Sour-orange. §26, p41

Seedlings, Budding of citrus, §26, p46

Transplanting of citrus, §26, p44

Seeds, Planting of citrus, §26, p42

Time for sowing, §26, p43

Selling the fruit. §27, p64

Semi-Baronio system of pruning lemon trees.

§23, pl3

Seville orange, Sweet, §26, p6

Shaddocks in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p3

Shear, Pruning, §27, pp26, 27

Shearing system of pruning lemon trees,

§23, pl3

Shears, Malaga pruning, §22. p29

Shelters for citrus groves, §24, pi

7

Shield, budding. T, or. §21. p28

Siam orange. King of. §26. pl9

Silver Cluster grapefruit. Hall's. §26, p25

mite, §24, ppo7, 59

Site for citrus fruits. Selection of, §21, pl4;

§26, p36
for lemons. Selection of, §23. p6

Six-spotted mite. §24. pp57, 59; §28, p37

Sizing of oranges, §23. p27

rings for lemons. §23, p22

the fruit, §27. p56

Skinner system of overhead irrigation. §22, pl9

Smith. C. O., on black pit, §25. p39

Smutted fruit. Treatment of, §24, pl5

Snow scale, §28, p28

Sodium cyanide. §25, p2

Soft brown scale, §24, pp21, 44

scales, §28. pl8

Soil for a citrus nursery. §26, p45

in the grove, Systems of handling. §27, pl8

sampler. King. §22, pp20, 21

Soils for citrus fruits, §21, pl6

for citrus fruits in gulf-coast states, §26, p33

Sole, Plow, §21, p47

Soror, Diabrotica, §24, pp21, 50

Sorting of oranges, §23, p23
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Sour clover as a fall cover crop in Arizona,

§22, pp32, 38
-orange seed, §26, p41

Spider, Citrus red, §24, pp57. 58
Spiders, Red, §24, p21
Spike-tooth harrow, §21, p50
Splitting, §25, p43
Spot, Leaf, §25, p44
Spraying citrus trees, §22, p45; §27. p35
Spring budding, §26, p47

-tooth harrow, §21, p51
Squirrels, Combating, §22, p47

Injuries from ground, §24, pi

7

Stable manures for groves. §22. p42
Staining, Tear, §25, p38
Standpipe, Concrete, §22, p2
Starke Seedless orange, §26, pl6
Stem-end rot, §29, pll

Stock, Grades of citrus nursery, §21, p32
on scion. Influence of, §24, p4
Securing of citrus nursery, §26, p55

Stocks for citrus trees, §26, p38
Straight-furrow irrigation, §22, pp6, 7
Streaking, Tear, §29, p5
Sulphuric acid, §25, p2
Summer budding, §26, p47
Sunkist orange wrapper, §23, p28
Sweating, or forced, curing of lemons, §23, p34
Sweet clover. Yellow. §22, pp32, 38

oranges in the gulf-coast sections, §26, p2
Seville orange, §26, p6

T, or shield, budding, §21, p28
Tables, Dosage, §25, ppl7, 18

Tahiti lime. §26, p30
Tangerines are injured. Temperature at which,

§24, p3
Tardiff orange. Hart's, §26, pi

7

Tear staining, §25, p38
streaking, §29, p5

Temperatures at which citrus fruits are injured,

§24, p3
Tents as frost protectors. Burlap. §24, p4

Devices for placing, §25, p8
for fumigation, §25, p6

Termites, §28, p47
Texas citrus sections, §26, ppl, 2

Thermometer, Automatic alarm, §24, pll
Thomson orange, §21, p6
Thrip, Citrus, §24, p52

Greenhouse, §24, pp52, 53
Thrips, §24. pp21, 61; §28, p41
Tillage before planting citrus trees, §21, p41
Implements of, §27, pl4
in groves. Surface, §21, p50
of groves, §21, p47

Time for planting citrus trees, §21, p37
Tinstman, B. E., Fruit labels of, §27. p58
Toadstool disease, §25, p31
Torch. Adamson, §24, plO
Tortrix. Orange. §24, pp21, 54; §28, p46
Transplanting of citrus nursery stock, §21, p32

of citrus seedlings, §26, p44
Transportation and markets, §26, p32
Traps for pocket gophers, §24, p20
Tree protectors, §22, p51

ripes, §23, p23
Trees against frost, Protection of. §27, p44
Arrangement of citrus, §27, p4
before planting. Treatment of young, §27, plO
Bracing limbs of, §27, p42
Budding over, §27, p40
Budding over citrus, §22, p47
Details of planting citrus, §21, p44
Distance for planting citrus, §27. p5
Fertilizer for citrus, §27, p32
Grades of citrus. §26, p54
Grades of citrus nursery, §21. p32
in grove. Arrangement of citrus, §21, p38
in straight rows. Locating citrus, §21. p41
Irrigation of citrus, §27, p36
Mechanical protection ot, §22, p51
Planting and care of citrus, §27, pi
Planting of lemon, §23, p7
Price lists of citrus, §26, p54
Propagation of citrus, §26. p37
Props for. §27, p44
Protection of loaded, §22, p53
Pruning of citrus. §27. p25
Pruning of frosted citrus, §22, p26
Pruning of lemon, §23, p7
Pruning of orange, §22, p23
Season for planting citrus. §27. p4
Spraying of citrus. §27, p35
Stocks for citrus. §26, p38
Time for planting citrus, §21, p37
Watering of young, §27, pl4

Trifoliata, Citrus, §21, p21
seed. Citrus, §26, p41

Triumph grapefruit, §23, pl5; §26, p25
Trunk rot, §25, p34
Tulle as a frost protector, §24, p4
Turtle-back scale, §28, p28
Twig blight, §25, p37

Valencia orange, §26, pp5, 21; §21, p6
oranges are injured. Temperature at which,

§24, p3
Valve, Gate, §22, p3
Varieties of citrus fruit, §26, p5

of citrus fruits in blocks. Planting, §21, p38;
§27. p7
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Varieties of grapefruit, §26, p23

of lemons, §23, pi; §26, p29

of limes, §26, p29

of oranges, §21, p3
of oranges in the gulf-coast states, §26, p5

Selection of, §21, p37

Vegetable tissues. Effect of frost on, §24, p2

Velvet bean as a cover crop, §27, p21

Verrucosis, §29, p6
Vessels, Generating, §25, pl3

Vetch as a winter co\^er crop in California,

Common, or spring, §22, pp32, 33

Villafranca lemon. §23, p4; §26, p29

Vini orange. Old, §26, pl5

Vinous orange, Madam, §26, pl2

W
Wagon, Belknap orchard, §27, pp52, 53

Electric-wheel orchard, §27, pp53, 54

Fumigation supply, §25, pU
San Diego Fruit Co. supply, §25, pl5

Wagons, Picking, §23. p23

Walter's grapefruit, §26, p25

Washing the fruit. §27. p55

Washington Navel orange. §21, p3
Water, Distribution of, §22, pi

for irrigation, §21, pl4

Watering of young trees, §27, pl4

Wax scale, Florida, §28, p29

Weighing machine. Orange automatic, §23, p26

of oranges, §23, p26

the fruit, §27, p56

Wells, Artesian, §27, pST*

West Indian lime, §23, pl7

Whippoorwill cowpeas, §22, p37

White ants, §28, p47

flies, §28, pi
* fly. Citrus, §24, pp21, 55; §28, p2
Cloudy-winged, §28, pp2, 13

Wooly. §28, pp2, 13

rot, §25, p39
Willow-Leaved Mandarin orange, §21, pll

Wilt, §29. p25
Wind, Injuries caused by, §24, pl6

Windbreaks, §24, pl7

Winding-furrow irrigation, §22, pp6, 12

Withertip, §25, p37; §29, p3

Woglum's push cart, §25, pll

Wood fires for frost protection, §27, p46

Wooly white fly, §28, pp2, 13

Workman, C. R., originator of the Eureka

lemon, §23, p3
Worm, Bag, §28, p46

Wounds, Dressings for, §22, p30
Wrappers, Orange, §23, p28

Wrapping of oranges, §23, p27
the fruit, §27, p58

Yellow scale, §24, pp21, 34

sweet clover, §22, pp32. 38

Yucca tree protectors, §22, p51

Z

Zigzag-furrow irrigation, §22, pp6, 11




